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INTRODUCTION

GOOD NEWS

I have very good news for you – we live in a world of extreme uncertainty. No
one knows what changes will occur next year, next month or even tomorrow. And
because of the new global economy we don’t know where those changes and new
realities will come from or how significant they’ll be. Technological advances are
happening with heart-stopping speed. The foundation of your current success could
crumble virtually overnight. Change has always been with us, but today the speed of
change is greater than ever before. And all evidence indicates that this uncertainty will
be with us for some time to come. But this is not just very good news for you. This is
great news.
Some see this chaotic world reality as a long uphill battle. Success to them means
merely to not lose ground and survive. Those who hold that belief will, at best, merely
survive. I, however, see the same realities from a completely different angle. Fast paced
change and uncertainty offer the greatest opportunities to achieve massive success.
Business success, career success, financial success and personal success.
These are times to think not of mere business or personal survival. This is the
time to reach for success and prosperity. Breakthrough success and prosperity.
We live in a new world of opportunity. And the rewards await the men and
women who take advantage of the opportunity.
The greatest certainties in uncertain times are opportunity and possibility. This
has always been true.
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More millionaires were made during the depression in the 1930’s than any other
period before that.
World War II resulted in the greatest economic expansion and life style
improvements the world has ever seen.
In the 1970’s and 1980’s Japan dominated the world economy. This forced other
countries to change and innovate their manufacturing methods, quality and efficiency.
The results have been an economic rebirth for those who took advantage of the
opportunities and possibilities that faced them.
In the next 21 chapters I’m going to introduce you to the essential strategies you
will need to take advantage of the opportunities and possibilities that you now face. The
strategies you need to “maximize” your business and personal actions. These strategies
can be successfully applied in an uncomplicated, straightforward manner or they can be
taken to extremely high levels of sophistication.
And I’ll show you how to apply them to your business, your company, your own
career and your life to produce more clients, more sales, more income, more profits, more
loyalty, more distinction, more power and more success.
Much of this book is focused on how you can improve your business life. But the
strategies also work in virtually any area of your life where you need to persuade others
to accept your position or ideas.
They show you how to become a leader. A person who holds a position of
respect and influence.
They show you how to get what you want. And how to get what you want in a
totally ethical and honorable way.
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This is no time to retreat in fear. This is probably the greatest time of opportunity
and possibility in your life. You live in a new world of opportunity. And when you read
this book and apply what you learn, you will live in a new world of success.
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CHAPTER ONE

YOUR FLIGHT PLAN – WHERE YOU’RE HEADED
An amazing thing, the human brain. Capable of understanding incredibly
complex and intricate concepts. Yet at times unable to recognize the obvious and simple.
Some true examples:
Ice cream was invented in 2000 BC. Yet it was 3,900 years later before someone
figured out the ice cream cone.
Meat was on the planet before humans. Bread was baked in 2600 BC.
Nevertheless, it took another 4,300 years for somebody to put them together and create
the sandwich.
And the modern flush toilet was invented in 1775, but it wasn’t until 1857 that
somebody thought up toilet paper.
Once these obvious connections have been made, they seem so obvious. So
evident. We can’t believe we didn’t see them sooner.
An endless number of these unmade connections exist to this day, especially in
the business world. You are surrounded by simple, obvious solutions that can
dramatically increase your income, profit and success. The problem is, you just don’t see
them.
I’m going to show you how to recognize the income and success increasing
connections that are all around you. I will give you proven strategies and detailed
examples of how to leverage those strategies so you can turn them into greater income
and success. And when you do, your life will never be the same.
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You’ll be shocked at how truly easy this is going to be. Too good to be true? It’s
not. Let me take just one seemingly huge, complicated, income-increasing problem and
show you how truly easy and simple it is to solve.
Did you ever wonder how many ways there are to increase your business? 100
ways? 200 ways? 500 ways? It can be intimidating to merely know where to start. I
have good news – there are only three ways to increase your business:
1. Increase the number of clients.
2. Increase the average size of the sale per client.
3. Increase the number of times clients return and buy again.
Only three. It’s significantly less daunting if you only have to focus on three
categories. In fact, it’s easy. Let’s take a simple example.
•

Calculate your number of clients.

•

Figure the average amount they spend on each transaction/sale

•

Determine how often they make a purchase in a year.

Let’s say you have 1,000 clients. They average $100 per transaction/sale. And
they make two purchases in a year.
Transaction Value Per Client Transaction Per Year Total Income

# of Clients
1,000

x

$100

x

2

= $200,000

But look what happens if you increase these three numbers by just 10%.
# of Clients
1,100

Transaction Value Per Client Transaction Per Year Total Income
x

$110

x

2.2

= $266,200

A mere 10% increase across the board expands your income by 33.1%.
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A 25% increase in these categories nearly doubles your income to $390,625.
Very simple. But the results can be overwhelming. Focusing on this simple formula is
just one small way people easily do increase their incomes or grow their businesses by
100%, 200% or more.
Let’s get a little more specific. Here are a few examples of how various
companies have increased their numbers in these three vital categories.
HOW TO INCREASE YOUR NUMBER OF CLIENTS:
I have a client whose income curve was stagnant. It doesn’t matter what they
sold. Pretend it’s your product or service. This company had a compensation program
that paid the sales people 10% of the profit. So, if the company made $1,000 profit on a
sale, the sales person would get $100 and the company would get $900.
I had them calculate:
•

What the average new client is worth to them in dollars each time they buy.

•

How many times that client will buy from them each year.

•

How many years the average client will be with them.

It turned out the first sale, on average, resulted in about $200 profit for the
company. Of that, $20 went to the salesman or woman, $180 to the company. On
average, the client bought five times a year for three years. So basically, each time that
company got a new client, they were receiving $3,000 in cumulative profits.
My solution: Instead of giving the sales people 10% of the profit on a sale to a
new, first time client, give them 100% of the profit of the first sale.
The company management’s response: “You’re insane!”
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I smiled pleasantly and went on to explain that as long as their sales people
maintained sales from existing clients at past levels or above, give them 100% of profit
on the first sale for every new client they bring in. They’ll be ten times more motivated
to sell new clients. And every time they bring in a new client, the sales person makes an
additional $200, but the company makes an additional $2,800.
The company implemented the plan and sales tripled in nine months.
…and they said they were sorry for calling me insane.
HOW TO INCREASE THE SIZE OF THE SALE PER CLIENT:
General Motors, Honda, Ford, etc. will sell you a new car for $24,995. Have you
ever paid just the advertised price? Or do you buy a few extra items, like a radio, air
conditioning, security system, sunroof, warranty package or financing?
Despite our good intentions, when we go out to dinner many of us up the value of
our transaction when the waiter shows us the wine list, and later that damned dessert tray.
HOW TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF SALES PER CLIENT:
Stockbrokers offer occasional I.P.O.’s to select clients.
Clothing stores, auction houses, jewelry stores and others hold private “by
invitation only” sales events for preferred clients.
Airlines offer frequent flyer miles.
Miles Laboratories published a small cookbook filled exclusively with hot and
spicy recipes, and they gave it away for free. Why? Miles Laboratories is the maker of
Alka-Seltzer.
These aren’t just random, unrelated business-increasing anecdotes. Each example
represents a well thought-out, documented, income-increasing principle or leveraging
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strategy. And you are about to learn them all.
BUT I’M NOT IN SALES AND DON’T HAVE CLIENTS
You might be thinking, “my business responsibilities don’t include clients and
selling. I’m in the accounting/human resources/quality-control/M.I.S./production
department.”
Think again. The fact is, everyone is in sales. Whatever area of the business
world you work in, you do have “clients” and you do need to “sell.” They are frequently
referred to as “the internal client.” Your internal client might be the head of your
department and you need to sell him or her on your project, your proposal, your
promotion, your perspective, your value or your raise. Your clients might be the people
who work under you, and you need to sell them on giving you their best, focused,
thoughtful work. Your clients might be people in other departments who could aid you in
your area of responsibility, or vendors, or other complimentary companies or future
employers.
When you read the phrase “selling your product or service,” don’t just think in
terms of the product or service your company sells, but also your individual and
intangible personal product or service -- “you.” And understand that you need to sell
“you” in order to advance your career, gain more respect and influence, and increase your
income.
And these strategies can be applied to areas not considered traditional business
activities. For instance, if you’re a teacher and you need to persuade the principle or
school board to accept your proposal or plan, these strategies apply.
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These strategies can be used to increase the success in your personal life. If you
work with charity groups, community organizations or service clubs you frequently need
to convince others that your approach, program or solution is the correct one and should
be implemented. These strategies will help you make that “sale.”
These principles and methods you are about to learn will multiply and maximize
your talent. They will enable you to reach your persuasion or selling goals in many areas
or your life. You will gain confidence by knowing the best and most effective ways to
cause people to follow your lead.
These strategies are designed to raise you above your competition no matter who
your competition is. If you work for a corporation, you have your company’s
competition – another corporation. But you also have your personal competition – the
person in the office down the hall who you are competing against for the next big
promotion. Or the guy who just sent his resume in to Personnel and wants your job.
RECOGNITION, RESPECT & A BIG OFFICE
Understanding and applying the strategies you are about to learn will lead to
increased company revenues and increased personal success and income for you.
But there will also be other rewards along the way, especially if you work for a
company – large or small.
Realize this hard fact: the people above you (bosses, management and
organization leaders) want one thing most of all – they want solutions to problems.
Solutions that make them look good and help them achieve their goals. They want the
people who report to them to be problem solvers. These strategies will give you those
solutions and turn you into a problem solver. Employers will kill for problem solvers.
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A good idea is a good idea no matter where it comes from. And when you come
up with that good idea you will be rewarded, perhaps not with an immediate increase in
income, but the rewards will be greater recognition, respect, more influence, a promotion,
a title, or a larger office. All of which lead to… increased income.
THE UNIVERSAL SOLUTIONS
Can these income-increasing strategies and principles really apply to all industries
and all people? Absolutely.
Let me tell you about two people, each working in the same “industry.” But only
one of the two has discovered how to multiply and maximize his talents. A true, but very
extreme example:
Two men were mugged. Neither one was harmed.
Mugger #1 took the man’s wallet and all his cash -- $85.
Mugger #2 had a different approach towards his “business.” Mugger #2 took the
other man’s wallet and cash, $70, plus his watch and his Princeton class ring. The watch
and ring were not expensive and had no real street value.
Ordinarily, that would be the end of the story.
But, two days later, man #2 walks out of his New York City apartment on his way
to the office. He hears someone calling his name. He turns, and there is the man who
mugged him, smiling and not at all threatening.
Mugger #2 asks the man if he would like his watch and Princeton ring back. As
both items held great sentimental value to him, he said yes. The mugger offered to sell
them back for $500. The man only had $90 with him. The mugger accepted the $90, but
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instead of returning the watch and ring, he gave the man a receipt from a pawnshop.
Later that day the man went to the pawnshop and paid $80 to reclaim his watch and ring.
Mugger #1 made $85 cash.
Mugger #2, applying simple income-increasing strategies and uncovering hidden
assets, opportunities and possibilities, made $70 on the mugging, $60 by pawning the
watch and ring, and $90 by selling the pawn ticket to my friend. Total income: $220.
Yes, the income-increasing strategies you are about to learn can be used by all
people in any industry.
Mugger #2 was never a client of mine. And I do not suggest that anyone go into
this line of work. But if you do, at least get all you can out of it.
AVOID THE COSTLY LEARNING CURVE
The philosophy of this book allows you to avoid the costly learning curve in
almost everything you do in business. And that saves you time and money. It enables
you to run rings around all of your competitors before they ever figure out what you did
to them. It virtually guarantees you greater success and multiplied profits from every
business-building step you ever take.
I’m referring to the process of borrowing success practices from other industries
and applying them to yours.
Most people I meet have spent virtually their entire life in one basic business or
industry. Maybe you’ve done that, too. But when you spend all your life in one industry,
all you know well are the common success practices of just your industry. You only
understand how people in your field market, sell, advertise or promote. And almost
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everyone in your industry probably markets, sells, advertises and promotes pretty much
the same way as everyone else.
Industrial manufacturers primarily use a field sales force.
Retailers basically just put ads in newspapers and the Yellow Pages.
Stockbrokers do virtually all their business by telephone.
Doctors, dentists and lawyers rely almost exclusively on referrals.
And so on, and so on, and so on.
When you limit your business to doing things the same way every other
competitor of yours does, you can only produce modest, incremental gains – at best. At
worst, you could easily lose ground.
If you look at 100 different industries (or over 400 different industries, as I’ve had
the privilege of doing) you realize that each different industry has pretty much depended
upon just one basic success practice to generate and sustain clients and sales. That alone
is amazing; but what’s more incredible is that of any 100 different industries you look at,
you’ll find probably 95 totally different success practices being used. Industry A doesn’t
know anything about the methods industry B uses; correspondingly, industry C is totally
unaware of the way industry B sells or markets, and on and on.
By helping you study and identify the fundamental principles that drive the
successes in hundreds of other industries, you’ll be able to pick and choose the most
powerful, effective state of the art breakthrough approaches to introduce to your industry.
I’ll show you how to adapt those concepts to your own specific situation. And since
you’ll probably be the only competitor in your field using these breakthrough techniques,
your results should multiply immediately. With little effort on your part, we should be
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able to engineer stunning advances for your business or career and leave everyone else in
your dust.
WHERE DO THESE STRATEGIES COME FROM?
These strategies can come from Fortune 500 CEO’s, or small business owners, or
professionals in practice, or a single employee. And wherever these strategies come
from, they can be successfully used by the Fortune 500 CEO, the small business owner,
the professional or the single individual.
Here are some examples where people took strategies from other industries.
Federal Express applied the banking industry’s method of clearing checks
overnight to the overnight delivery of packages. Banks send all checks to a central
processing point, then out to the appropriate branch. FedEx adapted the hub-and-spoke
concept where every package went to a central location (Memphis, Tennessee), and then
was flown to its final destination.
A man named George Thomas was searching for an effective way for people to
apply deodorant. He was very frustrated in his research for a solution until he realized he
was holding the answer right in his hand. George borrowed the concept of the ballpoint
pen and created roll-on deodorant.
Dave Liniger, Founder of Re/Max Real Estate, grew his company to a billion
dollars in sales by using the “100% solution,” which lets sales people keep 100% of their
commissions while charging them a monthly fee for office facilities and equipment. His
agents were making so much money, they rarely left.
The story is told that one day Dave went into his regular, three-chair barbershop.
The owner was lamenting how hard it was to keep good barbers. They’d leave and go
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into business for themselves. Dave explained how his real estate company held on to
talent using the “100% solution.” The barber nodded politely.
The next time Dave was back and reached for his wallet to pay, the barber said,
“This one’s on me. I took your advice and now we’re a 100% solution barber shop.”
The unanswered question in this story is this: where did Dave Liniger come up
with the 100% solution in the first place? Did he create it himself, or did he get the idea
from another industry… like his previous barber shop?
WHAT YOU’RE GOING TO LEARN
Simply stated, there are two categories of specific income-increasing strategies
that you will learn. The first category: MAXIMIZING WHAT YOU HAVE.
You will focus on the main barriers that cause people not to do business with you
and how you unknowingly limit and restrict your income, results and success. You will
learn strategies to break through those barriers.
You’ll be able to apply these strategies to your existing situation and begin
increasing your income and success. They will work for you almost immediately, and
they will continue to work for you at whatever heights you reach.
Once you understand those strategies, you’ll be ready to use them in conjunction
with the second category of powerful income- and success-increasing strategies:
MULTIPLYING YOUR MAXIMUM. You will apply the strategies in this section to
your career or business to create multiple sources of income.
Depending on any single approach for all your new clients and continuous
business is a disaster waiting to happen.
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A simple analogy: If you’re fishing and have one pole with one line in the water,
you will be able to catch only a limited number of fish. But if you use ten poles and put
ten lines with ten different baits in the water at the same time, your fish catching potential
will significantly increase.
Many of the best prospects are accessed from multiple impact points which moves
them from curiosity to interest, all the way to action. If you’re attacking your market
from multiple positions and your competition isn’t, you have all the advantage and it will
show up in your increased success and income.
These income multipliers will show you how to build a system of attracting new
clients and increasing business with current clients from multiple angles.
1+1 =2
BUT, 1 + 1 + 1 = 10
You could apply many of these strategies and concepts to your business as
individual, free standing strategies and they would, by themselves, produce significant
results. But that would be a colossal mistake. Combining several, if not all, of these
strategies will produce even greater results. The whole will be greater than the sum of
the parts.
Many of these strategies will be referred to in multiple chapters. Several of these
strategies intertwine and, when combined, will not merely add to each strategy’s
effectiveness. Instead they will multiply your results several times over. So I’m going to
give you a quick overview of several of these strategies so you will start to think of them
not as individual, separate strategies, but as parts of the even more powerful whole.
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YOUR BUSINESS SOUL –
THE STRATEGY OF PREEMINENCE
No one is 100 times smarter than everyone else. Few corporations today really
have any technical advantages over their competitors, nor does anyone really have any
major manufacturing distribution or labor edge. So why do certain super-achievers gain
levels of success so much higher than others?
They have a better philosophical strategy. They approach everyone they deal
with in a totally different and more effective way than everyone else does. And
frequently their strategy is hard for anyone else to figure out. But you’re about to learn it.
In this book, the word “client” will be used instead of “customer.” This is not
only to avoid the constant and cumbersome phrase of “customers and/or clients,” but
because it helps define the meaning of the Strategy or Preeminence.
The Webster’s Dictionary definition of these two, seeming identical words is:
Customer:

One who purchases a commodity or service.

Client:

One who is under the protection of another.

The difference in the meaning is massive. And there’s a massive difference in the
way a person who does business with you could or should be treated.
If in your field these people are referred to as “customers,” that’s fine. But
whatever you call them, always think of them as a “client.”
What exactly does “under your protection” mean? In this case it means that you
don’t sell people a product or service just so you can make the largest one-time profit
possible. You must understand and appreciate exactly what your clients need when they
do business with you – even if they are unable to articulate that exact result themselves.
Once you know what final outcome they need, you lead them to that outcome – you
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become a trusted advisor who protects them. And they have reason to remain your client
for a lifetime.
For instance, a man who goes to a hardware store to buy a power drill doesn’t
really need a drill – he needs holes.
He has a financial, emotional, logical or intellectual need for holes. He might
think he wants a drill. But it’s your responsibility to determine the real truth and his real
need. Your responsibility and opportunity is not to just sell him a drill. You must figure
out how to satisfy his financial, emotional, logical or intellectual need for holes and make
sure the drill he buys from you will solve his problem and give him the exact holes he
needs.
Or maybe he thinks he wants holes, but when you find out that he needs to insert
rods in these holes, you realize that fasteners would work better than holes. So you sell
the client some fasteners. You have truly solved his problem.
You have also become a trusted advisor and a friend. And you should think of
your clients as “dear, valued friends.” The concept of viewing clients as valued friends
will appear frequently in this book and for good reason – it is the essence of the Strategy
of Preeminence and the life blood of a long lasting, rewarding and profitable relationship
for both you and your clients. And you will learn that the value you provide to your
clients and everyone you deal with can be deeper, more meaningful and rewarding than
you ever realized.
The Royal Bank of Scotland issues two high-security check cashing cards to its
transvestite clients – one with a photo of them dressed as a man, and the other as a
woman. A bank spokesman said: “If any cross-dressing clients go shopping dressed as a
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woman, it’s possible for them to have a second card so they can avoid embarrassment or
difficulties when paying by check.”
A man landed in jail following a drunken brawl during a Texas-Oklahoma
football game. The next morning the Oklahoma judge set bail for $250, but the man was
far from his home in Dallas and knew no one in town. The man pulled out his NeimanMarcus credit card. He reached a Neiman-Marcus vice-president, who arranged for the
bail to be charged on his account, and the man was set free.
Once you understand how to think about the people you work with, we’ll start
increasing your income and success…

VIVE LA DIFFERENCE
Why do your clients buy from you instead of your competitors?
If you don’t know the answer, that means one of two things. Either (a) you offer
a client a unique set of advantages or benefits, but you’ve never identified them yourself,
or (b) you offer that client no unique advantage and you’re just lucky as heck that you
have the business in the first place. There’s no basis upon which you’re keeping it. Any
time your competition wants to offer your client an advantage you don’t, they can take
that client away from you.
To get your prospects and clients to see you or your business as offering them a
superior benefit or advantage that no other competitor offers them is the essence of
unique selling proposition (a “USP”).
You must determine the most powerful benefit or advantage you can possibly
offer an existing or future client so it will be totally irrational for them to choose to do
business with anyone but you or your company. And here’s how you can do that. You
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identify what advantage or result your clients want the most. You don’t have to change
your product or service, but you have to position your product or service as having a
unique benefit they’re not getting from your competitors. And you don’t offer it to your
clients subtly. You incorporate the fact that you are now offering them this unique
advantage or benefit in everything you say and everything you do. When you do this,
you clearly educate them so they see, appreciate and want to seize that advantage.
When Avis was struggling to come up with a marketing approach that would gain
them the market advantage, they needed a unique selling proposition that was very
powerful. After all, Hertz was well ahead of them in size and market share.
What did Avis do? They came up with the unique selling proposition, “We’re
number two. We try harder.” They still rented cars just like Hertz, but they positioned
themselves as the company that would work harder, give better service and better rates.
And they made incredible progress and growth because of that USP.
Federal Express developed a USP that stated, “When it absolutely, positively has
to be there.” When FedEx started using that USP, shipping companies were not
delivering packages overnight. They weren’t even guaranteeing when a package would
be delivered. FedEx offered clients a unique advantage – that the package they needed to
ship would be delivered at the doorstep of the intended recipient by 10:30 a.m. the next
day. Absolutely guaranteed. Period.
Dennis Rodman was in the National Basketball Association for several years,
playing hard and posting impressive rebounding numbers. But he received little publicity
and few, if any, endorsement contracts. Then he created a USP for himself – bizarrely
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bright, multi-colored hair and outrageous tattoos. With that came notoriety and a fortune
in publicity and product endorsements.
Once that you have a unique selling proposition and have given people a reason to
talk to you, what do you offer them?…

MAKE ‘EM AN OFFER THEY CAN’T REFUSE
Two friends are each going to purchase the same product or service. One is
leaning towards giving his business to Company A, the other to Company B.
“I’m buying from Company A because if something goes wrong, I know
Company A will take care of it quickly.”
The other said, “But if you buy from Company B, nothing will go wrong.”
The first person replied, “Yeah, but it might, and I don’t want to have to worry
about it.”
Whenever two parties come together to transact business of any kind, one side is
always asking the other (consciously or otherwise) to assume more or all of the risk. If
you ask someone to take on all the risk, their first inclination is not to buy.
You probably stand behind your product or service right now. And if there’s any
problem, you or your company will either fix it, replace it, or refund the client’s money.
But you probably don’t aggressively promote that philosophy. In this chapter you will
learn how to do that with a strategy called risk reversal.
Your goal is to eliminate as much, if not all, of the risk in the transaction for your
client. When you take away the risk, you lower the barrier to action and eliminate the
primary obstacle to buying.
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Aggressively let your clients know that if they are dissatisfied, you will give them
their money back, re-do the job at no charge, or whatever else it takes to demonstrate
your total, passionate commitment to their satisfaction.
Clients will take advantage of this risk reversal strategy and very seldom ask for
reimbursement. But the offer will serve you 100% of the time.
Did you ever subscribe to a magazine or a newsletter and the reason you
subscribed was because they gave you a 30, 60 or 90-day, no-questions-asked, 100%
money-back guarantee? Or even not ask you to pay up front? That’s risk reversal.
After Orville and Wilbur Wright became the first to conquer powered flight, they
used risk reversal when they contacted their congressman, Representative Nevan. They
wrote that they had a plane fit for practical use, that could fly at a high speed, and that
could land without wrecking the structure. They said, “Don’t send us one red cent! Just
sign the contract. Give us your specifications for the desired machine, we will create it,
and demonstrate it. Only when that is done, do you pay.”
You want a promotion. Go to your supervisor and offer to work in the higher
position for 60 to 90 days at your current salary. You can guarantee either that the
company will be completely satisfied or guarantee a specific level of performance or
result. At the end of the trial period, they can make the promotion and raise official or
you’ll return to your previous position.
As president of Chrysler, Lee Iaccoca took only a $1 annual salary and stock
options that would pay off only if he improved the company’s bottom line.
Once you’ve offered a risk-free opportunity and people are ready to do business
with you, what’s the best thing and the right thing to sell them?…
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WOULD YOU LIKE THE LEFT SHOE, TOO?
Every time someone makes a purchase from you or your organization, you have
an opportunity to increase the size of that purchase. And the motive is benevolent, not
self-serving. It’s not just to add to your short term profit. It’s all about you helping your
client get the optimal benefit or advantage out of the transaction they’re doing with you.
During the Great Depression, the Kraft company tried to market a low-priced
cheddar cheese powder, but the public wouldn’t buy it. It was a failure. One St. Louis
sales rep, looking for a way to unload his allotment of the stuff, added individual
packages of the cheese powder onto boxes of macaroni. He then offered grocers the
opportunity to sell them as one item, which he called “Kraft Dinners.” When the
company found out how well they were selling, it made the dinners an official part of its
product line.
You have a responsibility and an opportunity to introduce every client you deal
with to all the alternatives they have available and to help them understand what their
objective is for buying your product or service in the first place. And to help them
recognize that they have options they could be taking advantage of that could produce a
better result than the level they’ll receive from the purchase they originally intended to
make.
In this chapter you will learn the concepts called add-ons and cross-selling. By
“add-ons,” I mean that you graduate the client to a larger or superior alternative product
or package of goods or services. In other words, they may have been content coming in
to buy the standard, basic product or service. And yet, by understanding what their
intended use for that product or service is, you realize that the basic, standard purchase
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can’t possibly give the client the performance outcome they seek. So you recommend a
larger, higher-quality or more sophisticated version of the product that you know will
give them a better result. They don’t have to buy it, but you have an obligation to
demonstrate to them the differences in performance and outcome they can expect to
receive and to make them an offer that gives them an incentive for considering trading
up.
A cross-sell is introducing to the client an additional product or service that will
add or increase the result of their transaction with you or your company.
Your clients will appreciate you for doing it. Their lives or business will be better
for it. Why? They get a superior outcome. And when they get greater results, they’re
happier. So, your goal in these transactions, when you’re using either add-ons or crosssell, is to always offer your client alternatives – alternatives that perform better and which
are in your clients’ best interests, not yours.
Mattel gets you to buy Barbie. But Barbie only comes with the one outfit she’s
wearing – tres gauche! You add on more clothes, a Barbie car, a Barbie house. But
Barbie is lonely. You buy a Ken for Barbie, and guess what? Ken only comes with the
clothes he’s wearing.
AT&T and other phone companies sell you a simple phone line. Then call
waiting, voice mail, automatic call-back, a second line for a computer, a third line for a
security system, information number auto dial option, caller ID, a fourth line for a fax.
And now they’re getting into the cable and computer information delivery systems.
These guys are good.
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No one is holding a gun to our heads to make us buy these added products and
services. We purchase them because they give us the added results we want.
Increased income is a by-product of management’s perception of your worth.
Find something that no one else in your company is doing (or doing well) and voluntarily
add it on to your responsibilities.
An added note to the Kraft Macaroni and Cheese innovation – how well did that
add-on strategy work in the long run? Research has shown that today only 55% of
dinners served in homes in the U.S. include even one homemade dish.
So your Unique Selling Proposition got their attention, and risk reversal caused
them to buy, and add-ons and cross-selling gave them the best products or services to
solve their problem, but how do you know that’s the best you can do?…

HOW TO NEVER FALL OFF A CLIFF
Before Henry Ford would hire anyone for an important position, he would have
lunch with them. If the potential employee would salt the food before tasting it, Mr. Ford
would not hire the person. The reason? Salting the food before tasting it indicated the
person would implement a plan before testing it – ergo, no job.
Test everything. It’s simple and the payoff can be enormous. It’s not at all
unusual when you test and compare the effectiveness of one approach against another for
the superior approach to outperform the inferior one by as much as ten or 20 times.
The selling approach you’re currently using to sell your product or service could
be under-performing, delivering only a fraction what an alternative approach or strategy
might yield. I’ve seen people test different variables in their advertising, websites, sales
letters, live sales presentation, guarantees, USP and pricing points. Increases of 500%,
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1000%, 2000% have resulted just by changing from one approach to another. In other
words, you might be producing only 1/5 of the results, sales, income or profits you could
be getting with the same or even less effort and cost. Until you start testing different
responses and performance levels, you’re leaving massive potential on the table.
One company that apparently didn’t test enough is the maker of Excedrin.
Several years ago they ran a multi-million dollar, national advertising campaign showing
different, above-average headaches and assigning them numbers, like “Excedrin
headache #9,” “Excedrin headache #23,” etc., where Excedrin relieved the pain.
The campaign created great name recognition and was seemingly very successful.
But, in fact, sales went down. The company later learned that people were aware of the
campaign and said that Excedrin was an excellent, stronger-than-average pain reliever,
and if they had a severe headache they would definitely take Excedrin. But if they had
just an average headache, Excedrin was a stronger medication than they needed, so they
would take a milder pain reliever like aspirin.
The company could have saved millions of dollars and not lost market share had
they done one simple thing. TEST.
Another international corporation that also apparently didn’t test before they went
national was Coca-Cola. They sparked a consumer revolt when they tried to replace
Classic Coke with New Coke. A nearly disastrous idea that could have easily and
inexpensively been avoided by testing.
Was Henry Ford too extreme with his hiring policy based on salting before
testing? Maybe. But, then again, Henry Ford was America’s first billionaire.
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Once you understand these strategies -- the Strategy of Preeminence, developing a
USP, risk reversal, add-ons and cross-selling, and testing – you can easily apply them to
your current operation and gain increased revenue and income. But then we’ll move into
new territory – creating multiple sources of income. Here comes the really big money…

WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS
You can tap into millions of dollars of investment that companies have made in
their clients for decades, get those companies to direct all of their clients to start doing
business with you and your company, and have it cost you nothing.
I call this concept Host-Beneficiary Relationships. It’s a simple process that’s
based on utilizing existing goodwill and strong bonded relationships that other companies
already have established with people who are prime prospects for your product or service.
Duncan Hines was a traveling restaurant critic. His book, Adventures in Good
Eating, a guide to restaurants along major highways, was so popular that his name
became a household word. Hines’ notoriety attracted the attention of Roy Park, a New
York Businessman who was looking for a way to promote his new line of baked goods.
He asked Hines to become a partner in the company, and Hines agreed. Together they
formed Hines-Park Foods, Inc. Their Duncan Hines line of cake mixes captured 48% of
the American cake mix market in less than three weeks.
Determine who in your marketing area is already selling to the clients you want to
be reaching, and who has their trust, respect and goodwill. They would be selling
something that either goes before, goes along with, or follows the product or service that
you sell to people. Your product or service does not compete with their product or
service, but it complements it.
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The moment you identify who these businesses are, you’re almost all the way
home. All you have to do is contact those companies and make it easy and advantageous
for them to refer their clients to you.
If you work in a corporate structure the principles are the same. For instance, if
you sell software for a company you could contact a salesperson who works for a
corporation that sells the computer hardware to the same client base and develop a
mutually beneficial relationship.
Why would companies be willing to do this?
Most companies and individuals would love to create new profit centers, but they
haven’t the slightest idea of what they should be and how to start one. You are perfectly
suited to be a joint-venture profit center for them. If your product or service goes before,
with or after theirs, then obviously their product or service will go before, with or after
yours.
Visa and American Express have formed strategic alliances with airlines,
automobile manufacturers, oil companies and others that reward consumers for using
their particular credit card.
Sears and Roebuck made hundreds of millions of dollars by promoting Allstate
Insurance to their clients in their stores.
When major motion picture studios like Disney and Universal produce movies
aimed at the youth market they develop merchandising Host-Beneficiary Relationships
with fast food chains like McDonalds and Burger King.
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Perfume and makeup companies will hire and pay the salaries of the people who
work at the cosmetic counters in large department stores. Some of the cosmetic
companies actually “own” the cosmetic counter.

SOMEONE YOU SHOULD MEET
Most people and businesses spend all of their time, effort and money on
conventional marketing, advertising or selling programs when a fraction of that effort,
and virtually no expense, would get them many times the results if they developed a
formalized referral system.
It’s probable that a large portion of your new clients actually come from direct or
indirect referrals right now. But you probably have never put a formal referral system
into place. In this chapter you will learn to do that.
You’ve invested far too much in your business and clients, and the values and
benefits you provide are too important to allow all of the friends, co-workers, family
members and colleagues of your current clients to be denied access to you.
A formal client referral system will bring you an immediate increase in clients
and profit. And it doesn’t cost anything to implement it.
A referral-generated client normally spends more money, buys more often, is
more profitable and loyal than most other categories of business you could go after. And
referrals are easy to get. Referrals beget referrals. They are self-perpetuating.
Every time clients deal with you in person, through your sales staff, by letter, email or on the phone, diplomatically ask them for client referrals. But you must first set
the stage.
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Tell your clients that you enjoy doing business with them and that they probably
associate with other people like themselves who mirror their values and quality. Since
they obviously know the exact people you prefer working with, you’d like them to refer
their valued friends and associates to you. If you acknowledge your clients’ value and
importance to you, they’ll be eager to reciprocate.
Then extend a totally risk-free, obligation-free offer. Willingly offer to advise,
talk to or meet with anyone important to that client. In other words, offer to consult their
referral without expectation of purchase, so your clients see you as a valuable expert with
whom they can put their friends or colleagues in touch.
If you do this with every client you talk to, sell, write or visit – and you also get
your key team members to do it as well – you can’t help but get dozens, even hundreds,
of new clients. I have seen business literally triple in six months when people used an
organized client referral process.
Charles Lamb once said, “Don’t introduce me to that man. I want to go on hating
him, and I can’t hate a man whom I know.” On a personal level a simple introduction by
a respected colleague to a prospective client, business associate or potential boss can have
the same effect as a referral or even an endorsement.

THE PRODIGAL CLIENT
It can cost a small fortune to acquire a new client – but it costs almost nothing to
gain back an old client.
Clients stop buying for three basic reasons:
Reason one, they stop buying temporarily and just never get around to dealing
with you again. Out of sight, out of mind. A trite phrase, but very true. Once you stop
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dealing with a company, no matter how valuable the product or service, you tend to fall
into a different buying pattern.
The second reason people stop dealing with a company is because they became
dissatisfied. There are hundreds of reasons a client becomes unhappy and stops doing
business with a company. But the important thing to realize is that rarely did you
intentionally offend or dissatisfy that client.
The third reason is the client’s situation has changed to the point they no longer
can benefit from your product or service. This may seem like the end of the road with a
client in this position. But that’s not the case. Even a client who may not be in a position
to do business with you can be a great source of additional income. And you’ll learn
how.
When you recognize that over 80% of all lost clients didn’t leave for an
irreparable reason, you can instantly take action and get many – even most – of those
clients back. And when they do come back, they tend to become one of your best, most
frequent and loyal client groups.
They also turn into your best single source of referrals.

YOUR 10,000 PERSON SALES DEPARTMENT
How would you like to have 1,000 to 10,000 tireless salesmen and saleswomen
working around the clock, calling on the maximum number of the absolutely most
qualified prospects for your product or service – and never forgetting to make any selling
point or any closing argument?
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That ability is available to you instantly by recognizing and utilizing the powerful
tool that is direct mail. Direct mail refers to all written material used to communicate
with prospects and clients, including sales letters, e-mail, brochures and proposals.
It sometimes costs $100 or more to make a cold sales call. Many cold calls take
weeks or months to set up. Yet it can cost you less than 50 cents to contact your target
market through the mail.
And when people call cold or visit cold, they’re introducing an idea for the first
time. It has to settle in. It has to be embraced. There are a lot of negative issues you
have to overcome, including the resistance of secretaries or voice mail. When you make
that the job of the sales letter, it lays the groundwork for you.
When you get the letter in the hands of the intended recipient, they’ve got the
complete message, from beginning to end. Every question is answered, every issue
addressed, every problem solved, every reservation overcome, every application made
and every call to action expressed.
Even the envelope carrying your sales letter can be a selling tool. It can be very
businesslike, with just a name, address, city, and state; or it can be more personal, with a
personalized-looking message on the outside of the envelope.
Sales letters are the most powerful prelude to telephone marketing efforts.
Sending a sales letter ahead of a phone call can increase the effectiveness of the call itself
by 1000%.
When a letter precedes the call, you are not calling cold. Your prospect has
already been pre-sold on your product or service.
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When Senator Robert A. Taft announced for the presidency in 1952, Walter
Weintz created an elaborate series of test mailings for the campaign. To these he added a
revolutionary element: a request for money. Not only would a dollar or two coming in
indicate the winning test, it was like betting on a horse. Put money on a horse, Walter
reasoned, and you’ll do everything in your power to make sure that horse wins. In this
case, you’ll not only vote, but persuade your friends and family to do likewise.
Weintz went on to use this technique for dozens of candidates. It changed
American politics forever.
MORE TO COME
These are just some of the key success and income increasing strategies you will
be learning. But again, don’t limit their power and effectiveness by looking at any of
them as individual concepts. When combined together these strategies will produce
exponential growth in income, results and success.
You’re about to begin a wonderful journey. Embrace these strategies, apply them
with diligence and your final destination will be financial security, distinction and
recognition, and much deserved success.
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CHAPTER TWO

GREAT EXPECTATIONS

Your greatest success and prosperity in business and life, will come from your
ability to create your own breakthroughs.
This chapter will teach you inventive, new ways to generate innovative ideas,
think more creatively and implement breakthroughs that can dramatically improve the
results your previous approaches produced.

What should you expect to achieve with the information you will learn in this book?
Simply put, you should expect to achieve your dreams. Raise the bar and accomplish your
goals.
This is about the big picture. About how to view your business, career and life from the
top of the mountain. And the fastest, safest, easiest path to get you there. In a later chapter, I'll
give you valuable direction on establishing and attaining specific goals that are worthy of your
untapped potential. But now, I want to talk about what your grand vision and overall approach
should be for making the absolute most of every opportunity you have (and why your current
vision is nowhere near as “grand” as it should and could be).
I want to help you achieve a personal vision of success that's greater than you've ever
thought practical. Doing it smarter, not harder is the secret. But most people only know the
adage. I know how it’s really done. Now you’re about to learn it.
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GIANT STEPS AND QUANTUM LEAPS
Most people operate with a mind-set that assumes success comes one small step at a time.
This is an unfortunate misconception, and it’s clearly reflected in the way most people function
and go about getting clients, growing sales, building their businesses and career……and living
their lives. They strive day to day to make incremental gains. Or worse, to merely hold their
own against the rest of their world. That’s the pathway of conventional, limited growth and
ultimately, “success erosion”.
This approach keeps you working harder and harder for your business, instead of getting
your business or career to start working harder and harder for you.
I don’t want to see you operate that way. And you don’t have to.
Advancing at a measured pace – step by step, from where you are to a little bit better may
seem the logical and safe way to proceed. But you can and should think in terms of skipping
levels and making quantum leaps. You can move rapidly, easily and surprisingly safely from
your present level of accomplishment to a place that is several stages higher. You can do it
instantly --- and directly. And you can do it in virtually every aspect of your business or career
activities. You can do it by not limiting yourself to following only those practices people in
your industry follow.
I want you to stop accepting your present-day business circumstances as the way it has to
be. You’re going for major breakthroughs.
A business strategy that may be common as dirt in one industry can have the effect of an
atom bomb in an industry or business application where it’s never been used before.
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So, if you’re going to give your business or career explosive jumps in results that put you
far beyond most of the people you compete with, you can’t do it by following the same practices
you’ve (and they’ve) always followed.
Think about it logically. You can’t be a follower and expect to ever really become a
leader in your field. It just doesn’t work that way in today’s fast changing world. Instead, you
need to see the overlooked opportunities that are all around you and act on the vast sums of
untapped income and unclaimed success just waiting to be harnessed.
You probably spend too little time studying the most successful, innovative and profitable
ideas people in other industries use to grow and prosper.
Yet, if you start focusing on other industry’s success practices, you’ll be amazed at how
easily you can adapt these ideas to your own business situation. Suddenly, you’ll see
significantly better ways to produce significantly better results from the same time, manpower,
effort, activity, and capital.
Frank Howser, Lewis Crandal, Richard and Maurice MacDonald.
How many of these names do you recognize?
Frank Howser designs and constructs displays and booths for trade shows. A few years
ago, two young guys asked Frank if he could design something for their little start-up company
so they would look "flashy" at a trade show.

They couldn't pay him cash, but they offered to

give him stock in their start-up business. Frank declined the offer. The two young men were
Steve Wozniak and Steven Jobs. Their little company was Apple Computer.
Lewis Crandal sold his half of the "store" for $1,200 to his partner, Mr. Woolworth.
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Richard and Maurice MacDonald sold their hamburger stand, concept and name to a
51-year-old salesman named Ray Kroc, who went on to create a multi-billion dollar
organization.
How many of these names do you recognize?
Ted Turner, Bill Gates, Rupert Murdoch, Donald Trump, Warren Buffett.
The first group of unknowns never saw the opportunities for breakthroughs that were
right in front of them. The second group did. And they acted on them.
WHAT EXACTLY ARE BREAKTHROUGHS?
Breakthroughs are unconventionally fresh, superior, more exciting ways of doing
something. Breakthroughs are the dramatic improvements in each area that make you more:
impactful, powerful, efficient, effective, productive and valuable or inspiring to your client.
Breakthroughs make your marketing produce twice or three times the results from the
same effort or less. Breakthroughs transform your product from a commodity into a prized
proprietary item no one else can offer (or directly compete against). Breakthroughs let you
control your business with fewer people, less payroll, less confusion, more productivity, more
efficiency and more profit. And breakthroughs let you change the entire business game you
play by allowing you to totally (but ethically) change all the rules and remake them at will.
Breakthroughs let you outthink, outleverage, outmarket, outsell, outperform, outimpact,
outdefend, out maneuver and continuously outwit your competition on every level. Do this
constantly and you cannot help but ultimately become and remain the dominant and leading
force and choice in your field, market or career category.
When you practice a continual breakthrough business “performance maximizing”
philosophy many of your previous business and money problems will dissolve.
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Leadership becomes the natural (almost effortless) byproduct of seeing and creating
breakthroughs.
Companies who innovate and produce breakthroughs lead their field. So do individuals.
Companies and people who lead command more business, keep more business and take more
business from their competitors. They also command far greater respect and trust from their
clients and industry.
Right now your competitors are constantly trying to come up with new ways to take your
clients, job or entire business away from you. You've got to beat them to the punch.
Breakthroughs are the pathway to do that.
Breakthroughs let you reinvent your business or career before some competitor does it to
you. Breakthroughs let you maximize your successes better and longer so you can safely
uncover new future successes. Breakthroughs let you ethically use other people’s knowledge,
capital or resources to your own maximum advantage.
Breakthroughs let you lower or totally eliminate the risk in an activity, while vastly
increasing the payoff potential. Breakthroughs make you unbeatable. Breakthroughs make
people wealthy.
The speed events are occurring around us requires that breakthrough thinking become
continual, everyday thinking. Not merely a rare or occasional event in your business life.
You don't want to wait for a major catastrophic event to change your business for the
negative. So you must invent and constantly be reinventing your own better future. That
means becoming ethically opportunistic, looking at everything around you (in and outside your
business or industry) with an opportunity-based focus and asking yourself continuously,
“Where’s the big overlooked opportunity, here?”
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It’s also adopting a “possibility-based” mindset that looks for new, different, better ways to
attain a goal or address the situation.
It’s starting to see opportunities where everyone else sees problems, obstacles, limitations
or boundaries. It’s recognizing how much more you can achieve by leveraging the impact of
whatever is going on all around you. The most exciting breakthroughs occur when you reach
beyond the traditional way of looking at or doing something and become open and receptive to
new possibilities.
BEING OPPORTUNITY FOCUSED
Major breakthroughs come from the correct mindset. It's an attitude - an opportunistic
attitude. People who make breakthroughs are always opportunity focused. People who don’t,
aren’t. It’s that simple.
In 1972 a young man worked as a page in Congress. That year the Democratic convention
nominated George McGovern to run for President against Richard Nixon. During the
convention, Senator McGovern dumped his first choice to be his vice-presidential running mate,
Senator Eagleton. The young, 16-year-old entrepreneur saw a one-time opportunity and bought
up 5,000 suddenly obsolete McGovem-Eagleton buttons and bumper stickers. He paid five
cents apiece for them. He soon resold them as historical and rare political memorabilia for as
much as $25 per item.
This is an excellent example of an ethically opportunistic mindset. True, the young man's
one time windfall profit did not result in a major industry breakthrough. But what is important
is that he had the opportunity focused attitude that is needed to see an opportunity where no one
else did. That young man, by the way, was Bill Gates.
BUT I'M NOT BILL GATES
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To create major breakthroughs you don't have to be the intellectual equal of Bill Gates or
Ted Turner or Rupert Murdoch or Donald Trump.
Most major breakthroughs are a result of looking at things with a common sense,
“superlogical” degree of open-mindedness. And the ability to take action on what you see.
They have little to do with advanced education, high I.Q. or vast amounts of money. And the
most dramatic breakthroughs frequently center, pure and simple, on better ways to do things faster, easier or more effectively or logically.
Anyone who saw the first Indiana Jones movie, Raiders of the Lost Ark remembers when
“Indy” got trapped in the bazaar in a dead end street with a seven foot giant swinging swords at
his head. Everyone thought poor “Indy” was a goner, until he made a breakthrough move and
pulled out a gun, shot the giant and ended his problem. As I said, breakthroughs can come in
many different and unusual ways.
Major breakthroughs are merely fresh new ways to do something. And new means new to
your industry, market, competitor, or clients; not necessarily new to the world. Applying old
things in new ways is a breakthrough. Applying new things in new ways is a breakthrough.
Applying old things in new combinations is a breakthrough. Applying new things to new
markets, or old things to old markets can be a breakthrough, too. Look at Domino’s Pizza.
When Domino’s started, home deliveries had become almost obsolete because the service was
undependable. But they figured out a workable system – reintroduced an updated version and a
billion-dollar breakthrough was reborn.
MONOCIDAL-ROGAINE WAS AN ACCIDENT
Somebody with vision figured out how to capitalize on the unintentional fact that this
acne product also grew hair as a side effect.
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Microwave cooking happened purely unintentionally in a radio-wave test laboratory
when a scientist left his lunch too close to the power source. Same goes for Post-Its. They
were accidentally “discovered,” but became commercial blockbusters only after someone at 3M
figured out what the application opportunity really was.
BORN AGAIN BREAKTHROUGHS
Starbuck’s brought America European cappuccino and a breakthrough was “reborn.”
Infomercials were popular back in the fifties when TV first started. Then they gave way
to 60-second advertisements. Fast-forward 40 years and now they’re hot, again.
Bank’s came up with leases to counteract rising car prices and lowered tax incentives.
Real estate developers came up with auto malls to leverage the combined power of
multiplied advertising and maximized flow of qualified prospects.
DO YOU HAVE A BETTER IDEA?
One study showed that out of sixty-one breakthrough inventions, only sixteen were
discovered in big companies. Most of the best ideas come from people just like you. For
example, the dial telephone was invented by an undertaker, and the ballpoint pen by a sculptor.
Will Parish, a former lawyer and conservation specialist, was well aware of rising energy
costs and diminishing fossil fuel resources, as well as the enormous problems associated with
waste disposal. While in India, he ate a meal heated by flaming cow dung. That's right, cow
dung. The result?... Parish formed National Energy Associates, which now burns 900 tons of
"cow chips" a day, producing enough megawatts to light 20,000 American homes. Parish says
he now combines “doing well” with “doing good”, and Fortune magazine labeled him the
world's true "entre-manure."
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The El Cortez hotel in San Diego is the birthplace of an architectural first. Management
determined their single elevator was not sufficient for getting their guests to and from their
rooms and the lobby.
Deciding an additional elevator was needed engineers and architects were contracted to
solve the problem. They proposed cutting a hole in each floor from the basement to the top of
the hotel. As the experts stood in the lobby discussing their plans, a hotel janitor overheard their
conversation.
"What are you up to?" he asked.
One of the planners explained the situation and their proposed solution. The janitor
responded, "That's going to make quite a mess. Plaster, dust, and debris will be everywhere."
One of the engineers assured him it would work fine because they were planning to close
the hotel while the work was being completed.
"That's going to cost the hotel a healthy amount of money," the janitor noted, "and there
will be a lot of people out of jobs until the project is completed."
"Do you have a better idea?" one architect asked.
Leaning on his mop, the janitor pondered the architect's challenge and then suggested,
“'Well, why don't you build the elevator on the outside of the hotel."
Hence, the El Cortez became the originator of a popular architectural feature.
It doesn't necessarily take a trained expert to come up with the best idea.
The founder of Nike, an avid runner, sat at his kitchen table and poured rubber into a
waffle iron to create Nike's unique sole for their first running shoe.
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If you are fishing at 40 degrees below zero and you pull a fish up through the ice, an
obvious thing happens. The fish freezes, fast and hard. But Clarence Birdseye, grinding out a
living as a fur trader in Labrador, noted something else about these quick frozen fish.
When thawed, the fish were tender, flaky, and moist - almost as good as fresh caught. The
same was true for the frozen caribou, geese, and the heads of cabbage that he stored outside his
cabin during the long Canadian winter.
That observation made Clarence Birdseye a wealthy man. The quick-freezing process
pioneered by Birdseye produced frozen foods that were palatable to consumers. It created a
multibillion-dollar industry, and gave farmers the incentive to grow crops for a year-round
market. In the case of frozen orange juice, it created a product where none existed before.
What’s the lesson is all this? You must constantly be on the “lookout” for new and better
ways to dramatically improve your overall business performance by capitalizing on what
everyone else sees as a limitation.
HEAD UP, EYES OPEN, MIND IN GEAR
A young boy happened to look down and spot a shiny quarter. He picked it up. This was
good - it was his quarter, fair and square, and it had cost him nothing.
From that moment on, he walked with his eyes surveying the ground for more treasure.
During his life, he found 387 pennies, 62 nickels, 49 dimes, 16 quarters, two half-dollars, and six
one-dollar bills - a total of $23.37.
The money had cost him nothing, except that he missed 28,742 beautiful sunsets,
rainbows, babies growing, birds flying, sun shining, and the smiles of the people around him.
He also missed an untold number of million-dollar breakthroughs.
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Fiscal responsibility is very important. But don't waste all your time on "nickel and dime
thinking." Learn to be an ethical opportunist who creates breakthroughs. Keep your head up,
your eyes open and your mind in gear.
You need to reach out for ideas and answers. Examine ideas, people, procedures and
philosophies from as far outside your normal sphere of business and life as you can possibly
reach. Develop a genuine interest, fascination and curiosity for how other things outside your
limited business world work and the principles they’re based upon.
Keep continual access to a flow of information that connects you to successful creative,
breakthrough developments and achievements. Whether you read the pages of Forbes, Inc.,
Technology Today or attend business, trade or technology conferences, or merely walk the aisles
of a well-stocked bookstore, recognize how many people and organizations are driving their
success and growth by coming up with new ideas, perspectives, and innovative techniques, then
acting on them. This "observed validation" is critical to encourage, stimulate and sustain your
own business breakthrough efforts.
Stretch yourself and start examining subjects, industries and markets you’ve never been
interested in before. Why? Because you’ll get fresh new perspectives, ideas, and insights into
segments of the buying market you’ve never thought about before. And you’ll start seeing the
connection. Ask yourself powerful questions about how other people use things, do things, sell
things, deliver things, service things, make things, compete and prosper.
There are an unlimited number of breakthroughs out there... just waiting for you to
discover. Marketing breakthroughs. Innovative breakthroughs. Creative breakthroughs.
Operations breakthroughs. Source breakthroughs. Technology breakthroughs. Systems
breakthroughs. Process breakthroughs. Selling system breakthroughs. Product
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breakthroughs. Distribution breakthroughs. So many breakthroughs, so little time to discover
them all. So much to borrow from and funnel into your newfound maximizer’s mindset. That's
why you need to start doing it right now. And keep doing it, forever!
You don’t have to be an Einstein to look at your business or career world with fresh new
eyes and stop accepting the traditional “herd” mentality just because you and everyone else has
always done it that way.
IT'S TIME TO ACT
Whatever you do and wherever you are in your career - whether you own a business or
professional practice, have profit and loss or divisional responsibility for any element of a
profit-oriented business, or are a staff member in another's employ - you owe it to yourself, your
company or practice, your employer, your career and your future to learn how to generate the
maximum results from everything you do - creating breakthroughs is the answer you’re after.
Whatever you’re doing, however you’re doing it and wherever you’re doing it – you can
and must find continually better ways to maximize your results. But maximizing and creating
breakthroughs means more than simply getting the most profit, highest performance, greatest
productivity and effectiveness out of an action, opportunity or investment. It also means
achieving maximum results with a minimum of time, effort, expense and risk - something few
people practice or even think about. Think: Highest and best use of your time, money and
effort. Highest and best. Always highest and best!
YOUR FUNDAMENTAL OBJECTIVES
In order to produce the maximum number of breakthroughs possible you should focus
your thinking on these fundamental objectives that your breakthrough ideas should be designed
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to achieve. It’s a success template that keeps your mind’s eye on the breakthrough ball at all
times.
Always discover what the hidden opportunity is in every situation.
Try and uncover at least one cash windfall for your business or employer every
three months.
Engineer maximum success into every action you take or decision you make.
Build a business breakthrough foundation based upon multiple streams of idea
generation instead of a single idea source.
One of your breakthrough goals is to always make you, your business or product special,
unique and more advantageous in your client’s eyes.
The more value or wealth you can create for your client, the greater the power of
that breakthrough.
A breakthrough’s purpose is to help you or your business maximize personal or
organizational leverage in every commitment of action, investment, time effort opportunity or
energy you make.
Breakthroughs increase in direct proportion to the amount of networking,
brainstorming and masterminding you do with like-minded, success-driven people outside
your industry.
Your goal in creating breakthroughs is to use ideas to create more value for others.
Breakthroughs fuel growth thinking.
Growth thinking seeds / breakthroughs…..the two go hand-in-hand.
The best breakthroughs take away risk or resistance from the other side. So it’s
easier to say yes than no.
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Employ as many success practices of others outside your field or industry by
investigating then modeling their philosophies and methods.

ACTION STEPS
Think about breaking out of the conventional approach you’ve been taking in as
many different areas of your business or career as possible. Break your activities into as
many subactivities as you can.

Each one can be targeted for one or more

breakthroughs. Imagine what it will be like when your mind is thinking about
overlooked opportunities as fresh possibilities in each activity you do. Make a list of
outside sources of information about other industry’s business practices you could plug
into. Identify both your biggest and easiest existing breakthrough opportunities. Try
and come up with 30 breakthrough ideas in 30 minutes for 30 different areas of your
business or career. Next, try to identify 20 overlooked opportunities that your business
or job is sitting on.

Come up with ten possibilities you could test that, if successful,

would result in a major breakthrough. Make a list (and keep adding to it) of as many
breakthroughs as you can identify that other industries have produced. Finally, start
applying the mindset you’re now developing to the subject matter of each chapter and
strategy you are about to read.
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CHAPTER THREE

HOW CAN YOU GO FORWARD IF YOU DON’T KNOW
WHICH WAY YOU’RE FACING?

The first step in navigating any journey through treacherous business
waters is to know exactly what your strengths and weaknesses are. And how they
relate to your competition. Yet, almost no one in business does this strategic
analysis. Even fewer people working for corporations operate their careers
strategically. Until you know your business positives and negatives it’s
impossible to get the ultimate rewards and payoffs you’re after. So the first thing
you need to do is get a handle on where you are, so you can then determine what
you need to focus on to get where you want to be.
This chapter will show you how to evaluate your business strengths and
weaknesses in order to identify the basis of your current success or lack of
success.

If a child comes to you and says, “I don’t feel so good,” you respond, “Where
does it hurt?” The child tells you head, tummy, throat, leg – whatever – and you begin
the process of fixing the ailing area.
So why don’t people do the same thing in their business lives?
If their business or career “doesn’t feel so good,” they either do nothing at all or
increase exactly what they’ve been doing, hoping to make things better, even if exactly
what they’ve been doing is what caused the problem in the first place.
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The point is, they don’t know what their business success, or lack of business
success, is based on. They don’t ask themselves the right questions because they don’t
know the right questions.
Following are 50 questions. By simply answering these questions, you will gain
vast insight into the strengths and weaknesses of your business or career. Answer the
questions on a company and a personal career level. If you don’t totally understand or
are unable to answer particular questions, not to worry. When you have read all the
strategies in the book you will understand the meaning of all these questions and you will
appreciate the value and importance of them.
1)

What initially got me started in my business (what motivation, occurrence,
etc.)?

2)

When I first started, where did my clients come from (what process,
method or action did I use)?

3)

Why did clients originally buy from me?

4)

Why do clients buy from me now?

5)

What primary method of generating clients was used to build my
business?

6)

Which of my marketing or sales efforts brought in the bulk of my
sales/clients? What percentage of my business comes from this?

7)

Do I test the various aspects of my marketing and selling activities to
make sure they’re producing the best and most profitable results?

8)

How well-connected or how involved am I with my clients at the sales or
transaction level (do I still sometimes take orders, or sell or follow-up)?
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9)

What ongoing sales efforts do I personally perform today? How do these
functions differ from those I performed when I started my business?

10)

Where do my clients come from specifically (demographics)?

11)

Would I rather attract more new clients or garner more money from my
existing clients, and why?

12)

Who else benefits from my success, excluding my clients, my employees
and my family members?

13)

How many of my suppliers would be motivated to help me grow my
business more because it will directly benefit them at a very high level?
Who are they?

14)

When I create a new client for my business or profession, who else have I
directly created a new client for?

15)

Describe completely what my business does (what I sell, how I sell it, and
who I sell to by industry, commercial category or specific niche).

16)

What is my business philosophy as it relates to my clients?

17)

How have my methods for doing business, or the product or service line(s)
I market changed since the inception of my business?

18)

What are my sales per employee? Is that above, below, or equal to my
industry average?

19)

What is the “lifetime value” of my typical client (i.e., how much revenue
will he/she generate for me over the entire period he/she does business
with my company)?
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20)

What is the biggest client complaint about my company, and how does my
company address this problem?

21)

What is my Unique Selling Proposition or USP (Why do my clients buy
from me – what is it about my product and/or service that distinguishes me
from me competition? Do I have more than one USP for different
product/service lines or segments of my business?)

22)

Is my USP a consistent theme in all of my marketing and sales efforts? If
yes, how, and if no, why not?

23)

Briefly describe my marketing program or marketing mix (all the different
types of marketing I use and how they interrelate – i.e., sales letters/direct
mail, direct sales, yellow pages, spot advertisement, etc.).

24)

Who are my biggest competitors and what do they offer that I do not?

25)

What steps do I take to offset their advantage? Are they working?

26)

What is my competition’s biggest failing, and how do I specifically fill
that void?

27)

What do my clients really want (be specific, don’t just answer “a quality
product or service”)? How do I know?

28)

Do clients buy from me exclusively or do they also patronize my
competitors? What steps can I take to get the main portion of their
business?

29)

What’s my market potential (universe) and my current share of that
market?
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30)

What does it cost me to get a new client (i.e., if I ran an advertisement that
cost $1,000 and I obtained two new clients, my cost would be $500)?

31)

What is my biggest and best source of new business, and am I doing
everything possible to secure this business?

32)

What has been my biggest marketing success to date (defined as a specific
promotion, advertising campaign, sales letter, etc.)?

33)

What is my biggest marketing problem or challenge today? Describe it in
its entirety as candidly and directly as possible, including personal,
financial, and transactional implications it may impose.

34)

How many better ways could I reduce the risk of transaction, lower the
barrier of entry or reduce the hurdle for my client to make it easier for that
person to do business with me?

35)

After the initial sales, are there systematic, formal methods I use to
communicate and resell my clients?

36)

Do I have an adequate supply of client testimonials, and is there a system
in place for their capture? Are they written, on audio tape or video tape,
and how are they used in my marketing?

37)

Do I actively solicit referral business?

38)

Have I ever tried to reactivate my former clients and non-converted
prospects?

39)

Have I ever tried selling a list of my non-converted prospects to my
competitors?
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40)

Do I make consistent efforts to communicate with my clients about what
my company is doing to help them?

41)

In what ways do I try to up-sell my clients?

42)

Do I need to make money on first-time buyers, or am I satisfied with only
making it on the back-end (reorders)?

43)

Do I ever barter my products, services or assets with other companies in
exchange for their products, services or assets?

44)

What kind of guarantee or warranty do I give my clients, and how does it
compare with my competitors or what the industry at large offers?

45)

What is my client attrition rate?

46)

How do I capture the names, addresses, and phone numbers of all my
clients and prospects? Do I use them in my marketing programs?

47)

What is my average order amount, and what are the steps I can take to
increase it?

48)

How much is the initial sale to a new client worth?

49)

Do I use a list broker? If not, where go I get my names?

50)

Do I rent my client names to other companies? If so, what were the
results?

Just by answering these questions, you have placed yourself ahead of 95% of the
business people in America, many of whom are your competitors. Those people spend so
much time working in their business, they never work on their business. Focusing on
your business realities will enable you to more easily apply my income- and success-
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increasing principles to your business career and see greater success and profits in less
time.
Again, if you were unable to answer any of these questions you will be able to
when you have completed the book. And you probably will go back and answer some of
them differently.

ACTION STEPS
You can’t make the best decisions, pursue the best strategy or focus on a
big goal until you first recognize and evaluate all the options, opportunities, and
business intelligence you have available to you. So, identify what you’re doing
right and what you’re doing wrong. What you could be doing better, differently,
more effectively, and more profitably. And what you know, but don’t act upon.
You can’t know what area of your career or business to focus on and
improve until you know the realities of these areas.
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CHAPTER FOUR

YOUR BUSINESS SOUL –
THE STRATEGY OF PREEMINENCE

The Strategy of Preeminence is a powerful, yet simple strategy that almost
single-handedly can transform your business or career. It makes people
enthusiastic to do business with you instead of your competitors. It will give you
an uncanny insight into what people want, and why they act and react in various
ways. It will turn clients into, literally, friends for life. And it will strengthen
your passion and connection to everyone with whom you associate.
In this chapter you will learn how to understand the true needs of your
prospects, clients, employees, bosses, vendors – everyone. And how to approach
them in a way that results in their complete satisfaction and their long term loyalty
to you.

Why do some people gain levels of success so much higher than others?
Frequently it’s due to the fact they have a better philosophical strategy. They approach
everyone they deal with in a totally different and more effective way than anyone else
does. And while their competitors are usually unable to figure out this strategy, it is one
anyone in business can successfully employ by simply changing your focus from “me” to
“you.” This is true whether you own a business of your own or work for a corporation.
This simple adjustment in your focus is the key to what I believe is the most powerful
business (and life) strategy you can employ. I call it the “Strategy of Preeminence.”
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Once you begin to use it you will always – not just sometimes – but always stand out in
the minds, hearts and checkbooks of your client, your employees, your employer, or your
boss as the very best there is. The “preeminent” choice.
The Strategy of Preeminence is quite simply the ability to always put your clients’
needs ahead of your own. When you master that your success will naturally follow.
If it seems backwards to put your clients’ best interests ahead of your own that’s
understandable. In fact, that is the reason so many businesses are unremarkable,
unmemorable and, ultimately, unsuccessful.
It’s amazing how many people and companies will say and do whatever it takes to
make a one-time sale rather than taking the time to understand the clients’ desired
outcome. And then having the courage and the concern to tell that client that what they
really need is much less than what they told you they wanted. You may, when you take
this approach, end up with a smaller initial sale but you will have just made a new friend,
someone who will remember you the next time. And will, no doubt, tell his friends about
you and your company.
A CLIENT NOT A CUSTOMER
I’m going to repeat a few short ideas from earlier in the book because they make
an extremely important point.
Consider the definition of these two words:
Customer:

One who purchases a commodity or service.

Client:

One who is under the protection of another.
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If you use the word “customers,” that’s fine. But always think of them as
“clients.” And when you start to “serve” clients rather than “sell” clients the limits on
your business success will disappear.
What exactly does “under your protection” mean? In this case it means that you
don’t sell them a product or service just so you can make the largest one-time profit
possible. You must understand and appreciate exactly what they need when they do
business with you – even if they are unable to articulate that exact result themselves.
Once you know the final outcome they need, you lead them to that outcome – you
become a trusted advisor who protects them. And they have reason to remain your client
for a lifetime.
When a father comes into your store to buy his six-year-old son his first bicycle,
what is he looking for? What does he need? Does he just want bicycle? No. He’s
looking for one of the most joyful sharing experiences of a lifetime – teaching his son
how to ride a bicycle. Just like his father taught him to ride a bicycle when he was six.
He’s looking for a memory that will last for the rest of his life and his little boy’s. He’s
looking for that once-in-a-lifetime moment when his son, smiling ear-to-ear and speeding
down the street, yells, “Look, Dad, I’m riding a two-wheeler!”
So, do you sell the father and his son the top-of-the-line, highest profit margin
bike in the store? Maybe, if that’s the best solution to your client’s problem. But you
definitely should tell the father that you’ve seen hundreds of dads come in to buy their
child’s first bike and you know what a wonderful experience he and his son are about to
have. And possibly a less expensive model would be better for his son. It’s the little
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guy’s first bicycle and he may crash it into a tree or two. You make the sale and you just
became a trusted advisor to the father.
The father realizes you didn’t just “sell him a product.” You “protected” him. He
became a client. In a couple of years his son will need a new bike. Where do you think
he’ll go to buy it?
And at that point the upscale, high-profit-margin model might be the best choice.
Maybe the entire family will want bikes to ride together.
And when the time comes for the little boy to buy his son his first bicycle, where
do you think he’ll go?
The Strategy of Preeminence doesn’t apply only to selling clients your product or
service. This strategy is of equal importance to anyone, in any business situation. If
you’re in administration, legal, shipping – any department – you should use the Strategy
of Preeminence as a basis for dealing with everyone. Be a problem solver, not a problem
bringer. Add value to every task you undertake on your employer’s behalf. Anyone, in
any situation, who can look at you as a trusted friend who is providing service that will
benefit them in some way, will be more than willing to sing your praises to those who
have the ability to advance your career. Not just because you helped them. But also
because they will want to continue to take advantage of the valuable service you provide
them.
Whatever you do, if you focus on giving value and advice instead of manipulating
and maneuvering, you win over many more prospects, clients, bosses, colleagues and
friends. And you will be rewarded in ways you never dreamed.
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FALLING IN LOVE
One of the biggest mistakes, probably the biggest mistake, people make in any
business is they fall in love with the wrong thing. They fall in love with their product,
service or company. You should believe passionately in your product, service or
company. But you should fall in love with your clients. By client I mean several groups.
Not only the people and businesses who pay you for your goods or services. But also
your employees, bosses, team members, and vendors.
Awesome service is admirable but trite. Falling in love with your clients means
taking responsibility for their well being. Putting their best interests ahead of your own.
Most people think, “What do I have to say to get people to buy?” Instead you
should say, “What do I have to give? What benefit do I have to render?” It has nothing
to do with sales shenanigans or trickery or schemes. It has everything to do with what
benefits you give your clients.
The more value you give others, the more value you generate. Not only for your
clients but for yourself. The more contributions you make to the richness of the lives of
your clients, the more bonded you will be to them and they to you. And the more
successful you will become.
The focus of your concern should state to the client, in essence, “You matter.
Your well being is important to me.”
See yourself as becoming an agent of change. A creator of value. A value
contributor.
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YOU GIVE MORE THAN YOU REALIZE
I was advising a group of realtors. I asked them if they really thought that they
provided superior value to their clients. Some said “absolutely.” Some didn’t know.
I asked them the question differently. I said, “Well let me ask you these
questions: If I chose another real estate agent over you, would he/she represent me at the
same level? Would he/she research the market? Would he/she market me to other
realtors? Because that’s what you really are when you list the property – you’re a
marketing agent whose job it is to sell that property to other agents.”
Next, I said, “Would other agents negotiate, research, identify opportunities for
me to buy the same way? Would they negotiate the transaction? Would they hand-hold
it? Would they fight to get me the lowest rates? Would they negotiate to give me a lower
cost that most people have to pay?”
And they said, “No – we do things that other people don’t.” (Because I had a core
group of really successful, aggressive realtors.)
I said let’s take some scenarios. If a family had come to you eager to sell their
house for any number of reasons, either positive or negative. And you helped them
realize a greater outcome than they thought they could get. (i.e., They thought they were
going to have to sell for $200,000 but you were able to get them $240,000. They thought
it was going to take six months and you were able to do it in two months.)
Didn’t you enrich their life?
But how well did you enrich it? First of all, you took four months worth of
uncertainty out of their life by selling the house quickly. Or, you put several thousand
extra dollars in their pocket, money they otherwise wouldn’t have had. Money for
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retirement. Money for paying bills or to invest in their new house, or use to fund
education or holidays.
If you help somebody who thought he/she could only afford a $300,000 house get
a $350,000 house because you got them a better rate, then you are looking out for your
clients well being. You increased their life style. You moved them into a different
environment. You gave them more than they expected.
Conversely, if somebody thought they were going to have to spend $350,000 but
you were able to get them a house for $300,000 that was even bigger and better, you
changed the quality of their life. You gave them enough money so they could do so
many more things.
Just look at the impact of your efforts. You did them so much more than you’ve
ever given yourself credit for. Didn’t you really enrich their life at a deep level? Didn’t
you have a major impact?
And they said yes. And I said, well, if that’s the case, and you invested three or
four months of your life in the relationship, didn’t you? And they said yes.
And I said, did you get emphatically involved in their hopes, their dreams, their
needs, their situation? All the key issues? Their complexities? Their family problems or
situations? Yes?
I said, didn’t you really befriend them? And they said yes.
So didn’t they reciprocate and befriend you? They said yes. Then doesn’t that
mean you have a very deep, rich friendship which you invested in? And they said yes.
Would you just drop any other friend of yours and let them fall out of your life
after you had one social transaction with them? And they said no. So I said, they why
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would you let that happen with this friendship? If they are dear and a valued friend,
would you let any other friend let a dangerous mistake? Would you let any other friend
really jeopardize their life? Would you let any other friend let somebody important to
them do something stupid or dangerous or inadvisable? And they said no.
Then why would you allow any important friend of yours who is a past client, let
any important friend of theirs or a relative or family member or co-worker do anything
that was dangerous? In the scope of any given period of time, or in the lives of any
important friend or yours, i.e., a former client, there are so many people whose lives are
changing.
They’re getting older and they’re outgrowing their house because their children
are gone and they need a smaller place. They’re getting married and they need a bigger
place. They have been married and living in an apartment but now they have children
and they’re ready to make a commitment. They have a death in their family and they
have a necessity to downsize. They have a divorce in their family and they have a
necessity to downsize. They have a move, or reversal in their business, and they have a
necessity to downsize. They have a great achievement and great richness and they have a
necessity to expand. They’re blessed with richness and maybe they’re pregnant and they
need to expand.
The point is constant, constant flux. Constant dynamic change. People who are
important, valued friends to people who are your valued friends, deserve to have the best
reasoned, the best informed, the most objective and knowledgeable advice they possibly
can get about important emotional decisions. Because they could get into someone’s
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unscrupulous clutches and make a critical decision that could negatively impact a big
portion of their lives and finances.
Don’t you then owe it to your past clients, who are your valued friends to contact
them and tell them that you care deeply about them and if anybody in their lives is at
these crossroads, you want to encourage them to refer them to you if for nothing more
than just to get your best judgment on something. It doesn’t matter whether they
ultimately take advantage of your services. It just matters to you that they at least get the
best take they can on the situation before they make an ill-advised decision.
That awareness of the value people have created, of the friendships and the
investment and the importance of their past clients and others who are important to them
helped a bunch of real estate agents double and triple their sales. And in the process they
had even more fun by making more great contributions to their clients’ lives than ever
imaginable. You can do the same.
You need to recognize the impact you have on peoples’ lives in the business you
are conducting. What you render, the way you render it, has changed their lives. It has
helped enriched them. It has helped their security.
What service or product are you involved with? Computers? Insurance?
Accounting?
Think about the real estate agent example but substitute your product or service.
Then realize the value you can or do give your clients.
If you think you don’t have a client who you sell to, think again. You have a
department head you report to, employees who report to you, a company V.P., a C.O.O.,
a C.F.O., a C.E.O. – these are your clients. And when you realize the value you can bring
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them you’ll be rewarded not with sales, but with greater recognition, stature and power
within your company. You’ll be rewarded with a larger office, higher title, a raise.
Change the way you think about, deal with and speak to your clients. Greet them
on the phone and in person with the same joy, sincerity and enthusiasm that you’d show
any other valued friend.
Respect the importance of their time, their sense of security and their comfort.
Don’t make them wait too long on “hold” or in your waiting room or at their home.
Provide for their comfort. That may mean coffee and beverages, a comfortable, clean
setting complete with fresh, interesting reading material. It may mean a pleasing
shopping environment and enough help on hand for a client to get the most out of their
buying experience with you.
It means pitching in when a client’s in trouble – like the FedEx dispatcher who
got a frantic call from a tearful bride-to-be whose gown had been misrouted the day
before her wedding.
The alert dispatcher located the gown in a distant city and had it flown to the
distraught client’s city by private plane. The gown arrived in time for the young woman
to wear it at her wedding.
The rescue effort was expensive, but it became the talk of the wedding reception –
and no doubt caused many executives attending the ceremony to start using FedEx.
It means following up after the sale – not just to patronize but to contribute,
acknowledge and assure that client that you care about them.
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It means thinking about the client as more than just a checkbook. It means seeing
him or her as a valued business partner, someone whose well-being and success is
directly tied to your own.
HUMAN NATURE
Mastering the Strategy of Preeminence is really the understanding of human
nature. Start by considering yourself and how you go about making decisions. Naturally,
you want to feel good about yourself and the decisions you make – in business or just in
every day life. You want to look smart and feel like you’ve done the best you can. But
sometimes you’re just not sure what the right decision is. So your first instinct is to take
less action because you’re afraid to take the wrong action, and you don’t want to look
dumb.
What you look for in those situations is a trusted friend. A confidant. Someone
you can feel comfortable asking advice from because you know he or she has your best
interests at heart and will give you advice that will benefit you, not them.
Now, consider that everyone you sell to, individuals or corporations, reacts in
exactly the same way. Because they are all, first and foremost, human beings. And, as
such, they will always exhibit human behavior. Just like you.
Your job therefore, is to understand and acknowledge the reality of human nature
in your clients. Accept that people will work harder not to look foolish than they will
work to gain an advantage. Become their trusted advisor, their friend. Treat them the
same way you would want to be treated.
A successful business starts not with just a great idea or product. Rather, it starts
with the desire to provide a solution to another’s problem. In doing so you enrich your
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own life and the lives of those around you, your family and employees or employers, by
enriching the lives of your clients.
You need to understand that you have a higher purpose for being in business than
simply making money. Your purpose must be understanding what you can do to help
solve the problems of others and finding ways to do it. And unless you understand that
higher purpose, you can’t begin to take advantage of your potential.
With that understanding, however, comes the realization that you can have an
impact on people. That you can produce a positive response. A positive action. A
positive result.
Think back to my session with the realtors. They came to the realization that they
don’t simply sell houses. They enhance their clients’ lives. And in doing so, they
enhance their own lives, as well as those of their families and colleagues. Now that’s a
positive result. For everybody.
The beauty of the Strategy of Preeminence is that it applies to any business,
whether you’re selling life insurance or you own a hardware store. The steps you must
take always remain the same. You must first identify what your client really needs, even
if your client doesn’t recognize what it is he/she needs. The client may think that a
particular item is what he/she is searching for but if you probe a bit you might see that an
entirely different solution will solve your client’s problem, maybe even a less expensive
solution. Now you have become more than a salesperson. You’ve become an advisor.
You’ve begun the process of winning trust and, ultimately additional business from your
client.
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This approach to business may seem pretty obvious to you. But you’d be amazed
at how few people in business understand this very basic concept. It’s hard for them to
understand that what they really are selling is solutions to problems, not merchandise.
And it’s hard for them to see that selling a person what he/she needs versus what they
have to sell will set them apart from the pack and result in repeat business and referral
business.
I guarantee that when you practice the Strategy of Preeminence the rewards you
will accumulate will astonish you. And I don’t mean just financial rewards. There is no
question that you will generate more money than you ever imagined when you start
putting your client’s needs first. But it won’t stop there.
Consider how you will feel about yourself and your business when you become a
trusted advisor to your clients. I submit that your business, your life’s investment, the
body of your work, will stand for something wonderful. You will have created value and
for yourself and your family. You will have provided livelihood and sustenance to your
employees. And not only will you have enriched your own life materially beyond
anything you ever thought possible, but you will have enriched your life because you will
recognize the worth of your endeavor.

ACTION STEPS
Think about the different people you deal with, sell your products or
services to, buy from, and work with. Think about them one at a time. Then
focus on what that person’s real need in dealing with you is. What results are
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they truly after? What’s the impact your action, product, service or function has
on their career, job, future, well-being, etc. How have you impacted their quality
of life in the past? What’s it meant in terms of their business or personal success?
How much more could you do to improve your impact on that result? Think
about their hopes, dreams, fears, interests, families, goal and dependency or trust
in you.
Realize these people are all your friends. Trusted and trusting friends.
You’ve built a deep connection with them. Find something about them you can
get even more enthusiastic and excited about. Then try a little test. Let your
renewed passion and purpose work for you and them. Connecting (in person, by
letter, e-mail or fax) more compassionately, respectfully and loyally to that
person. Then see what a dramatic difference it makes in the way they respond to
you.
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CHAPTER FIVE

BREAK EVEN TODAY,
BREAK THE BANK TOMORROW

Most businesses and people make it far too hard for clients and employers
to start a relationship with them. They make it too difficult to get prospects to
start using their products or services to the maximum advantage. If you lower or
totally eliminate the hurdle in starting a relationship far more people will begin
one with you. If you deliver great value, service and tangible results, these people
will keep coming back and dealing with you. And the fact that you were the only
one with enough faith in yourself, your product, or service to take the risk instead
of putting the risk on their shoulders will long be remembered favorably by these
clients. The faster you get a buying or advisory relationship started, the faster
someone will convert from prospect to lifelong client.
In this chapter you will learn how to determine the best possible offer to a
first time client – even if it doesn’t result in an immediate profit. But you’ll see
that it will result in a long term relationship and long term profits.

Most businesses generate a substantial amount of profit from clients who keep
repurchasing, again and again – over the months, over the years, over the decades.
Obviously, all those repurchases can put a substantial amount of profit into your bank
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account. Very little of that profit would be there if you didn’t bring those clients into
your business or practice in the first place.
How much would it be worth to your business if you could bring in an extra 10 or
110 or 1,010 clients this month and every month? Even if you don’t make a single dime
on the initial transaction, but instead you make enormous combined profits on all the
repeat transactions you do with them in the future?
Acquiring clients at a break-even or slight loss and making substantial profits on
back-end repurchasing is one of the most overlooked and under-utilized methods of client
growth and generation available to you. But it can’t work for you until you first
recognize a very important fact. If your business or practice is one that has a high
probability of clients coming back, again and again, to repurchase from you the same or
different products or services, you owe it to that business or practice to do everything
within your power to get clients into the buying stream as quickly and easily as you
possibly can.
Until you identify and understand exactly how much combined profit a client
represents to your business for the life of that relationship, you can’t begin to know how
much time, effort and most importantly, expense you can afford to invest to acquire that
client in the first place. You need to know the lifetime value of your clients (or your
clients’ marginal net worth).
Many companies increase their clients and profits merely by shifting their focus
from trying to make a huge profit on the acquisition of a new client to making their real
profit on all the repeat purchases that result from those new clients. The classic example
is the record/tape/CD clubs. Why would big, astute companies like the Columbia Record
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Club or The Book of the Month Club possibly be willing to send you 6 to 12 tapes, CDs
or books for a dollar or two initially? Do you think they lose money long-term on those
transactions? Or do you think they recognize that for every 10 or every 110 people
coming in, a large number will keep buying over and over again at full rate? They want
to do everything possible to make it easy and attractive to get you started buying and
using their service in the first place. By doing this they do tens of millions of dollars a
year from the people who come in on that break-even proposition.
Many credit cards offer a 6% or lower interest rate for the first six months you
have the card.
On-line server companies will offer 30 days free service when you sign up.
A Hollywood motion picture camera manufacturer lends (at no cost) their high
priced, state of the art professional movie cameras to budding film school directors many
of those same students will someday rent their high-priced cameras when they become
the next Steven Spielberg.
Ambitious employees volunteer to take on additional responsibility or fill in as
interim supervisor or manager on their own time and at no additional pay. As a result
they are in a position to get a promotion or raise in the near future.
Knowing what a client will spend with you over a period of years tells you how
much you can spend on the process of acquiring a client.
The most profitable thing you’ll ever do for your business or career is to
understand and ethically exploit the marginal net worth of a client.
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What is the current lifetime value of one of your clients? It’s the total profit of an
average client over the lifetime of his/her patronage – including all residual sales – less
all advertising, marketing, and product or service-fulfillment expenses.
Let’s say that your average new client brings you an average profit of $75 on the
first sale. He/she repurchases three more times a year, with an average reorder amount of
$300, and on each $300 reorder you make $150 gross profit.
Now, with the average patronage life lasting two years, every new client is worth
$975.
You could, theoretically, afford to spend up to $975 to bring in a client and still
break even.
If you haven’t calculated your clients’ marginal net worth yet, here’s how to do it:
1.

Compute your average sale and your profit per sale.

2.

Compute how much additional profit a client is worth to you by
determining how many times he/she comes back.

3.

Compute precisely what a client costs by dividing the marketing budget by
the number of clients it produces.

4.

Compute the cost of a prospect the same way.

5.

Compute how many sales you get for so many prospects (the percentage
of prospects who become clients).

6.

Compute the marginal net worth of a client by subtracting the cost to
produce (or convert) the client from the profit you expect to earn from the
client over the lifetime of his/her patronage.
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REAL LIFE SUCCESSES
A client of mine is in the construction business. The firm is a very large one. It is
their standard practice that the first job with any new client is done at a break-even to
their company. And they make certain that the client knows they’re not making any
money on the job. They do this to demonstrate and prove their ability and their
performance. Eighty percent of the people who do that first job with them come back
again, and my client does $50 million a year, almost all of which is the result of initially
bringing clients in at a break-even.
Another of my clients does $6 million a year in air-conditioning and heating
maintenance repair work. The entire business is based on a very simple premise. Two
times a year he does a mailing to all his clients and he does advertising to the outside
market offering a $19.95 tune-up and cleaning service for your air-conditioning or
heating system. In the winter he offers to do your heating system; in the summer or
spring he offers to do your air-conditioning system. He only charges $19.95 for the
service. Quite frankly, it costs him about $30.00 to actually perform the service.
Why in the world would he lose nearly $10 on every client who responds?
Because he has discovered, after analyzing the results of what happens when he runs this
promotion, that 50% of the people having a service done have an immediate additional
problem that needs to be repaired. That results in a minimum of $125 additional highly
profitable service charge that occurs right at the same time the tune-up is being
performed. Even though he loses $10.00 on the initial service, he usually makes a very
handsome profit before he ever leaves the home.
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He’s also discovered that half of all the new people having the service performed
for the first time come back again as regular, full-paying repair clients over the years.
Half of his business, over $2.5 million from new clients result from these $19.95 smallloss based acquisition programs.
A coin company I worked with in the Midwest built a $500 million a year
investor base by offering people the chance to make their first coin purchase at a breakeven. The coin company made no profit. They actually lost $10 because they gave every
client buying those coins a set of books and reports valued at $100 that educated the
buyer about investing in coins. Each set cost my client $10. That gave the clients a basis
upon which to consider and evaluate whether coin investing was right for them. My
client got approximately 50,000 people the first year they made this offer to buy the coins
at a break-even. Of the 50,000 initial clients, nearly 10,000 came back and bought
$5,000 worth of additional coins within six months at full margin. Of those 10,000
people, about 2,000 people came back and bought $10,000 or more additional coins at
full margin. Of those 2000 people, 500 came back and bought at least $50,000 of coins,
all before the first year was over. And approximately 2000 of those people kept buying
over and over again. The result was tens of millions of dollars in profit that resulted from
50,000 new clients acquired at a slight loss.
SAME STRATEGY, DIFFERENT APPROACHES
Once you’ve calculated the lifetime value of a client you have many ways to
accomplish your break-even objective.
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Remember, the goal isn’t to just cut the price of the first purchase. The goal is to
make that first purchase so much more appealing that people find it harder to say “no”
than “yes… please!”
While reducing the price of your product or service is the most common and
obvious way to get the first sale, there are other powerful ways to obtain first-time
buyers.
For example: you can calculate your “allowable marketing or selling cost,” which
is how much money you’re willing to either spend or forgo receiving (by reducing the
selling price), in order to make that very first purchase more appealing to a prospective
client.
Let’s say your product or service sells for $200 and your cost is $100. Also
assume your average client repurchases several times a year for several years and you
will realize a good long term profit. Obviously you can reduce your price by $100 on the
first sale to reach a breakeven point and gain a new client. But you could put that $100 to
a number of other uses.
You could keep the price at $200 and use the $100 as “spiff” or extra selling
incentives to your salespeople. Giving sales people greater financial incentive to bring in
new, first time clients can produce tremendous results in the right situation.
You could also use that same $100 to buy more of your product or service. So
you still charge the full $200, but you give prospects twice the quantity on the first
purchase.
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Or you could take the $100 and use it to buy other complementary products or
services (at wholesale) to package and add to your product or service without raising the
$200 price – so the value of your offer becomes far greater and thus more attractive.
Or you could use that $100 to invest in advertising, sales letters, additional
salespeople, free seminars or any other marketing and selling programs. Or you could
rent promotional space in someone’s store or trade show booth and pay them the $100 for
every new client you gain through their facility.
The only limitation you have on how to use your allowable marketing or selling
cost to help you strategically breakeven on the initial sale is that it must be ethical and
legal. And after testing it out it must be economically viable in the long-term.
This strategy, when applied, will make your conventional thinking, non-strategic
competitors look far more expensive and appear to offer significantly lesser value. And
you will gain visible distinction, attract more clients and seed significant profits for the
future.

ACTION STEPS
Make a list of every product or service you or your company sell. Then
figure out how you can lower the resistance barrier to a prospective client,
employer, or prospect by lowering the entrance fee you ask. Remember, focus
attention on the fact that where you begin has nothing to do with where you end
up. A new client first coming in for a lower priced starter offer will turn into a
client who buys over and over at full margin. Likewise, an employer who
promotes you to a higher position (or a new employer who hires you) but will pay
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you only your previous salary for the first 30-60-90 days is the same employer
who will probably agree to pay you 30-50-100% more in the long term. But
before you get that 30-50-100% salary increase, you have to get in the door.
Try it out in a small, safe test approach first. You might offer to do a
project for your current employer or work in a new position for 3 months with no
raise. You’ll be pleasantly surprised by how many people take you up on your
proposition. If you use the logical strategy of lowering the barrier of entry to get
started in a relationship, it will produce significant business and career results.
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CHAPTER SIX

VIVE LA DIFFERENCE

In business and career, standing out more favorably, advantageously and
appealingly in the prospect’s or client’s eyes is a big reason why clients and
employers will choose you over your competitor. The more clearly you telegraph
what makes you the better choice (offering more benefits, advantages, and bottom
line payoff), the more often they’ll choose you over your competition. You need
to create maximum real and perceived advantage in your clients’ and employers’
eyes and mind at all times.
In this chapter you will learn to develop a personal Unique Selling
Proposition that sets you apart from your competition and attracts clients by
offering them a powerful and unique benefit.

How can you elevate yourself or your company to a position of notable
superiority over your competition?
In order to stand above the crowded marketplace, you or your company must offer
your prospect or client a unique and distinctive benefit or advantage above and beyond
that of your competitor. If you don’t, people have no motivation to do business with you
instead of your competition.
You must identify and understand what it is you or your company do or can start
doing for your clients that provide them with a result or an advantage superior to the
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competition. This is called the Unique Selling Proposition (USP). Your Unique Selling
Proposition is that distinct, appealing idea that sets your business apart from every other
“me too” competitor.
When you identify what that distinct advantage is, you then must integrate it into
all your promotional, marketing, advertising and selling operations. This includes what
you or your salespeople do and say, plus all the collateral material you use, the brochures,
the sales letters, advertising -- everything. You don’t just want to say it, you want to
constantly demonstrate it. You want to live it. That means that whatever your USP
stands for, you do at all times.
USPs differ for different companies and different market applications. I suggest
the first thing you do is look at ads in newspapers, brochures, professional journals,
tradepapers, on television and radio, even in the Yellow Pages to see what unique selling
propositions various organizations use. Talk to business owners and salespeople and ask
them, “What do you think the primary advantage of doing business with you or your firm
is over your competitor?” Listen to how their answers might directly or indirectly apply
to creating your own unique selling proposition.
Developing, identifying, and incorporating your personal USP into everything
you do is challenging. But the reward will be well worth the time. It will give you the
differentiation, the distinction and the advantage against everyone in your marketplace.
So, don’t be hurried. Think about what you do. And think about what your competitors
do, or don’t do, and how you could do it better.
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Your entire marketing and operational success should be built upon your Unique
Selling Proposition. Your USP may touch any part of the marketing gamut – price,
service, quality, exclusivity or any other aspect of your business.
There are many kinds of USP successes. Some companies position themselves as
having the best selection or broadest array of buying options. Their USP is “broad
choice.” Other companies may offer more limited selection, but their USP is “low price”
or “low markup.” Another company may decide they don’t want to be known for just
price or selection. Instead they offer the finest quality at a higher but still reasonable
price. Quality or exclusivity – even snob appeal -- is a USP for some. Still, another firm
may offer a product at reasonable prices, but their distinct selling appeal is that they offer
better service, assistance, or installation help.
The possibilities for building a USP are unlimited. It’s best, however, to adopt a
USP that dynamically addresses an obvious void in the marketplace that you can fill.
Beware though. It’s counterproductive to adopt a USP if you cannot fulfill the promise.
Before recommending some specific USPs, let me describe a curious and pathetic
phenomenon. When you ask a business person to articulate clearly and concisely in one
paragraph or less, his or her company’s USP most have no answer. Why? Because
they’ve never thought about or offered a specific Unique Selling Proposition. Most of
them have no USP, only a “me too,” rudderless, nondescript, business that feeds solely
upon the momentum of the marketplace.

There’s nothing unique, there’s nothing

distinct. They promise no great value, benefit, or service – just “buy from us” for no
justifiable reason.
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It’s no surprise that most businesses lacking a USP merely get by. Their failure
rate is high. Their owners and employees are apathetic. And they get only a small share
of potential business.
But other than a convenient location, why should they get much patronage if they
fail to offer any appealing promise, unique feature, or special service? Clients expect
special consideration and regard in exchange for their business.
Would you want to patronize a firm that’s just “there,” with no unique benefit, no
incredible prices or selection, no especially comforting counsel, service, or guarantee?
It’s ludicrous to operate any business without carefully crafting a clear, strong,
appealing USP into the very fabric of that business’s daily existence.
That tiny fraction of all business professionals who adopt a dynamic USP fare
immeasurably better than those without one. They have a profound advantage over all
their competitors.
THE BIG PROMISE
How do you pick a USP?

You must first identify which needs are going

unfulfilled within your industry, such as:
1)

A broad selection.

2)

Big discounts.

3)

Advice and assistance.

4)

Convenience (i.e. location, fully stocked shelves, immediate delivery).

5)

Top-of-the-line products or services.

6)

Speedy service.

7)

Services above and beyond the basics
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8)

A longer and more comprehensive warranty or guarantee than the norm.

9)

Any other distinct advantage.

The point is to focus on the one niche, need, or gap that is most sorely lacking –
provided you can keep the promise you make.
You can even create hybrid USPs – combinations that integrate one marketing
gap with another. Before you decide on a USP, be sure you can always deliver that USP
through your whole organization. You and/or your staff must consistently maintain high
levels of quality or service.
If your USP is that your company offers the broadest selection of products or
services “instantly available” or “always in stock,” but in reality you only stock six out of
25 items and only a few of each item, then you’re falling down on the essence of your
USP – and your marketing will fail. It is critical to always fulfill the “big promise” of
your USP. If you don’t honestly believe you can deliver on your USP, pick another one.
Be sure it’s unique and that you can fulfill it.
PREEMPTIVE MARKETING
Another way to develop a unique selling proposition is through preemptive
marketing.
A classic example of the power of developing a USP through preemptive
marketing occurred years ago with Schlitz Beer.
In the early 1920’s, there were about ten different brewing companies
aggressively competing for the same market. Schlitz wasn’t doing very well and was
number 8 in the market.
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All the breweries advertised the same basic message. “Our Beer is Pure.” They
didn’t explain to the beer drinker what “pure” really meant. They just kept saying, pure,
pure, pure.
Schlitz hired a marketing consultant in hopes of improving sales. The marketing
consultant was taken on a tour of the brewery and was told how Schlitz brewed their
beer. He was very impressed with what he learned.
The Schlitz facilities were right on Lake Michigan and the water back in the
twenties was very clean. However, even though they were right on the lake, they drilled
two five thousand feet artesian wells because they had to go deep enough to find the right
combination of water with the mineral content to make the best possible beer.
They explained how they went through 1623 separate experiments over five years
to identify and develop the finest mother yeast cell that could produce the richest taste
and flavor.
They showed him how they went through a process of distillation of the water
before they used it to brew the beer. It was heated to 5000 degrees F. and then cooled
down and condensed – and they did that not once, but three times to make sure it was
absolutely purified.
They described the bottling process where they steamed each bottle at
temperatures of 1600 degrees F. to kill all bacteria and all germs so they could not
possibly contaminate the taste of their beer.
Then they explained that they had every batch tasted to make certain it was pure
and rich before they would ever bottle it and send it out the door.
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The consultant was overwhelmed by this brewing process.

He told Schlitz

management that they should tell consumers about the extraordinary measures they took
to brew their beer. Schlitz management said, “Why would we do that? All breweries do
the same thing we do.”
But the marketing consultant understood the concept of preemptive marketing,
“But no one in your industry explains it,” he answered. “The first person who tells the
story and explains how, and the reasons why you do something, will gain distinction and
pre-eminence in the market place from then on.”
Schlitz was the first and the only company that ever told the story of how their
beer was made. That became their Unique Selling Proposition.
Through their USP, Schlitz made the word PURE, take on a very different and
much more tangible meaning to all beer drinkers around the country.
Consumers saw in the description of the brewing and bottling process that Schlitz
went through something totally different and far more valuable and appealing than any
other beer on the market offered.
Schlitz began using this preemptive marketing USP and in six months Schlitz beer
moved from number 8 in market sales to number 1.
BE CLEAR AND TO THE POINT
Before you can incorporate and communicate your chosen USP through various
marketing avenues, focus and articulate it crisply and clearly – with impact. Don’t be
cute or abstract.

Think it through until you can articulate it in one crystal-clear,

compelling, alluring paragraph – or less.
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The USP is the nucleus around which you build your success, fame, and wealth.
So you’d better be able to state it. If you can’t state it, your prospects won’t see it.
Whenever a client needs the type of product or service you sell, your USP should bring
you or your company immediately to mind. Clearly conveying the USP through your
marketing and business performance will make business success inevitable. But you
must boil down your USP to its bare essence.
Try it. Write a one-paragraph statement of your new USP. At first, you will have
trouble expressing it tightly and specifically. It may take two or three paragraphs or
more. That’s okay. Ruthlessly edit away the generalities, and focus on a crisp, clear
statement that promises the most you could possibly offer. Hack away excess verbiage
until you have a clearly defined Unique Selling Proposition that a client or prospect can
immediately seize upon.
You must integrate your USP into every marketing aspect of your business,
including display advertising, sales letters, and field salespeople.
Let’s say you run display ads, and your USP offers a greater selection than any
other competitor. There are several ways to integrate this into your ads.
State the USP in the ad headline:
We Always Have 168 Different Widgets in
No Less Than 12 Different Sizes and 10
Desirable Colors, in Price Ranges
From $6 to $600
Or…
Five Times the Selection, Four Times
The Color Choice, Three Times the
Number of Convenient Locations,
Two Times the Warranty, and Half the
Markup of Any Other Dealer
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Or, amplify your USP in a subhead:
Most Plumbing Contractors Handle One
Or Two Lines of Air Conditioning
Acme Plumbing, Heating, and Air Conditioning handles the 10 best-selling
brands – plus we are an authorized installer and service center for five additional lines.
Why accept little or no choice on a matter as important as your office or home comfort,
when a call to Acme can put all the options at your command?
Or, maybe this one…
Most Service Companies Work
From 9 to 5
ABC Service Company will send a repairperson whenever you need one. We
have 20 service people on 24-hour call, seven days a week, 52 weeks a year – including
holidays, even Christmas and New Year’s. With 20 full-time service people always on
call, we’ll respond within three hours – even on weekends.
One more important point: Our repair prices are the same whether you use us
weekdays at 2 p.m. or weekends at 5 a.m. And our rates average 10% below our top ten
competitors.
Those are just a few suggestions for display headlines and sub-headlines for a
selection-based USP. Now let’s look at some ways to develop that headline thought in
the body of any ad.
When You’re in the Market for Widgets,
You Want to Know All Your Choices –
Unless You Are Happy with Just Any Old
Widget, or the First Widget You Find
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If you’re not aware of all the available choices, how can you possibly know which
widget is right for you?
That’s why ABC Company doesn’t just offer one or two kinds of widgets. We’ve
researched the widget industry extensively for years. There are 106 different kinds of
widgets and, depending on your budget and expected usage, different ones may serve you
better or more economically.
If your widget must last 15 years, spend 20% more for our 20-year-guaranteed,
triple-layered, quadrupled-welded (not riveted), lead-reinforced “soup.” If you only need
the widget for a year or so, our private label copper/tin version is fine.
It’s one half the thickness of the top-of-the-line unit, has 60% the capacity, its
seams are precision-riveted and solder sealed, and its durability ratting is 88 plus. Best of
all, it only costs 40% as much as the top-of-the-line unit.
Your needs are unique, and a widget that might be perfect for someone else might
be too much or too little for your special needs. That is why we feature 15 brands, 47
different models, and 106 different types. Plus… (you get the point).
THE PRICE-DISCOUNT USP
If your USP is price-discount positioning, you might use these kinds of headlines
and sub-headlines:
We Sell the Same Brands of Widgets as
Company X Or Company Y –
At 25% to 75% Less
Or…
It Usually Costs you $110 Per
Square Foot to Built a New Home
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We’ll remodel up to 4,000 square feet with triple-grade materials, 2 X 6
(minimum of 2 X 4) high-alloy, 20,000 lb. high-tech nails (instead of tin), real walnut
paneling (not veneer), filament wool carpet (not polyester), and pure brass fixtures, for
just $39 a square foot – minimum 500 square feet.
Or…
When a Dealer Buys Widgets from the
Factory, He gets a 10% Discount for
Buying a Dozen, a 20% Discount for
Buying a Gross, and a 50% Discount For Buying 500
We buy widgets in minimum lots of 10,000 units, so our cost is about 20% less
than any other dealer. Then, we mark them up only 25% over our cost.
Where would you rather buy your widget? From the guy who buys them in
dozen-unit lots, then doubles the price, or from us?
Now, extend the price-discount USP headline and subhead into the body copy of
the ad:
A lot of companies sell widgets, some with a big markup, others for less. The
average industry markup is 225%. That means widgets that cost the dealer $100 cost you
$325.
The typical “discount” dealer marks up his widget 170%, so the widget that costs
you $325 at the full-markup dealer costs you $275 at the discount dealer.
We buy more widgets at better prices than any other dealer in town.
We mark up our widgets a mere 50%. The same widget that costs you $325 at the
full-markup dealer, or $275 at the discount dealer, costs you only $150 at our company.
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THE SERVICE-ORIENTED USP
Here are ideas for a service USP approach:
When You Buy Widgets from Every Other
Dealer in Town, You Get a “Limited”
12-Month Warranty. When You Buy That
Widget from Us, You Get a Lifetime,
“Unlimited” Warranty With Service
Guaranteed Within 24 Hours, and a
Loaner Furnished Free. Plus,
We Make House Calls
Or…
Most Tree Trimmers Charge you $100 or
More for Every Call. And Your Trees and
Shrubs Should Be Trimmed at Least
Three Times a Year
ABC Tree Trimmers will trim and maintain your trees and shrubs six times a year
– once every two months — and all it costs you is $16 a month, billed quarterly.
Or, another possibility is…
Whenever It Snows, We’ll Be Out
Within 24 Hours to Clean Your
Driveway and Walk – Free
…Just another added benefit of placing your home-owner’s policy with XYZ
Agency.
THE QUALITY/SNOB-APPEAL USP
How about the quality/executive USP? Here are a few interesting headline and
body copy possibilities:
Only 1,200 XYZ Deluxe Widgets
Are Produced Annually
Nine hundred stay in Europe, where they originate. Of the remaining 300, 50 go
to Japan. Of the remaining 250, 100 go to South America and Australia.
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Each year, only 150 come into the United States. Of that 150, only 25 are sent to
California – and we’ve got 18 of them.
We’ll offer them at very fair prices to our best clients as long as they last.
Or…
The Framework of the ABC
Custom-Designed Sofa is Fused
Together With 7/8-Inch Thick Dowels
It’s then epoxy-melded with a graphite compound tested to a strength tolerance of
over 12,000 pounds of force. It’s designed to firmly support the sofa for at least 50 years.
The fabric is handmade by craftsmen in a family-owned mill, where they still
weave fabrics the same way they did 100 years ago. Each yard of fabric contains 5,680
feet (over a mile) of silk and nylon threads, and patterns are intricately worked into the
fabric with artistic precision – one strand at a time.

Embossing is meticulously

supervised by the same ruthless perfectionist who oversaw the creation of the magnificent
fabric that adorns the sofa in the reception area just outside the White House’s Oval
Office.
This factory produces only 4,500 yards of handwoven, hand-embroidered, handinspected, quadruple-lined and finished fabric each year – only enough material to cover
85 sofas in an entire year. We have secured the entire production of the factory for the
month of May and we are accepting inquiries regarding our custom-designed, customcovered sofa. But, please, don’t ever call us unless you can wait patiently for three
months, can afford the best, and can appreciate a genuine, one-of-a-kind work of historic
art.
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REINFORCEMENT
By now you should have the general idea that you should carefully integrate your
newly adopted USP into the headline and body copy of every ad you run, in every direct
mail piece you send out.
But integrating your USP into just your ads and mailing pieces is not enough.
You must integrate it into every form of your marketing.
When you or your salespeople call on prospects, everything you say should
clearly reinforce your USP. You should explain the USP to the client in a clear, concise
statement.
Throughout the sales pitch, your salespersons should refer to the USP benefits or
advantages. Always show the prospect why it’s very much in his/her best interests to
take advantage of your USP rather than your competitor’s USP (if he even has one).
Whether it’s you or your sales people, don’t try and merely “wing it.” Do your
homework. Express the essence of your USP. Be sure you and your team can clearly and
powerfully express your USP in 60 seconds (the oral equivalent of a written paragraph).
Then compellingly state how it benefits the prospect and why it’s important. Furnish
your prospects with plenty of examples of how you honestly deliver your USP.
When an old, tired company or profession adopts a powerful, new, and appealing
USP, it gives new life, new excitement, new interest, and new appeal to the marketing
plan. You’re suddenly different. Now you’re on the client’s side. You’re his advocate,
championing whatever advantage you or your firm’s USP can offer him. It’s exciting
and appealing to clients, as well as to your company.
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FINDING YOUR NICHE… OR NICHES
Think about your own past buying experience in light of the USP examples I gave
you earlier. When you are in the market for a product or service, don’t you tend to favor
any business that strongly presents one of the basic forms of USPs?
However, remember this axiom: You will not appeal to everybody. In fact,
certain USPs are designed to appeal to only one segment of a market. There is a vast gulf
between the upscale clients and the bargain seekers, and you probably can’t reach them
both. Which do you want to stake out as your market niche?
Don’t forget my earlier advice – don’t adopt a USP that you can’t deliver. Also,
analyze the market potential of various USP positions in terms of volume, profits, and
repeat business. Your USP must not only fill a market void, but also result in adequate
volume, clients, action, and profit to suit your psychological and financial needs.
If you’re like me – never satisfied, and constantly searching for new challenges –
you can actually compete against yourself.
There’s no rule that says you can’t, by adopting different USP’s, develop different
businesses or separate divisions of your business which compete against one another.
For example, you could develop an exclusive and expensive boutique operation to
go after the low-volume, high-profit end of your market, while simultaneously
developing a high-volume discount department to go after your mass market. At the
same time, you could create a super-effective service operation to go after people
requiring special attention or accommodations.
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GET WITH THE PROGRAM
A department store developed a one-time USP holiday sale. Full-page newspaper
ads featured increased inventory, price reductions and offered clients the ease of phoning
in their orders. When clients called, the telephone operators knew nothing about the
unique offer because no one had informed them. The result: clients were irritated and
sales were lost because one store executive failed to tell the telephone operators about the
plan.
All your in-store clerks, telephone staff, receptionists, client-service people –
everyone with any public contact or client interaction, or anyone who impacts your
business – must fully understand, embrace, and believe in your USP.
If your USP is giving advice, assistance, and superior service, it can’t stop with
mere sales rhetoric. It must become total company conduct. If someone calls in with a
question, the people answering the call must extend themselves.

You and your

employees must live, breathe, and act your USP at all times.
Talk to your staff, write scripts, hold contests, and reward people who distinguish
themselves in promoting your USP. Set an example so your staff can see the USP in
action. Most people are silently begging to be led – especially your employees. Teach
them how to be perpetual extensions of your USP.
REPEAT SALES AND THE USP
Most businesses depend on repeat or back-end sales of some sort, so it’s vitally
important to indelibly etch a strong, clear, compelling USP in the minds of your clients
after they’ve bought from you. This way, your distinct advantage and benefits will pop
into their heads when it comes time to buy again.
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How can you ensure that you are in the hearts and minds of your clients after the
sale? Here are a few good approaches: Immediately following the sale – write, e-mail,
phone, or visit your clients. During this follow-up effort, make sure the clients feel
important and special, and that their initial purchases are “resold.” Repeat your USP and
remind the clients how it helped them make their purchasing decision.
Good marketing requires that you give clients rational reasons for their emotional
buying decision. A strong USP helps you do that.
EXTENDING YOUR USP
A USP can come in the form of an occasional special offer. Depending on the
business, I advise my clients to frequently offer special promotions to their clients by
mail, telephone, or in person. Every human wants to feel appreciated and personally
acknowledged. By offering your clients genuine, specially priced deals or first choice,
you endear yourself to them. At the same time, you enhance your clients’ perception of
your on-going USP.
Remember the following principles when extending a special offer:
First, the client should always see the offer as a logical extension of your basic
USP.
If your USP is service, your preferred promotions will be service-based rather
than price-based. Give them extended service – for instance, a special offer of your basic
service, or one year of free consulting or assistance not normally given.
Second, make it very clear that this special offer is only available to current
clients.
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Third, don’t cut corners by not providing a better price or higher quality product,
longer guarantee, or added services.
Remember the basic point – integrate a powerful Unique Selling Proposition into
every aspect of your communication with prospects and clients. Special promotions can
amplify your clients’ appreciation of your USP.
ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS
Your client services operation is an important vehicle for your USP. Your clientservice people should know just as much about available choices, options, or whatever
your USP is as your salespeople. Give them reasonable authority to replace, repair,
reinstall if there is any dissatisfaction. Make them aware that their jobs depend on
ensuring that the promise behind your USP is fulfilled. They should provide evidence to
any client with a problem, complaint or question that the USP is real and that the entire
company is enthusiastically committed to doing whatever it takes to promptly fulfill that
USP promise.
SOME EXAMPLES
When Stouffer’s rolled out its Lean Cuisine frozen entrees, they weren’t simply
selling frozen food.

There were already dozens of companies selling frozen food.

Stouffer’s USP was selling the idea of high-class dieting to an increasingly healthconscious populace. Lean Cuisine wasn’t targeted at people looking for frozen entrees
and dinners – it was focused on consumers who would be attracted to the idea that the
food was convenient, tasty, and compatible with a healthful weight-conscious life-style.
A printing company I have advised was having trouble developing a USP that set
them apart from the competition. Their original USP was “Quality is no accident.” Not a
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bad place to start, but it was too vague. Just saying the word “quality” doesn’t mean
much. People really want no mistakes and they want it on time. The USP they now
advertise is “On-Time Printing, No Excuses.” And their advertising uses the USP to
explain exactly what they will do for a client – perform faster, define the job
requirements and length, and guarantee that there will be no mistakes in the work.
When Dominos first came out, do you remember what they said? Hot, juicy,
delicious pizza – delivered to your door in thirty minutes or less – or it’s yours absolutely
free.
Back when they started no company was delivering pizza in a half hour –
guaranteed. Few companies delivered pizza and if the pizza was delivered late and cold
you lived with it – you owned it.
Dominoes was the first and the only company to do that when they started. Their
USP was so distinctive they virtually owned the market for years.
In the 1960’s Avis was struggling to come up with a marketing approach that
would gain them the market advantage that they desired.
They needed a Unique Selling Proposition that was very powerful. After all,
Hertz was heads above them in size and in market share.
What did they do?
They came up with a USP: “We’re Number Two – We Try Harder” – and they
demonstrated that by extending themselves, by working harder, by giving better rates, by
being more cordial and courteous.
And they made incredible progress and growth because of that USP. And it still
works to this day.
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Nordstroms built their department store success through one basic, unique selling
proposition. If you have any problem with a purchase, for any reason, bring it back for a
no questions asked, 100% money back refund – anytime in the future. Anytime in the
future, not in three days, not in seven days, not in thirty days. If a year later you’re
dissatisfied – if five years you’re dissatisfied – IT’S NO PROBLEM.
Financial advisor Howard Ruff built a twenty million dollar newsletter empire
back in the eighties, by putting himself in a unique and a distinctive position in his
market place.
Most of the other financial advisers took the position that they were big time Wall
Street pros. And they were trying to appeal only to the affluent investors.
Howard took the opposite approach – he said “I am the financial adviser to the
middle class. And I want to protect your interests at a different level. I know how hard
you work to make a dollar. I know how important it is that you don’t lose it. I know how
critical your retirement monies are to you. I respect and I approach your situation
differently than anybody else.”
That USP rang so true that hundreds of thousands of middle class investors
flocked to him.
I have two different clients in the expensive business-software industry who both
have used the same process.
They will not try to sell any prospect until they first invite them to attend a day
long, extensive seminar program.
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During this program my clients start at the beginning and explain thoroughly to
all the prospects in attendance how and why and where their software can produce the
greatest advantage to a client.
They explain how the software was created, why the software was created, all the
benefits and functions that were engineered into the software.
They tell the prospects how other companies in their fields are using that software
today. They cite for them specific performance improvements they can expect to occur
when they start using that software in their businesses. And they answer every question a
prospect attendee could pose. Plus they introduce questions the prospects have never
even thought to ask.
At the end of these seminars they then offer these prospects the chance to
experience the software in their operation, side-by-side their existing software for thirty
days.
They put a pilot program in operation.
They also introduce the prospect and arrange private interviews with at least a
dozen other people in the same business who are successfully utilizing the software. In
this way the prospect can get a candid, objective assessment, first hand from actual real
live users of the benefits and advantages they can expect to receive when they start using
that software in their own enterprise.
I advise a chain of beauty salons that educate women before they ever take a
client. They teach them about the role makeup and hair style has in complementing and
improving the design of their facial structure.
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They talk about how other clients have used different styles. They show them
pictures. They ask them a lot of questions not only about what they think will look the
best, but questions about their lifestyle.

They then can appreciate what the best

recommendations might be to give the client the best looks, the best feels for their active
or inactive lives.
You should even integrate your USP into every contact with dissatisfied clients.
Whenever someone asks for a refund, replacement, or adjustment, instead of
resenting the fact that you have to give back money, use that opportunity to reconvey the
essence of your USP – either in person or via letter. If you have an exchange department,
instruct that staff to courteously and sincerely reiterate your firm’s USP, and assure the
dissatisfied client of the firm’s commitment to offer more service, greater selection or
better guarantees.

Then, if you issue credit or a check, include a prepared letter

expressing your deep commitment to your USP, and apologizing for any inconvenience,
disappointment, or dissatisfaction.
In the mail-order catalog business, The Sharper Image has a dynamic USP built
around the exclusive, expensive, non-essential adult toys. All of which are unique, hightech and can’t be found in ordinary stores or gift shops.
The list of ego-indulging items sold by The Sharper Image is unbelievable.
Everything from computerized bathroom scales to full sets of mounted armor. Their USP
of selling exclusive, exotic toys fills a void. Believe it or not, a lot of people are willing
and able to buy these items. Especially if they believe they are buying something unique
that will impress their peers.
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The Sharper Image then adds four elements to make its USP even more
irresistible:
First, the president of the Sharper Image personally tests, evaluates, buys, and
uses every produce he sells. His personal guarantee stands behind every product he
offers.
Second, you can try out any product for one full month, solely at The Sharper
Image’s risk, never your own.
Third, if at any time within a 12-month period, you find the item at a lower price
than you paid for it at The Sharper Image, they will refund the difference on the spot.
Fourth, a frequent buyer’s point program where clients get special bonus gifts for
buying from them.
The Sharper Image increased their volume to several hundred million in annual
sales. Their USP produced that success.
A Los Angeles-based pest control company also had a nifty concept. If you
called them for any specific, one-shot exterminating problem, they would “upsell” you to
a quarterly maintenance program plus free service calls anytime a specific pest problem
arises.
Signing their agreement gave you the peace of mind that no ants, roaches, fleas,
spiders, or other pests would infest your home. Instead of getting just $60 for solving a
one-shot pest control problem, the quarterly maintenance plan earned them $200 a year.
Converting one-shot service calls into price-induced annual maintenance or
annual service programs has terrific USP appeal, and can be applied in all sorts of
businesses.
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Your Unique Selling Proposition is vital to your marketing foundation. You must
clearly identify and articulate your firm’s USP.
In some cases you have to create your USP from scratch.

Take the mini-

warehouse owner, for example, who like most mini-warehouses, was simply offering
spaces for rent.
The USP: offer free transportation from the client’s home to the mini warehouse,
provided the items are in shippable containers. And provided the client signs up for a 6
month rental in advance.
And why not also offer free insurance for long-term renters – and even a free
delivery service for anyone who wanted an item temporarily brought back from storage?
If you needed mini warehouse space, who would you go to, someone who offered
just a cubicle and a key, or someone who offered all these additional conveniences at no
extra charge? That’s the power of a strong USP.
In other cases, a company may already have a strong USP, but doesn’t know it. A
custom jeweler thought this USP was “Unusual Gold Jewelry.” But on interviewing the
jeweler, I discovered within seconds, that what the jeweler was offering was much more
specific.
His real USP was “Custom jewelry of twice the quality as the run-of-the-mill stuff
but at half the price.” See how much more powerful that is to a prospective client?
The bottom line is this: develop a USP and extol it in everything you do. It can
put you head and shoulders above your competition forever.
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ACTION STEPS
Make a list of the real benefits or advantages that you already offer a client
or employer. Then list the benefits and advantages your competition offers them
that you don’t. Now list the ways you could improve upon your competitors’
unique advantages. List any niche advantages you already possess. For instance,
the ease of application of your product or service. Or your location.
Now make a list of your most important or favorite suppliers, vendors,
retailers and businesses in your professional life. Focus on the one biggest reason
why you like or prefer dealing with each of these entities over their competition.
Reduce that main reason or benefit down to one sentence or less. Then see if you
can adopt that same benefit or advantage to your business or career.
Think about the biggest successes you know or see in any field. What’s
their biggest single benefit (their USP) to their client market? Is there a direct
application here for you? When you understand, start focusing on and promoting
the unique advantages, or benefits, you can offer your clients or employer, you’ll
see results.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

MAKE ‘EM AN OFFER THEY CAN’T REFUSE

The biggest secret to success in business or career is to always maintain
the edge in everything you do. Logical sounding, yes, but infrequently
understood. Even less frequently practiced. One of the biggest “competitiveedge” advantages you’ll ever gain is to always make it easier for the client to say
“yes” than it is for them to say “no.” You do it by taking away the financial,
psychological or emotional risk factors that are always attached (stated or
unstated) to virtually any decision-making proposition you ever ask a client to
make. When you remove the risk for anyone deciding to do business with you it
results in a powerful advantage in your business and financial success.
In this chapter you will learn how to use risk reversal to eliminate the
client’s risk in any transaction, thus eliminating the primary obstacle to their
buying.

A farmer wanted to buy a pony for his little daughter. There were two for sale in
his town. Both ponies were equal in all aspects. The first man told the farmer he wanted
$500 for his pony – take it or leave it. The second man was selling his pony for $750.
But the second man told the farmer he wanted the farmer’s daughter to try out the
pony for a month before the farmer had to make any purchasing decision. He offered to
bring the pony out to the farmer’s home along with a month’s worth of hay to feed the
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pony. He said he’d send out his own stableman once a week to show the little girl how to
groom and care for the pony. He told the farmer the pony was kind and gentle, but to
have his daughter ride the pony each day to make certain they got along together.
Finally, he said, at the end of 30 days he’d drive over to the farmer’s and either
take back the pony and clean up the stall – or ask, then, to be paid the $750.
Which pony do you suppose the farmer decided to purchase for his daughter?
Obviously, it was no contest. And it will be no contest for you against your
competition if you incorporate strong risk-reversal into your business operation.
As I mentioned earlier, whenever any two parties come together to transact
business of any kind, one side is always asking the other (either consciously or otherwise)
to assume more or all of the risk.
When you take away the risk to your prospect or client, you lower the barrier to
action thus eliminating the primary obstacle to buying. And that’s what you must do.
Assume the risk in every transaction you have with your clients. Let them know that, if
they are ever dissatisfied, you will give them their money back, re-do the job at no charge
or whatever else it takes to demonstrate your total, passionate commitment to their
satisfaction.
From a practical standpoint, you probably offer some form of risk reversal to your
clients. But odds are you don’t forcefully use that in your selling efforts. Most people
almost sweep it under the rug, or hide it in their closet.
I want you to push it into the heart of your selling message.
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You’re going to be the one company or practice in your industry or the one
executive or staff member in your company who offers a strong and powerful risk
reversal to the client.
Here’s how you do it.:
You totally and completely guarantee the purchase for our client.
What does “guarantee” mean? It means you totally eliminate the risk for the
client. You do it by making a completely risk-free performance guarantee to compel
them to purchase from you instead of your competitor and to purchase now.
Think about what your clients want most (results wise) from purchasing your
product or service. Then guarantee them that outcome – or they can have their money
back. If it’s not practical to fully guarantee the entire purchase, then guarantee whatever
portion of the purchase is practical.
WHAT’S BETTER THAN RISK-FREE?
In many selling situations, competition is so keen that you need a greater benefit
for the client than basic risk reversal. The answer is to use a “better-than-risk-free”
guarantee (BTRF).
The BTRF guarantee enables you to do something that a basic guarantee or riskreversal approach does not. When you utilize a better than risk-free guarantee you are
acknowledging and rewarding the client for the value of both his/her time and faith
expended in favoring you with his/her purchasing decision.
When you tell me that if I am dissatisfied for any reason whatsoever. You will
not only give me full and immediate return of my purchase price, but you promise me an
additional reward on top – a compensation incentive for having taken the time, effort and
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faith to purchase in the first place – I’m impressed. I’m hard-pressed to say “no” to a
proposition like that.
On a practical transactional basis, here’s how a “better-than-risk-free” guarantee
works:
I sell my own live training programs on a better-than-risk-free basis.
First I let people preview my methods both in written and audio recorded form,
before I even ask them to sign up. I promise they’ll get a tangible and profit-rendering
idea they can apply and make money from before they ever sign up. The materials are
theirs to keep even if they don’t go forward and attend my seminar. When they sign up I
send them nearly $5,000 worth of materials a full six weeks prior to attending. They are
encouraged to read, listen and watch everything I send them and apply what they learn
prior to attending. If they don’t make a significant pre-attendance profit, they are
welcome to cancel and keep nearly a third of the advance materials for their efforts.
I don’t stop there. If they do what I suggest, applying all the advance materials
and making a profit up front, I still don’t consider their attendance binding on their part,
not until they’ve sat through a full one half of the entire program. If by 2:00 p.m. on day
two of my three day program they haven’t absolutely received well over $5,000 in value,
they are welcome to leave and receive a full and immediate refund. No questions asked.
No hard feelings, either. And I want them to keep the materials for having gone that far.
Compensating your clients for their dissatisfaction is the concept behind a betterthan-risk-free guarantee. BTRF guarantees are a seldom used but extremely powerful
advantage you can give yourself and your business or practice.
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Because this approach is probably a bit foreign to you, let’s walk through a few
ways you might use a better-than-risk-free guarantee.
If you sell products or services, consider offering the client something else in
addition (a bonus) when they agree to purchase. Offer them an exceptional money-back
guarantee, but allow the client to keep the bonus if he or she asks for a refund.
Another twist on this approach is to offer financial compensation if they ask for a
refund. I’ve seen people use “double your money back” guarantees quite successfully.
I’ve seen publications not only offer to give you a refund but buy you a
subscription to their competitor’s publication if you were dissatisfied.
You have enormous flexibility when considering the use of a guarantee, because
you can offer a straight 30-, 60-, or 90-day version. You can offer one year. Or lifetime.
An even more innovative guarantee approach I’ve seen used is to denominate a
very specific result or minimum result or personal performance level the client should
expect within a defined time period.
For example:
A health club I worked with tested four different guarantees. 30, 60 and 90 days
risk-free. The fourth test added a written agreement guaranteeing the specific result the
client wanted (e.g., lose 22 pounds of fat and turn it into rock hard, rippling muscles
within 120 days).
The try-it-free-for-60-days outpulled the other three tests by a large margin. And
nearly 50% converted to paying members at the end of the period. But the specific-result
guarantee worked well, too, far better than the others without the specific result
guarantee.
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What’s the point I want you to see?
It’s this: Test the most specific types of guarantees and better-than risk free
guarantees you can before arbitrarily deciding on one.
It might help you to appreciate the power of specific risk reversal if I tell you that
the automobile industry has spent millions of dollars trying to understand what makes
people buy and not buy.
Their biggest discovery is that the primary reason people don’t buy is that they
don’t want to look bad in the eyes of their peers, and they don’t want to make a mistake.
By using risk reversal and purchase guarantees, you get clients to see that they
now can’t possibly make a mistake. Nor could they ever look bad again, since they can
get out of their purchase if it doesn’t perform. You have a powerful new tool – a huge
selling advantage over your competitors who don’t offer this level of specific risk
reversal.
INCREASE THE GUARANTEE, INCREASE THE PROFIT
I’ve observed that when you put very specific and dramatic performance-based
guarantees or risk reversals on your selling proposition, your sales almost certainly soar.
But another quite wonderful thing occurs. Because you guarantee your client such a
specific outcome or result, you will normally perform even better than you used to in
order to assure that your company delivers what you promise.
So the client ends up receiving a far higher-than-expected level of service, quality
and performance – and you both win big in the process.
One client of mine, an architect, offers a simple pledge: If his client isn’t happy at
any stage of the project, the architect refunds any previously paid fees and re-performs
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the unsatisfactory work for free. He very successfully incorporates this fact into his
selling activities and, since starting to do it, his practice has thrived.
It will absolutely make a huge improvement in your business or practice, too. I
can’t tell you whether your sales, closures and referrals will shoot up 40% or 440%.
I can promise you this, they will go up.
And because you understand that you are the one company or person that is
consciously working to assume all the risk in the transaction, your awareness of the risk
factor will be very apparent to your clients. They will be drawn to you and your
enterprise because they’ll sense your commitment to make the transaction work for them,
not just for you.
An opal dealer I work with has a very daring guarantee: Anyone buying a stone
from her takes it anywhere – to a friend, another jeweler, anywhere – and if they’re
dissatisfied, unhappy or just plain change their mind, it’s no problem. They can get a full
100% money-back guarantee anytime within one year.
No other opal dealer in the country makes a claim like that. She outsells all her
legitimate competition.
Risk reversal helps people decide to act and act now, today, immediately, without
fear or concern.
Another client of mine is a broker of investment properties. His risk reversal to
his clients is powerful. He guarantees that if any property he sells you isn’t rented within
120 days of your closing escrow, he’ll pay the fair market rent for up to two years, as
long as you allow his management company to manage the leasing and rental activities.
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Are you starting to see all the innovative ways you can use risk reversal, moneyback or performance-based guarantees to eliminate uncertainty, improve decisiveness and
give your business a competitive edge?
If there’s no risk in doing something, a lot more people tend to give it a try. Once
they try it out, if your product or service performs as you say, most people will continue
buying again and again.
SAY WHAT YOU MEAN – MEAN WHAT YOU SAY
But your guarantee must be sincere, one that you stand behind 100% and one with
no loopholes. A bogus or insincere risk reversal policy will do more harm than good. A
few horrendous risk reversal examples:
A well-known candy producer’s candy bar carries a “guarantee of satisfaction” on
its wrapper. If you’re not completely satisfied, just mail the uneaten portion of the 50cent candy bar (which will cost you 39 cents postage) along with an explanation of your
dissatisfaction to the company. You won’t get your money back. Instead, the company
will send you another of the same candy bar. And what if you don’t like that one?
They’ll send you another…
An electronics corporation requires a steady hand or a magnifying glass to fill out
the warranty for its calculator. The warranty is a postcard only 2 inches wide and 3 5/8
inches long. You’re supposed to send in the warranty right away. But it’s unlikely that
the warranty will ever reach its destination – unless it’s put in an envelope – because
postal regulations prohibit the mailing of a postcard less than 3½ inches by 5 inches.
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Another electronics company says that if its cheapest quartz watch needs
repairing under its one-year warranty, you must pay a $4.95 handling charge (plus
postage for shipping to the factory). The watch itself only costs $2.97.
A company that manufactures water heaters for boats, pledges a money-back
guarantee. If, within thirty days, you’re not completely satisfied, you can get a refund by
returning the product “unused and uninstalled.”
Another company has a simple warranty to fill out on its electric products
systems. Just complete and mail the registration form and retain the warranty. So what’s
the hitch? The warranty is on the back of the registration form.
THE SPECIFICS
If you use risk reversal, but only in short, abstract, satisfaction-guaranteed terms,
change what you say and your terms. If your product or service is good and performs for
your client – the longer the guarantee and the more specific the performance expectations
you make, the more people will buy. It’s that simple.
Usually a 60-day guarantee will outproduce 30 days by 20%-100%. Test it
yourself and see what a boost it gives. A full year or even longer usually beats 60 or 90
days. The more specifically you tell people what “satisfaction” looks like, the more
compelled they become to act in order to receive that benefit for themselves.
I like to see strong well-detailed guarantees used by my clients. The clearer,
stronger and more specific the guarantee, the more credibility an impact it will have on a
prospect or client. How much better and more powerful is it if, instead of saying
“satisfaction guaranteed,” you say “unconditionally performance guaranteed for 30
days”?
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But what happens if instead of saying “unconditionally money-back guaranteed
for 30 days,” I say, “no questions asked, 100% money-back guarantee anytime within 60
days if my product fails to perform exactly as promised”?
That’s even better.
You could go even one better by saying…
“No questions asked, 100% money-back, 90-day guarantee if you can’t honestly
state your face looks more youthful, radiant, that your skin has better color and elasticity.
If you don’t enjoy results that good or better within the first 90 days of using our product,
we don’t deserve to keep your money. You have every right to ask for a full, noquestions-asked, on-the-spot 100% refund anytime you decide. And if you decide you
want a refund, there’ll be no questions asked and no hard feelings whatsoever on our
part.”
Do you see what a difference a strong and specific money-back, risk reversed
performance guarantee can make? When you start using risk reversal this way, your
business almost always shoots up immediately and stays up. You close more sales, sell
larger units of purchase and sell more often when people stop worrying about making the
wrong or a bad purchasing decision.
When you use risk reversal, you are basically telling your client that they will
never again make a bad or incorrect or dangerous purchasing decision. That’s a
powerfully persuading point to make. It moves anyone who’s on the fence off. It gets
people who were only mildly interested and turns them into hot prospects. It makes
people who were trying to decide between you and one or more of your competitors
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choose you. It eliminates all of your competitors from the running. You virtually have
the playing field to yourself.
Just adding risk reversal and a selling guarantee to your sales proposition makes a
powerful difference.
There are all kinds of variations on the risk-reversal theme:
An electronics company I’ve worked with guarantees that its products will reduce
production costs by at least 15%.
A consultant I’ve advised offers to continue retraining your staff until you can see
a measurable, significant increase in productivity.
A TV set distributor offers to buy back any sets not sold in the first 180 days.
A consultant agrees, in writing, not to cash any checks he’s received until his
clients tell him they’re satisfied with the work he’s done.
If you’re worried that switching to aggressive risk reversal will cost you lot of
business, stop worrying. Unless your product or service is flawed – or just plain does not
perform for the client – the number of people taking you up on a refund guarantee is
negligible. But the increase in people taking you up on the initial sales offer is anything
but negligible. I’ve seen strong risk reversal double and triple sales while only adding
½%-3% in additional refunds to a company’s numbers. (By using the testing strategy
you can quickly, safely and definitively determine the difference risk reversal can and
will make. And that’s what you should do first.)
Risk reversal and guarantees should be used in all your marketing efforts. Every
salesman or saleswoman who works for you should be using risk reversal to alleviate
fears or apprehension and to compel clients to action now. All your ads and mailings
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should use it. Risk reversal can become an important part of your Unique Selling
Proposition (USP).
REVERSE THE RISK IN YOUR BUSINESS
Make a list of all the different ways you can 100% guarantee, better-thanguarantee or at least partially guarantee your client’s transaction. Come up with not
merely the basic 30-, 60-, 90-day money-back guarantee. Also, take the time to define
and explain exactly what the picture of satisfaction should look like for your client.
Make a point of detailing the performance or specific results they should expect to occur
if they purchase your product or service.
Always remind yourself of the fact that they are not buying a product or service –
they are responding to the advantages your product or service will produce for them. So
help them clearly focus and appreciate exactly what that result should be.
Then test various guarantees and risk reversals with your clients and prospects.
Have your salespeople try them out, too.
If appropriate, try it in one of your ads or sales letters. I guarantee you that if
you’ll try a specific and powerful form of risk reversal, you’ll not only sell to more
people, your average transaction size will go up dramatically as well.
Risk reversal should instantaneously make a huge improvement in your bottom
line.
A hospital emergency room saw its noncritical case load start dropping
dramatically because it was taking nearly two hours to get seen. They instituted a 30minute guaranteed treatment, unless a severe emergency was in progress, and
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aggressively promoted this fact in their community. Non-critical caseloads rose by
nearly double, thanks to this guarantee.
A prominent builder-developer guarantees the development costs to his clients. If
he goes over budget he pays the costs, not his clients. He’s the only person in his area
doing this, and he gets most of the business because of that.
I advise a large power equipment company in the South that has built a multimillion dollar business by telling their clients they have five working days after they take
delivery of any large piece of power equipment to bring it back for a 100% refund – no
questions asked.
They’ve had three people in the last five years ask for a refund – which is the
negative side. But they’ve had 300% increase in business – which is the positive side.
And every piece of equipment that was returned was sold almost instantaneously to
somebody else, again on a no questions asked, five day, money back basis.
A car dealer I worked with doubled his business by offering – no questions asked
– a two week, 100% money back guarantee on any new or used car purchase.
No dealer had ever offered that. He stood out very favorably against every other
dealer in his area. If you were going to buy a car, why in the world would you buy it
from another dealer when you might make a mistake and regret it a week later? When, if
you bought a car from my client and regretted it, you could return it and get a 100% of
your money back cheerfully – no questions asked.
His volume shot up. He did have a small number of people who did bring the cars
back. But surprisingly, the vast majority didn’t want their money back – they wanted to
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trade up to a larger model or more luxurious one and he actually made more profit on the
people who came back and traded up than they did on the initial sales they made to them.
A company that sells a home teaching program to improve the reading skills of
children offers this compelling guarantee: “Your child will raise his reading or spelling
grade by at least one grade level on his next report card or your money back.” If you’re a
parent you realize the power of that risk reversal offer.
Weight loss programs guarantee specific weight loss in a specific period of time.
FedEx won’t charge you if your package doesn’t arrive when promised.
Blockbuster Video guarantees their new releases will be available or you get it
free the next time.
Auto manufacturers give you bumper to bumper, 3-year, 36,000 mile warranties.
Some companies offer even longer warranties.
Major corporations to small operations offer these guarantees for a reason. They
do it because risk reversal gives them a tremendous competitive advantage. And a strong
risk reversal policy will do the same for you.

ACTION STEPS
Look at your business, products, services or employment skills and talents.
Make a complete list of every obstacle to your clients or employers that might
prevent them from purchasing, dealing with, or choosing you over your
competition.
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Break them into the following categories:
Financial reasons: Both the initial cost or expense of choosing you. And
the potential financial loss if the transaction doesn’t work out.
Emotional: How bad the client or employer would look or feel if his
purchase or commitment to you fails to perform.
Measurability reasons: Can it be measured and evaluated to show the
tangible impact you or your offering could or should have on the client’s life,
business, or career?
Ask yourself what the real “downside” is in offering the client that product
or service or your own employment services on a risk-free basis. Or even a better
than risk-free basis.
Look at your product, service, or personal performance history to see how
many people have been dissatisfied, asked for a refund, cancelled, or complained.
If the number is low or nonexistent, that means a high-risk reversal would do
wonders for you. If you have a high incidence of problems or dissatisfaction, it
means either you promised too much or your product or services are inferior and
need quality attention.
If you provide and deliver true quality and value that can be appreciated,
perceived, and understood, don’t be afraid to offer risk-reversal. Try it out with a
few prospects or clients. Or ask one salesperson to try it for a day or week or in
one market to see how much better clients respond before you incorporate it
continually or system wide.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

WOULD YOU LIKE THE LEFT SHOE, TOO?

When you close a sale, it’s the perfect time to make an additional sale –
particularly if there’s a very good reason and benefit for the client to buy your
“package deal.” Sixty percent of all clients will increase if you do it right and
offer true value.
In this chapter you will learn how to offer all the alternatives and
supplements that are available to people doing business with you, thereby
improving the client’s satisfaction and increasing the value of the transaction.

When clients turn to you and decide to make a purchase, it’s because those clients
trust and respect you and your ability to serve their individual needs. In their eyes, you
are a leader, a knowledgeable authority, a trusted person. Otherwise they wouldn’t be on
the phone with you, replying positively to an offer you made by mail or at your office or
counter. But are you doing all you can to give your clients all the benefits and choices
they could be getting from you and would pay for?
I raise that point to draw your attention to the fact that most business people
actually limit the amount of business their clients do with them.
I know that’s hard to believe. You’re probably asking, “What business owner in
his right mind would deliberately ‘limit’ client buying?” The answer, of course, is that it
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doesn’t happen deliberately. It happens unwittingly.

I’m willing to bet that it’s

happening in your own business, right now.
Still shaking your head? Then let me pose a question: Tell me honestly – could
your clients be getting more value, benefit, protection or advantage out of each purchase
they make with you? If the answer to that question is “yes” in even a handful of cases,
then you owe it to your clients to show them how to derive a greater benefit each time
they buy.
GIVE YOUR CLIENTS A BETTER END RESULT
I’m going to show you three simple techniques that will help you deliver greater
benefits to your current clients, often at a discount for them, and at the same time put
more immediate cash into your business.
Adding Products and Services: Offer your clients the opportunity to add related
items to their basic purchases from you. Items that when combined together will increase
the level of satisfaction or significance of the ultimate result more completely,
conveniently and efficiently.
Adding Volume or Time Options: Help your clients decide the best quantity and
quality grades in which they want to purchase your goods/services. Or how long they
want a service to automatically continue. Don’t limit their options or choices to less
quality or quantity or shorter duration than they need or desire.
Adding Combinations:

Give your clients the opportunity to purchase

combinations or packages of goods and services that help them better achieve the
satisfying end result they want. With one convenient purchase decision.
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You’ll notice that I’ve emphasized the “end result” that clients desire. I’ve done
that because some people in business overlook the fact that clients don’t buy products or
services; they buy end results.
They buy a product or a service because they believe it will help them achieve a
greater sense of convenience, safety, pleasure, economy, accomplishment or simply selfesteem.
Someone who buys a camera, for example, doesn’t really want a camera. Rather
they seek the ultimate pleasure of taking beautiful pictures that will preserve forever their
most pleasant memories.
The product might be toothpaste, but in the client’s mind, the end result is a
brighter, more flattering smile and fewer trips to the dentist.
If you keep your client’s desired “end results” clearly in mind, you can almost
always add products and services that help clients achieve their end results more
completely, conveniently and efficiently.

You’ll also be far less likely to impose

artificial limits on how much your clients buy from you – something that, in the end,
doesn’t help either the client or you.
And that’s why product and service add-ons are important. They offer greater
value and satisfaction to clients. In short, a better “end result” which translates into
greater client satisfaction. Which in turn produces more repurchasing and more referrals.
Of course, add-ons do best when they’re offered in a price-advantageous way.
Clients who buy more of a product or service receive better prices while you increase
your margin.
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The wonderful part about this simple concept is that the hard work has already
been done for you. Your clients have already declared their trust in you by agreeing to
buy something.
ADDING ON PRODUCTS/SERVICES
Auto dealers are putting this theory into practice with a vengeance. Instead of
simply selling cars, most dealers offer their clients the opportunity to “add on” a stereo
system, convenient financing, security devices, a sun roof, car phones, extended warranty
and all kinds of other options to the basic purchase. As you know, they typically make
such offers immediately after the client has decided to buy a car, truck or van.
It’s not a question of manipulating clients while they’re still feeling the happy
glow of new-car ownership. The dealers are merely acknowledging the fact that what car
buyers want isn’t just a new set of wheels, but a total personalized transportation
package. They’re not just buying convenience and mobility. They’re also buying a sense
of well-being, a traveling lifestyle they desire. And they are making a statement about
themselves with their purchase. It’s all a part of the end result the client desires.
If the clients couldn’t get those added things at the dealership in one transaction,
they would in all likelihood buy them piecemeal, inconveniently, and at a higher cost
later on. There’s a wonderful, mutually enriching quality to this one-stop-shopping
experience. The clients get a better end result/benefit. And the dealerships – in many
cases – net more from selling add-ons than they do from selling cars.
ADD-ON OPPORTUNITIES ARE EVERYWHERE
Say there’s a store selling computers, and someone comes in and gets interested in
Computer X. The store owners know that extra software or a special printer will make
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Computer X a better performing purchase for his client. Okay. Our stage is set, now
let’s look at how that retailer directs this particular drama.
First he concentrates on helping the client decide that he or she does indeed want
to buy Computer X. But once that decision has been made, he then offers him or her the
chance to add on the software or printer. At a far more attractive price than if the client
came back and bought those same things at some uncertain point in the future.
The computer dealer is alert. He makes certain that he takes the client forward
into the future, and shows them what it would be like operating a computer 50% faster,
and being able to perform three times the functions in half the time.
By being proactive, instead of reactive (what I hope you will never be), the
computer dealer positions himself to solidify his hold on the client’s respect and buying
loyalty.
And, of course, that same dealer offers to deliver the computer, set it up and
demonstrate it for a fee. He even throws in software for different family interests –
altogether adding $100 in profit to the sale. He recognizes that many people don’t want
to leave a store hauling a computer, and then be left alone to try to get it to work.
Consumers buy computers for what they can do to enrich their lives, and they often need
help in knowing the best way in which to do that.
A professional speaker I worked with charged $2,000 for giving 90-minute
speeches. But when I suggested that he offer all of his program attendees an opportunity
to buy his books and tapes – as an add-on service at the end of his lectures – he never
dreamed that 60% of them would do just that. By using this single add-on, he’s increased
his annual income six times over.
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MAKING ADD-ONS WORK FOR YOU
Write the names of your three best-selling products or services. Now add the
“end result” clients or patients desire when they buy these items. Then, alongside the
names of those items, list some of the ways in which you might increase the value and
benefit of those goods and services to your clients by adding a product or service to a
typical sale.
As you do this, think from your clients’ perspective. What is the end result the
clients want from each of these items? If they’re buying a disassembled kid’s swing from
you, the end result is putting their child (or grandchild) on the swing and watching them
smile while they look on as a doting parent or grandparent. They don’t necessarily want
to be truckers or construction workers, so you might make this kind of offer, “I’ll sell you
the swing, and put it together for you.” Or, “If you really prefer to put it together
yourself, I’ll deliver it to your house, and sell you a handy tool kit at cost.”
And of course, if they enjoy watching their children’s pleasure in swinging, think
of the joy there would be in sliding, climbing or playing in a playhouse. Better offer a
slide, ladder, and tent along the way, too. Maybe even at a discount. Help your clients
achieve their desired end result completely, conveniently, and efficiently.
Here’s a short list of proven ways to come up with your own valuable add-on.
1.

Observe what your clients do before they buy your goods or services. Can
you provide that to them for a fee? For example, if you are selling
instructions of some kind, be sure to sell the equipment necessary to
perform the task you are teaching (sports equipment, computers, uniforms,
preparation forms). If most people need to gather information on their
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purchase before making their purchase with you, provide them the
information.
2.

Watch what people themselves do with your service or product after they
buy it, and offer to do it for them for a fee. This isn’t just delivery,
assembly, installation, shipping, or training as in some of our previous
examples.

This principle leads caterers to printing and sending out

invitations. Realtors arranging mortgages, settlement attorneys, moving
services, and decorating services.

And doctors to offer vitamins and

provide relevant books.
3.

See what people buy to go with your product or service in the pursuit of
their end result.

Make it available to them through you.

A fishing

equipment provider will most certainly sell fishing licenses, rent boats at a
nearby lake and provide guide services, since that’s all included in a
pleasant day of fishing. Never make your clients have to go to three more
places, make three more transactions, and have to trust three more people
to achieve their end result if you can possibly provide it yourself. They’ll
appreciate you for your effort. Remember, your clients like and trust you
already.
4.

Ask yourself how you would make a client’s end result even more
complete. A flu shot that protects future good health very conveniently
and economically. Keepsake pictures of a ski trip or anniversary dinner.
When you join the clients in pursuit of all desired end results, you’ll be
amazed at the multitude of services and products you can provide to your
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client that they will value and pay for, beyond what they currently
purchase from you.
Take the idea that you like best for an add-on product or service and offer it to ten
of your best clients. Take your second favorite add-on and offer it to another ten. Try
four or five ideas this way and you’ll get a quick indication of what offers the best value
to your clients and business opportunity for you. In some businesses you can do this in a
day or two, and have additional high-margin sales in the first week.
Now let’s go to an even simpler way of allowing your clients to buy more from
you: Letting them choose the volume and frequency of their purchases.
ADDING VOLUME AND FREQUENCY OPTIONS
Let your clients buy as much as they want, when they want it. If you let them tell
you how much they want to buy, and how often, the answer may surprise you. In my
experience, I have found that many business people presume to know what clients want,
but are startled to find that their presumptions are way off base.
People are willing to buy more than they ordinarily do when given the option or
incentive.
Clients can have all kinds of reasons for buying larger quantities. Some might
simply be taking advantage of a price break or lower unit cost. Others might be buying to
assure a season-long supply. Or to hedge against future price increases. Or just to enjoy
having an inventory of goods to draw from.
Can you offer a client a larger unit of purchase – perhaps a family-size month’s
supply, 3-month, 6-month or a year?

(I’ve seen “lifetime” supply actually done

successfully in certain situations.)
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The thing to remember is your clients deserve the chance to purchase the right
amount for them.
Just giving people a structured offer with volume choices nearly always boosts the
business you’ll do with a client on the initial transaction and over time. Photographers
offer at least three basic purchase options. Only about twenty percent of their clients
choose the basic offer.
When you subscribe to a newsletter like mine, you’re given an optional volume
choice that it is only offered after you’ve already decided that you want the product.
With my Business Breakthroughs, that option was a discount on the second year.
You might say that my publisher is enriched by a two-year deal. Technically I
would have to agree. But the real beneficiaries are the subscribers. They get two years
of valuable business advice for much less than the per-issue subscription price they were
initially willing to pay.

Plus, they receive an extra business-building report.

And

because they sign on for two years instead of one, they will get longer and greater value
out of the newsletter. They’ll become more committed and connected to my businessbuilding strategies.
Also, they typically get additional free bonus incentives for choosing this
preferential option.
Just try offering four for the price of three, or buy three and get one free, of
almost anything and you’ll see clients that typically bought just one item going for the
higher quantity.
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I first discovered the power of offering volume choices when I worked for the
publisher of an expensive business magazine. I wanted to offer just a basic one-year
subscription option – with no other choices.
“WRONG!!!” the publisher informed me. Then, rather than merely state his
point, he did the greatest favor possible for me – he proved it. He let me do two mailings.
Mailing number one only offered people a one-year subscription and nothing else.
Mailing number two offered one year for $55. But you could also choose a two-year
option for $95 and a three year “best buy” alternative option for $120.
With the first mailing, no one had a choice. So my average purchase was $55.
With the second mailing, because I offered people three different choices (two of
which were more value superior than the basic one)… 40% chose three years… 25%
chose two years… and only 35% chose the one-year option everybody had to choose in
mailing number one.
By merely offering people three different choices, two thirds of the buyers bought
a higher unit of sale. We made, on average, twice the profit per client we would have
made if we only offered one choice – which is really no choice.
A bookseller uses a variation of the volume add-on to sell more books to public
libraries. If a library calls and asks her to send over 20 modern Greek novels, she has
trained her staff to say, “Since we don’t know exactly what you have on the shelf now,
we’ll send over 100 books on consignment. Just send back those you don’t want.”
Almost without fail, the libraries keep many more books than they originally
ordered. So, her business is increased, the reading public gets the advantage of a wider
selection of novels, and the library gives the public better service. Three winners.
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SMART ADD-ON “NO-BRAINERS”
We have our cars hand washed every week at our home. When the car wash man
came out, instead of just offering me one choice of $10 a week per car – he offered me a
better plan for two cars and an even better deal for three. I chose three, and he more than
doubled his revenue and profit per week from me. I appreciate the good value he gave
me – and, frankly, it’s much more convenient than taking the cars into the car wash.
Would we normally wash each of our three cars every week on our own?
Doubtful. But he offered me a choice, which was so much more appealing. Now it’s a
no-brainer.
How many of your clients could be advantaged by receiving a larger quantity of
the product – or a continuous supply of the service? If most would, you can have
confidence that making this offer actually adds greater value to the client, who would
ordinarily need more product eventually. Instead of paying three times as much, when
you offer it for just two or two and a half times more, they save 17%-33%.
You actually profit more in the process of extending a greater value to your client.
How? Put your pencil to it. Say the client originally intended to purchase “X” size or
amount of product or service, and you make 50% profit. Now, through the use of a
volume option, that client buys three times as much for just 2½ times the price. You just
added whatever the difference is between the hard cost of the extra products or services
and the additional price you receive – as windfall profit.
Let’s use an example of a dry cleaner who normally does one suit for $5, but who
offers his client three suits cleaned for $12.50. Say his cost to clean a suit is half (it’s
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potentially much less, as volume increases with dry cleaning – as with many if not most
other services).
Remember… at first the dry cleaner only had $5 worth of business that made him
$2.50 profit. But when the client upgrades to the three for two and a half deal, now the
dry cleaner gets $12.50 revenue – and $5.00 worth of profit instead of the mere $2.50
profit he would had ordinarily made on the single unit purchase.
The important point here is to always focus on the increased profit – not lost
profit – that an add-on transaction brings you.
In the dry cleaner example, even though the dry cleaner, in effect, gave away
$2.50 in profit, he ended up with double the profits he’d ordinarily make.
As I said before, in most service examples, when you offer quantity or frequency
volume incentives, your incremental or per service real cost drops dramatically. That’s
why the add-on typically can double or triple your ultimate profit per sale or per client –
even though your gross margins might be reduced.
When you increase the size or frequency of the purchase, you rarely lose future
sales.

Interestingly and quite ironically, quite the opposite effect normally occurs.

People start utilizing more of your product or service than they did in the past. Actually,
they are usually benefitted at a much higher level when they utilize more – so they end up
winning on the transaction even more than you do.
LET PEOPLE BUY BY TIME PERIODS
Why hold your clients to one-at-a-time purchases, if they would be better served
by being able to buy a time-structured package? Like the lawn-care business that sells
you a season of full lawn maintenance, instead of just a one-shot summer mowing job.
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Season-long service is what many homeowners really want. After all, the “end result” of
enjoying a sensational lawn without having to worry about seeding and weeding and
mowing and clipping, is not achieved with a single visit.
Almost any service and most products can be offered for a time period. You can
sell tickets by the day or performance or by the season.
Optometrists can provide exams alone or exams with an annual supply of contact
lenses and solutions or eyeglasses.
If you sell any product or services that can be offered on what I refer to as a
T.F.N.-basis (‘Til Further Notice), you can use your add-on or up-selling technique to
turn one-time purchases into ongoing, perpetual weekly, daily, monthly, or quarterly
“locked-in” sales. This is the concept that drives the record club business.
I got a pest control company to turn most of their one-shot clients into regular
quarterly service clients by using that add-on method. I used the same concept with a
health club.
A cosmetics company built a $100 million dollar business by persuading 60% of
all the women buying its products to up-sell or add-on and convert that one-shot over to a
regular, ongoing automatic monthly shipment.
How many ways can you turn your one-shot sales into ongoing purchases using
volume options including this ongoing service technique? If you normally get one
purchase from a client and he or she rarely comes back – and through this volume option
you get 30-80% (that’s the target range of people you could expect to convert over to
TFN) – you can literally triple to quintuple your business overnight.
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By the way, the TFN add-on technique can work for many if not all businesses or
professions if applied inventively. The bottled water industry does a billion dollars using
this strategy. And so does the vitamin industry.
GETTING DOWN TO YOUR BUSINESS
Take out that pencil and paper again with the names of your three best-selling
products or services. Write down next to each product or service the amount that your
good client buys from you, on average, in each transaction.
Just ask yourself, “What quantity or frequency choice would give these wonderful
people the greatest end result and the greatest incentive to buy more?”
Let me again help you with a few specific activities.
1.

Consider offering three times the average volume being purchased now for
2½ times the price. If you are selling a pound of something, put three
pounds together. If you are selling flashlights, package three together.
Remember, your clients’ desired end result is not being left in the dark
without a light. Three flashlights might achieve that desire better than
one. If you are selling an annual exam or service, package it with three
quarterly checkups. If you sell a service in monthly or yearly increments,
offer 3-month and 3-year options. And by the way, three times the volume
for 2½ times the prices isn’t the only combination to try. For example, I
bought my last book of 12 oil changes for the price of seven. This simple
action took me from a single purchase situation to an annual supply
situation. Wherever possible, let clients buy time periods worth of product
versus a specific quantity.
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2.

Package your product or service for a period of time. Try a year’s worth
first. Any service can be turned into a yearly contract, from HVAC
maintenance to initial legal consultations. Almost any consumable can be
provided in a year’s supply delivered every week, month, or 2 months.
You can buy your vitamins, coffee or wine that way. Many gifts can be
turned into a “gift-of-the-month” club experience.

3.

And finally, offer your product or service ‘Til Further Notice with periodic
billings. It’s not just insurance, fuel oil and newspapers that can be sold
that way. Remember, people don’t want valuable services or products to
stop.

Write down the names of your ten best clients and, next time they call or come in,
offer them your favorite volume option. In fact, try out your offer on a second group of
clients who aren’t on your “best” list – and compare the results, list against list.
COMBINATIONS HELP BOOST PROFITS
Now let’s move on to my third technique to bring more value to your clients and
more business and cash to you.
Remember, we are trying to help clients achieve their desired end result more
completely, conveniently and efficiently. But most clients don’t really know the best
way to make use of all the value you can provide to that end. At least they don’t know as
much as you do.
That’s where you come in. You can do your clients a huge service by helping
them choose the best combination of what you offer to meet their desires. Just group
these items together and let clients purchase them in one buying decision. Bundle your
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products together to achieve the end result. Clients will thank you for it and you’ll profit
tremendously by doing it.
Just look at McDonalds for a great example. For years, clients would get in their
lines and order a hamburger, and then a Coke, and then a this and then a that. Finally, the
McDonald’s people got the message: Clients didn’t go there just for hamburgers and
Cokes. A lot of them wanted a more complete meal.
So now you can get in the same lines at McDonald’s and get their package deal
meal of large sandwich, fries and beverage. For only several cents more, the client can
“supersize” their meal, adding 8 more ounces of coke and a larger unit of fries.
I recently bought a large ad in a national magazine. Originally, I was going to just
buy black and white. But the magazine made me two better offers. First, a far better
price if I’d run a big section (24 pages); second, a very small additional charge (less than
half the normal rate) if I’d do the ad in color. I bought a 24 page, full-color ad when I
had originally set out to only purchase a two page black and white ad. What I expected
to be a $10,000 purchase turned into $130,000 – but I’m exhilarated. I received such a
good value that I can do more effective advertising with 24 pages instead of two. And
with full color instead of black and white. They combined a color ad with more pages to
better meet my promotional needs.
Give clients three better options and a number of them will choose one of the two
additions over their initial intent. Give them superior value in each option you add, and
they become benefitted many times more than you do from the process.
Let me share a couple of ways up-sells or cross-sells are used in the business
world. For a long time the consumer electronics industry has operated from the premise
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that different clients require and desire different things in the consumer electronics they
buy. They start out then advertising a basic, very high quality performing model. It can
be a VCR. It can be a stereo. It can be a big screen television – whatever. And it’s a
great value for the money. But it’s probably got the basic set of features. Why? Because
it’s impossible to know what clients want in the performance of a specific piece of
electronic equipment until you interview them and observe and examine how they’re
going to use it, what their tastes are, what they think about high technology.
So, when the client comes into the store, a service-minded, value-oriented, result
and benefit-focused salesman or woman has the responsibility to engage that client in a
discussion designed to identify two things. First, what the client’s primary needs, wants
and desires are. And second, to educate that client as to what’s available and possible.
Because most clients have no comprehension of how sophisticated and how many
functions and capabilities a given television or sound system or VCR can really offer
them.
If I’m somebody who’s always gone, it would be a wonderful benefit to me to be
able to record twenty-four hours, seventeen different shows a night and have it all longterm play on a VCR. But since I don’t know that's possible, I settle for the basic VCR
with just limited timer capability. I’ve lost the opportunity to have a benefit that’s
meaningful to me. And you’ve lost the opportunity of making my life richer and in the
process perhaps doubling or tripling the size of that sale and having me appreciate you
for doing it. That’s the concept behind an up-sell or a cross-sell. The electronics industry
is probably one of the greatest practitioners of it because it helps serve the needs of their
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clients so well. In many businesses and professions, and I suspect yours is one of them,
there are enormous opportunities to apply and utilize up-selling and cross-selling.
The key is to help that client fit the purchase to what they want the product or
service to be. And until they know what’s possible, they can’t make the most intelligent
and effective purchasing decision about any product or about any service. So your
opportunity is also your obligation. You can’t allow a client to just select what they want
to buy until and unless they’ve been educated to know how much more or better is
possible. That comes from offering them up-sells and cross-sells.
A company I work with sells blinds and curtains. Their standard offer is an
incredibly attractive price on a really fine basic blind or curtain installation. And if all
you want is a plain white set of curtains or a plain white set of blinds in the basic style,
it’s a great value. However, the vast majority of people want more. They want their
house to look better. They want their offices to look more dramatic. They want their
furnishings and their accessories to coordinate.

And that opens the door to

recommending alternatives to those clients. My client does that by offering up-sells and
cross-sells.
Up-sells are different grades, different fabrics, different colors, different styles of
blinds or curtains. Cross-sells are other decorations that go along with it. For example, a
beautiful valance or coordinating the curtain fabric with reupholstering a given chair in
the room to draw the entire room together. These two functions, up-selling and crossselling, are the vehicles you have available to your company or your profession to render
substantially greater benefit and service to your client. And in the process greatly enrich
yourself.
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Another approach to increasing the average transaction value is to use point-ofsale promotions. Point-of-sale promotions are nothing more than displays or signage that
grab the client’s attention right at the point-of-sale. Keep in mind the psychology of a
client. Once he or she has decided to buy any product or service, they are committed.
They have become impassioned.

They have already started envisioning themselves

owning, possessing, using or benefiting from that product or service. It is very easy at
that point to assist them to get even greater value or enrichment from the transaction by
offering them other items that complement the purchase the client has just decided to
make.

Or by offering another product or service they can benefit from at an

advantageous price.
Let me tell you where this is most prevalent. You drive down the street and you
see a retail store of any kind – it can be a grocery store, a furniture store, an ice cream
store – and you see a sign in the window that reads, “SALE.” Or it says, “TWO FOR
ONE.” Or it says, “SPECIAL PURCHASE.” Anything like that grabs your attention.
That’s the standard form of point-of-purchase that small retailers use.
ELECTRIFIED BY ADD-ON OPPORTUNITY
The owner of an electronics firm in Arizona heard me talk about add-ons at one of
my marketing seminars. When he got back to his office and thought about the potential
benefits of add-ons, he decided to test my concept.
Most of his sales are to industrial clients. He gives them a formal, written price
quotation. The new thing he started doing was to systematically add to each quotation a
related product or service that was 10% to 15% of the overall quoted price.
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The

additional items weren’t discussed with the buyers, yet 30% of the time they would buy
them.
“It’s an almost effortless process,” the owner wrote in a recent letter to me, “but it
will mean as much as $60,000 in new revenue to us this year. Thank you, Jay.”
TRIPLED INCOME IS MUSIC TO HER EARS
I taught a child’s singing teacher how to triple her income without exerting any
additional effort or expense. Instead of charging parents $20 an hour to teach their child,
she offers a $65 monthly rate. Some months the child gets four lessons. Some months
five. On average, parents used to take two lessons a month from her and she’d get $40.
Now she works more continuously (which she loves) and her revenue per child has risen
fifty percent. Most importantly, before making this offer, the average student stayed with
her three months. Since she began offering this option, they’ve stayed indefinitely.
FACE LIFT FOR THE BOTTOM LINE
A plastic surgeon I’ve helped offers facial cosmetic packages. Basic choice is a
face lift. Choice two is a lift with eyes. Choice three is face, eyes and nose. Over half of
the patients choose choice two or three. This cosmetic surgeon averages $1,000 per
patient higher sales than his colleagues – yet he actually gives a greater value to the
patient. And because the patients get a better value, they can justify doing more of the
facial cosmetic work they really want or need. So the biggest winners in the process are
the patients who come out looking even more beautiful or handsome (surprisingly, nearly
forty percent of his patients are men) than they probably would have had the surgeon not
offered them better choices.
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I have a very interesting client who’s a hazardous waste consultant. He goes into
industrial firms around the world and he analyzes their exposure to hazardous waste
problems – liabilities, fires, explosions, contaminations, penalties from government
agencies, etc. After working with me for a year, he realized that consulting was not the
real opportunity he had in his business. His real opportunity was his ability to introduce
his clients to key experts who could solve the problems he uncovered.
In other words, he would identify that they had a real exposure to hazardous waste
contamination. In order to eliminate that exposure, they have to bring in a contractor
who is a specialist. But his clients had no idea what contractors to bring in. He did. He
made an arrangement to represent the best hazardous waste contractors in the country.
And now when he does a project and uncovers an opportunity for hazardous waste
contractors, he’s in an excellent position to secure the job for one of the companies he
represents. Bottom line: his consulting business makes him a couple of hundred thousand
dollars a year. His representation business where he represents contractors makes him
millions.
Many of the record clubs, once you’re comfortable and buying on an ongoing
basis, will introduce you to their video club or their book clubs. Why? Because they
know that a very large number of their satisfied CD clients will gladly cross over and
start also buying videos on a regular basis. Or books, etc.
I have a fashion clothing store that started a little shoe and purse club for their top
clients.

Every season when the new purses and the new shoes come in, they

automatically sent them out first to these clients on approval to try out. If they liked them
and wanted to keep them, they automatically charged the purchase to their credit card. If
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they didn’t, they merely sent them back collect. No problem. They found that 80% of
the members of this club keep at least one item when they send them to them. It’s added
hundreds of thousands of dollars to their bottom line every year.
There’s a wine company that I have a relationship with that started a wine club.
Every month they send a different selection of wine to people who visited their winery.
Some of it’s theirs. Some of it’s from other vintners. Some of it’s white wine, some red.
Some of it’s dessert wine, some of it’s Champagne. They’ve expanded their business ten
times over and in the process built a loyal following of people who keep buying over and
over again.
I quadrupled the business for a tree trimmer with a simple idea. His basic
business was totally reactive, as was everyone else in his field. Somebody had a tree that
was overgrown or needed to be removed, they’d call him, he’d come, he’d take care of it,
he’d leave, he’d wait to be called again. I pointed out to him that the vast majority of
people who needed trees trimmed would need those same trees trimmed again in six or
nine months. So, why not set them up on a regular ongoing service where he didn’t wait
for them to call him, but he just went out systemically, quarterly, semiannually and
trimmed those trees for them and charged it to their credit card.
He thought it was a great idea. And in a matter of three months, he converted
70% of his active clients to this ongoing service.
He took people who purchased haphazardly and erratically and got them to start
purchasing four times a year forever from him. The impact to his business was a
doubling of sales. And he quadrupled his profit because he was able to completely stop
running ads in the local newspapers and he was able to cut down on his sales force.
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Between the clients he locked in ongoing forever and the referrals these satisfied clients
gave him, he had all the business he could handle.
A good example in the consumer products field is a company called Saint Ives
Labs. They make shampoos, hair care products, etc. But they have solely based their
business on a concept that exclusively packages their products together.
They offer large sized units of shampoo, with complementary conditioner
together for a single price that is more advantageous than buying separately.
The key to packaging products together, wherever possible, is to offer them to the
client in a more price advantageous manner.
I worked with a chain of convenience groceries and gas stations. They had
gasoline islands out front and convenience grocery stores inside where you went to pay.
I asked them to try an experiment for just 30 days.
They raised the prices of half the items in their convenience store – the chewing
gum, the cokes by an average of 20% an item.
They were appalled when I asked them to do that. They said no one will buy that
and I said I disagree. As a convenience it has a premium value to that client. It’s not
going to be judged as a commodity.
They grudgingly agreed and that grudging agreement made them nine hundred
thousand dollars profit extra in the next twelve months because as I suspected sales did
not drop. Clients did not balk, they cheerfully paid 20% more for the gum and they
cheerfully paid 20% more for the beverages and they cheerfully paid 20% more for the
doughnuts and the coffee. Because it was a convenience. It wasn’t whether it was fifty
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cents of fifty-nine cents. It was the fact that they were in a rush, they were going to work
or from work or to a meeting and they wanted a cold drink or a hot drink or sandwich.
I strongly urge you to look at your business or practice and ask yourself – could I
take any or all of the products or services I sell and reposition them to be more upmarket.
I had an investment client one time with a boutique type of division that sold to
very high-end clients to whom they gave an enormous amount of service, attention and
research free. They also had a discount division that sold to people who just wanted great
pricing. And they had the middle-of-the-road division that sold to the masses.
All three were very profitable. All three sold very differently. All three sold to
different segments of the market but all three sold brokerage services.
Ask yourself – is there a level of my market more up-scale than the one I’m
currently reaching that I should be catering to? And if the answer is “Yes” – which it
could be in many cases – all you have to do is try a safe little test and see what happens.
Downside is nothing. Upside is tremendous.
In the majority of the cases when you raise your market positioning and become
more upscale, your existing clients look at you with more respect. Thus, they have more
loyalty and that turns into more referrals. Suddenly large segments of the marketplace
who never noticed you before start noticing you and buying from you.
In the last several years the entire retailing market place has been turned topsy
turvy by the advent of warehouse pricing. Price Club, Costco and Sam’s Clubs have
come into being. They offer you massive jars of peanut butter and they offer you huge
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drums of laundry detergent for prices dramatically lower per ounce or per pound than you
can buy at the conventional grocery store.
And guess what? People are flocking to buy this way.
The industrial chemical business flourishes because they sell to industry in 55
gallon drums or pallet sizes. So if you have cleaning to do or if you need certain kinds of
chemicals, you don’t buy a one day supply or a one week supply. You buy it in monthly
or quarterly or annual consumption units and you save tremendous amounts of money.
In the investment business, mutual funds have flourished by offering investors
tremendous price breaks when they invested larger amounts of money in a given fund.
Transaction fees may drop from two percent all the way down to three quarters of a
percent if you go from investing five thousand dollars to a hundred thousand dollars.
So what happens? People have a tendency of putting more money into a fund at a
single transaction.
That’s the goal.
Disneyland used to sell individual ride tickets to park visitors.

They found

through testing when they gave you the chance to ride more rides with a single purchase,
they would charge more money and more people would buy.
They now have family plans and they have season ticket plans – that give families
much more advantage for buying larger units.
The cruise line offers a much greater price advantage for taking a family of six
than most hotels do. There are great incentives. For every family member you add to the
cruise, the price per person drops.
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Retail companies like Circuit City offer extended warranties on their stereos and
televisions. Rental car companies offer insurance riders.
Airlines offer not only the air transportation, but complete vacation packages that
include airfare, hotel and food.
This strategy works for big corporations to small businesses and it will work for
you.

ACTION STEPS
List all the products and services you sell that produce a greater result for
the client when used together or in logical progression. Try offering various
combinations, packages, and “upsell” with these.
Then list what I call the cycles of product/service life – all the products or
services other people sell that precede, parallel, complement, or follow the use of
your product or service. Find the companies who sell all these products or
services and see what kind of distribution, outright purchase, or Host Beneficiary
deals you can make with each in order to add their items on to your client’s sale.
Think of any logical services your client could benefit from after
puchasing your product or service – like tech support, extended warranty, annual
or semi-annual maintenance, pick up and delivery, etc. Could you provide any of
these services to increase the value of your transaction?
Finally: If you have nothing else you can add, consider offering a larger
more deluxe version of your product or service at a greater price.
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One or more of these experiments will result in a windfall profit and
achievement opportunity for your business or career. How does it boost your
career? When you get one job or project, suggest your employer or boss give you
responsibility for all or part of another job or project that’s complementary. And
ask for a lesser amount of compensation for the added responsibility than your
employers currently pay for someone who does it full-time or to an outside
service.
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CHAPTER NINE

HOW YOU NEVER FALL OFF A CLIFF

You can’t maximize your performance or make the most money unless
you know how to make the best use of your time, opportunities, efforts, and
investments. You can’t get the best results until you comprehensively evaluate all
the different approaches you have available in all your business activities. One
approach will often out produce another approach many times over. The odds are
great that you are currently under performing and not reaching your real potential
because you’re depending on the wrong actions or approaches for your success.
You can right that wrong and never make those mistakes again.
In this chapter you will learn how to use small, inexpensive tests to
generate invaluable information that will lead to significantly better results in
every area of your business or career.

My definition of a marketing genius may be different than yours. I think a
marketing genius is someone who has the ability to always get the maximum result from
the minimum effort – not the person with the most creative ingenuity.

You’re a

marketing genius if you understand that one approach to getting clients may produce five
times the results of another – so, of course, you stick with the approach that yields the
best results.
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So a marketing genius, to me, is someone who is both logical and prudent.
Someone who only follows the path that produces the highest and best results or returns
for their time, money and effort.
Anyone can become a virtual marketing genius equivalent by doing one simple
thing: TESTING.
TEST EVERYTHING
It is amazing how few companies ever test any aspect of their marketing and
compare it to something else. They bet their destiny on arbitrary, subjective decisions
and conjecture.
You don’t have the right or the power to predetermine what the marketplace
wants and what the best price, package or approach will be.
Rather, you have the obligation, opportunity and power to put every important
marketing question to a vote by the only people whose ballot counts:

clients and

prospects, who vote with their checkbooks, credit cards, purchase orders, contracts or
raises and promotions.
Testing applies not merely to outside sales efforts but to every aspect of
marketing.
If you run ads in newspapers or magazines, test different approaches, different
headlines, different hot-button emphases, different packages, different rationales,
different pricing, and different bonuses on top of the basic offer.
Test different directives to the reader or listener on how to respond and what
action to take.
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Test positioning in the front, back, right, or left-hand side of the page. Test where
your commercials run – what stations and what time of day.
For those of you who don’t run ads, modify the testing concept and apply it to
your sales presentations. Then test different recommended opening statements against
whatever it is you or your sales staff currently use. You will find a big improvement in
results, here, too, when you test.
After testing your headline or opening statement, and replacing what you were
doing with whatever test approach out-performs the original, I want you to keep on
testing additional factors.
Make specific offers and analyze the number of responses, traffic, prospects, and
resulting sales for each specific ad. Then compute the cost-per-prospect, cost-per-sale,
the average sale-per-prospect, average conversion-per-prospect, and the average profitper-sale against your control. This reveals the obvious winner, the control that you will
keep running until a better control beats it.
Remember, salaried salespeople cost you the same fixed amount, whether they
make one sale a day, three sales a day, or more.
An ad costs you the same amount of space, production time, or airtime whether it
produces 100 prospects, 1,000 prospects, or 10,000 prospects.
Therefore, it stands to reason that you should test different ad approaches and find
those that outpull all the others.

Then use those approaches to maximize your

investment.
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TEST EVERYTHING STARTING RIGHT NOW
How do we put a marketing question to a vote? By testing one sales thrust against
another, one price against another, one ad concept against another, one headline against
another, one TV or radio commercial against another, one follow-up or up-sell overture
against another. I could go on and on.
The point is – and this is not guesswork – when you test one approach against
another and carefully analyze and tabulate the results, you will be amazed that one
approach always substantially outpulls all the others by a tremendous margin. You’ll
also be amazed at how many more sales or how much larger the average orders you can
realize from the same effort.
The purpose of testing is to demand maximum performance from every marketing
effort.
If you or each of your field salespeople averages 15 calls a day, doesn’t it make
sense to find the one sales presentation or package that closes twice as many sales and
increases the average order by 40%-100% with the same amount of effort?
You can easily achieve immediate increases in sales and profits merely by testing.
You, or your sales staff, should try different approaches, different hot-button
focuses, different packages, different specially priced offers, different “bumps” or
upgrades, different follow-up offers, prices, risk reversal or guarantee statements.
Each day review the specific performance of each test approach, then analyze the
data.
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If a specific new twist or experiment on your basic sales approach out-closes the
old approach by 25%-50%, doesn’t it make sense for every salesman to start using this
new approach?
Test every sales variable.

Any positive or negative data can help you to

dramatically manipulate the effectiveness of your sales efforts.
But don’t stop at merely finding those approaches, offers, prices, or packages that
outperform the others. Once you identify the most successful combination, your work
has just begun. Now you should find out “how high is high.”
Keep experimenting to come up with even better approaches that outpull your
current “control.”
Your control is the concept, approach, offer, or sales presentation which has
consistently proven, through comparative testing, to be the best performer you’ve been
using.
Until you establish your control concepts, techniques, and approaches, you can’t
possibly maximize your marketing and thus your profitability.
Once you find control concepts or approaches, keep testing to see if you can
improve on their performance, thereby replacing one control with a better one.
One thing you’ll discover when you start testing variables is that the difference in
response or results can be extreme from just a small shift.
Several years ago I was working with a precious metals dealer who was selling
gold and silver to investors on a bank financed purchase basis.
He ran ads, in the Wall Street Journal and the headlines of those ads read: “Two
thirds bank financing on silver and gold.”
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When my client ran those ads, they were reasonably successful.
They generated enough sales so my client was able to a) pay for the ad, b) pay the
sales people a fair commission, c) have money left to operate, pay his overhead and
salary, and d) have money to invest in more advertising.
However, I didn’t believe he was optimizing. I sat down with him and asked
what other headlines he had tested. He looked at me bewildered and said “none.”
So I gave him three additional headlines to test.
He tested them in different ads in the Wall Street Journal.
Two of those headlines out-performed his existing one by small margins.
The third headline did much better.
Gold was selling for $300 an ounce and silver was selling for $6 an ounce.
Remember his old headline was “Two thirds bank financing on silver and gold.”
All I did was change the expression of the headline to better denominate what was
in it for the client.
My headline read: “If gold is selling for $300 an ounce, send us just $100 an
ounce and we’ll buy you all the gold you like.”
The headline for silver: “If silver is selling for $6 an ounce, send us just $2 an
ounce and we’ll buy you all the silver you want.”
Those headlines pulled five times as many sales from the same size ad, the same
basic advertising approach – but five times, 500% more responses and clients.
Now you might ask yourself, “Why did that simple change make such a big
difference?”
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Most headlines people use don’t communicate a “What’s in it for me?” result that
the prospect, the client, the reader, the listener, the viewer, can expect to receive. My
headline did.
You can have far more inquiries, clients and sales for the same money just by
testing alternatives against each other.
•

By testing different ways to say the same thing.

•

By trying different copy.

•

By testing the pull of one magazine against another.

•

By testing one mailing list against another.

•

By testing one radio time slot against another.

•

By testing one offer against another.

•

One price against another.

•

One guarantee against another.

•

One sales presentation against another.

•

One direct mail package against another.

It’s relatively easy to test and track ad results and to ruthlessly leverage every
marketing dollar.
Failure to test, re-test and test again is tantamount to admitting that you aren’t the
business person you should be. Or at the very least it’s a willingness to remain stuck at
the same lower yield platform.
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KEYED RESPONSE – THE KEY TO TESTING
If you have two different approaches that you are testing, you must design your
test to give you specific results keyed to each approach. You must know which ad each
and every prospect is responding to.
You can do this in different ways:
•

Use a coupon – a differently coded coupon for each version of your ad.

•

Tell the prospects to specify a department number when they call or write –
there doesn’t have to be an actual department.

•

Ask the prospect to tell you he heard it on radio station WWXY in order to
qualify for a discount or special offer.

•

Include a code on the mailing label returned with the order – the code
identifies the source of the label or the version of the ad you mailed.

•

Use different telephone numbers for respondents – each offer is accompanied
by a similar but distinct phone number.

•

Make different package tests and note which bonuses or prices people ask for.

•

Have the caller ask for a specific person – the name can be fictitious.

You must be able to attribute each response to one of the approaches you are
testing.
Keep meticulous track of each response and its results: simple inquiry, sale,
amount of sale, previous client. Keep track of every piece of information that you need
in your marketing.

And be sure to differentiate in your record-keeping between

responses (prospect-generation) and actual sales. Prospects are fine, but sales are what
you’re after.
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Then when you have all the results tabulated by method “A” or method “B,”
compare the two approaches and select the better one. Then test again, using your winner
in competition with a new contestant.
TESTING SMALL
Never test big if you can test small.
A/B splits allow you to test two approaches with one newspaper press run.
When an advertiser wants to use a split-run test, he furnishes two different ads of
the same size, the “A” ad and the “B” ad.
Your two ads are then distributed to demographically similar audiences. And
because the ads occupy the same position within the publication, each ad is fairly tested
under similar conditions.
A/B testing keeps you from wasting thousands of dollars on losing ads. In this
manner, you can also spend far less money pre-testing ads in inexpensive, smaller
circulation, regional editions.
If you can’t use A/B splits for some reason, here’s another way to test small.
Rent a list of the subscribers to your target publication.
Find a list that replicates your target audience and rent part of it, say 5,000 to
25,000 names. Split the names 50-50 (ask the list manager to do that for you; it’s done
all the time); send half of the list your “A” version of your ad and the other half your “B”
version. Record the results and compare them.
Or, assume that a full-page ad in a newspaper costs $18,000. Rather than run two
for $36,000, pre-test 5,000 names for $1,500-$2,000. This way, you can afford to pretest more ads, headlines and additional variables.
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TELEPHONE TESTING
An even faster, cheaper and sometimes more informative alternative is to pre-test
by telephone. Rent lists of people’s names with their phone numbers. Split the list in
two and present both versions of your ad, in the form of a sales presentation, one to each
group of names. Examine the results.
One valuable benefit of telephone pre-testing is feedback. By talking directly to
the prospects, you can instantly identify the problems in your presentation – and correct
them and re-test – before buying the ad.
E-MAIL, SALES LETTERS AND DIRECT MAIL TESTING
So far we’ve talked mostly about display advertising, but if e-mail, sales letters or
direct mail is your method, read on.
You probably use e-mail, letters or direct mail to inspire people to:
Come immediately into your store.
OR call your order desk.
OR send a coupon so that you can call back or send a salesman.
OR send a check or charge card order.
Using the same principle as in testing display advertising, do an “Nth name” A/B
test. An “Nth-name” sample is a theoretically perfect cross-section of the quality of the
list you are testing.
Before you mail to 100,000 untested people and spend $25,000 or $40,000 in
postage and costs, do a 5,000 “Nth-name” test sample of one version of your mailing
piece against another.
Test the same mailing pieces with two different headlines.
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Repeat the headline on the outside of the carrier envelope.
Try different body copy with the same headlines.
Try different orders.
Try different physical components, along with the basic sales letter. A folded
“read me” note – or an accompanying brochure – or a reply device with a postage-paid
reply number – or a coupon, etc.
Test as many things as possible in the smallest possible arena before you risk a
big part of your advertising budget on one expensive marketing approach to a large
audience.
Why guess what the market will welcome, what price they’re willing to pay or
what proposition they will respond to when the marketplace is willing and even eager to
tell you the answer?
The same fundamental approach applies to TV, radio commercials, field sales, instore ads and telephone sales as well.
Why, for example, run five 60-second TV commercials each day saying
something only one way, when another presentation of the same message might pull in
many times the clients?
If you use TV, wouldn’t you want to know whether showing your product or
service in use makes a difference?
Since the cost is the same whether that 60-second commercial produces 10 clients
or 110, isn’t it worth your while to find out answers to questions like these?
If you have salesmen in the field, wouldn’t you like to know which service
package combinations produce the most sales?
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If, instead of closing one sales call out of 15, you could identify a script that
closes one out of eight, you’d immediately double the productivity of your salespeople.
Test presentations. Test guarantees. Test offers. Test product information. Test
prices and packages. And always test against an alternative.
TEST! TEST! TEST!
A major advertiser offered a four-week free examination of their product. They
found that their ads, commercials, and sales presentations increased results by 98.6
percent over ads that didn’t offer the trial period.
Another advertiser used two approaches. In one, he demonstrated his product in
use; in the other, the product was a stationary piece of merchandise. The ad that depicted
the product in use more than doubled results.
In an ad for an English course, the advertiser used the same copy with two
different headlines.
1.

“The Man Who Simplified English”

2.

“Do You Make These Mistakes in English?”

The second headline produced nearly three times the sales results.

An insurance company tested these two headlines against each other:
1.

“What would Become of Your Wife if Something Happened to You?”

2.

“Retirement Income Plan”

The second ad pulled 500 percent more than the first.
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A famous correspondence school tested these two headlines:
1.

“Announcing a New Course for Men Seeking Independence in the Next
Three Years”

2.

“An Up-to-the-Minute Course to Meet Today’s Problems”

The first headline trounced the second headline by about 370 percent.

An insurance company tested these two headlines:
1.

“Auto Insurance at Lower Rates if You Are a Careful Driver”

2.

“How to Turn Your Careful Driving into Money”

The first headline was 1200 percent better.

General Electric ran two ads, both with the same copy and headline, but changed
the picture in the ad.
In one, they used a smiling baby.
In the second, a woman was putting a GE light bulb in a lamp.
The ad demonstrating the actual use of the product outpulled the smiling baby ad
by 300 percent.
In all these cases, you would not have known the best results without testing. The
results are often surprising.
Test! Test! Test! You can have far more sales, inquiries and store traffic for the
same money just by testing alternatives against each other.
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GO OUT IN THE FIELD AND TEST
Let’s talk about field testing.
One salesman can use presentation “A” for one to two weeks, while another
salesman uses presentation “B.”
A salesman can alternate presentations every other sales call, keeping careful
track of the results.
The same principle applies to inside salespeople and telephone order clerks, too.
An add-on after a basic sale can add 35 percent more profit to the transaction by adding a
companion item to the transaction before the client walks out of the store or before the
telephone is hung up.
FOR THE ADVANCED TESTER
Once you get going and become more sophisticated in your testing, the next step
is to start considering quality of response instead of mere quantity.
If you come up with an ad that produces twice as many starter clients as another,
think twice. A lot of lead-producing or prospect-generating marketers fail to analyze
convertibility in their overall marketing analysis. Down the pike you might discover that
an ad you choose not to go with produced people who repeated buying ten times longer
than the better-pulling ad.
I’ve seen cases where an ad producing only ten leads made the advertiser more
money than an ad pulling 1000 leads because five out of the ten leads resulting from ad
“A” bought, while only three out of the 1000 from ad “B” bought.
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The key point: you’ll never know until you consider and test every facet of your
scheme. That’s why you have to test and perpetually track results. Keep tabs on all of
your data, such as:
•

Which ad brought in the sale.

•

How many orders a given ad produces.

•

How much money a given ad generates or loses.

•

How much the average order is worth.

•

How much a client or order costs.

•

How much or how many times the client re-orders.

Start by carefully recording the cost and results of every ad you run. Make sure
you note what made the difference – headline changes, positioning in publications,
pricing offers, etc.
Start checking the overall effectiveness of your sales presentations. Carefully
trace closes per attempt and average orders per sale.
Discover, record and analyze the number of prospects who convert into clients,
the average dollar sale a client is worth the first time, how many times a year a client repurchases, how much each re-purchase is worth in gross and net dollars.
Only after you know this kind of data – through comparative testing – can you
expect to find ways to dramatically improve your sales.
As far as I’m concerned, you don’t have the right to determine what the market
wants. But you have the duty to find out.
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PRICE TESTING
A fascinating fact about price-testing: Whatever you think is your best selling
price probably isn’t.
In test after test I’ve conducted, I’ve rarely been able to predict which price would
prove the biggest seller. But it has to do with the psychological image a client ties into
your product and price and market positioning. All I can really tell you for sure is that
when you test one price point against another, frequently you’ll get a difference in the
double or triple-digit range.
I’ve honestly seen $19 outpull $17 by 300%. I’ve seen $69 outproduce $79 by
more than double.
Years ago I sold a business course. We tested $295, $395 and $495. $495 outproduced $295 by three times. It out-produced $395 by 1½ times. What does that mean?
If I had arbitrarily stuck with $295, I would have had only half the orders at a fraction of
the profit for my efforts. That’s what you’re doing to yourself if you don’t test. And
when I reviewed the information and insights in that business course, I realized that it
was worth $495, if not more. So don’t restrict or limit your sales and profits – test.
Small, inexpensive tests will result in valuable information that will lead to increased
income.
Sometimes the best price is higher. Sometimes it’s lower. If I don’t know – and
I’m supposed to be the expert – you can’t possibly know either until and unless you test.
So, start testing prices in your ads or sales letters, and in your live sales contacts with
clients and prospects. And when you begin testing every aspect of your marketing and
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selling you’ll be astonished at the ease at which you will achieve stunningly higher
results.

ACTION STEPS
Make a list of all the major elements or variables in your business or
career activities that produce measurable results. Include all regular situations
where persuasion or influence are important to your success. For example; sales
presentations, board presentations, setting phone agreements, advertising,
catalogs, sales letters, e-mail, faxes, the conduct and attitude of your order
department, client services, technical support, accounts receivable, etc.
Next, identify the key transitional elements in each of those activities (i.e.,
headlines, presentation openings, sales, closes, USP’s, etc.).
Then come up with at least two alternative ways or approaches to those
activities.

Create at least two different ways to say or communicate your

“message,” different pricing strategies, different positionings, and presentations,
etc.
Then conservatively and modestly test these different approaches against
your current “control” approach.
You’ll be surprised at how many of your new tests outperform your old
standards.
Find every process in your business or career that could be improved and
focus on making small incremental or large exponential improvements in each
process. If you do that, the combined effect will be dramatic and geometric.
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CHAPTER TEN

WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS

Why spend all your time, effort, expense, and credibility-building activity
to attract new clients from the outside market when there is a much easier and less
expensive way to do it? You can get other people, companies, publications and
organizations to get new clients for you. And they can do it faster, more
efficiently and for a fraction of the cost you’d spend doing it yourself.
In this chapter you will learn to use Host-Beneficiary relationships to tap
into the millions of dollars of investment, existing good will and strong
relationships that other companies have developed with their clients. And how to
have those companies direct their clients to start doing business with you.

Sharks are renowned for their vicious attitudes and indiscriminate palates. They
eagerly make a meal of virtually any creature in the ocean – except the pilot fish.
Instead, sharks and pilot fish have developed a mutually beneficial relationship.
Immediately after the shark has killed and eaten its prey, the small pilot fish act as
automatic toothbrushes, eating the leftover food lodged between the shark’s teeth. It is a
profitable relationship for both parties: the shark gets clean teeth and the pilot fish gets
lunch without the effort of the hunt. This collaborative relationship is a basic example of
what I call a Host-Beneficiary relationship.
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Over the years the average business spends hundreds of thousands of dollars in
marketing, sales efforts and advertising to build goodwill and develop and keep a cadre
of loyal clients and prospects.
The cost of acquiring a client or a prospect is enormous. (Most businesspeople
don’t realize it but they are in the client-and-prospect-generating business. That’s the
basic goal of all marketing. Don’t ever forget it.) Most businesses (and yours is probably
one of them) spend their marketing dollars to reach 100% of an audience and yet they’re
only going to get business from a fraction of this audience. In conventional marketing,
this is taken for granted.
But what if you could eliminate a lot of the expense, time and inefficiency of
“prospecting” and only spend your time and money on people who are ready to buy?
Conversely, what if you could recoup the investment you’ve made on past prospects
whom you didn’t convert into clients? – money you thought was long gone and written
off as advertising costs. Furthermore, what if you could do all of this with very little
effort? Well, good news, you can.
You can arrange to gain additional benefits from the clients you’ve acquired, the
prospects you couldn’t sell, or the clients you sold to long ago.
And you can find out who has already done your work for you. What I mean is
that some other business, or professional practice, has already spent time, effort and
advertising dollars to attract clients who can now be yours for little more than the asking.
And, I’m not talking about rudely snatching someone else’s clients away from
them. Not at all. I’m talking about gaining access to new clients with the express
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permission and warm cooperation of the business that acquired those clients in the first
place.
This process is known as setting up a “Host-Beneficiary Relationship.” Company
A (the Host) agrees to let Company B (the Beneficiary) deliver a sales message to people
who are Company A’s clients. Company A could even agree to encourage their clients to
purchase a product or service from Company B and actually sing their praises.
Do you have a Visa, Mastercard or American Express Card? What do you see
every month when your bill arrives? Right in the middle there’s an offer for another
product or service. That’s Host-Beneficiary relationship at work.
If you are the beneficiary in this arrangement, it will bring you more clients and
more cash right away. Believe me, I have done it myself over 200 times. And I’ve had
clients do it thousands of times.
It will also help you if you are the host in the process, because your clients will
respect you for helping them learn of a new value in the market place.
There is no strain to create powerfully profitable Host-Beneficiary relationships.
This is all you have to do:
Step One: Ask yourself: “Who already has a strong relationship with people to
whom I might be able to sell a noncompetitive but related product or service?”
Step Two: Once you’ve got names on paper, contact those non-competing
businesses and ask them to introduce your product or service to their audience. Supply
them with plenty of information on what you sell, and some testimonials attesting to its
high quality.
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You should locate companies that have clients logically predisposed to your
product or service. (e.g., real estate -- carpet cleaner; stock broker – financial planner.)
Negotiate with those companies to sell your product or service to their clients. Each
company should give an endorsement to your product or service, and in return they
would receive a certain percentage of the profits from all sales. Or offer other forms of
compensation like donations to their favorite charity, help with their accounting
expenses, etc.
APPROACHING THE HOST
You get other companies to promote you or your company by employing a
simple, graphic and overwhelmingly appealing proposition.
Ask the potential host company’s president if he would like to make $10,000,
$20,000, $30,000 or more almost instantly – for absolutely no effort, no risk, and no
investment.
Virtually no profit-oriented businessman could turn that down or at least inquire
to know more.
Once you have their attention, point out the following facts:
1.

Your product or service is absolutely non-competitive to the host’s
product or service. In the case where you approach a competitor, point out
to them that any ancillary profits will result from reworking their list, after
they have drawn all the profits they can from their products. This may be
especially appealing to companies who own large, “one-time” purchaser
lists.
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2.

It’s not going to take away or supplant any income or profits the host
would ordinarily realize.

3.

It augments their profits.

4.

They don’t have to lift a finger or spend a dime. If they do wish to
participate, that’s even better.

5.

You’ll create all the marketing material – subject totally to their approval,
of course. You can offer to pay all the printing, postage, and other costs –
or avail them of the opportunity to joint-venture with you
(correspondingly, their profit share should be commensurate with their
capital and time commitment).

6.

You’ll indemnify and hold them harmless – plus you’ll unconditionally
guarantee every item or service sold.

7.

The host company can have all orders and/or services routed through them
for verification.

8.

Point out that particularly in those situations where the host is far removed
or totally tangential to your business, it’s purely bonus income for them.

Appease any fears that the potential host may have by addressing those fears
immediately and confidently. Most often, the potential “host” won’t understand the
concept and how it will work for them. Educate them about yourself, your company, and
quantify the potential profits which would result from a relationship.
It sounds very simple and it is. However, there are usually a few details that come
up and I will explain them for you.
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First of all, it’s usually necessary – when you’re the beneficiary – to offer the
other company’s clients special inducements. For instance, in order to really gain the
clients’ trust, you may have to give a longer guarantee, or more options, or a lower initial
investment. This overcomes their natural sales resistance and it helps make the host
company look good in the eyes of its clients because it’s offering them a special deal.
In deals like this, the parties negotiate the payoff. There are no hard and fast rules
for who gets what. Usually the beneficiary company pays the marketing costs and gets
repaid off the top. Frequently the marketing cost is quite nominal. Both sides share in
the remainder of the revenue. In other cases the two sides might split the marketing
expenses and split the revenue equally.
Not all the splits are 50/50. It depends on the offer. Sometimes it makes sense
for the beneficiary company to forego any profit on the front-end because it can get a lot
of repeat business from the client. The beneficiary may give the host company all the
profit on the front-end and nothing or very little thereafter, because the beneficiary plans
to make all his money on the residual sales to those clients.
If you want to be the host you just reverse the situation. Find companies with
products or services that your clients would want to buy, and then you negotiate a hostbeneficiary deal where you give your endorsement to their products or services in
exchange for a percentage of the profits. Again, the parties negotiate how revenues and
expenses will be split.
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A DIFFERENT HOST-BENEFICIARY APPROACH
If the company or the professional you contact has an ongoing selling relationship
with their clients, then your approach to the Host-Beneficiary relationship should be a
little different.
You should focus on the fact that you are not going to take a dime away from the
host. Show the host that there’s no conflict whatsoever, that there’s only a
complementing connection between what they do and who they do it for and what you
will do.
And make your offer economically appealing enough to get the host excited.
Show them that because you expect the advertising/marketing costs to be lower and the
response rate and the average sale to be higher, you feel very comfortable offering to
share what may seem a very generous, but to you a very justifiable amount of all new
purchases resulting from their endorsement. Then tell the host what the arrangement
would be, and that there are options. It can be a share of the profit. It can be so much per
client. It can be so much per prospect, lead or inquiry. It could be a fixed fee for doing
it. Or any combination of these options.
Once you’ve told them what the financial consideration to them is, denominate it
into terms the host can get enthusiastic about. What does this mean? It means using
what is called “future pacing.” Project ahead and show your prospective host what the
money you pay them or the stream of income it will generate for them could be worth.
For example, if you were a moving company, and I was talking about sharing 12
percent of my landscape fees with you, I would say: “Let me tell you what I think that
means, Mr. Moving Company. Worst case, if my projections are correct (that’s a key
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phrase to use – “if my projections are correct”) I expect to be giving you a check for
$47,000 six months from now.”
That alone – focusing on that lump-sum figure – gets people excited. But then I
recommend you take the process to a higher level of leverage. Show them what they can
buy with that money and with subsequent money. For example, you might say, “And if it
works out, you can expect a check similar to that every six months forever.” Then you
say, “What could you do, Mr. Mover, with a $47,000 check twice a year for life?” And
you don’t ask them to think, you tell them. “Well, I suppose you could pay off some of
the debt your moving company has. Or you could run ads every month in every
newspaper in town. Or you could hire two new salespeople. Or you could expand your
facilities. Or you could…”
It’s important that you instill in the mind of the prospective host or endorser the
fact that he or she is going to get most of the benefit from the proposition. Tell them this
is a wonderful way for them to perform a market test to see how much leverage they
really have with their clients. If you’re right, they can do this with other companies, and
you’ll even assist them if it works out. If it doesn’t, the loss will be yours because you’ll
be the one who will have funded the program, you’re the one who has extended all the
effort. They will benefit either way. And then you give them indemnification. You give
them a written warrant that you will only do great work, and that if there is any problem,
you’ll make it right.
Remember I said you could use this concept to virtually eliminate the exorbitant
costs of “prospecting” and only spend your time and money on people who are ready to
buy. For example, assume you’re spending $12,000 to bring in 100 clients, and you
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gross $20,000 in sales from those 100 clients. Your profit is $8,000. What if somebody
were to give you 100 new clients from whom you would gross $20,000? These clients
wouldn’t cost you any more. Would you be willing to pay that person $10,000 for those
clients? Why not? That person just saved you $12,000 in marketing expenses. You’re
still $2000 ahead.
That’s what I mean by eliminating your marketing expenses. No, you’re not
going to get your clients for free. But you can significantly reduce your marketing
expense if you negotiate this type of deal. Furthermore, this kind of relationship is
usually not a one-time deal. The host will be constantly bringing in new clients for you
to play off, so you both benefit from a perpetual stream of income.
What both of you are leveraging takes on significant value. The beneficiary
company leverages off what the host company has built up – the years of existence… the
hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars worth of advertising… the scores of sales
people and employees… the hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars worth of capital
invested in equipment, offices, furnishings, and inventory… all that the host company has
invested in over the years.
You get the benefit of all of this investment for no more than a share of the
profits. That’s why I always encourage people who are contemplating being the
beneficiary to offer the host the maximum front-end revenue and residual profits because
it’s worth a tremendous amount to of money play off all the beneficiary’s previous
investments.
However, when there are residual sales, you want to get the largest percentage of
the profit. For example, you could go to a company and tell them that you’ll allow them
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to market their product or service to your clients. You’ll give them an endorsement and
pay all or half of the up-front marketing costs, and you won’t take any percentage of the
profits on the first sale. All you want is 25% or 50% of the profit from all the residual
sales that company makes to your clients.
This is an enticing offer to the beneficiary company because it allows them to
access a whole new group of clients with little or no up-front marketing expenses.
They’ll acquire clients they probably wouldn’t have been able to get, and all it costs them
is a certain percentage of the profits from future sales.
BENEFITS TO THE HOST
What are some of the benefits to you as the host? You are making money you
otherwise wouldn’t have made. You’re generating outside streams of cash flow without
any cost of sales or overhead. And you’re able to recoup the investment you’ve already
made in your clients and prospects and all the other assets you’ve built up in your
company over the years.
These new profit centers will allow you to revalue the marginal net worth of your
clients and prospects, thereby enabling you to allocate more money for advertising and
marketing. You’ll know that every time you bring in a new client, you’re not only going
to make $100 from your own product or service, but you’re also going to make $1,000
because of the host-beneficiary deals you’ve got lined up. With that in mind, you could
probably afford to triple your current advertising budget or increase some other aspect of
your marketing effort.
By putting together different combinations of businesses that are synergistic, you
open up vast areas of unrealized profit for both sides. For instance, if you’re the
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beneficiary, you can show the host company how to make easy money just by endorsing
your company. And you get to play off of all the assets that the host company has built
up over the years – and do it for next to nothing.
If you’re the host, it’s the other way around. You make the easy money just for
endorsing someone else. You get to recoup the investment you’ve made in all of your
business’s assets. And you get a perpetual stream of income from your percentage of the
beneficiary company’s future sales to your clients. It’s a wonderful relationship no
matter what side you’re on.
Special treatment is critical to the whole dynamic of a Host-Beneficiary
relationship. Why? Because it’s critically important that the client feel that the host – the
recommender, the endorser of the product or service – has gone to the mat and negotiated
a below-market price or an above-market benefit, bonus or guarantee that gives them
extra value. It’s important that anybody you get to endorse you distinguishes their clients
as being special, important and unique.
You’ve got to show somebody that by teaming with you they have an opportunity
to bring a great benefit, a great advantage, a great result to their clients that they’ve never
thought about. You’ve got to do that with sincerity.
Developing a Host-Beneficiary relationship means going beyond the conventional
sales and marketing routines and tapping into related products or services that your
clients need. It means offering your product or service to somebody else’s clients in a
related field.
Here’s an example:
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If you are in a business where you have a good product or service, but you’re
having a hard time making a profit because you’ve got to spend so much on advertising,
this is a wonderful way to generate an ongoing stream of profitable business. You won’t
have to spend $10,000 to get $8,000 worth of sales. You’ll know that every dollar
coming in your door has a guaranteed profit attached to it because you didn’t have to pay
any up-front marketing cost.
Here’s what you should be thinking right now: “How can I add somebody else’s
product – even a competitor’s product – to my business and make more money than I’m
making on my own?” Or… “I can’t add anything to my business, but I can take my
product to other businesses and take advantage of their assets.” Almost every business
can go both ways. You can bring all sorts of things to your business and you can take
your business to all sorts of other people. I call it the “two-way-valve” effect.
Moreover, if you don’t have a business but you’d like to start one without any
overhead, this is a great way to do it. All you have to do is be the middleman between
the host and the beneficiary and tie up the rights both ways. You go to as many
businesses as possible and say, “I want to market your product for you by having other
businesses in related fields sell it for you. All I want is 25% of the profit.” And then you
go to the other business (in this case, the host) and say, “I want to bring products to you
that you can market and all I want is 25% of the profit I make for you.” This way, you’re
putting the deals together and profiting both ways. By doing this, you can put yourself
into business immediately.
What I’m trying to teach you is a new way of seeing things – a new perspective.
Unfortunately, most of us lack inertia and are risk-averse. Everyone is worried about
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failing, or they think there’s a risk I haven’t mentioned. “Oh, it’s going to ruin my
business,” they say. What they don’t realize is that people respect a business that can
ethically recommend its competitors. It’s like the scene from “Miracle on 34th Street”
where Macy’s was telling people to go to Gimbel’s if Macy’s didn’t have what the client
wanted. The clients loved Macy’s for that.
This Host-Beneficiary concept works three ways: You’re the host and you’re
bringing other business to you. You’re the beneficiary and you’re taking your products
to someone else’s business. You’re a person who doesn’t have any assets but you want
to leverage somebody else’s assets. If you understand the leverage, it’s incredible. You
can do it all without really investing any money yourself. Amazing, but true.
NEGOTIATING THE DEAL
Some advice on negotiating a Host-Beneficiary relationship and how to answer
some of their possible questions.
Objection #1: “How do I know it’s not going to take away my clients?”
Your answer: “First of all, we’ll do a test to see if it works. We test it on a small
percentage of your clients, not all of them. Then we’ll compare the revenue from this test
against the revenue you’re making from the rest of the clients who were not approached
in the test.
“We just want to augment your business, never supplant any part of it. We’ll take
as long as is necessary to get accurate results, and we’ll be as conservative and as
analytical as you want so we can prove to you that it’s only going to make you money.”
Objection #2: “I want control. I don’t like you having control of my clients.”
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Your answer: “To assure you that you’ll have control over the quality of our
product, you can check us out as thoroughly as you want and you can impose any kind of
controls or standards that you want. We’ll even create the kind of product or service that
you feel most comfortable with. We can repackage it to be anything you want. If you
want it to have a longer guarantee, a lower price, a higher price… it doesn’t matter. We
can do whatever you want.”
Objection #3: “How do I know I’ll get paid?”
Your answer: “Simple. You control the money and I’ll collect from you. I’ll
trust you even if you don’t trust me. Or, if you prefer, we’ll have a separate account with
a separate bank of your choice and we’ll give the bank escrow instructions. Every time I
deposit a dollar, and if 20% of sales is real profit, 10 cents out of every dollar is
automatically transferred into your account. There’s no risk that you won’t get paid.”
When you’re negotiating the details of the deal with the other party, I recommend
that you be conservative and completely honest with one another. The greatest wealth
this kind of program creates is in the residual effect of enduring relationships.
If you cheat somebody by including nonexistent costs, it makes the return even
more marginal and the other party may eventually decide he/she doesn’t want to keep
doing it. You’re better off making it obscenely profitable for the other person so he/she
will continue the relationship.
Another important point: when you cut the deal with the host, try your hardest to
get a guarantee that when the test does a certain amount of business, your relationship
with the host is automatically renewed on an exclusive basis for a set time period.
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If you do, then the host can’t bring in a competitor or do it himself. You want to
be duly rewarded for showing him how to make all this money, so try to get an
“automatic renewal and exclusive” agreement.
On the other hand, when you’re the host, you don’t want to get involved in a
perpetual or exclusive relationship. You want the flexibility to work with other
beneficiaries. So if you approach a beneficiary company and they want a perpetual
exclusive, try not to give it to them.
By the way, depending on the amount of ingenuity, you don’t have to split 50/50.
The average split can be anything the market will bear. Above all, optimize and leverage
all that you do, including every dollar you spend, every client you bring in and every
resource you have.
When you’re the beneficiary the worst thing you can do is to have a short-term
deal where your brilliance brings something to somebody and then they dump you after
they see how well it works. On the other hand, if you’re the host company, you don’t
want to show a beneficiary company a good idea and you not profit from your effort. Tie
the beneficiary up. If you are the beneficiary, avoid the issue altogether.
It may turn out that you could make more money letting all your competitors use
your concept if it’s an exceptional idea. To secure half the profit you want all that
business to go through you. The bottom line is, you want to tie it all up in the beginning.
You want to get all the important concessions squared away at that point, and you want to
have a binding, long-term contract to protect yourself.
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Now, nobody in their right mind is going to give you a perpetual contract. So I
recommend making it provisional. As long as the initial market test does a minimum
amount of business, the relationship is automatically renewed for a finite period of time.
When I did a lot of work in the financial newsletter field, I often acquired the
rights to do inserts in the various newsletters. The first time I did it, I tied up a minimum
performance renewal which automatically gave me a two-year relationship with my
client. As a trade-off, I had to give them a percentage of gross sales – not the usual profit
split that I normally do.
One time I did inserts on a 50/50 deal. Another time the client didn’t want to pay
me out of profits so I gave them all the profits and they gave me their mailing list for my
unlimited use. So sometimes you’ve got to go around and around to get these
considerations.
Sometimes the people are going to drive a hard bargain and you won’t be able to
make the profit split you want. Keep in mind that if you can find a way to make the deal
profitable, you should be willing to trade the profit for some other considerations that
make you money. In other words, be flexible.
And don’t lose track of the fact that if I gave you $100,000 for no effort on your
part, would you give me back $90,000? Well, in theory, everyone would say “yes.” But
in reality, most people get offended for having to “pay” you so much. Just because you
can’t get exactly what you want doesn’t mean it’s not a good deal. If you get something
and it doesn’t cost you any time or resources, you are a fool not to make a deal. But most
people don’t see that.
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For instance, if you want 50% of the profit and the guy says he’s only going to
give you 20% -- and you do everything in your power but you can’t get more than 20% -that 20% is still more than you had when you started. And if it doesn’t cost you anything
– if it’s pure profit with no expense – what do you have to lose?
But here’s the biggest reason you shouldn’t be too choosy when you’re
negotiating the test deal:
You need validation!!!!
When you put together a host-beneficiary relationship for the very first time, it’s
an abstract concept. It can be hard to sell. But once you’ve done a test and it works, then
you’ve got validity. You’ve got an empirical example. And that’s easy to sell.
So if your idea can be replicated – meaning you can do it with more than one
company and in more than one area – you should go for almost any deal you could get
when you’re trying to validate your concept.
By the way, be sure to get all the documentation you can from your test. It’s
crucial so you can prove your concept to other people. Sometimes the host company is
apprehensive about entrusting their client names to you. What do you do then?
Personally, I always warrant in writing that, under penalty of punitive damages, I will not
make their names available to anyone else and I will not use them for other than the
express purpose designated in our agreement.
ENDORSEMENTS
When you get an endorsement, you eliminate all the steps of trust development
that are necessary for a business in the marketplace. It is immediate and efficient, and the
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cost of accessing clients is a fraction of what it would be in the outside market. But the
yield is many times more than it would otherwise be.
Financier Jay Gould was well known on Wall Street. Once when Gould was
attending his local church, the minister asked the financier how to invest $30,000. Gould
advised him confidentially to buy shares in Missouri Pacific. The stock did rise for a
while, but then failed to maintain its speculative fever and collapsed. The minister, who
held on for too long, was all but wiped out. He poured out his woes to Gould, and the
financier there and then wrote out a check to cover his entire losses. Then the minister
confessed that despite Gould’s request to the contrary he had given the tip to buy
Missouri Pacific to many other members of the congregation. “Oh, I guessed that,”
Gould replied, “they were the ones I was after.”
MORE EXAMPLES
What if you’re the beneficiary company? Well, let’s say you sell a very
inexpensive photocopier and you know that many people can’t afford the expensive
copier like Xerox. Yet Xerox brings in 1,000 prospects for every 10 they sell and they
just basically abandon the other 990. You should go to a distributor of Xerox and say,
“Look, you’re spending $10,000 on the 990 people you don’t convert. You’re just
wasting your money. How would you like to get back not just the $10,000 you waste on
them, but a $10,000 profit on top of that so you could quadruple your advertising
allowance? I’ll make you a deal that’s irresistible.”
And then you propose to them two things: First, you’d like to get them to sell
your photocopier when they can’t sell their own. But if they won’t do that, you want them
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to give you the leads they’re finished with. In return you give them a share of the profit
from every sale you make. It’s so logical, but no one does it.
The same thing applies in spades to car dealers. I once addressed car dealers and
said, “You spend $10,000 a month in advertising to bring clients onto your lot. You sell
to 5% of them. You know that of the 95% you don’t sell 20% to 50% are serious buyers
and they’re going to buy from someone else.
“Why let them leave your lot without a car? If you can’t sell them one of your
cars, why not say, ‘Okay, I understand you want to buy a Toyota and I sell Mazdas. I
think you’re foolish, but if you’re going to buy a Toyota anyhow, I can get you a good
deal on a Toyota because I have very good relations with the Toyota dealer. I can make a
deal with you right now and you won’t even have to go anywhere else. Just tell me what
you want and I’ll give you the best price. If you buy it from me, you’ll save at least
$1,000.’”
I then asked these car dealers, “How many more sales do you think you would
make if you had a program like this? Quite a few, right? So why not make them?
Conversely, you could also go to other dealerships and try to get them to sell your cars.
You say, ‘Look, if you know someone’s not going to buy, why let them off the lot when
you could still make $500? You can actually reclaim your lost marketing expense. All
you have to do is sell my car as a backup when you can’t sell yours. I do it, and it works
great.’”
If you’re in landscaping, look at who deals with your intended prospect one, two
or three transactions before they are ready to buy from you. Once you identify who those
generic companies are – e.g., contractors, real estate agencies, painters, movers – then
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move to more specific identification. Turn to either the Yellow Pages, or turn to a
business directory and locate every builder or every contractor or every real estate
company or every moving company in whatever geographic or industry segment to which
you currently are marketing. And then contact them. When you do, you might tell them
this:
I am a highly-respected landscaper in our community. I would like very much to
forge a joint venture with you. The reason I’d like to do it is that I realize that you have
spent an enormous amount of time, effort, emotion, energy and expense building
goodwill with your clients. Those clients – when they’re done transacting business with
you – may have nothing else to bring you in the way of new business for many, many
years. But there is a way – an ethical, valuable, worthwhile way – you could reclaim the
time, effort and expense that you invested in that relationship and do your client an
incredible service.
A landscaping firm persuaded a real estate firm to introduce its shrub and treeplanting service to recent home-buying clients. The landscaper reaped orders galore as a
result. Sales rose 40%.
A swimming pool distributor persuaded a house-painting company to introduce
it’s “Early Season Above-Ground Pool Installation Discount” to people who had recently
had their houses painted. Again, there was a strong response.
An attorney who handles heavy-duty tax cases wrote a letter to his clients, and in
the “P.S.” told them they might want to look over a checklist of tax-filing hints given him
by a new tax-preparation service. The tax preparer got all kinds of new business as a
result of that link-up.
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One of my clients is a “hard-asset” company, which means they sell gold and
silver to investors. I went to diamond companies because their clients are also hard-asset
investors. I got the diamond companies to endorse my hard asset client and then we did
special promotions to the diamond companies’ clients. Those clients were already
predisposed to hard-asset investments and they trusted my client’s company because of
the diamond company’s endorsement. (Needless to say, the diamond company was paid
a percentage of the profits for allowing us to use the endorsement.)
This concept was so profitable that we decided to turn the table and set my client
up as the host instead of the beneficiary. After my client had saturated its clients with all
the gold and silver they wanted, we sought out other firms that sold something which the
hard asset company’s clients could buy (a newsletter or books about precious metals).
Then the hard asset company endorsed that product in special mailing promotions to its
clients from the other company.
An interesting example that you might be familiar with is one being done right
now by many supermarkets. Right there in the supermarket there are other businesses
operating in a Host-Beneficiary relationship. There might be a delicatessen, a bakery, a
flower shop, a seafood shop, even banks are putting small branch banks right there next
to the dog food. They’re all separately owned businesses that are playing off of the
supermarket’s enormous assets (such as location, traffic, advertising, etc.). It makes
perfect sense and it’s working beautifully.
In my neighborhood there’s a young man whose mother owns a garden shop in
the area. They have 2,000 or 3,000 clients. Of those clients, 80% of the business comes
from 500 people. I spent some time teaching this young man how to tap into some of the
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back-end business opportunities that are inherent in his business. So now he’s going to
those 500 people who are spending lots of money and suggesting other services they can
buy from him.
For instance, he’s going to coordinate such services as swimming pool cleaning
and ordinary gardening and landscape maintenance, and then put it all together as a
package deal. He’ll pay the laborers their regular fees and then mark that up to the client
as his compensation for bringing all these services together and making sure all the jobs
get done right.
He’ll basically be the middleman or broker, playing off of the business his
mother’s garden shop has already generated and adding value to it by bringing in other
services. As middleman he estimated he would make close to $200,000 a year, about the
same as the garden shop would make that year.
A small video store didn’t do much marketing. However, they did have 2,500
clients. So I questioned them one day about the kind of Host-Beneficiary relations they
could have. “What do all people who rent videos have or need?”
Video Store: “Uh, they all have video players.”
Me: “And what do we know about video players?”
V.S.: “Well, they need to be cleaned and reconditioned about once every twelve
to eighteen months.”
Me: “What’s the average age of a video player?”
V.S.: “Probably two-and-a-half years.”
Me: “How many do you think have been cleaned and maintained?”
V.S.: “About 4%.”
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Me: “Do people know whom to take their video players to for cleaning?”
V.S.: “No.”
Me: “Is it an inconvenience?”
V.S.: “Yes.”
Me: “What do people normally do?”
V.S.: “Wait until it breaks down.”
Me: “And what does it cost when it breaks down?”
V.S.: “About four times as much, which means they’ve got to buy a new one.”
Me: “Okay, then what’s the point of a cleaning and reconditioning service? The
point is how to quadruple the life of your video player, right?”
V.S.: “Yes.”
Me: “Do you know VCR cleaning shops that are good?”
V.S.: “Yes, we refer people to them all the time.”
Me: “Do you make anything from referring people to the repair shop?”
V.S.: “No.”
Me: “What do you think about this: You’ve got 2,500 clients, probably 80% of
which need their VCRs reconditioned. What does it cost to have one reconditioned?”
“Around $50.”
“Okay, let’s say you charge $100 and you had a deal where the clients just
brought their video players to you and you gave them a FREE loaner while theirs was
being cleaned, and you even gave them two or more tapes, or free tapes until their player
was returned. Then you sent it out to the repair shop and they charged you $50, you
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would end up making $50 on each sale. And if you got 50% of your clients to do this,
you’d make $50,000 – which is about what you make per year on the business alone.”
That was the first thing I suggested they do. Secondly, I told them they could
make deals with companies that sell expensive sets of video movies. I said, “The
company could pay the cost of mailing their offer to your clients, and you could get 50%
of the profits. They would get business they never had before, and you would get more
income.”
Now, if that works, you could take the same direct-mail package and the same
offer and sell it to a hundred other video stores throughout the state or around the
country.
That way you can continue to make money off the project long after you’ve
exhausted the profit potential within your own client base.
I recommended that a realtor advertising vacation homes in out-of-state Sunday
newspapers contact everyone else advertising out-of-state vacation homes and get the
names of inquiries who did not convert. I advised a carpet company to tie in with local
realtors. The realtors gave them the names of their clients who had recently purchased a
new home. An endorsed mailing from the realtor recommending the carpet company
pulled very well. I advised an upscale remodeling company to contact fence companies,
security services and swimming pool companies. The clients from those other companies
were most likely to be interested in expensive remodeling.
Every asset that your company has must be fully maximized if you expect to
succeed and compete in the future. One of the most powerful assets your company has
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(and it won’t be found on a balance sheet) is your client base. To rephrase an old adage,
“The client is always right… for your business and mine.”
We engineered a million dollar profit for one of our clients by contacting a
software firm that specialized in contact management software. Contact management
software, by the way, is software that helps companies who have sales people manage the
contacts, and keep communicating on a frequent basis with prospects and clients. It’s a
very big part of the selling system today.
We went to the company that sold that contact software and got them to
recommend to all their software clients that they attend sales training programs my client
provided.
Thousands of companies attended these seminars – paying $1,000 to $5,000 – and
none of them would have been there it if wasn’t for the recommendation of the host who
they trusted and whose direction to action they followed.
An attorney we worked with generated three million dollars worth of fee income
one year by following my lead and going to a financial institution, in this case a savings
and loan, and persuading them that it was in their clients’ best interest to set up trusts. It
was in the banks best interest to help those clients set up trusts because once the trusts
were established the bank could then sell those clients investments on insurance products
and other financial instruments to fund those trusts.
Consequently, the bank had enormous motivation in recommending the attorney
to speak for the bank at seminars the bank organized, funded, promoted and
recommended to all their clients and which drew hundreds of people each time the bank
promoted them.
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The attorney built a client base of 4,000 just through this host-beneficiary process.
A financial planner who specialized in “succession planning” for owners of
tightly controlled, privately owned businesses, went to a major bank in New York. He
offered that bank the same kind of arrangement the attorney offered the savings and loan
– seminars for the bank clients who owned tightly controlled privately held businesses.
The bank accomplished three wonderful things:
Number one: They put together an environment where they could meet intimately
and privately with their top clients in a very stimulating session.
Number two: By helping those clients set up methods that would reduce the
estate taxes the family would have to pay when a death occurred, the appreciative clients
turned to the bank for other banking services. So, everybody won on the transaction.
Number three: The bank extended their role and their value in the eyes of those
clients by being a provider of additional benefits and services.
When the bank introduced the financial planner to their clients, they were giving
their clients an enormous amount of value and expertise at no charge. The bank funded a
luncheon seminar meeting during which the financial planner shared with their clients
thousands and thousands of dollars worth of his expertise at no charge whatsoever to the
attending clients.
When you start thinking about how many different ways you can engineer
lucrative Host-Beneficiary Relationships, you won’t want to sit on the sidelines
observing. You’ll start organizing your action plan, contact potential candidates and get
into the game yourself. You’ll be amazed at how the relationships you establish can turn
into the ultimate distribution network.
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ACTION STEPS
Start by making a list of products and services that complement, precede
or follow your product or service.
Then make a list of businesses that sell those products or services.
If you are employed in a career, your list should be of people or
organizations that are, or have access to the key decision makers in your life.
Next, contact those individuals or businesses and propose setting up a
Host-Beneficiary relationship.
Don’t expect anyone to say “yes” immediately. Think of this as a process.
Don’t try to slam-dunk a deal in just one communication, be it in person or by
phone. A letter should precede and prepare a potential Host-Beneficiary partner
for your call or visit.
After your initial letter, follow it up with a call, then, if possible, a visit.
Set up a logical, systematic progression of letter, call, visit, letter, call, visit, etc.
Compile numbers, facts and logic reasoning and present the irresistible
factors that make saying “yes” to your proposal the only ultimate decision your
potential partner can make.
Start out with the sincere belief that it’s only a matter of time before those
you’re contacting become your strategic partners and start contributing to your
wealth and success. Don’t wait until an agreement is signed to start contributing
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value to this relationship. Share ideas, give advice and recommendations each
time you communicate.
While 2-4 relationships may not seem like a lot, even a small number of
Host-Beneficiary relationships can produce impressive results. If you choose
your partners wisely, you could actually improve business by 50-100%.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

SOMEONE YOU SHOULD MEET

If you show you care about your clients and how your product or service
makes a difference in their lives, businesses or careers, they will eagerly refer a
constant flow of quality clients to you. All you have to do is show your clients
what to do.
In this chapter you will learn how to create and implement a cost free,
formal client referral system that will bring you an immediate increase in clients
and income.

I’d bet a lot of money that a surprisingly large portion of your new clients actually
come from direct or indirect referrals right now. (You might think of it as “word of
mouth.”) But I would also bet that you’ve never put a formal and aggressive referral
system into place.
You need to. You’ve invested far to much in your business and clients. You
provide far too important value and benefit to allow all of the friends, coworkers, family
members and colleagues of your current clients to be denied access to you.
Most businesses spend all of their time, effort and money on conventional,
externally focused advertising, marketing or selling programs when a fraction of that time
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and money would get them many times the results if they developed a formalized internal
referral system.
Let’s examine the psychology behind such systems before I tell you exactly how
to use referrals; then let’s see how other clients of mine have applied referrals to their
enterprises.
The psychology: You have a moral and business obligation to extend the same
superior level of results or benefits you provide to each and every one of your clients, to
everyone they hold dear.
What’s my rationale for saying this? It all stems from a fundamental belief I hold
about what you do.
Most people in business think of the generic aspects of what they do… they sell
shoes or real estate or stocks or insurance or industrial parts. Refuse to allow yourself to
become a commodity. Instead, focus on your contribution to your clients’ lives or
business and the ultimate impact that results.
Start looking at your enterprise in the same, proud light.
If you sell computers, focus on the fact that because an enterprise bought one of
your computers, now that business is being run more effectively and efficiently. The
owner or management of that business has probably been able to reduce overhead,
processing time and waste by dramatic amounts, thanks to your computer becoming the
nerve center. What used to take three people to do may now take only one and your
computer made it all possible.
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Focus on the incredible contribution or benefit your product or service made
possible. Never focus just on the generic commodity value of what your product or
service does.
The same goes for the industrial parts business. Focus on the contribution you
make to the completed manufactured product, and to the fact that this product performs
for years, or for thousands of service hours, without failure or interruption, in some or in
great part because of what you do.
Whatever your product or service, the moment you alter the way you see yourself
and your contribution, everything in your business or profession changes for the better.
This could not be more applicable for referrals.
CHANGE CAN BE DRAMATIC
When you change your sense of self worth, you also alter the way you look at
your relationships with clients. No longer do you , or should you, see them as mere
purchasers of your wares or services. Instead, look at each and every client as a dear and
valued friend. A lifetime friend, because that is precisely what your clients are to you:
dear and valued friends.
After all, they’ve befriended you and your enterprise; they’ve trusted you with
critical and intimate buying decisions that impacted and affected their very security, wellbeing, comfort, happiness or prosperity. They trust you. They depend upon you.
Once you accept that premise, you will immediately understand the point I am
about to make, and it ties directly back to referrals.
You wouldn’t allow anyone who was important to one of your valued, dear
friends to make a bad purchasing decision if you could possibly keep it from happening.
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If your mother, brother, boss or secretary was about to spend money on anything
important and you knew that, left on their own they’d probably make a mistake, or
choose less than they deserved to give themselves, you would intercede.
Do the same for your valued clients. If you know that people important to your
clients are making decisions on their own about the product or service area you specialize
in, and they aren’t getting the very best outcome they could get, you must intercede. You
have to do it not so much for yourself as for your valued client you care deeply about.
Anyone important to your clients has by nature got to become important to you.
That means you must, for your client’s best interest, extend yourself at every level to
make your services or products available to anyone in their lives who might need your
advice or help.
And that means you must encourage and develop referrals as often as possible.
With that said, look at every active and inactive client you deal with as a potential
source of dozens of referrals and new, valued friendships for you over his or her lifetime.
But it’s up to you to stimulate those referrals.
A psychiatrist I’ve advised made his business boom by following just one piece of
advice: He told the people who referred patients to him (the bulk of his business) to tell
anyone they referred that they wouldn’t have to pay for the first session. The psychiatrist
ate that cost himself, but more than made it up in new business because so many patients
urged friends and family to try him out.
A client of mine, with a landscaping service company, increased his business by
33% in one year using referrals. He gives his vendors a finder’s fee of 20% of what the
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referrals spend for deep-root feeding and pruning services. This averages out annually to
a nice $300 referral fee per client.
PUTTING A REFERRAL SYSTEM IN PLACE
Look at how many referrals you get accidentally right now. Then multiply that
number by 10. Then double it. And then, redouble it.
Potentially, that’s the increase in business you could be looking at producing. A
formal on-going client referral system will bring you an immediate increase in clients and
profit.
A referral-generated client normally spends more money, buys more often, is
more profitable and loyal than any other category of business you could go after. And,
referrals are easy to get. Referrals beget referrals. They are self-perpetuating.
HOW TO DO IT
Step One: Every time clients deal with you in person, through your sales staff, by
letter, e-mail or on the phone, diplomatically ask them for client referrals. But first you
must set the stage.
Tell your clients that you realize you enjoy doing business with them and they
probably associate with other people like themselves who mirror their values and quality.
Tell them you’d like to extend to them the opportunity of referring their valued
and trusted associates to you.
Then help the client see a clear picture of who in their lives could benefit most
effectively, and naturally, from your services or products.
Tell them what kind of person or business it might be, where they are, what they
are probably doing – and why they’d be benefited. Show them what that person or entity
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would be doing or buying right now so that the picture is vivid. Then extend a totally
risk-free, totally obligation-free sales offer.
Step Two: Willingly offer to confer with, review, advise or at least talk or meet
with anyone important to that client. Offer to consult their referral or let them sample or
get a demonstration of your product or service in action without expectation of purchase,
so your client sees you as a valuable expert with whom they can put their friends or
colleagues in touch.
If you do this every day to every client you talk to, sell to, write to or visit – and
you also get your key team members to do it too, for just five working days to start – you
can’t help but get dozens or even hundreds of new clients. I have seen business literally
tripled in six months when people followed an aggressive client-referral process.
REFERRAL SYSTEMS ARE THE KEY TO
OPTIMIZATION AND EXPONENTIAL GROWTH
Why do you want referrals?
You want referrals because this is the least expensive, has the least risk, and has
the highest leverage and highest potential payoff of any way to acquire new clients. An
additional benefit is that the client who comes from referrals is much less likely to “price
shop” or to have “buyer’s remorse.”
The law of consistency is such that if clients recommend you to a someone else,
they have committed themselves also.
Why do you want a formal referral system?
You want a formal referral system so that you consistently get referrals no matter
what else is going on because it is a formalized, sequential process.
Why do you want multiple systems?
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Because this is the best way to attract new clients. If you want to optimize any
business, then you will have at least 4 to 5 different referral systems. Plus, after
reviewing the templates and the referral system examples that follow, you will see how
easy, simple and effective it is to set up multiple referral systems.
The best approach to optimizing any business is to determine 4 or 5 new referral
systems you will test immediately.
The initial information you would ideally want to know before you go to the
referral system template is discussed below.
1.

Who are your ideal prospects? (The ideal prospects are the clients you would like
to have more of.)

2.

What is the benefit (or benefits) your ideal prospect wants and needs?

3.

What benefit or result does your competitor(s) provide? What things does he do
better than you and worse than you?

4.

What benefit or result do you provide? What things are better and worse than
your competitor(s)?

5.

What is the ideal prospect’s biggest problem that is not being met? How could
you help him solve it?
REFERRAL SYSTEM TEMPLATE
Use this guide to help you and your clients recognize and refer more clients to

you.
1) What are the demographics of your ideal prospects?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Income
Financial Worth
Age
Gender
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e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)
s)
t)
u)
v)
w)
x)
y)
z)

Ethnic group
Neighborhood
Geographic region
Type business
Marital status
Religion
Hobbies
Political views
Membership in associations or groups
Type automobile
Subscriptions to magazines, cable or newspapers
Educational background
Type investments (home owner, savings account, stocks, bonds,
etc.)
Physical health
Mental health
Health interests (alternate health, vitamins, vegetarian, etc.)
Smoker or non-smoker
Alcohol use, social drinker, etc.
Vacations
Buying preferences (retail – upscale or discount, direct mail magazines,
phone, etc.)
Position
Any other demographic group that applies to your business

2) Who can refer these prospects to you?
For each of the following groups include both existing and former. For example,
you would consider existing and former vendors, clients, employees, competitors, etc. Or
you could consider combinations such as former employees of competitors.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

Vendor
Clients
Employees
Competitors
Relatives
Prospects
Prospects who did not convert
Neighbors and friends
Church members
Association members (fraternal, social, industry, charity, or interest based)
Other businesses and professionals who your prospects trust in your area
Other businesses and professionals who your prospects trust outside your
area
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m)
n)
o)
p)

q)

3)

Leaders or celebrities who your prospects admire, respect and/or trust
Magazine editors, writers for publications
Special interest groups (cigars, travel, music, whale watching, etc.)
Who do the prospects do business with before, during and after the
prospect does business with you. In other words, who has the clients you
want?
Governmental regulatory agencies

Set the stage for getting referrals.
a) First make sure you have a good or valuable product or service. If not, improve
it.
b) Revere what you do.
c) Position yourself as different from your competitors.
d) Show interest in your current clients by asking them about themselves.
e) Explain that even if the referral does not buy, you will provide a valuable service
for them by letting them know what they should look for, what they should avoid,
what they should expect, what they might overlook, and anything else which
could negatively or positively affect the referral.
f) Give them both logical and emotional reasons they should give you referrals.
Explain that you get much or most of your business by referral. Because you do
get referrals, you are able to invest your money and your time in providing a
better product or service.
g) Offer to give them an incentive for the referral. (Note: In the case of some
professionals who cannot ethically take pay for referrals, you can do things to
help them grow their business, donate money to their favorite charities, etc. In
some cases you will need to make sure that any compensation is not based on a
per-referrals, per lead, per buyers or additional profit basis.)
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h) Offer to give their clients a product or service for free or at a discount and tell
them that this is something that the person referring you to them has bought them.
i) Offer to give the referral a special incentive. These special incentives could be
bonuses, money back guarantees, additional service, a discount, or anything else
that has perceived value to the referral.
j) Have your client call or directly contact the referral.
k) Do something in advance of asking for the referral for the person from whom you
want to get referrals. This will induce the law of reciprocity. This could be a
birthday card, buying them lunch, giving them a referral, giving them a report or
book, or anything else which has perceived value.
l) Keep in frequent contact with the people who have provided referrals in the past.
Acknowledge the people who have provided referrals who become clients. Get
back with the person who provided referrals to you and let them know what
happened.
m) Ask for referrals when clients are most receptive. This could be when they have
just bought your product or service. This could be when you have done
something great for them such as given them a large refund, a good sale, paid off
a claim, fulfilled your promised service or obligation. This could be when
something special has happened in their lives such as a marriage, the birth of a
child, a promotion, a special honor, being elected to a special office, retirement or
a transfer.
n) Don’t be bashful, ask for those referrals.
o) Thank your clients for referrals.
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4)

Help your clients locate the referrals for you. Ask them, “Who do you know who
________?” (Fill in the blank for as many different groups of people and
scenarios as possible to jog their memory.)
Group 1. People They Normally Interface With
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)

Vendors (and former)
Clients (and former)
Employees (and former)
Competitors (and former)
Relatives
Prospects
Prospects who did not convert
Neighbors
Church members
Association members (fraternal, social, industry, charity,
interest based)
Other businesses and professionals who your prospects
trust in your area
Other businesses and professionals who your prospects
trust outside your area
Leaders or celebrities who your prospects admire, respect
and/or trust
Magazines editors, writers for publications.
Special interest groups (cigars, travel, music, whale
watching, etc.)
Friends
Go through their Rolodex or personal telephone listing
directory and get them to tell you about each person.
Listing of businesses they expect to use

Group 2. People They Think about Because of an Event
a)
Someone who comes in your office.
b)
Someone you meet in professional circles.
c)
Someone who has retired (or is planning to).
d)
Someone who has gotten married (or is planning to).
e)
Someone who has had a child (or is planning to).
f)
Someone who has gotten divorced (or is planning to).
g)
Someone who has bought something (such as a house, a
car, pet, boat, home entertainment center, computer,
business, building, investment, etc.).
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h)

i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)

Someone who has sold something (such as a house, car,
boat, home entertainment center, computer, business,
building, investment, etc.).
Someone who wants to buy or sell something.
Someone who has just moved.
Someone who has just remodeled their house (or is
planning to).
Someone whose children have grown up and moved out or
are planning to.
Someone who has had a death in the family.
Others you can suggest to them based on your knowledge
of their activities.
REFERRAL SYSTEM EXAMPLES

A specialty catering business creates meals that meet the needs of people with
food allergies. They have developed a series of new products that they have also put into
stores. Their clients are asked to refer friends who then either subscribe to the meal
service or ask for the products at the store. The products in the store carry ads for the
meal service and the meal service touts the products. The growth through referrals has
been overwhelming.
It’s entirely possible that client demand at the stores is driving the stores and
therefore the distributors to carry the products, another benefit of the referrals.
An insurance and investments company created earthquake insurance in
California after the Northridge quake caused a moratorium on this type of insurance.
Investors get a graph showing how the investment has increased by 950% in the last 15
years and they are then asked to show this graph to people like themselves who are
investment oriented. The graph made the difference and sales were ten times higher in
the months after the earthquake.
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A land sales company was selling home sites in a specific new development.
People would pick a homesite but before they could write the check, they had to give five
referrals. They sold 113 lots in 120 days, and sold 74 referrals over the phone.
Owners and management of a cellular phone broadcast antennas manufacturer
built a $40 million business on referrals. They wanted to sell to the top 20 companies,
but the buyers threw them out. They went to their clients (the local carriers) to discover
the voids the top 20 companies were leaving open. It turned out every carrier wanted the
same things. They configured and delivered what the buyers all had asked for and each
thought it was a custom system done just for them. They told the prospects they were a
little company and needed to sell to all their locations and “could you give me a list?”
When my client got there the new clients had already called ahead because they were
selling/referring “their” product.
A health club’s new clients are 80% from referrals. When new people are
introduced the emphasis is on service and results. When they sign up, the club gets them
to commit to consistently come into the club and use it – then they get them to promise to
refer their friends so they can help them out too. After they get the results they were
after, the club gets them to write a letter of recommendation. Fifty out of a hundred
people do it.
A mortgage business that’s in the top 1% in the country makes it clear that they
expect to get referrals if their performance lives up to their promise. It’s very important
that they deliver what they promise. Some realtors didn’t give them good referrals so they
told those realtors they might have to stop doing business with them. Then they told
them what they needed to do and got them to realize the company’s value to them.
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Respect who you are and explain why it makes sense to do business that way. Referrals
will follow.
A stockbroker felt that in his business people were reluctant to give referrals
because they fear that the friend they recommend will lose money. He overcame
resistance by telling them his job is to find clients the best investments. If he has to keep
looking for clients he can’t spend as much time at finding you great investments. What
would you rather he do? The quality of referrals was phenomenal and the closing ratio
extremely high.
A walk-in medical center offered tours to school kids, now the schools send kids
to them for physicals. They also built relationships with fire, police, and rescue
departments. If they were busy with a bad accident, they would send the walking
wounded to the medical center.
An insurance and benefits consulting group caters to a very narrow market
segment, people who are 55 to 70 with a $3 million or better net worth. You can’t just
say, who do you know? They research landowners, grouped by county. They also ask
CPA’s and attorneys in town for leads. When someone comes in, they get out the list for
the county they live in. They go down the list, if it turns out the client knows someone on
the list, they will say, “Oh, yes, I know so-and-so, you can use my name.” It works like a
dream.
The lesson here is that when people are asked for referrals, they don’t always
know who you want. If you give them a list of qualified prospects and they know
somebody on the list, they are much more likely to give you high quality referrals. Or if
you don’t have a list, explain to your client the details of the type of referral you want.
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A European skin care business offers free facials in ads and promotions. For
every ten who come in for a free facial, many will buy products or programs. On average
every free facial is worth $75 to them. When people buy a program, which is six facials,
they get four referral cards. For every one of their referrals who buys a program, they get
another free facial.
A heating and air conditioning company scripted the referral process. They show
clients referral letters and ask if they would be willing to write one if everything they
promise is true. When a referral does business with the company and when the sale is
closed, they tell the new client, “You get another $50 off the price we’ve already agreed
to because you were referred to us by so-and-so. When you get us a referral, we’ll give
you a check for $50, and your referral in turn will get the same $50 off in the way you
just did.” It works very well.
A shooting range gives away special business cards to their members. On the
back it says, “Free Range Time.” They ask their members to put their initials on the card
when they give them out. They encourage clients to give out three or four at a time
because people like to come with friends or family. They allow members to bring up to
24 guests a year at no charge. Probably 30% of these guests become members and a
great many of those who don’t will return as clients on a pay-as-you-go basis.
A sales rep for AT&T is a member of the Chamber of Commerce in his area.
People there know he’s really helped other members and they automatically give him
referrals. He closes about 75%.
(Organizations like Lions Club, Rotary Club and charity groups are excellent
vehicles to good referrals.)
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A photographer photographs about 300 high school seniors in an eight week
period every year. When they call in to initially book, he educates them about the whole
process, but he also recommends that they bring in their friends at the same time. They
photograph as many as 7 or 8 kids at a time and each kid gets a free 11x14 of the group
photo. It takes nothing away from their individual sales, but the 11x14’s normally list for
$94. They cost $6, but they develop goodwill and get many of those kids back in.
An investment broker does business with institutional investors. How do they
reach the CEO? How do they get to the top person? By going to retired senior
executives, former regulators, anyone that has had contact with the current decision
makers. They get excited because the broker pays them 10% of the gross and shows
them the contract they can sign. Now they’ve got referral people bringing in more
referral people who are friends of theirs. About 20% of their business comes from
referrals each year.
A car dealer gains referrals through helium filled balloons. Balloon packages are
delivered to clients who buy a new car. People ask about the balloons because there’s no
advertising on them. The client then volunteers a great buying experience generating
referrals. Within 9 months business from referred clients increased 58%.
An orthodontist’s referrals all come from general dentists. He invites them every
six months to their office for a “lunch and learn.” They come with their entire staff and
they show them around and give them a nice lunch. They have always extended
“professional courtesy” to the doctors, their families and their staffs but now they tell
them that. During lunch they explain all that they can do for them (and their patients) in
orthodontic care. The results have been incredible.
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A hair transplant doctor sends a letter offering a limited number of free grafts to
the client base. If a client brings a friend he’ll receive 30 free grafts. From 600 letters he
got 100 new clients, and the cost was pennies. Each new client is worth $30,000 over the
long term.
A large apartment complex gives people a $100 credit towards their monthly rent
for each person they refer and who moves into the complex. And they’ll go sequentially
all the way up to $900 a month. After you reach $900, they’ll give you $900 towards
next month’s rent for each additional person you refer to them.
They expanded this concept to include a “lifetime” referral fee. If you live in one
of their properties and then you move out – assuming they didn’t evict you – they’ll pay
you a referral fee of $150 for as long as you live. This has worked very, very well for
them.
On the back of their business reply envelopes an audio tape and CD publisher
asks for referrals: “If you know of anyone else who would benefit from our products,
please give us their name and address and we’ll send them our catalog.” They get
thousands of referrals this way.
An optometrist sends a very simple thank you note which he handwrites to
patients who have referred other patients to him. If you have “Dr.” in front of your name,
lay people aren’t expecting to be acknowledged by you, much less thanked. When you
do, it creates a large impression on people.
What the doctor discovered from handwriting the notes himself is that he was
sending them to the same people over and over again. If you were sending out a
computer generated form letter, I doubt it would have the same impact.
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A client from Boston told me that anytime he referred someone to his dentist, the
dentist sent him a written thank you note and a lottery ticket. He said he’ll never forget
that, and continues to refer people to his dentist.
I have a client who is a public speaker. 90% of his business is referral generated.
He speaks for all kinds of groups and associations. He has found that the best way for
him to continuously generate referrals is for him to keep himself constantly in the mind
and awareness of his clients. In order to do that he has a very comprehensive listing of
all the issues and interests his clients have and he continually finds and sends to those
clients valuable and important information, books, articles, reports, tapes, interviews,
videos on subjects of keen interest to them.
His strategy is very simple. He understands that if he thinks about the interest and
needs and well-being of his past clients at a higher and more continuous level than
anybody else, he’s going to be constantly on top of their awareness. So when they’re
with people, when they’re socializing, when they’re playing golf, when they’re having
dinner with friends or colleagues – if the opportunity presents itself and someone ever
mentions or discusses any area where my client has any suitability – his clients are
automatically predisposed to refer my client.
The effort it takes to set up a formal referral system is more than worth the small
amount of time you invest. Remember that referrals will be one of your best and most
loyal categories of clients.
Referrals are your first line of business growth “offense.” They are easy to
generate no matter what business you’re in. They are a much more enjoyable category of
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people to talk to, work with or sell. Setting up a formalized referral system is also about
the easiest business building lever you’ll ever construct for your company or career.

ACTION STEPS
Start looking at your clients as dear and valued friends. Think about how
many other friends, family, co-workers, clients and colleagues they associate with
that they can refer to you. Review the template on pages 182-183. Make a list of
all factors you know that apply to your clients. Then pick out one or two example
referral processes from this chapter that you can use directly or with slight
variation. Pick the best prospects for referrals from your client list based on your
relationship with them, level of past purchasers or their degree of satisfaction.
See how many referrals you receive within the next 5, 15, 30, and 45 days.
Adjust and perfect your system so you’re comfortable with it. Then once it
proves out, incorporate it throughout your operation – and continually use it.
Then start experimenting and implementing more systems. You’ll be introduced
to dozens, hundreds, even thousands of new clients you can serve, protect and
contribute value to for years to come. Referral generated clients buy more often,
buy more each time, stay with you longer, negotiate less, appreciate you more and
refer their own contacts with a high degree of frequency. All you need to do is
start working a regular referral system and process and the clients will start
flowing in.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

THE PRODIGAL CLIENT

If you lose 20% of your clients a year, you have to add 30% more clients
just to get a 10% increase in sales. Every business or profession has clients who
leave them or stop buying. But you can sharply reduce or even eliminate most of
this lost business from happening. Follow these easy lost client preventative
maintenance steps and your business will soar even if you never increase your
new client generation activities. Once you stop the “leakage,” the natural flow of
new business and referrals from existing activities will build because you’re no
longer forced to make up for lost ground just to break even. This same
philosophy applies to quality people you have lost as an employer or manager.
Plug the hole and the bucket will fill up fast.
In this chapter you will learn how to instantly increase your client base
and income by reactivating past or lost clients and relationships.

The easiest possible way to increase your client base is laughably obvious, but
hardly anyone does it. You can instantly increase your number of clients by regaining
your inactive clients.
Every business or profession I’ve ever looked at, and I’m confident yours is no
different, has an overlooked aspect to it that almost nobody focuses upon. That factor is
attrition. Attrition is the opposite of retaining or continuing buying relationships with
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clients. Attrition is the number of clients who stop doing business with you or your
enterprise. They’re inactive clients. They are people who move out of the area, they are
people who for whatever reasons stop dealing with your company. Most people I work
with don’t even have a clue what their level of attrition actually is.
Until and unless you first identify how many of your old clients are no longer
actively dealing with your company or your practice, you can’t begin to immediately
improve on that figure. By just knowing the percentage and by also knowing exactly
who those clients or prospects are who no longer actively do business with you, you’ve
gone a long way to reducing your attrition rate. And the opposite of attrition is client
retention.
So your goal first and foremost is to identify and understand that whatever
business or practice you’re engaged in, you have some level of client attrition. You want
to figure out what that level is and who those specific clients are who aren’t doing
business with you right now. Then you want to recognize the reasons clients stop doing
business with you or your company.
Most people stop buying from you for one of three reasons:
1)

Something totally unrelated to you happened in their life or business that
caused them to temporarily stop dealing with you. They intended to come
back, but they’ve just never gotten around to taking action and started
doing business with you again.

2)

They had a problem or unsatisfying last purchase experience with you that
they probably didn’t even tell you about. So they’re turned off to you or
your company.
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3)

Their situation has changed to the point they no longer can benefit from
whatever product or service you sell.

Let’s explore these three reasons in greater detail.
Your mind is bombarded each and every day with hundreds of thousands of
messages that vie for your attention, time, or money. So is everyone else’s.
Out of sight, out of mind. A trite phrase, but very true. Once you stop dealing
regularly with a company, or a professional, no matter how good or valuable the product
or service was to you, you tend to forget about the product or service,
Have you ever let a magazine subscription accidentally expire and never quite
gotten around to re-subscribing, even though you thoroughly enjoyed that magazine’s
contents?
My wife and I used to go to a nutritionist every two weeks, and we loved it. But
once relatives came to visit for three weeks, we stopped going and never went back.
I’d like to go to the nutritionist again, but on my own, I don’t. Why? If I had to
explain it, I’d say because I don’t value the service enough to take action on my own.
Yet, if that nutritionist contacted me, if they came over or called me up or even wrote me
a nice little note, I’m certain I’d start back up in a second.
My point?
It’s this. Over one-half of the client attrition I see is the result of loyal, satisfied
clients who only intended to temporarily stop doing business but never quite got around
to starting back up again.
I strongly suspect that a large portion of your inactive clients are these same kinds
of well intentioned but forgetful people, too.
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You have the wonderful and noble opportunity of assisting your past clients to restart their buying relationship with you again.
When you do this you actually help those clients put more value and benefit into
their life or business. Don’t forget that whatever product or service you sell has worth,
value and benefit to those people, and they have been disadvantaged for all the time they
have not been dealing with you. By helping them start dealing with your company or
practice again, you help them gain more advantage and benefit for themselves.
So, you see, you actually have a responsibility, an obligation, to reconnect them to
the original reason they did business with you, and to help them start enjoying those
benefits once again.
I’ll show you the easiest way to do that.
But, first, let’s consider the second most frequent reason clients stop buying from
you.
They become dissatisfied or unhappy with you or your company.
Here are some interesting statistics regarding unhappy clients from a study done
by the Research Institute of America for the White House Office of Consumer Affairs.
•

The average business will hear nothing from 96% of unhappy clients who
experience rude or discourteous treatment.

•

90% who are dissatisfied with the service they receive will not come back or
buy again.

•

And to make matters worse, each of those unhappy clients will tell his or her
experience to at least nine other people. 13% of those unhappy former clients
will relate their stories to more than twenty people.
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•

For every complaint received, the average company has 26 clients with
problems, six of which are “serious.”

•

Only 4% of unhappy clients bother to complain. For every complaint you
hear, twenty-four others go uncommunicated to the company – but not to
other prospects or clients.

•

Of the clients who register a complaint, up to 70% will do business with the
organization again if their complaint is resolved. That figure goes up to 95%
if the client feels the problem was resolved quickly.

•

68% of clients who stop doing business with a company do so because of
company indifference. It takes twelve positive incidents to make up for one
negative incident in the eyes of clients.

The best way to address this problem is to never lose a client in the first place by
embracing and living the concept of the Strategy of Preeminence. However, when you
do lose a client due to a negative encounter, all is not lost. In fact, it can be one of the
best opportunities to reconnect and bond with the former client.
Perhaps your business was unusually busy, or short-handed, and one of your
employees became short or curt with a client – particularly a fussy client.
Maybe that client had a lot of unnecessary concerns or questions, and you or your
staff didn’t have time to deal with him or her.
Maybe the client needed special attention or help and didn’t feel he or she got it.
Maybe you promised, or at least they felt you promised, to do something
additional after the sale – and it was never taken care of properly.
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Maybe there was a billing problem that aggravated them. Or they went home, or
back to their business and realized that what you sold them may have not been the best
product or service for their needs.
Maybe they just didn’t feel important, appreciated, valued or acknowledged by
you and your organization.
I could go on for pages listing overlooked reasons why clients stopped doing
business with you. But the important thing to recognize is that rarely did you
intentionally offend, dissatisfy or fail to acknowledge that client.
In fact, I’d bet serious money that up until this very moment you didn’t even think
about the possibility that you – or your organization – could be the reason clients stopped
buying.
Out of the thousands of business owners and professionals I talk to, only a
handful have ever thought about this before. So I’m reasonably certain none of your
competitors have ever thought about it either.
The moment you recognize that 80% of all lost clients didn’t leave for an
irreparable reason, you can almost instantly take action and get many – even most – of
those clients back. And when they do come back, the good news is that they tend to
become your best, most frequent and loyal clients.
They also tend to turn into your best single source of referrals.
If a client stopped purchasing for reason #3 (because their situation has changed
to the point they no longer can benefit from whatever product or service you sell) they
obviously still have enormous stored respect, goodwill and connection to your firm. By
merely contacting them and honestly expressing your concern about their well-being, you
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position yourself perfectly. If they tell you they no longer can use your product or
service, ask them to recommend you to friends, family members and associates who can
benefit from what you do. They’re usually delighted to do so, but never thought about it
on their own.
Find out whatever change has occurred in that client’s circumstance. If it’s an
improvement, be happy for them. Congratulate them and celebrate with them. If it’s a
reversal or decline in circumstances, be empathetic with them – and, above all, genuinely
care. Show deep, heartfelt emotional connection to them. This is the secret to great
referrals. Care about them. Not just about yourself.
This simple action – contacting people who can’t use you anymore, and nobly
asking for referrals, has increased the sales of client companies I work with by as much
as 50% within months. As they say, “your results may vary” but results will definitely be
surprisingly positive.
REINSTATING YOUR LOST CLIENTS
So, what do you do to get all these people buying from your business or practice
again?
All you do is contact them. But, contact them sincerely and humbly.
For example, make an appointment to go visit them at their businesses or homes.
Or, call them, if a visit is impractical. Or, write to them. If you can’t personally do this,
the next best thing is to get your sales people and client service representatives to contact,
old, inactive clients for you.
Here’s what you do and say when you talk to them.
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First, tell them the truth – that they haven’t been buying products or services from
your firm for quite a while and you sense something is wrong. Make certain you
communicate this in a way that absolutely conveys your genuine concern for their wellbeing.
And you should be concerned for their well-being. Why? Because if they have a
problem or difficulty, they can’t continue receiving the benefits and value your product or
service can provide them. So their lives are less enriched. You can help improve that
situation for them.
After you caringly express concern for the lack of contact and transactions your
firm has had with them, ask them sincerely the question, “Is anything wrong?” Follow
that up – before the client responds – by adding, “Have we done something wrong? Did
we offend you? Because if we did, it certainly wasn’t intentional. Is everything all right
with your business, job, family, health, etc.?”
Your point of focus should be on them – and their well-being. Obviously,
something has happened to cause them to stop purchasing, and you want to find out
exactly and truthfully what that something is – and how to fix it.
This simple-sounding approach is almost magical in its effect on inactive clients.
But be sincere in your effort to regain lost clients. An insincere effort will do more harm
than good.
A perfect example of insincerity causing harm is the story of the airline passenger
who found a roach in his salad. Arriving at his hotel that evening he immediately wrote
an angry letter to the airline to register his complaint. By the time he returned to his
office from the business trip, a reply from the airline had arrived.
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The letter said, “Dear Sir: Your letter caused us great concern. We have never
before received such a complaint and pledge we will do everything within our power to
insure such an incident will never happen again. It might interest you to know that the
employees serving you have been reprimanded and the entire plane is being fumigated.
Your concern has not fallen on deaf ears.”
Needless to say, the man was impressed. Until he noticed an interoffice memo
inadvertently stuck to the back of his letter, with this message: “Send this character the
‘Roach Letter.’”
Unlike that example, a sincere effort to correct a problem has the effect of
bonding you closer to the client than you probably ever were before. Also, it instantly
neutralizes any anger or negative feelings they may have felt toward you.
Clients expect and deserve a sincere and personal response to their complaints.
Flippant, rehearsed, or apathetic responses only serve to aggravate an already bad
situation.
Most of your inactive clients will fall into the first two categories referred to
earlier. Either they stopped buying “temporarily” and never quite got around to starting
up again. Or they had a problem they felt was not satisfactorily dealt with.
If they’ve gotten derailed, unintentionally, and just forgot to start dealing with you
again, they’ll actually feel slightly embarrassed, but appreciative for the call. And,
normally they’ll start buying again from you within a few days or weeks.
If they had a problem the last time they purchased from you, they’ll probably tell
you about that. At this point, you have the perfect opportunity to acknowledge them and
their value and importance to your business, to apologize for the problem, to assure them
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that the problem was not intentional – nor were you even aware it occurred or existed,
and to do something really special and noble to make it up to them.
Depending upon the business or profession you’re in, making up for their
dissatisfaction may mean you fix the problem now. Or you replace something. Or you
give them some free goods or services to make it up. Or you offer them something
bigger or better, at a great price.
The important point to focus on is to do whatever it takes to make them happy and
aware that their well-being and satisfaction is of the utmost importance to you. Don’t do
it conditionally. Don’t do it only if they buy something from you again.
Sounds simple, doesn’t it? And you know what? It is. Do this in the next thirty
days and I guarantee you that you’ll bring back a significant number of old clients.
THE ADDED BONUS
There’s also a wonderful bonus benefit you get by doing this. Feedback.
You can’t help but learn all kinds of ways to improve your business. Old clients
will tell you exactly what they like and dislike about you, your company, your people,
products or service. They’ll tell you exactly how to improve your service and client
satisfaction. They’ll tell you what benefits or advantages they got from you. And they’ll
guide you to areas of your operation where you can be more helpful for all of your
clients.
WHO TO CONTACT FIRST
I’m assuming you know exactly who most, if not all, your inactive clients are.
If you don’t have that information, go through your files and records, and
examine who hasn’t been buying from your business in a while. Collect all those names,
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addresses and phone numbers and organize them on the basis of recency and frequency.
In other words, pick out the old clients who used to buy the largest amount of your
product or service, or who used to buy the most often – and contact them first.
A lot of times in the process of doing this re-activating, you’ll talk to people who
left you for a competitor. But what frequently happens is that the competitor doesn’t treat
them as well, or benefit them as greatly as you did in the past. Yet inertia holds these
people back from returning to you on their own. When you contact them, you’re giving
these old clients “permission” to come back and buy from you once again.
Total up the number of inactive clients you’ve identified. Often the number and
amount of combined lost business just sitting there waiting to be re-claimed is
astonishing.
Understand this: If you can cut your attrition rate in half, it’s just like adding that
number of new clients to your business or your practice. So if you’ve been losing 20% of
your clients every year and you start with a client base of 1000 clients, you’ve been
losing 200 clients a year. And if you cut your attrition rate in half, that’s like adding 100
new clients every year. In ten years you’ll double just by reducing attrition. That’s a
powerful thought to contemplate. Do nothing else but reduce the amount of attrition, and
every 10 years you double the size of your business.
By taking the time to contact all of your inactive clients and communicate with
them, you have the effect of impacting and impressing these inactive clients at a level you
can’t even fathom.
Just by contacting and communicating with every inactive client or prospect you
have, a wonderful thing occurs. You can bank on the fact that certainly 20% and
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probably more like 50% or 60% of all of those inactive clients will almost immediately
start repurchasing or repatronizing your business or your practice again. And, once they
start repurchasing from you, there is a high probability they will actually become the
most loyal and profitable clients you have.
So the first thing you’re going to do is identify all the inactive clients you’ve got
and you’re going to contact them. If you have the time and the occasion, you’re going to
do it in person. If that’s not practical, you’re going to do it by phone. If that’s not
practical, you’re going to have salespeople, a secretary or assistant do it. If that’s not
practical, you’ll do it by letter.
HOW SOME GOT THEIR CLIENTS BACK
A retail store I consult sends a $20 no-strings-attached voucher to any client who
does not purchase something from them within a nine-month period. Few people can
turn down a $20 buying opportunity for free and fewer only spend $20. If they spend at
least $40 (the average purchase of reactivated clients for this retail store is $60), my client
makes half and breaks even on that first renewed purchase, which is great because we’ve
found that out of every ten inactive clients we win back with the coupons, four continue
their repurchasing for years.
An attorney I advise wrote to all of his inactive clients and offered a free two and
one half hour consultation, just to make sure they weren’t overlooking some necessary
legal steps, or exposing themselves to a legal hazard. More than half of his old clients
took him up on the offer, and about half of that number later became paying clients again.
A heating and air conditioning company I helped called and offered free tune-ups
to people who hadn’t used them in at least a year. Forty percent of the old clients
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contacted took advantage of the offer, and about 65 percent of those people became
active, paying clients again.
A restaurant my wife and I used to frequent, but stopped going to, sent us a
request to be their guests for lunch any day of the week. We used the gift certificate,
liked the food and service and went back there many times that year – in fact, we still
frequent the restaurant. But, you know what? If they hadn’t asked us to come back, we
probably wouldn’t have gone back.
Anyone can perform nobly when things are going great. But how you perform
when you seemingly have nothing to gain impacts people a lot more.
Michael Basch, one of the founders of Federal Express, told me that FedEx
always tries to make the ordinary extraordinary. And whenever they have a problem,
they immediately respond to it.
For example – a client’s critical package got lost. FedEx paid that client on the
spot a penalty payment. They found the package and paid to put it on a major carrier and
hired a courier to deliver it to the intended recipient. They apologized verbally and with
a letter to the client, and they did the absolute same for the recipient. This explains why
even when FedEx screws up, they rarely lose client. You’ll regain tons of lost clients,
too, if you follow their wonderful example.
Let me share a sad story of how a dry cleaner I know is losing $6,000 a year in
business from me – $6,000 he could have had back immediately, if he’d done the right
thing.
I had a problem with a dry cleaner. He gave my wife someone else’s shirts and I
took them with me on a trip to Australia. I was shocked when I went to put them on.
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What he gave my wife were not my shirts, but a bunch of worn-out, old cotton buttondowns. The ironic part, however, was that these shirts were my size.
Rather than get mad at the guy, I just wore those shirts. I didn’t want to spend
$3,000 on new clothes and make him reimburse me.
When I came back, all he did was not charge me for the shirts I never received.
(But my wife had already paid for the wrong shirts, so it was no big deal.)
I thought his attitude was bad, so I stopped going there. But the place I went to
was even worse.
But I seem to have too much pride to go back to my original dry cleaner. And
he’s too product-driven, instead of client-driven, to call me up, apologize and do the right
thing to get me back. So I spend $6,000 on dry cleaning somewhere else in total
dissatisfaction. He loses $6,000. No one wins – and that’s my point. Everyone can win
when you acknowledge that you care about the client.
WAYS TO WIN BACK OLD FRIENDS
A newsletter publisher I’ve worked with sends out five different letters to people
whose subscriptions have lapsed. A different letter is mailed every seven days, starting
approximately at the time someone’s subscription expires. Each letter makes my client
money, meaning that each letter pulls back a lot of people who either never got around to
resubscribing or were ambivalent but easily persuaded by one of the different letters.
Each letter hits people from a different “hot button” perspective. One assumed the
subscriber had procrastinated too long. Another offered them a discount for the next
year. A third letter offered a bonus inducement worth as much as the entire newsletter
subscription.
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What are some of the more dramatic nontraditional approaches that succeed in
winning back lost clients?
One is sending unsolicited gifts to people – gifts that transcend the limitations for
whatever the basis for that relationship was. Include a letter explaining how you thought
this gift would really help them in their life. At the same time make them an offer that
isn’t mandatory.
Another excellent technique is sending a postcard or letter out to potential clients,
re-summarizing a proposition you made to them earlier, that tells the recipient why you
made the original offer. I’ve seen potential clients become more receptive to an offer
once they understood the logic behind making it.
Many of my clients have reclaimed their lost clients and added tens and hundreds
of thousands of easy profit dollars to their bank accounts.
A chiropractor I’ve worked with has his assistant call any patients who haven’t
scheduled at least a routine check-up in eight months, and ask what’s wrong. The
assistant says, “The doctor is concerned about you, and has asked me to call you to see if
everything is okay.” About 60% of the people contacted schedule an appointment within
two weeks.
80% of clients who leave you don’t leave for a reason that can’t be rectified. And
you can regain the vast majority of these clients at a fraction of the cost of acquiring new
clients. And much like referral clients, they tend to be one of your best, most frequent
and loyal client groups.
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THE LOST CAUSE CLIENT
If the client definitely won’t come back to you, do you just drop the client and the
effort cold?
My response is to thank them for helping me identify weaknesses in my product
or service that I can fix or eliminate. And in doing so massively increase my future
success or income.
This client helped me improve my product or service and I want to reward and
respect the client for that.
This attitude and approach is so dramatically different, unexpected and impactful,
it frequently turns the tide and breaks through to the lost client and actually wins him or
her back.
Even if it doesn’t, it has a wonderful residual benefit. People can’t stop telling
other people when someone does something beneficial for them – particularly when they
had nothing to gain.
So ironically, you can actually use this mindset and strategy to get totally
dissatisfied past clients enthusiastically referring new clients to you.
This is not, by the way, manipulative. Quite the opposite. It’s reciprocal. You
owe any dissatisfied clients satisfaction. If this gives it to them, you’re doing something
worthwhile for them.
Remember, if you cut your attrition in half it’s just like boosting your sales and
profitability by the same amount.
Get going immediately on plugging up the hole in your business or career dike.
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By the way, if you work for someone else, your hole or attrition might be losing
good, loyal, skilled people (turn over) or not recruiting and hiring the best people you
can.

ACTION STEPS
Start a policy of communicating regularly and intimately with as many
active clients as possible (if not all of them). This will help avoid the
misunderstandings, unintentional interruptions in business and lack of attention
that open the door to competition.
Make a plan to contact as many inactive clients as possible. Preferably
call upon them yourself in person or by phone. If impractical, get your assistant,
staff or management team to help you. If it’s a job that’s too big or time
consuming for you or them, send heartfelt, empathetic and totally respectful
letters, faxes, or e-mails. Then follow up with everyone. If you have to choose,
start with the most recent inactives. How do you decide they’re no longer active
buyers or clients? There’ll be an average buying pattern of time periods, dollar
purchases or product mixes. Anyone who used to follow such a pattern but no
longer does has become (or is fast becoming) “inactive.” Your job (and financial
opportunity) is to turn that situation around.
When you talk to or get contacts from the inactive clients, you’ll need to
do one of three things:
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Many will start quickly buying and referring again because they never
purposely intended to stop. So reward them for your lack of initiative in the past
– do something special and preferential for them as a “welcome back” reward or
gesture of appreciation.
For those inactive clients who express dissatisfaction with a past
experience with your company, do the right thing – whatever that may be. Do
something special at no charge or little charge. Express respect and sensitivity for
their position. Give them a great deal on a subsequent purchase or do something
distinctive that has nothing whatsoever to do with your product or service. You
could send them a certificate for dinner, or tickets to the theater or ball game or a
book that’s subject appropriate or… use your imagination.
A great approach to remember when dealing with any inactive, dissatisfied
client is: “…if you only take advantage of our make good offer but never do
business with us again, it’s important to us that your last transaction with our
company be a positive and satisfying experience. So please give us this chance to
see that that happens for you.”
Do this and almost no one can continue to hold a grudge. And even the
few who still do will have to “grudgingly” tell their friends about the gracious
gesture your company extended to make up for the problem. Ironically, this
approach will often generate referrals from the very people who left you and
never intended on returning.
Finally, when you make contact with past clients who are inactive because
they have no further need or use for your product or service, don’t write them off.
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Instead, thank them for all their past loyalty and patronage. Then diplomatically
look to them for quality referrals. They’ll be only too happy to accommodate you
if you really communicate appreciation from the heart.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

YOUR 10,000 PERSON SALES DEPARTMENT

The effective use of direct mail can develop and penetrate new markets,
niches, and opportunities. More so than any other form of influence or
persuasion-based communication you currently use, direct mail offers overlooked,
undervalued and little-known applications that can easily boost your success in
business as well as career. You can make a more powerful case, reach people
you’d never get on the phone, make a perfect presentation every time, command
attention and respect, and stimulate interest prior to every meeting with a client
or prospect.
In this chapter you will learn how to effectively use direct mail in lieu of
thousands of sales people. And to use business letters to generate new clients and
increased sales.

How would you like to have 10,000 or more tireless men or women working
around the clock, each and every day? Your own sales force, capable of calling on the
maximum number of the absolutely most qualified prospects for your product or service.
What if I told you that you could get those 10,000 or more tireless salesmen or
saleswomen to work for you without pay, without ever getting tired, without ever calling
in sick, without ever going to work for the competition, without ever asking for any
benefits – and without ever forgetting to make any selling point or any closing argument?
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Well, that ability is available to you instantly by recognizing and utilizing the
powerful tool that is direct mail.
By “direct mail” I don’t mean those inexpensive flyers that show up in your
mailbox. I use the words direct mail as an umbrella that encompasses all categories of
powerful written material people in business can use to communicate with prospects and
clients. From casual letters to sales letters to brochures to formal written proposals. And
the material might be sent via regular mail, e-mail or fax. For ease of reading I will
frequently use the words “direct mail,” but hear the entire spectrum of specific and often
very sophisticated applications.
Any business or business person can use these forms of direct mail in a multitude
of ways.
Sales letters can be used to generate new clients.
A sales letter can be used to develop a stream of prospects – prospects you then
go out and visit, prospects you send further information or samples to, prospects who
come to you, prospects you have call, prospects you turn over to independent agents and
manufacturer’s reps.
Direct mail can also be used to penetrate or access markets or prospects too small
or distant to allow your customary form of selling or marketing to be effective.
You can use direct mail to precede a call or visit a salesman or saleswoman would
make. You can use direct mail to follow up after a call, close many people, or at least
advance them to the next stage of sales closure. You can use direct mail as a mechanism
to add as many satellite offices as you want.
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Most conventional salespeople rarely get an audience with a qualified prospect
the first time they call. Certainly, if they did, the odds of them getting the prospect’s
undivided attention for 10 to 15 minutes in the privacy of their home on an evening or
weekend is almost incomprehensible. But you can do that as many times a day as you
like if you rent mailing lists of people whose names are at home addresses or if the
information that you put into your sales effort is compelling enough that the recipient
wants to take it home to read attentively.
It can cost you $100 or more to make a cold sales call. Many cold calls take
weeks or months to set up. Yet it costs you less than $1 (often only pennies) to contact
your target audience through the mail or computer.
Sales letters often let you make a more compelling argument than you might
normally make on the phone or in person. Because you don’t have to fight off the
resistance of secretaries to get through to your prospect and make a complete
presentation.
With a sales letter, that’s never the case. If you get the letter opened and you get
it on the desk or in the hands of the intended recipient, you’ve got the complete message
from beginning to end. You’ve got every question answered, every issue addressed,
every problem solved, every reservation overcome, every application made and every call
to action expressed.
Sales letters are the most powerful prelude to telephone marketing efforts. I have
seen many situations where, by sending a sales letter out ahead of a phone call, the
effectiveness of the call itself was increased by 1,000%
Let me state this a little differently to convey the true potency of direct mail.
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How would you like to get 10 times the business that you’re getting now for no
more investment? You can do that just by predisposing or preparing your market by
getting 10 times the number of people to say, “Yes, I’ll take that,” or “Yes, I’ll come in,”
or “Yes, send it out,” or “Yes, come out and make a presentation.” That’s what you can
do by sending out a sales letter.
Why? Because when people call cold or visit cold, they’re introducing an idea for
the first time. It has to settle in. It has to be embraced. There are a lot of negative issues
you have to overcome. When you make that the job of the sales letter, it does all of the
dirty work for you.
Your sales letter prepares the audience. It predisposes. It breaks the ice. It sets
the stage. It’s not uncommon for the letter to be a profit center in its own right. But if all
it does is break even and set the stage for you or your salespeople, that would be a victory
in itself.
I’ve seen companies use modified direct mail to generate hundreds of thousands
of profitable sales through prospect generation. There are lots of companies that have
thought about creating a telephone marketing division, but feared going to market cold.
Cold calling by telephone is not the most powerful or profitable or productive option you
have in your marketing arsenal. However, if you use telephone selling behind a sales
letter to prospects who either write in, mail in or call in, the whole dynamic of the
situation changes to your profound advantage.
DIRECT MAIL WILL WORK FOR ANYBODY
People sometimes say, “Jay, I’m not a retailer or a mail-order company – I don’t
see how in the world I could possibly use direct mail.”
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Nonsense. You can use some form of direct mail and you should use it, because
if you don’t think you can use it, then chances are your competitors aren’t using it either.
And if you use it you’ll have the field to yourself.
Let me give you some examples that will help puncture the myth that says, “I
can’t use direct mail”:
A packaging company I worked with started sending letters to their old, inactive
clients. They were able to recapture 40% of them.
A company that sold annuities door to door built a $60 million-a-year business
with a combination of letters and endorsements from financial newsletters.
An aerospace manufacturing company got a list of every airline and airline
manufacturer worldwide, then mailed out sales letters. Result: 400 new clients.
In the last decade or so, a set of “rules” has been established in the direct mail
industry that provide guidelines on how to write a good letter, how to call the buyer to
action, and so on. Marketing courses, books, and seminars have made these rules
widespread. As a result, many direct mailings have become similar in content and
appearance.
I advise against doing anything drastically different. These rules have become
widely used because they work. Testing has proven what techniques work and which
don’t.
However, there is still room for doing things innovatively to make your direct
mailing stand out. Just keep your creativity balanced and within the realms of good taste.
It’s okay to experiment, but do so cautiously. Carefully consider any changes.
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You can use direct mail to prospect nationally or locally; to target narrow
audiences, like doctors, lawyers, plumbers, new mothers, right or left-wing political
donors, people who own BMW’s or airplanes, accountants, school teachers, maintenance
engineers, or… you name it.
You can use direct mail immediately after a sales or service call to reduce or
eliminate refunds or complaints.
You can use direct mail to solicit or work special segments of your client base
where it would not be practical to mass-solicit. For example, you may have 10,000
clients, but only 500 are high-ticket buyers interested in high-end products or services.
It’s not feasible to mail a letter to all 10,000 clients about your new stock of expensive
sweaters or high minimum investment mutual fund when you want the message to go to
only 500 primary prospects. Segmenting mailing lists allows you to focus your offer on
the right prospects.
You can use direct mail to promote store traffic by letting potential clients know
who, what, and where you are.
You can use direct mail to introduce your product, service, or business to specific
new areas of the marketing community when your business expands.
You can use direct mail (instead of display advertising) to generate a list of
favorably disposed prospects. Then you can have salespeople solicit them, cutting your
sales expense by half.
You can use direct mail to identify and attract any client, prospect or industry
market. You can use direct mail to revitalize former clients or prospects.
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You can use direct mail to recruit salespeople, executives and specialized
personnel anywhere in the country by zeroing in on targeted lists of specialized
professions.
You can use direct mail whenever your company is stuck with overstocked, slowmoving, imperfect or undesirable inventory or with excess labor capacity you need to put
to use. You can use direct mail to add a mail or telephone order division to your
operations.
You can use direct mail to quickly and accurately test all sorts of sales, pricing,
conceptual, and packaging propositions. Test results will tell you how to expand the
application of the tested concept of TV, radio, print, outside sales calls, and
telemarketing.
You can use direct mail to promote high-ticket, high-profile products when you
don’t want to tie up your money in inventory. By utilizing direct mail to pre-sell specialorder items, you not only get pre-paid orders for positive cash flow; you also can prebook enough advance orders to enable you to negotiate a better price from the supplier.
And that’s just for starters.
Once you’ve mastered direct mail, you possess a potent marketing tool that can
stretch your marketing abilities many times over.
EVERYBODY’S DOING IT
Direct mail has grown into a multi-billion dollar industry. The major players
who’ve discovered the gold mine of opportunity include magazine and newsletter
publishers, catalogue companies, department stores, and record and book clubs.
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The next time you come home and find a stack of so-called junk mail in your mail
box, don’t pitch it into your round file. Take a few moments to read a letter or two.
People don’t keep mailing these letters because they don’t work. They mail
hundreds of millions because they do work. You, too, can tap this potential marketing
technique. All you need is a basic understanding.
With conventional advertising (like TV or display ads) it’s hard to identify and
correlate results. But direct mail provides the tools to measure your results to the penny.
You can test and compare all sorts of marketing possibilities.
Direct mail is the least expensive and most effective way for you to tell your full
sales story to your clients and prospects. I know you have thrown away a lot of direct
mail literature and wondered just how such advertising could possibly pay off. The
successful direct mail advertiser knows that a huge percentage of the people who receive
a letter from them will probably do just as you have done: throw it out. But if the letter
is properly crafted and intelligently tested to a small segment of the list before being
aggressively rolled out, it will indeed get sales from an impressive number of people.
In my own mailing experiences, we are perfectly satisfied if 95 out of 100 people
receiving our cold prospect mailings don’t open it, so long as half of the remaining five
reply. Let’s look at the math.
1)

At a price of approximately 40 cents a letter, it costs about $400 to mail
out 1,000 letters.

2)

If only 2% (20 people) respond with an average sales of $100, the gross is
$2000 for the $400 spent.
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3)

Deduct 50% of gross for selling expenses and the $400 for mailing and
advertising, then subtract 10% of the remaining for G&A (general and
administrative) expenses.

4)

A mere 2% response can still net almost $600 sheer profit for every 1,000
letters mailed out.

If mailing a million letters gives the same percentage response (and it will), you
can make a killing. Even half of that yield would still be pretty impressive. These
returns are possible with the right lists and the right offer.
A PAPER SALESPERSON AT THE CLIENT’S CONVENIENCE
Let’s assume you are in the manufacturing business: You make and sell products
directly or through salespeople. You are succeeding modestly, but you crave larger
profits.
An intelligently crafted, direct mail offer can present your prospect with all your
products or services, or you can focus special attention on a single product. At their
convenience your prospects can review and reflect on your selling proposition. Your
prospect has plenty of time to evaluate and reflect on your proposition.
NEW BUSINESS
You obviously don’t have all the business or clients you would like to have.
Direct mail can help develop new clients and accounts.
You haven’t acquired all the clients you want for a number of reasons:
It isn’t profitable or economical to solicit them through salespeople or via ads in
magazines, newspapers, radio or TV.
It costs too much time and sales power to convert prospects to clients.
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You don’t have a cost-effective way to identify the best prospects or to get the
prospects to identify themselves.
Direct mail overcomes all these obstacles, and is a dynamic adjunct to your sales
efforts. For just pennies per piece, you can unleash an army of paper salespeople all over
the city, marketing area, or industry you want to penetrate. And, in a surprisingly large
number of cases direct mail does better dollar-for-dollar than salespeople.
By now you’re ready to put direct mail to work. What should you do?
First, and foremost, identify the most probable audience for the most appealing
and attractive single product or service you offer. When you have identified the
audience, go out and rent 5,000 or 1,000 – or the smallest, meaningful quantity – of
names from that list that you can afford and can access. (See Chapter #3 for detailed
information about renting target lists.)
Once you identify the lists of the most probable people or organizations or
businesses to target, what do you do with them? Do you mail them? Do you call them?
Do you mail them and call them? Do you mail them an offer for a purchase? Do you
mail them an offer to send for more information? Do you mail them an offer to send for
a free evaluation? Do you invite them to participate in a seminar? Do you invite them to
send for a free report? Do you invite them to come to your booth at a trade show? Do
you invite them to come to your office or facility? Do you invite them to spend some
time on the phone?
The answer is, yes! You think up what combinations work best for your
particular business or professional situation, and you test. You test the best
embodiments, the best possibilities to see which ones produced the best possible, the
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largest, the most qualified, the most unhedged response – and that’s the one you continue
with.
Construct your offer. Depending on the product or service you sell, you should
find the least expensive way to get the maximum number of people to raise their hand
and say, “Yes, I am interested.” What this means can differ by product or service line.
But try to get them to send for a free sample. Or to visit. Or to call. If that’s not
practical, then you emphasize the lowest-priced, easiest-to-understand and most
beneficial result your product or service offers.
THE LETTER OR E-MAIL
Write the sales letter. Understand always: A sales letter is nothing more than a
conversation between two friends. One person gaining knowledge from another –
transferring understanding and information.
The sales letter or e-mail is the sales presentation that piques interest and
convinces the prospect to buy, call, write, or come in. Its objective is the same as your
salesperson’s: to convey your product or service image through examples, promises and
benefits.
THE COMPONENTS OF A SALES LETTER
Here are specific components your sales letter should contain:
It must get the reader’s attention with a powerful headline.
The letter must show clear and distinct advantages in the body copy.
The letter has to prove or validate your claim of benefits or advantages through
factual examples – comparisons, analysis, testimonials or credentials.
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The letter must persuade the reader to reach out and seize the advantage you
promise.
The letter must motivate the reader to act, respond, order, write, come in or send
back the coupon.
If your business is successful, it’s probably because you know how to sell. You
can adapt those live techniques to direct mail. If you currently use radio, TV or print, it’s
a simple transition to direct mail. If you use salespeople, translating your oral sales
presentation to written form should be easy.
You already know the hot buttons, buzz words and strongest propositions for your
product or service. Translate them into the printed page. Create a personal letter that
conveys your sincerity and the image that you wish to project. As much as possible, the
letter should replicate a one-on-one, intimate conversation.
HEADLINES ARE THE KEY
The headline (or first line) is the ad for the letter. It grabs readers and gets them
to read more. Offer the reader a desirable reward for reading the letter. Tell him how he
can gain, save, profit, achieve or accomplish something through your product or service.
Or, show how the product or service will increase mental, physical, financial, social,
spiritual or intellectual well-being, satisfaction or fulfillment. Show the reader how to
avoid, reduce or eliminate problems, risks, difficulties, worries or fears by using your
product or service.
THE BODY OF A SALES LETTER
After the salutation the body of the letter shows people the advantages of your
product. The reader wants to know: “What will the product or service do for me?”
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Begin by clearly disclosing a single powerful advantage. Then show more
progressive advantages throughout the letter. When you write the body copy, you are
wearing two hats. You want to sell, but you must also put yourself in the shoes of the
reader.
Write the entire letter from the client’s side. The consumer wants to know the
same things we covered in our discussion of headlines. Body copy is the same as
headlines, only more specific and detailed. Show in words and concrete imagery what
they can gain or save or achieve using your product or service: How will it benefit them?
You must then validate your claim. Facts, and plenty of them, solidify reader
conviction and legitimize your offer. People need and want facts as rational reasons for
making emotional buying decisions. Facts and proofs build belief and make the readers
feel their buying decision is wise. Belief is a by-product of emotion. Never forget that
the heart dictates to the head. Your reader wants to believe your letter.
Before writing a compelling direct mail letter, spend time thinking about it.
Dissect your product and find fresh new ideas and insights that turn your readers on.
Analyze the claims of your competitors and you’ll often come up with novel, creative and
convincing arguments for your own product or service. If you carefully analyze your
sales records, client profiles and service records, you can generate ideas that readers will
really eat up.
View your product as if seeing it for the very first time. This is important because
your letter will be the first exposure many readers have to your product or service.
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JUST THE FACTS, MA’AM
When you present the facts, begin with the statement of basic truth, known and
accepted by the reader. By introducing known facts, you create believability for later
statements. As you present more facts, your reader will unconsciously say, “The first
statements were true, so the others must be.”
Facts and statements that may impress your reader include:
•

Specifics about construction, material and workmanship.

•

Facts about the reputation and the standing of your business: your facilities,
research, location, or night and weekend hours.

•

Details about employees’ experience, credentials, and skills; how many
people you employ, by job category; their specializations.

•

Special delivery or production processes which your competitors don’t have.
Also, processes everyone uses that your competitors have not promoted –
even standard operating procedures.

•

Usage of data, records and documents or case studies. People love to see data,
even if they can’t evaluate it.

•

Names of prestigious past or present clients and their endorsements.

Always use specifics instead of generalizations when citing facts.
Explain clearly and carefully all the sound business reasons why you can offer
such a wondrous deal. For example, if you can produce widgets for one-third the cost of
your competitors, explain the precise dynamics.
CLOSE THAT DEAL – MAKE THAT SALE
Now get your reader to act.
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If your headline is great, your body copy loaded with compelling facts, your proof
solid, and your advantage appealing, it still won’t be profitable unless you ask the reader
to act now.
Many good sales letters end flat, by not telling the recipient to act. This wastes
the momentum you established.
Action-inducing techniques should be direct. Tell the reader exactly what to do:
•

“Pick up the phone and call me or our client service order lines.”

•

Or, “Go to our closest location.”

•

Or, “Don’t let another day go by without sending in for this free information.
Return the postage-paid reply envelope today.”

•

Or, “Send your order before the sale ends. Mail it today.”

You get the idea.
Amplify the appeal of the request for action with risk transferal: Tell them the
risk is all on you. Show the readers they have zero risk or obligation.
I often use these devices to provoke action:
•

I ask them to immediately respond to a specific offer totally at my risk.

•

I limit the time and restrict the quantity of the offer, and clearly explain why.

•

I explain in detail the loss of sampling opportunities or free bonuses the reader
will lose by failing to respond in time.

•

I provide a better-than-risk-free guarantee that makes it just short of ludicrous
not to take me up on my proposition.

•

I tell the reader precisely and in progressive steps exactly how to respond.
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HOW LONG A LETTER?
Should your letter be long or short? Make it long enough to tell a complete,
informative and interesting story. People think others won’t read long, multi-page letters.
That couldn’t be further from the truth. You’ll read any number of pages if a letter
captures your interest. Make your sales letter long enough to tell a complete story and to
thoroughly address all the necessary components.
Don’t shortcut to save space. Edit ruthlessly for waste or boring content, but
never jettison fascinating facts, forceful reasons or specific information that add to your
compelling story.
If you had a salesperson calling on a client would you tell that person to stop the
presentation after thirty seconds to save time? Of course not. You want that salesperson
to take as much time as necessary to make a compelling case. That also applies to sales
letters.
My most successful sales letters have been eight, ten, twelve, even sixteen pages
long. But every paragraph was informative, and every section advanced the case. If you
have a hobby or profession, how much will you read on that subject? A page? A
chapter? A book? The answer is: A lot. Provided it is interesting. If your sales letters
are interesting, people will gladly read them.
THE FACT-FILLED BROCHURE
Your sales letter should be warm, human, sincere, honest, personal and one-onone.
Your brochure or company product/service report should be technical. It
showcases the attractions, components, advantages or positive benefits of the product or
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service. Your brochure should be written in terse one-sentence or one-paragraph
statements that list important facts and benefits. Reprint or excerpt your best
testimonials, endorsements and recommendations.
Begin your brochure or report with a headline that summarizes the contents:
•

Here is a quick review of reasons you should take advantage of this offer.

•

Here are the reasons we are enthusiastic about our special offer.

•

Some important facts you should know about our product or service.

•

Here are the reasons our product or service will benefit you.

•

Facts, figures, and testimonials that confirm the case for buying our product or
service.

Before you list all the data in your brochure or report, write tight sentences or
paragraphs that set the stage for each cluster of facts and figures. When listing
performance characteristics, for example, preface the list with something like:
“You probably are interested in hard facts. These performance characteristics
distinguish our widget from our competitors’.” Then provide the list. When listing or
reprinting testimonials, preface them with an introductory statement like this:
“We are biased in favor of our product. You’d probably like to know what users
say about it, so here are unsolicited testimonials we’ve received. You can have any of
their addresses and phone numbers if you’d like to contact them.” Then, print your
testimonials or endorsements.
At the end of your brochure, summarize and repeat a call to action. For example:
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“These are some compelling reasons to purchase or at least try our product or
service risk free. Take us up on our money-back offer. Come in. Or send in the… Or
call in and let us send you…”
Also, clearly and prominently restate your guarantee as powerfully as possible,
and summarize the entire proposition. It’s absolutely essential.
TO COUPON OR NOT TO COUPON?
A coupon-oriented, direct mail offer can track your responses. Write a powerful,
one-paragraph statement of affirmation, repeating the offer and the appeal as if the reader
were stating it aloud:
“YES!! I agree!! Your proposition is irresistible and your product appears
superior. Also, your bonuses are so darned attractive it’s hard to refuse. But your 100%
money-back guarantee, keep-all-the-bonuses, better-than-risk-free proposition is the real
reason I am replying.
“I will take you up on the exact guarantee and try the product or service, but only
for the next 60 days. If it doesn’t perform or if I don’t benefit just as you promised, I will
send it back and expect a full and immediate refund. And I’ll get to keep all those
desirable bonuses for my trouble.
“On that basis only, here is my order.”
If you are seeking leads or inquiries, say something like:
“Your case is indeed compelling. I don’t know if your product is for me, but I
want to learn more. So send me the kit or have a representative call and answer my
questions. Better yet, do both.”
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“But only on the condition that I am under absolutely no obligation and no risk
whatsoever.”
Go from there to name, address, city, state, zip, phone and e-mail address.
Always get information for follow-up. It’ll make you a lot of money.
On the back of your brochure, place a summary and a composite of statements
from other people who’ve already done what you’re now asking this new respondent to
do.
Then put together a simple but declarative response device. Either a card they
send back or an order form they can return. And put together a means for them to return
it. Either a self-addressed envelope, a self-addressed post card or an envelope they put
the response mechanism in, their check or their charge card information in.
Always focus on specificity – demonstrating performance attributes and
credibility at the highest level.
For example, does your response device, or order card, summarize your offer in a
specific way for the client? “Yes, I do want to learn how to cut 10 strokes off my golf
game.” Or, “Yes, I am a hard-nosed, bottom-line manufacturer who wants to learn how
to cut 10 percent out of my waste.” Or, “Yes, I do care about getting more performance
and loyalty out of my staff. Send me your free report.”
Whatever the offer is, take risk out of it for the client. “I understand I get this
report without risk.” Or, “I understand that even though it normally costs a thousand
dollars for the analysis, I will get it free.” Or, “I understand that even though I am
sending you my check, neither you nor I will consider the purchase binding for 35 days
until after I’ve had it, tested it, put it to work and either proved or disproved it.”
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All those items have to be there, along with name, address, city/state, daytime
phone number, e-mail address and ordering provisions. If it’s ordered by check, make
sure there’s a box for “check.” If it’s charge-card information that I’m sending, make
provisions for charge card information; what the card number is, expiration date and a
signature.
All those elements have to be there. A device to cradle and contain and hold that
response has to be included, too. A response envelope – or if you don’t have critical
information and charge card information, or other confidential information isn’t being
sought, it could be just a response postcard.
Or it might be a little postcard that is put into a “favor of your reply” envelope.
But it needs all those components. All of those must appear. All of those should be
contained if you want the maximum profitable outcome from your mailing.
If you’re using regular mail instead of e-mail, you have to consider the outside
packaging which holds the components – the envelope. It needs to be enticing enough
that it won’t be considered just another piece of “junk mail” and end up in the recipient’s
trash.
Accordingly, there are a multitude of decisions to be made about the carrier
envelope – size, color, postage (meter versus live postage), paper stock and color,
whether it should include a “teaser” (copy printed on the outside that will entice the
recipient to open it), and so on.
TEASER COPY
Many opt not to use teaser copy because it immediately distinguishes your
package as “junk mail.” However, teaser copy may also lure the reader into opening an
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otherwise nondescript envelope. Weigh your decision in the matter of teaser copy
thoroughly, and choose your copy carefully.
The carrier envelope can present a sales message that does the same job as an ad
headline. The job of the envelope is to get the letter opened. Crafted properly, the
envelope can prevent the recipient from throwing away the letter. This envelope can
promise a powerful benefit inside and get the letter opened and read.
Take a tested headline (possibly one from your most productive display ad) and
put it boldly on the outside, lower left corner of your envelope. Or, boil down the first
few words from your most effective sales pitch and put them on the outside or back of
your envelope. Remember, space is limited.
Also, postal restrictions limit your message to a certain portion of one side of the
front and back of the envelope. Check with your local Postmaster for current limitations.
You must be ruthless in condensing down to the most powerful, words that will cause the
reader to become curious.
On the other hand, the envelope may be plain (white or colored), resembling a
personal letter – with no hint as to its contents. By disguising your direct mail to look
like personal correspondence, it can get by the secretary and avoid the circular file.
Some people put distinctive language on the upper left corner of their carrier
envelopes, like “Executive Offices,” “President,” “Research Department,” or
“Treasurer.” Experiment and find what works best for you.
I’ve used both “teaser copy” and plain white envelope. Both worked well, but for
different purposes. Test to see which approach yields the most profitable response.
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Keep a written record and a file of carrier envelopes that got your attention.
Remember, the envelope must get opened in order for the enclosed letter to be read.
Once this all-important task is done, the envelope’s job is over.
DIRECT MAIL SUCCESSES
Here’s how a few people I’ve worked with have used direct mail specifically in
their business activities.
A really inventive minded client I worked with in Seattle had a medical diagnostic
laboratory. He sold diagnostics services to physicians all over Washington state.
When I told him how much more he could be doing by using direct mail – he
surprised me. He took the easiest, simplest application and parlayed a $500 investment
into nine hundred thousand dollars worth of first year new clients and business.
How did he do it?
He took a new diagnostic service his company came out with. He summarized
the service on the front of the postcard and he made a very irresistible offer. He
identified the thousand doctors in his marketing area he was not doing business with for
that service. He made each one of them a very powerful but a very simple offer on the
back side of his postcard. And 70 responded to his first mailing.
A five hundred dollar investment generated not only nine hundred thousand
dollars in sales, but nine hundred thousand dollars in repeat sales.
He remailed that postcard three or four times. He built the business into the
millions and he was able to sell his business to a division of Revlon in New York.
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A company I advise found direct mail to be the most effective selling mechanism
they had available to them when they were trying to reach secretaries of chief executive
officers to sell them legal forms.
They found out that they could rent lists of secretaries, by going to certain
publications where secretaries were the prime subscribers. They mailed letters that talked
one on one to that secretary. Acknowledging the buying power the secretaries wielded in
behalf of their bosses.
They made a specific offer that they extended to these secretaries through these
letters and they used risk reversal to make it irresistibly appealing for the secretary to
send for the legal forms for their business.
By changing their selling method from just field sales people to very targeted,
direct mail letters they sent out, they tripled their business and reduced their selling
expenses by about 40%.
I have a client in the northeast, who was the largest most successful, single
representative in the country for a major insurance company. He has significantly
increased his income by using highly targeted direct mail letters to business owners
around New York State.
A simple letter, offering them a free preview analysis and giving them the
opportunity to respond discreetly, without risk and without obligation to see how much of
a difference certain financial services might make on their future and in their retirement
years.
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That simple approach, executed beautifully, has created a seven figure a year
income for my client, who never leaves his office. Almost all his business is transacted
by telephone, e-mail, and overnight mail.
A mortgage broker went from making ninety thousand dollars a year and
spending 90% of his time driving all over Los Angeles County to the point where he was
able to stay in his office 95% of his day and just send out highly placed letters, every day
of every week, every month of every year. Letters that went to targeted home owners
who were in perfect position to refinance and he was able to generate a two hundred and
fifty thousand dollar a year income. Without ever knocking on any doors. Without every
cold-calling on any prospects.
A nationally prominent swimming pool company that built a massive multimillion dollar business of new swimming pool installations just by identifying affluent
home owners who did not have swimming pools. He sent them fun, non-threatening full
color, very rich looking postcards that offered them a wonderful benefit and a bonus if
they would call up or send the card in. To get a free consultation of how a swimming
pool might fit into their home and what the resulting cost might be.
That simple process alone, done strategically and continuously, built a forty
million dollar swimming pool installation business.
A realtor sends out 2,500 pieces every month to sellers who are on the fence. The
“free” piece is an informative newsletter. He also sells his database to allied companies
who could benefit business-wise from people who move. For example: home insurance
companies and moving companies. This pays for his mailing. His profits are up about a
third.
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A financial planner sent $2 bills with his mailings. He found others were doing
the same so he thought he’d up the ante to $10 based upon the lifetime value of his clients
(approximate $7,800).
Remember the Diet Pepsi commercials on TV with Ray Charles, AUH, HUH?
Well, it didn’t do anything for Diet Pepsi sales. A new marketer for the soft drink came
in and identified the demographics of the people that drink soft drinks, direct mailed
affinity soft drinkers by zip code and gave them a valuable coupon to switch for one
week. It worked fantastically but a senior executive who didn’t like direct mail cancelled
the program.
A WORD ABOUT E-MAIL
Many people use e-mail with great success. It’s fast, easy and usually very
efficient. However, I am not convinced that e-mail is right for every business situation
and should be given special thought in selling and marketing. It’s true that e-mail can
present the same written presentation as a letter, but it can be eliminated by the push of a
button. It takes some extra effort on the reader’s part to make a hard copy. And for the
most part, it looks the same as every other e-mail on the screen.
Frequently people won’t even open e-mail from unfamiliar sources because it
may contain a virus that could wipe out their entire hard drive.
For many people, e-mail is an excellent vehicle to contact prospects and clients.
But make sure it’s right for your situation before you rely on it. (More about computers,
websites and the internet in Chapter # 16.)
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ACTION STEPS
Make a complete list of every business contact you make – in person, by
phone, when people call you, your order department, client service or technical
people, accounts payable and receivable, etc. Each is a perfect opportunity to add
one or a series of direct mail letters to the sales process you currently use.
Then list every critical situation or opportunity in your business where a
preceding or follow-up direct mail/direct response letter could result in a more
positive outcome.
Next, remember that continuous contact and communication with the
client has been proven to have a significant positive impact on order size,
frequency of purchase, loyalty of clients, referrals generated, etc.
Now rank your various lists on a priority and frequency of occurrence
basis. Once you’ve done that, start writing some powerful, purposeful and
profitable letters. If you don’t have the time or talent, find a salesperson in your
organization who can write. Or sit down with someone you respect and just
naturally talk out what you’d like to say to someone – a spontaneous flow of
thoughts from your heart. Record this conversation then transcribe the session.
You’ll be surprised at what a good letter you’ve created once it’s edited.
Once you’re focused, and some letters are written, try them out in small
test run quantities or applications and see what a difference it makes.
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Also – the same applies in career situations when you need to impact
someone in another department, in upper management, or a board member. It
applies to civic activities and community work as well.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

FISH WHERE THE FISH ARE

Why use a shotgun if you can use a rifle with absolute precision? Focus
your efforts and attention on the markets, prospects, and activities that offer you
the highest probability of a payoff and you’ll always do better. But most people
don’t stop and question whether there’s a better way, an accessible and qualified
decision maker or source they can reach easier and more effectively. When you
do realize there are ways to focus on prospects who are more likely to be
interested in your product or service, you will experience greater results with less
effort, time and money expended.
In this chapter you will learn how to focus your time and money on
targeting the most likely prospects in order to achieve the most cost-effective and
profitable results.

When infamous bank robber Willy Sutton was asked why he robbed banks, he
replied, “Because that’s where the money is.”
It costs you an enormous amount of effort, human capital and money to travel,
send out samples or bring someone to your facility or office in order to get them to the
point of saying “yes, I want to be a client.” You can’t afford to waste time and money on
people who aren’t sincerely interested. You need to target higher quality prospects rather
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than a higher quantity. Quantity does not matter in lead generation. Quality and
convertibility are what’s important. In other words, go where the money is.
One of the biggest wastes of time and opportunity that I see are people who do not
qualify the prospects they target. Instead of going after primary prospects, they go after
suspects. The difference between a suspect and a prospect is quality. A suspect is
anyone who maybe, possibly, somehow could or might – squint your eyes – someday
have the capacity to buy your product or service. A prospect is someone who is qualified
today. They need your product or service. They have the capacity to pay for it. They
have the ability to make a decision now. They are prime, qualified targets for what you
do.
SIMPLE ENOUGH FOR KIDS
Winter in cold weather areas of the country offers an excellent chance for kids to
make extra cash. And the ones who target high quality prospects make the most money.
After a heavy snowstorm, the kids would get their shovels and start knocking on doors,
offering to clear the snow from a homeowner’s driveway for a modest fee. The rate of
closing sales was only about one in three. The kids who figured out how to target the
most likely prospect, however, closed four of five sales at no reduced fees.
Who were these more qualified sales targets? The adults who had declined the
original offer to have their driveway cleared, decided to do it themselves, and were now
half way through the project, very tired and in fear of an imminent heart attack.
Ads in magazines or newspapers, brochures or letters, telephone calls, radio or
TV spots, should offer very specific qualifying propositions so that when the men,
women or companies respond, they are qualifying themselves. They are saying, “yes, I
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want to do business with you because I have an interest in your product or service or I
want to get that result.”
For example, a bank should never run ads just saying how wonderful it is. The
banks should run ads offering a booklet that says, “How to finance a New Home or
Refinance an Existing One and Save $15,000 or More Over the Life of Your Mortgage.”
That example only appeals to people who are seriously interested in either making a
financing or refinancing decision with a bank. They are quality prospects.
When you send letters, don’t make them general. Always make them refer to
some product, service or process the recipient of that letter can take advantage of and
would have a very strong interest in acquiring.
WHERE DO YOU FIND HIGH QUALITY PROSPECTS?
There are mailing list directories available to you of almost any target audience
you want to reach.
You can rent lists, not just by name, but by title and job specification (and many
times by phone number). A list broker can provide you with lists of predisposed buyers,
or you can consult such publications as the Thomas Register, the Standard Rate and Data
Service Directory. These lists, combined with properly written letters and effective
telemarketing, will result in quality prospects and much higher and more effective
closings.
COMPUTERS AND MAILING LISTS
Marketing by mail has exploded because it is the fastest growing, most profitable
and most easily traceable means of marketing thanks in part to the sophistication of
computer programming and the availability of highly specialized mailing lists,
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categorized by every imaginable classification. Readily available are compiled lists that
categorize virtually everyone: attorneys, golfers, company presidents, personnel
managers, fleet managers, computer experts, swimming pool owners, dog owners, horse
owners, gardeners, tennis club members, or what make, model and year of car people
own, and on and on and on.
That’s merely the beginning of the ways you can microscopically focus on
prospects for any business product. Want to know who subscribes to any of a thousand
different magazines, journals, newspapers, and newsletters? No problem: You can
readily rent the subscribers of all but a tiny handful of publications. Wish you could tap
into the people who bought merchandise from The Sharper Image? Hey, that client list
can be rented. So, too, can the client lists of nearly 5,000 other mail-order firms.
Likewise, you can rent lists of voters, donors, churchgoers, or any demographic
designation you can dream up. Thanks to computers, you can eliminate the possibility of
duplicating names, even if you rent a hundred lists. You can avoid wasting your money
mailing to people who hate “junk” mail. You can personalize every letter by name,
address and salutation.
THE LIST IS THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR
No one will buy your product or service if they’re not interested in it. You should
concentrate your sales efforts on people who have a history of buying your type of
product or service, or who are logically predisposed to what you’re offering.
There are two types of mailing lists:
1)

Compiled

2)

Direct response
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A compiled list is a categorical list of people who have similar things in common.
Owners of certain kinds of automobiles. People who live in certain kinds of affluent
areas. People of certain age groups. People of other types of similarities like political
affiliation. Or educational affiliation. Or professional distinction.
Direct-response lists, on the other hand, include people or businesses who’ve
actually responded to previous solicitation. They have either purchased or inquired or
attended or participated in some way in some very specialized product or service or
activity that demonstrates that they have a commitment towards the area of interest
you’re trying to sell into.
Someone who is a “direct-response”-generated name might be a subscriber to a
specific publication. Or an attendee at a specific seminar. Or a purchaser of a specific
type of book or a report or tape set. Or a purchaser of a specific type of product or
catalog. Or a member of a specific type of non-profit organization. And on and on and
on.
So I suggest that the very first thing you do is get your hands on a Standard Rate
& Data Service Directory (SRDS). They are not inexpensive. A year’s subscription
costs about $400 (800/851-SRDS). So you’d save money going to a well-stocked
business library and using an SRDS from their reference division. You could peruse
through all the categories that seem best related to the area of business activity or need
that your product or service typically fills. It’s an experience of a lifetime to go through
these pages and see the descriptions of all the different companies that have identified all
the different people and organizations, by all the different categories and definitions, that
you can directly profit from.
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What other sources are there? Well, if you are in an industrial business – if you
are selling to an industrial market – you can get companies listed by SIC code by getting
the Thomas Register. You can contact Dun & Bradstreet, which has compiled some of
the most powerfully-defined lists of target audiences ever seen. You can also go to
virtually any trade magazine, any consumer magazine, any specialized magazine or any
association and get them to make their membership or subscriber list available to you by
all kinds of different qualifications. Name. Address. Home address. Title. Size of
organization. And so on.
Here’s what I mean:
A company selling sophisticated wealth preservation plans for upper income
individuals rents lists of subscribers to Yachting magazine, Polo magazine, Rolls Royce
owners and American Express platinum cardholders.
A security alarm company acquires weekly lists of people whose homes or
businesses have been broken into.
LET YOUR SEARCH CONTINUE
Ask yourself, “What other industry would normally be selling to my clients?”
When you understand what those industries are, then go a little deeper. Go to the next
level of definition. Define and identify exactly who those people are. By defining and
identifying who they are, you’ll know exactly who to write or call and ask for. Then call
them and ask if they would be willing to make their clients or prospects available to you,
either for a fee or for a percentage of the business that results (or the leads that result).
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Or offer a trade – where you’ll trade them access to your prospects and your client
lists. After all, if they’re not competitive, and you are complementary, you both have
everything to gain by working together.
What other ways will help you identify your best possible target audience and
acquire the best possible target audience list?
You can actually go to your own direct competitors and make them an audacious
proposition. Ask them for a list of their inactive clients – their unconverted leads. Offer
to give them a substantial share of either the “initial” sales resulting, or the “ongoing”
sales resulting from any mailings you do to these old, tired names.
You can go to competitors who aren’t doing well (or who are phasing out of areas
you’re trying to be more expansive in) and work out deals where they turn over the
business to you for an equitable ongoing share of the profit.
A lot of people don’t make money in certain segments of a business that you
might make all your money in. By making a deal and offering to take over their business
and their client names and working that list, you can make them more money and get
them out of unprofitable and inappropriate areas where they don’t want to commit their
time and money.
DON’T OVERLOOK THE VALUE OF YOUR OWN LIST
When you compile your own client/inquire list, you’re sitting on a valuable
source of additional income to your company. Just as you would like to get a hold of
other companies’ lists, so can you expect a wide range of companies to be interested in
your client list. And they’ll pay to rent those names from you. And renting them is far
more profitable than just throwing them out a window. Here’s what I mean.
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Among the tons of paper thrown from office buildings during a New York
tickertape parade for the 1984 Olympic medal winners were hundreds of listings of Bear,
Stearns & Co.’s client accounts and transactions. Dozens of competing pinstriped
brokers scrambled around the street and sidewalk, snatching up client leads. One broker
walked away with 100 sheets listing Bear, Sterns accounts, complete with names,
addresses, dollar volume, and portfolio details. “Frankly, we are embarrassed,” Bear,
Stearns managing partner told the press. “I haven’t caught the person who did it, but if I
did and we were in an Islamic country, we would probably punish him suitably.”
COMPILING YOUR OWN LIST
So how do you build a client list?
Let’s say you have a retail store. First, you make certain that whenever you have
a credit card purchase, you start asking for your client’s name, address, city, state, zip
code – and phone number. Do it naturally and matter-of-factly, and no one will refuse to
give you that information.
As you capture this information, transfer it to a databased software program on
your computer. There are many good programs to choose from. When transacting
straight cash sales, go through the same process. Try prefacing this information request
by telling the client you will also put them on the preferred-client mailing and
announcement list (put strong emphasis on the word announcement). Tell the client you
mail out advance notification of special purchases and sales. Tell them you give
preferred clients advance access, along with additional discounts and/or bonuses. Few
people will turn down the chance to earn or receive preferential future pricing access or
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bonuses. It’s important, however, to follow through and make formal and systematized
announcements, once you compile the list.
If you’re at all uncomfortable with this approach, consider how the great mailorder operators who also run retail facilities do it. Companies like Radio Shack,
Victoria’s Secret and The Sharper Image know and respect the importance and necessity
of capturing a client or prospect name, and they methodically ask and receive them from
every client.
You must do that, too.
If you’re paid by check, pick up the name and other vital information from that
check. The same goes for a driver’s license – and ask whether or not the address on that
license is the current and correct one.
Let’s say that you run a service station. It’s not different for you, really. Collect
names, addresses and phone numbers wherever and whenever possible. Reward people
for becoming or gaining “preferred-client” status. You might be able to sell a coupon
book of services at a discount as you gather names and addresses.
Come up with valuable and appealing rewards or distinctions for frequent
purchases and repurchases – or for purchasing larger quantities.
All things being equal, a client who comes in and fills up with super unleaded
once every week is worth four times as much to you as one who fills up only once a
month. So reward and encourage them – first for getting their name on your special or
preferred-client list – and next, for their frequency of repurchase.
Do not limit your capturing of names merely to people who buy. Separately
collect and retain a mailing list of prospects, leads and inquirers. A surprisingly large
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number of prospects and leads can be turned into very profitable clients just by regular
and strategic communication with them.
Your goal is to identify all your active and inactive clients, know who and where
they are and then communicate with them and frequently reward them – attracting them
to gain greater benefit when they fulfill their needs and desires through your enterprise.
I want you to commit to collecting, acquiring and keeping every client and
prospect on a mailing list, and working that list properly. Keep segmented lists of clients
by the purchasing habits. Remember you make the rules. If you see a client-list
technique that works for another industry, try it.
ONCE YOU HAVE A LIST, NOW WHAT?
Even if the rental income from letting other direct marketers use your mailing list
does little more than pay the computer service bill for the year, you’re still ahead of the
game. After all, you have to computerize your mailing list anyway. The only additional
costs you’ll incur in order to rent your mailing list to others are the running charges
involved in producing the list and the commission to the list manager or broker for
placing the rental order.
Lists are marketed through mailing list brokers. There are five different
categories of list people:
LIST OWNER: Somebody like yourself or your company who owns a mailing
list that has been built for marketing their own products and services.
LIST BROKER: A middleman who represents the list owner to sell rentals of the
list for a 20% commission.
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LIST USER: The company that rents somebody else’s mailing list for the
purpose of sending out its promotional mailings.
LIST MANAGER: A firm that undertakes the promotion and sale of your
mailing list to other brokers. The firm may be involved in computer services and can
also handle the computerization and maintenance of your list. It may also function as list
broker and list compiler on a fee or percentage basis.
LIST COMPILER: A firm that builds mailing lists from raw sources. Its sources
can be mail order response, business directories or telephone books. This company owns
the list that it may market itself or it may market through list brokers – or both.
How do you generate income from your mailing list? You can simply create a
mailing piece giving details about your list, mail it to the list brokers (whose names are
readily available out of Direct Mail List Rates and Data) and sit back and wait for the
orders to come in. The broker will bill the renter on your behalf and when he receives
payment from his client will remit to you less a commission of 20%.
The broker takes no liability for collection of the bill. When he gets paid, you get
paid. If he doesn’t get paid, it is your problem. Thus, it is important that you exercise
credit approval on his client and do not hesitate to ask for “cash up front” if you doubt the
credit worth of his client. Most brokers are reputable and will remit to you after they’ve
been paid. CAUTION: List brokers are frequently slow in paying for rentals. They
blame it on the fact that their client didn’t pay them but we have documented dozens of
cases where the broker has taken weeks after he has been paid by his client to remit to the
list owner.
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Another way to rent your mailing list is to put it in the hands of a mailing list
manager. You can either furnish him the list and he’ll do all the work for you or you can
simply send him raw data (inquiries, orders, etc.) and he’ll computerize and maintain
your list for you. Obviously, he’ll charge you for his computer time. If you send him
your disc, he’ll charge you the running costs for producing labels. Or, you can retain
your lists and he’ll send you orders that you can produce and ship.
If you don’t have time to devote to selling your mailing lists you can put the list
into the hands of a list manager. The list manager normally gets 10% to what the broker
already gets (20%) plus charges for his computer time at his cost or on a fixed schedule
of fees.
The list manager takes the headaches out of running your list business – he
handles all selling effort, inquiries, the furnishing of accounts and the producing or
orders, billing and collecting. You won’t get paid much earlier from the list manager (in
fact, probably an additional few days will be added for the processing in his office), but
you’ll be able to break into the list business much more rapidly.
Most mailing lists are rented for “one-time use.” Most rentals begin as “test”
mailings for 5,000 or 10,000 names. Continuations will result if the test works. It takes a
full year to generate a good list rental business, so most managers will insist on a twoyear exclusive contract to handle the list.
A turnover of 6-10 times per year on your list is good. If you pay the broker 20%,
the manager 10%, and your running costs are 20% that leaves you 50% profit on the list
rental income – that is pure profit to most mail marketers.
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HOW SOME HAVE TARGETED PROSPECTS
I have a friend who is in sales. He used to work for one of the nations foremost
copier companies. He had a territory in Southern California but the way he worked his
territory was inefficient and unproductive.
In essence, what he was doing was taking every “suspect” in his territory and
treating them all as if they were “prospects.” By that I mean he would just take a section
of his territory and from morning to night call cold on office after office after office and
store after store after store. Almost indiscriminately. His results were at best mediocre.
I asked him, “Does your company have information or data that would tell you
what kind of industries or businesses or professions tend to be higher than normal
prospects for copiers? In other words, there must be certain kinds of businesses or
professional practices that have about ten times the probability of needing one or more
copiers or going through copiers faster and more frequently than others.”
He did some research and it became evident that there were several industries that
were on average ten times better prospects than all the rest.
And I said, well, it seems to me that we ought to first of all isolate who those
primary prospects are. Get a list of who and where those kinds of companies are in your
territory and call on them first before you call on the less likely prospects.
He agreed, of course.
We got a list, a qualified mailing list of the names, the addresses, the phone
numbers and the key decision makers at those businesses.
He was able to call ahead, make appointments, and organize his day. And, guess
what? He started working about half the hours and his commissions tripled.
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Why?
Because he used his time and his efforts more effectively and efficiently.
That’s what happens when you identify and use qualified mailing lists. And the
uses for these lists are not limited just to mailing. You can use the mailing list for calling
ahead, for telemarketing, for calling after a mailing.
I have a client who’s become the foremost real estate work-out attorney on the
West Coast. Let me tell you what a work-out attorney does. He works with either the
owners of the property or the financial institutions who end up taking properties back
when people go bankrupt or go into foreclosure. And he works with one or both sides,
helping them make the transaction work, whatever “work” means for them.
About two years ago this attorney decided he was going to become the top
authority in an emerging field.
No one really had a lot of expertise, himself included. But he decided he was
going to position himself as being the foremost authority. So he acquired a number of
lists of financial institution work-out specialists. He approached them very
systematically by mailing them an invitation every month to an event he conducted on
their specific work-out situation: hotel work-outs or apartment work-outs or shopping
center work-outs, etc.
Each and every month he also sent a mailing designed to give them information
and ideas that no one else had ever provided and to establish clearly and inarguably his
distinction as the pre-eminent specialist.
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When he started two years ago, he didn’t even know that much about work-out
law. But he learned as he went. If he picked somebody’s mind, he’d turn it into an
article. Then he’d send the article to his list of qualified, target prospects.
To make a long story short, today his firm is generating millions of dollars in fee
income.
Just because he identified the key decision makers at twelve hundred prime
financial institutions and mailed them a valuable and informative letter each and every
month for two years.
A nominal investment of about $600 -- six hundred meager dollars a month – has
turned into over ten million dollars worth of fee income a year to his firm.
Now if you think that’s the high end, let me go to the other end.
I had a chiropractor client who targeted the fifty primary personal injury attorneys
in his marketing area. Each and every month, for the next year, we sent a letter to every
one of those attorneys telling them about what my client chiropractor and his areas of
specialization and reporting on cases he had worked on. Suggesting ways the attorney
might be more effective in court trials as well as the suits they were filing.
Within a matter of nine months my chiropractor client picked up fifteen of those
fifty attorneys as clients, and his practice tripled.
I advised an architect who specialized in re-designing retail store fronts. I had her
target all the owners of every major chain of retail stores in her region. There were
approximately one hundred.
Every month for the next year her job was to write each of them a letter sharing
her insights on how to make retail stores more attractive, how to keep clients in those
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stores for a longer period of time, how to make the stores more inviting and how to
psychologically make the customers more comfortable and more attached to the store and
its offerings.
After mailing that target list for not quite one year my client added ten big chains
to her clientele which added over a million dollars a year in additional design fees to her
practice revenue.
I consult for a physical therapist who has built the second most successful
physical therapy practice in all of Southern California. He did it by first identifying the
twelve hundred physicians and chiropractors in his marketing area who are most likely to
have the kind of patients who will need physical therapy.
We then took that prospect list and systematically mailed them and called them
and mailed them and called them over a period of approximately a year.
He picked up over four hundred of those twelve hundred physicians and
chiropractors as referring clients.
A karate instructor wrote a four page letter educating his potential clients to the
benefits of his karate instruction. For example, the steps he uses in building up a child’s
self-confidence.
He rented 3,500 names of parents who have children ages 5-11, and make
$55,000 or more per year. After test mailing to just 100 prospects, he received a return of
20% which was converted to a profit of $18,000 in one month.
Several years ago those selling the lavish home of Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford, an estate known as Pickfair, required prospective buyers to document not only
their ability to pay the significant asking price of the property, but also to show they
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could afford the $50,000 per year maintenance costs. Anyone who failed to meet those
qualifications was not allowed to view the home
A company selling very expensive hydroponic plant growing systems goes to
what some would consider extreme measures to make sure that they deal with only high
interest prospects. First it charges prospective purchasers of their system $29 for a video
that demonstrates and explains the system. Then it requires serious prospects to fly to
Ohio, at their own expense, to see if the system is right for them. Two out of three people
who fly there, buy.
A high end, woman’s retail shop does daily luncheon fashion shows at exclusive
Beverly Hills restaurants.
The first expedition to Antarctica got their party by running this qualifying ad in
the New York Times: “Wanted: Courageous adventurers for dangerous, four month
expedition to Antarctica. Pay, terrible. Hard, exhausting work. Probability of success:
unlikely. But fame and glory to those who make it back.” They had more than enough
highly qualified applicants. And the expedition was a success.
ONE LAST EXAMPLE
At one of my training programs a few years back I had speaking for me a
prominent and respected expert in advertising. He was trying to make a very powerful
point which parallels what we’re talking about in this chapter.
He asked the audience a really interesting question. He said, “Let’s presume
we’re going to go into the restaurant business and each one of us can choose the one
advantage we could have over everyone else. We’re going to go into Los Angeles and
you get to pick the first advantage before I do. What are you going to pick?”
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And he went around the room and let every participant choose the one factor they
thought would give them the greatest success.
When he was done he said, “Fine. Now let me tell you the one factor I want. I
want a starving crowd.”
The lesson: The right list will connect you with your starving crowd.

ACTION STEPS
Sit down with your client files and sales people (if you have them) and
make certain you have a complete, comprehensive list of all your clients.
Separate your clients by their various buying patterns or interests.
Determine which clients buy what category of products or services. Which ones
buy larger units of sale and buy more frequently. Identify people or businesses
that purchase more of specific categories of products and services or far more
specialized applications.
Note if there are similarities among various buying groups that point to
opportunity trends. For example, if you discover that your biggest buyers are all
doctors, or chemical manufacturers, etc., you’d be able to target more of these
groups as primary prospects.
See if there are geographical trends, demographic indications, or general,
age, family, business type and/or size factors that correlate to specific buying
patterns.
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When you recognize what these patterns are you can use that knowledge
to fashion propositions geared more to that segment.
It only makes sense that you’d want to deal differently and spend more
time or communicate more extensively with clients who buy more and buy more
often than ones who don’t. Yet few businesses do this. The only way you can
start is by finding them, then acting on the information you’re sitting on.
Once you start analyzing and interpreting your data, it will lead you to
significant opportunities. Because now you can start targeting precise lists of the
highest probability and viability prospects – people or businesses who most
mirror the patterns and characteristics of the clients you already serve.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

WATSON, COME HERE, I NEED YOU

Telemarketing is probably one of the most underutilized maximizing tools
available to you or your team. It has many powerful ways to add sales, profits,
impact, reach, connection, or penetration to your business activities.
In this chapter you will learn how to use the telephone to increase sales
and profits. And what to avoid so telemarketing doesn’t do more harm than good.

Virtually everyone in any business situation uses the telephone to sell. This is
true whether you own a small retail shop or are the CEO of a worldwide corporation.
The term for using the telephone for business marketing and selling is “telemarketing.”
If you use it correctly, telemarketing can produce explosively profitable results for
almost any business or professional practice. Yet, if you or others mismanage your
telephone efforts, it will waste tons of your precious cash and jeopardize relationships
with your best prospects and clients.
To avoid the potential downside, remember these basic telemarketing rules:
START THE PROCESS BY MAIL
Telemarketing works best when you prepare the way for it with a letter or
advertisement that causes prospects to write to you for more information (or perhaps for a
free report that you’re offering).
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Once you know who was interested enough to at least return a coupon, request a
free report, send an E-mail or a general letter of inquiry, you have pre-qualified your
prospects. You or your sales people won’t be calling blindly, or simply dialing category
names lifted from the Yellow Pages.
A pre-mailing isn’t critical when you want to set up calls to existing clients, but it
never hurts to let existing clients know in advance that you will be calling them. The
courtesy will be appreciated, if nothing else. I have seen courtesy play a decisive role in
closing many sales.
TEST BEFORE YOU TELEMARKET
Don’t jump into telemarketing with both feet until you’ve tested it on a small
scale and determined that you stand at least a fair chance of turning a good profit.
If you decide to set up a larger telemarketing operation than you or your staff can
handle, contact a telemarketing firm that has worked in your specific field, and have them
conduct either a per-order or hourly-rate test for you that covers anywhere from 50 to 100
hours of calling. Some will do this free.
If you choose the hourly rate approach, you can expect to pay the telemarketers
somewhere around $40 an hour, on average. That’s the bad news. The good news is that
the telemarketing agencies will handle everything for you, including preparation of the
script.
Per-order telemarketing firms, on the other hand, are only paid for the orders they
produce. That arrangement might look attractive to you, at first glance, but it sometimes
makes them more aggressive when trying to close a sale – something that may or may not
offend your prospects or present clients.
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To protect yourself, always closely review the script that’s used by telemarketers.
And insist on being able to monitor some of their calls.
PRICE YOUR OFFER RIGHT
The item or service you telemarket should be priced high enough to pay your
telemarketers’ wages or commissions, and to cover all of your other related costs. A
good working ratio is one-third to the telemarketers, one-third for any other expenses,
and one-third to you.
If the results from a telemarketing test show that you only broke even, or actually
lost a little money, that may not be a cause for tears. Not if you understand the concept
of establishing the lifetime value of your clients. A break-even figure would look pretty
good to me if I knew from experience that my average new client would make numerous
purchases from me over a transactional lifetime.
And, if I actually made money on my test, all the better.
STAIR-STEP THE TELEMARKETING PITCH
Whether you telemarket on your own or through a telemarketing service bureau,
begin conversations with prospects by asking a few broad questions that will put them at
ease. (And first ask permission to ask them even broad questions.) Whatever you do,
don’t plunge immediately into pointed questions that could trigger a fast “no.”
Once a prospect has been “loosened up,” you can move to your offer, but present
your offer just as naturally and conversationally as you began the exchange. Never be
argumentative, pushy or demeaning.
Also, don’t address the people you call by first name, and don’t try any gimmicks
– like saying they’re returning the prospect’s call, or saying that one of the prospect’s
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friends asked them to call them (a friend whose name the caller couldn’t produce if his or
her life depended on it).
In telemarketing, as in any other phase of business or professional practice,
complete honesty and candor is always the best policy.
When selling by phone, you have approximately thirty seconds to convince the
prospect to listen to you. You need an opening statement that will capture the prospect’s
interest. This statement should convey who you are, what you want, and why the
prospect should listen.
State your name and your company’s name clearly. Then state the reason you’re
calling. Tell the prospect how you obtained their name. (Again, if you have preceded the
call by letter or advertising, the prospect may have requested information.) State an
important benefit of your product or service and mention a feature that backs up that
benefit. Ask for the prospect’s time, then ask preliminary probing questions to help you
qualify the prospect. By incorporating these elements into your opening statement in a
creative manner, you can persuade the prospect to listen to your presentation.
ASKING QUESTIONS IN TELEPHONE SELLING
Learn to ask questions as you talk to prospects. It’s the best way to sell. Keep the
following points in mind as you refine your telephone skills:
1.

Develop a plan. Before placing a call, be aware of exactly what it is you
want to learn before the call is over.

2.

Prepare a list of topics to cover. Have a specific question under each
topic.
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3.

Ask permission. It’s common courtesy to ask the client’s permission to
ask questions.

4.

Time questions properly. Avoid making your presentation sound like an
interrogation.

5.

Begin with broad questions that relax the prospect and “get the ball
rolling.” Then your questions can become more specific as the prospect
reveals certain needs and concerns.

6.

Build upon previous answers. Your feedback shows the prospect that
you’re listening.

7.

Balance the number and type of questions. Though asking too few
questions isn’t a good practice, too many questions can make the prospect
impatient for you to “get to the point.”

8.

Don’t ask manipulative questions (e.g., “of course you would like to save
60% on your materials’ costs, wouldn’t you?”). They insult the prospect’s
intelligence.

9.

Be relaxed and conversational. Always let the prospect finish talking.
Listen carefully.
A SAMPLE SCRIPT

Here is a brief model telemarketing script that, with some adaptation to fit your
specific business, can help you or your callers establish proper tone, pace and
believability. (The script assumes that someone is calling a prospect who has already
shown a threshold interest in a product or service. In other words, it’s not a cold call, but
a follow-up call.)
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“Good morning, is Mr. Franklin there, please?”
“This is Mr. Franklin speaking.”
“Mr. Franklin, this is Alex Smith at Catered Coffee International. I’m calling as a
courtesy follow-up to the recent note you sent us asking for information on our coffee
service. I’d love to tell you about our service, and how we might be of help to your
company. Is this a good time to talk?”
“Sure, why don’t you go ahead.”
“Before I do, Mr. Franklin, please tell me just a little bit about coffee service at
your company right now, and what in particular prompted you to inquire about our
service?”
Well, we’ve got a lot of unhappy coffee drinkers in this place. We’ve been letting
employees fix their own coffee in the company kitchenettes. It’s generally pretty yukky
stuff, and we’ve had a lot of cup breakage. Anyway, I was asked by our president to see
what’s out there in the way of catered service.”
“Mr. Franklin, I’m sure we can make your coffee drinkers happy, and do it with
delicious coffee that won’t bust your budget – or bust any cups. But, may I make a
suggestion at this point?”
“Sure.”
“I think I’d be doing you a much greater service if I could drop by at a time
convenient to you and analyze your needs in a bit more detail. That would give me an
opportunity to show you a couple of things about Catered Coffee International that are a
little difficult to describe over the phone. Does that sound reasonable?”
“How much time would it take?”
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“No more than 30 minutes. I could be out there later today, if you like, or perhaps
I could drop by tomorrow – whatever fits comfortably into your schedule.”
“All right, why don’t you come by at three o’clock tomorrow afternoon.”
There are several bedrock lessons here. One of them is to prime your prospects
with a mailing (or a couponed ad) before you call them. A second lesson is to project
respect, warmth and believability whenever you talk by phone, or face to face, with a
client or prospect. The third lesson is to always emphasize that you have called the
prospect for their benefit – and to help them fill their needs. If you lose sight of a
prospect’s self-interest, no form of selling will produce results. That’s why, in the model
script above, Alex Smith stressed the fact that her coffee service would deliver delicious,
affordable coffee without cup breakage. Alex saw that those were her prospect’s greatest
concerns.
SEVERAL TELEMARKETING TECHNIQUES
Call under the auspices of service to your clients. After somebody buys
something or a service is rendered, call to be sure everything went right.
Use a sales letter or e-mail to invite people to call you. Make them a great offer
through the mail. When they call in you’re getting a tailor-made opportunity to sell them.
A call to current clients can be equally successful. When you serve their needs,
show an interest and give information you have a good chance of getting another order.
“Mr. Connors, you haven’t bought for a long time and we want to be sure you’re not
unhappy with us or if your needs might have changed. We’ve come out with a brand new
chicken soup. We have a limited supply, but because you’ve been a good client, I want
to call and extend an offer that you may like.”
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WHEN THE PROSPECT CALLS YOU
After you stimulate enough interest to have a prospect call you, follow these
guidelines.
1.

Be an interested and knowledgeable person.

2.

Communicate to the prospect that you understand their needs and
problems.

3.

Let them know you have solutions for them.

4.

Create a mutually convenient appointment time (in person or by phone).
HOW TO RESPOND TO A WRITTEN
EXPRESSION OF INTEREST FROM YOUR PROSPECT

When you send out direct mail with response devices people are going to write or
E-mail you to let you know they have an interest in your product. They may also let you
know their problems, needs and objectives. Be prepared when you call them.
Review the response device they have returned and learn their objectives. Be
ready to sell them a specific product or service and be ready to answer any question they
have about this product. Make sure the product or service fits them best and not just your
commission or profit needs. Preparation will insure that you come across as a problemsolver or benefit-provider and not just a peddler.
When you call them, the phone conversation should go something like this:
“Hello, is Carol Jones in, please?”
“Yes, this is Carol.”
“Carol, this is Joe White, with Kingdom Carpeting. I’m calling you because I can
help you find, order, and install new carpets. You indicated that you were interested in
doing this. Am I calling at a good time?”
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“Yes, Joe. Thanks for calling.”
“Can you tell me a little bit about what you’re looking for, Carol? Then I can be
sure I understand your situation.”
“I’m an interior designer. I’m interested in buying several different types of
carpeting for the homes I’m working on.”
“I know I can help you find the carpeting you need. At this juncture it would be
helpful if we could explore your objectives and your business situation in more depth.
Would you be amenable to that?”
“I’m not sure, Joe. What do you mean?”
“It would be helpful to both of us to arrange a mutually convenient time when we
could sit down uninterrupted, without any cost or obligation to you, and explore in
greater detail your objectives and needs, and then determine how I can specifically help
you to achieve them. How does your schedule look for next week?”
“Tuesday is a possibility, Joe. How much time would you need?”
“Approximately 1½ hours. How about Tuesday morning at 8:30 at my office?
It’s located at 100 South Main Street, downtown.”
“Next Tuesday at 8:30 a.m. at your place of business would be fine.”
Let’s look at what is going on.
•

Carol wrote in with her objectives of what she needs for her business.

•

The caller established himself as someone who is genuinely interested in her
problems and her objectives.

•

His purpose was to get an appointment when they can mutually discuss her
carpet needs. To do that she has to feel that it will benefit her. You don’t sell
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her an appointment. You tell her what’s in it for her to arrange an
appointment and she will agree to meet with you.
TELEPHONE TIPS FOR FOLLOWING UP ON LEADS
1.

Follow up on leads promptly. Your goal is to call the prospect or client
the same day you receive the inquiry. When they write or call you their
interest is at its highest level. Then it becomes an increasing case of “out
of sight, out of mind.”

2.

The purpose for your call is to help the prospect get what they need. Make
that clear when you call.

3.

When prospects or clients define a goal, you must help find a solution –
even if that solution has little or nothing to do with you. If you don’t
provide them with a solution, your competition will.
TELEMARKETING EXAMPLES

I have a software company I work with in Tulsa, Oklahoma. They sell expensive
software – three thousand to ten thousand dollars on hire.
They send out mailings every month to their target audience. They follow them
up with telephone calls, just to make sure the people they mail got the letter, understood
how the software worked, where it offered them the best value and answered any
questions they have.
They hadn’t previously done telephone follow up. Before I met them, they would
send a letter. The letter would pull about three times the cost of the mailing and they
made a meager profit.
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The first year I got them to use telemarketing follow up, their sales jumped 900%.
That’s a nine times increase just by following up behind a letter with a phone call. They
found that there were dozens and dozens of people they called every month who had
received their letter, who were interested but never got around to buying or trying it out.
They made so much money the first year they closed down the company for two weeks
and took every one of their employees to Honolulu for a paid vacation. They were that
successful.
I have a client who sells drapes and blinds.
They sell forty million dollars worth of draperies.
They use telemarketing to follow up all the inquiries they generate. They get
hundreds of inquiries every week. Those prospects are sent a booklet that helps people
decorate their homes more effectively.
That booklet answers questions and shows them the multitude of different ways
they can use blinds and draperies to make their homes more attractive.
After the booklet is received, my client calls them on the phone. They answer
their questions, serve them in an advisory role, function as an interior decorator by
telephone and close 45% of the people they contact.
Of the approximately forty million dollars in sales they do each year, thirty
million would not happen if they didn’t add telephone follow up after they sent the
booklets out.
A car dealer that I worked with used telephone follow up to contact all his clients
who bought new cars but did not buy the extended warranty plan.
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He would call them two weeks later and tell them they were still eligible,
retroactively, if they wanted to add extended warranty to their sales package.
He found that 35% of the people they called took advantage of the warranty offer.
It added enormous profit to each of those transactions.
A cosmetologist had a very successful specialty practice for affluent clients. She
called referrals all over her state and had women flocking in to see her from as far away
as three hundred miles. Simply because she called them at the request of her existing
clients.
She would talk to them and ask questions about how they viewed their
appearance, what kind of cosmetic questions and problems they had and she would offer
them advice that they could perform themselves but she offered to work with them, one
time free, if they wanted to come to her salon.
Hundreds of people from miles away drove to her salon because she was such an
engaging and authoritative consultant over the telephone.
You can use telemarketing to find out why people don’t buy from you and to
convert them.
I worked with a chain of expensive leather furniture stores around the country.
They found that three quarters of the people who came into their showrooms did not buy
initially.
Why?
Because they sold custom furniture. It’s expensive furniture. It’s large furniture.
It’s extremely dramatic furniture. You just don’t look at it and say I’ll take it. You look
at it. You go back. You think about it. You measure. You look at it again.
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They were spending a fortune to bring prospects into their showrooms, who did
not convert. They installed a telephone follow up system so that their prospects weren’t
called just one time. Rather, they called five times over a six-week period. Never trying
to sell them. Always trying to advise them. Always trying to help them. Always trying
to answer questions and give them the best reason professional advice possible.
The result, they added three hundred and fifty thousand dollars a month, not a
year, but a month to the bottom line of that business. Just by helping their prospects
make their ultimate decisions more intelligently.
I have another client who uses telemarketing to offer his higher level clients, the
ones who buy the most often, preferential values on products and services he doesn’t
normally offer, sell or stock in his stores.
By calling people and pre-booking sales, he can make much greater profits
because he never has to stock any items. He only purchases products after a client has
pre-authorized him to do so over the telephone.
So, he doesn’t have to put anything in inventory and worry about it not selling.
Another client, an executive for a major advertising agency wanted to talk with
the CEO of a company about to look for a new agency. My client wanted his agency to
be in the running, but he was having trouble getting in touch with the CEO in question.
Our solution was to have the agency buy a cellular phone with hundreds of airtime
minutes prepaid. (A couple of hundred dollars.) The phone was then delivered by
messenger to the CEO. The messenger immediately called the agency to confirm the
delivery. My client then dialed the cell phone number. The CEO answered and the
advertising executive got a valuable five minute conversation with him. At this writing,
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only three advertising agencies are in the final review for the account and my client’s
agency is one of them.
A telephone conversation with a prospect or client is the closest you can get to a
one-on-one, in person meeting. And using the telephone can cost a tiny fraction of
actually travelling to that in person meeting, both in time and money. Never
underestimate the massive value of that small plastic gadget on your desk. When used
properly, it’s one of your greatest business allies.

ACTION STEPS
Today no one approach or strategy can do it all for you. It takes a
combined, integrated, systematic approach. Telemarketing is powerful. It’s
rapidly approaching direct-mail as the biggest single direct response marketing
method in use. But with the advent of voice mail and the internet and so many
home-based knowledge workers being almost inaccessible, you have to respect
telemarketing for what it is and accept it for what it cannot do.
Not everyone will take your call. Nor will everyone who does talk to you
enthusiastically embrace what you’re calling about. But properly employed
telemarketing is still your most valuable and effective tool for getting more people
to respond to your letters and catalogs. And to be receptive to your live visits and
presentations.
So make a list. Start with every situation where a telemarketing call ahead
or after a specific selling or communication process would be impactful. Try out
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your theory by calling 5 or 10 or 50 people and see what their response is. Don’t
get concerned if you’ve never tried it before. If your interest is honorable, your
motives good, your message and information holds true value for the recipient, it’d
be shameful not to call with the information.
Give it a try. You’ll be pleasantly surprised by how many people
enthusiastically take your call and positively respond to your position.
For those people who aren’t in, or who don’t take your call, don’t get
frustrated, disappointed or mad. Know that people are very busy. They are
prevailed upon more in a day than they used to be in a week. Their time and
attention is precious.
Remember, as with every other form of persuasion-based communication
you use: the focus must always be on “them” not you. Always find the key
benefit, opportunity or advantage that’s in it for them. Make that the prime reason
for talking to them. Use that guidepost when stating your reason for calling to
anyone who screens calls for the person you’re trying to contact. If you can’t talk
to them for whatever reason, leave a compelling message that holds value, appeal
and desire for them.
Don’t be afraid to follow up within a reasonable time. It’s not offensive if
you have something important to talk about. Just make sure you’re respectful and
mindful of people’s attention span (short), time limits (many), and access (limited).
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

BIG PROFITS.COM

The Internet offers massive profit potential. But it is an area of business
that is still finding its legs. Speed of light change is the norm on the Internet.
In this chapter you will learn that the solid strategies that succeed in the
physical world also will prove successful in the Internet world. But there are
differences between these two worlds.

Many businesses haven’t taken full advantage of the tremendous Internet
opportunities because they’re intimidated by the technology. Others haven’t succeeded
because they became overly seduced by the technology.
The single most important fact for you to learn about selling on the Internet is
this: the key to success on the Internet has almost nothing to do with the technology.
The most important fact to recognize is that the Internet is nothing more or less than a
powerful, but different form of communication and marketing vehicle.
What this means is that the same proven, strategic, business-building principles
which I have helped you learn in this book will work with the same power and force to
build the Internet side of your business.
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The second fact that you must realize is that the Internet is still in its infancy and
growing at breakneck speed. Everything about the Internet is changing so fast that valid
assumptions you make today can be incorrect and outdated in a heartbeat.
What will work are the strategies and principles in this book. There are unique
aspects to the Internet, but the keys to successful marketing, selling and relationshipbuilding are the same whether they exist in the physical world or on the Internet.
WHO CAN PROFIT ON THE INTERNET?
Companies of all sizes are becoming very profitable selling almost every kind of
product or service on the Internet:

cars, books, gourmet food, consulting services,

flowers, legal advice, sports equipment, cosmetics, software, real estate, airline tickets,
hotel reservations, etc.
Many successful companies are not just Internet-only businesses.

Many

businesses have created an additional revenue source through the Internet.
Some “experts” say that to be successful on the Internet you need a product that
serves a global marketplace. However, many local businesses are using the Internet very
effectively. So, if you’re a local business (and want to remain local), the Internet can still
be a great tool for growing your business.
You will hear two conflicting opinions about the Internet. Some people will tell
you “no one is making money on the Internet.” Others will tell you, “You’ll get rich
quick on the Internet.” As with so many things in life, the truth lies somewhere in
between.
A recent study reported that 31% of all commercial web sites stated that their site
is “profitable from sales at this time.” 10% of the commercial web sites are “high
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volume” producers, meaning their monthly income is $10,000 or more. Top web sites
earn more than $1,000,000 per month. This 31% current profitable web sites could be
raised just as any business venture could by applying the strategies and methods I have
detailed in this book.
YOUR INTERNET BUSINESS AND MARKETING PLAN
Put simply, to be successful on the Internet, you need a plan. And in the case of
an Internet plan, less is more. The Internet is changing so fast that your business and
marketing plan must be brief and flexible to allow you to adapt quickly to new
information and changing rules. Your plan must be easy to modify and adapt – or it won’t
work.
You need a business and marketing plan that provides brief answers to key
business, strategy, marketing, management and innovation questions for your Internet
effort to be successful. This approach allows you to take advantage of the “80-20 Rule”:
You gain at least 80% of the benefits of business planning with about 20% of the effort.
The vast majority of business plans are too complex to be useful for most people
as real working tools to achieve Internet success. Most businesses either do no planning
at all or they simply create plans which are never followed, monitored or measured.
They aren’t used on a day-to-day basis by company leaders as working plans to achieve
maximum success.
Many successful businesses were planned with short business plans. Intel’s first
business plan was only one page. And Sun Microsystems’ was just three pages.
I’ve seen many business plans that were extremely precise with huge spreadsheets
based on impressive demographic data. But they were missing critically important key
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assumptions. Don’t waste time, effort and expense to develop a complex Internet plan
that just sits on your bookshelf or a plan that’s not flexible.
HOW THE INFORMATION SUPER HIGHWAY
CAN WORK FOR YOU
The Internet is not like a real highway where people cruise by and see a
“billboard” on the way. It just doesn’t work that way. People won’t pass your web site
on the way to where they’re going.
A better analogy is that a web site is like an address in the middle of the desert
with no roads. You have to build roads. Then, you have to get people onto those roads.
Like any business in the physical world you have to work to get prospects and clients to
do business with you.
INTERNET MALLS
One of the options to getting prospects and clients to your web site is the Internet
mall. You should, however, weigh the strengths and weaknesses of the Internet mall
before committing to one. Prime location on the Internet is very different than prime real
estate in the physical world.
At a typical real world mall, you often walk by the small shops on your way to
Nordstrom’s or Sears. As you stroll by, you might see a new book by your favorite
author in the window of Waldenbooks, or a great new kitchen gadget in Williams
Sonoma’s window. So, you might well go into these stores and make a purchase.
However, on the Internet mall, you don’t “walk by” other shops. Many mall
owners maintain that you’ll get a lot of visitors to your web site because you’re part of
their mall. In reality, it’s just as easy to get buried in a mall as elsewhere.
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Frequently some Internet malls don’t allow you to make changes when you want
without additional fees for every alteration.
Before you locate your web site in a mall, call or e-mail at least ten current web
businesses in that mall and ask them about their experiences and results.
SEARCH ENGINES
Another way to generate traffic to your web site is to use the Internet “search
engines.”
Since there are well over a million web sites, perhaps the most important tools for
helping people find what they are looking for are the directories and search engines.
These directories and search engines provide free listings to web site owners.
Say you want to know how to get more publicity for your business. You go to
one of the top search engines and you type in the key word “publicity.”
You’ll get back a message that says the search engine found 98,730 pages
containing the world “publicity.” These search engines list web sites in groups of ten,
and the first ten come up when you complete the search.
Viewing all 98,730 pages isn’t an option. You’ll look at the top few sites to find
what you want. And that’s what your clients will do as well.
So, the key to success is to be listed in the first or second group of web sites when
your prospective clients type in the keywords describing your product or service. If a
prospect is interested in your kind of product or service, you want them to find you first,
not your competitors.
Search engines are very important for generating web site traffic. In fact, a study
on the importance of search engine listings to generate web site traffic by NetGambit
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shows that nearly 48% of web site owners polled depend on search engine listings for the
majority of their traffic. And over 70% of all web sites generate at least 20% of their
traffic from search engine listings.
How do you get your web pages listed at the top of the search engine lists?
I suggest you do not use an automated service to list your site with the search
engines. Many companies offer to submit your web site to 100 to 300 search engines for
a fee. But since each search engine is different (and uses different criteria to select which
sites to list at the top), you could wind up listed near the bottom of the list if you use
these services. That’s not where you want to be.
Don’t try to “trick” the search engines. Many so-called “experts” promise secrets
that supposedly will get you top listings. But, their secrets usually involve trying to trick
the search engines (for example, by repeating keywords over and over again).
However, these techniques are actually quite dangerous. Every major search
engine currently has a penalty for trying to trick it. Some search engines will simply
ignore your page and not list you at all. Others may ban your web site forever. It’s not
worth the risk.
Devote your time to gaining great placement with the top 5-10 search engines.
90% of all searches are done through these top level search engines. The hundreds of
other search engines just aren’t used enough to be worth the effort.
What are some of the top search engines?

They currently are:

Alta Vista

(altavista.digital.com), Excite (www.excite.com), InfoSeek (www.infoseek.com),
Lycos

(www.lycos.com),

WebCrawler

(www.yahoo.com)
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(www.webcrawler.com),

and

Yahoo!

Focus on how your prospective clients will search for a company that offers the
products or services you offer. Come up with at least 50 keywords and phrases for your
web site. Look at the keywords your competitors use on their web sites for ideas.
Always use the plural of words (such as “cars” rather than “car”). Otherwise if
someone searches for “cars,” and you’ve used “car,” they won’t find your site.
Include your most important keywords in your page title and in the first few
paragraphs of your web pages.
Write great page titles for each separate section of your web site. All of the
search engines pay a lot of attention to page titles, so the words you use in it are very
important. Think of your page title as a headline.
Failure to put your most important keywords in your page titles is probably the
main reason people get poor results from the search engines.
Keep it simple. Avoid using large graphics at the top of your web pages. The
search engines can’t read them, so you’ll reduce your position with the top search
engines.
Using the same strategy of looking to other businesses and industries to find
innovations for your business is equally effective when dealing with the Internet. Do a
search on each of your major keywords. Observe and visit each of the top ten sites.
What text is used in the title? Do you see your keyword on the page? Do you see other
good keywords that might apply to your product or service?
THE WORLD’S CHEAPEST PRINTING PRESS
Think of the Internet as the world’s cheapest printing press.
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It allows your company to deliver your message to the world, 24 hours a day, but
without the bill. And to as many people in the world as you want – hundreds, thousands,
tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands, possibly even millions.
And there are almost no limits to what you can “publish.” For example, in
addition to documents with text and graphics, you can also publish audio (such as radio
interviews or music), photographs, software, video, other computer files, etc.
Further, you can make changes to the documents you publish as frequently as you
want or need. That lets these become dynamic, continuously more innovative, growing,
almost living documents. And these changes will cost you almost nothing to make.
That means you won’t have to throw away boxes of your catalogs simply because
you want to change your prices or add a few more items when you publish it on the web.
(Imagine making changes to your 10,000 page catalog every day, virtually for free. On
the web, you can.)
Or, if you have technical documents and the specs change, it’s effortless to make
the adjustments and tell your clients around the world about them in just seconds – Free.
Use the Internet to publish and give away useful samples or bonus items. Many
successful web sites employ this strategy.
You can give away free samples as an incentive to add to your client list and
capture the name, address, city, state, zip code, country, phone number and/or e-mail
address of your prospect.
One client gets at least 100 people to fill out a simple form and ask for one of the
special reports each day. They get 100 new highly qualified sales leads a day – and it
cost them almost nothing.
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80% of the companies on the web don’t do this. And this is one of the biggest
ways to turn the Internet from entertainment to a selling mechanism.
CREATING A VIRTUAL COMMUNITY
Let’s take this concept of the world’s cheapest printing press to another
dimension, and really use the power of the Internet: In addition to simply providing
information to your visitors, the Internet allows you to interact with them. It allows your
visitors to help share the experience. In other words, you can use the Internet to create a
virtual community.
And, this is exactly what most successful web sites do.
Here’s an example: ONSALE is a very successful online auction company.
ONSALE’s auctions have become almost a ritual, partly bargain hunting and partly
entertainment. In other words, ONSALE has created a virtual community. And this
strategy has worked well for the company. ONSALE went public just a few years ago
and announced record revenues of $12.3 million for its first quarter as a public company.
Creating a virtual community doesn’t have to be difficult. Simply make your web
site interactive. Here’s how::
•

Let your visitors contribute to your web site.

For example, they can

contribute articles, reviews, stories, paintings, ideas, and other kinds of
content.
•

Create an editorial page, and invite visitors to contribute their viewpoints.

•

Create a web page where visitors can ask questions. You can answer some of
the questions, but let others answer questions too.
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•

Ask your visitors for suggestions about how your web site should grow – and
implement the best ideas.

•

Create a regular poll or survey. Post the most interesting comments about the
topic.

•

Sponsor interesting contests.

•

Allow visitors to share their success stories about how your products or
service benefits them.

•

Solicit experts in your field to come to your web site and provide an article,
set of tips, interview, etc.

It’s your web site. You have total control over what you include or don’t include.
USE LASER-FOCUSED, TARGET MARKETING ON THE INTERNET
You can find people in just about any target market on the Internet. And in most
cases, they’ve already identified themselves for you based on their demographic
information or other interests, so you can target them very precisely and at almost no
cost.
In fact, there are over 100,000 special interest discussion groups you can join for
free to find people who are your best prospective clients.
There are tens of thousands of additional specialized electronic newsletters (ezines) which target people of almost every imaginable interest. These e-zines provide
great sources for submitting articles, information, and even ads to get your message to
people in your target market.
Here’s a very under-utilized strategy: publish your own e-zine.
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Let’s consider one web technique that takes advantage of being able to precisely
target your audience. Say you market your products or services to three very specific,
different niche markets. You can create three special web sites – one for each of your
markets. Each site can target its market precisely and provide specialized content, all at
very little additional cost. And, you can easily promote your sites to only people in those
specific target markets.
The result? You’ll enjoy exponentially greater success than if you target all three
markets with one generic web site.
95% of all web sites use the company or product name or logo as the headline, or
they say… “Welcome to the home page of XYZ.”
Wrong. Product and company names are not headlines.
They don’t provide any benefits to your visitors. This is a big mistake.
When someone visits your web site, you only have a few seconds to get them
engaged, so they’ll stay and explore. It’s important to use a compelling headline to make
the most of that time.
A powerful headline can dramatically improve the results of a web site. A
headline is responsible for 90% of the success of a space ad or direct mail letter.
Although I don’t know of any comprehensive research on headlines on the web, I have
personally seen that using an effective headline, rather than a company name, can
increase sales by over 500%. But my guess is that the leverage we impact could be as
high as 21 times (2100%) which is what I’ve found in every other mode of marketing
I’ve tested.
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That’s incredible leverage, especially since there’s virtually no cost to making
these changes.
In fact, the absence of decent headlines on the web is shocking to me, since other
successful marketers have known for more than half a century how important it is to use
powerful headlines. I’ve seen many experienced, smart marketers in other media go
“brain dead” when it comes to marketing on the web. They don’t seem to translate their
physical world success strategies to the Internet. They seem to forget every marketing
principle that has made their own business successful. I don’t want this to happen to you.
Re-read the chapters in this book with a view towards applying these money multipliers
to your Internet activities.
An Internet web site is the perfect vehicle to test your offers, prices, headlines and
more. The Internet, like every other aspect of your business or career, is a place where
you can realize maximum results if you test.
If you currently have a web site with your business or product name as your
headline (or your headline is “Welcome to the home page of XYZ”), try this…
Take what you currently have as your headline and turn it into a subhead,
meaning put it below the replacement headline. Then, develop a compelling, powerful
main or first headline that targets your market and provides a statement of the specific
benefit to your visitors for visiting. Think about why they should stay and explore your
web site and “what’s in it for them?” Do this for just a week or two. I bet you’ll find
better headlines that produce better results.
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GO GLOBAL, WITHOUT LEAVING HOME
The Internet offers the first easy and truly cost-effective way for small and
medium-sized businesses to market their products and services successfully to global
markets. In fact, there is no additional cost whatsoever to reach international (Englishspeaking) prospects. You can automatically “publish to the world” through your web
site.
One true Internet opportunity that almost everyone leaves untapped is translating
your web site into other languages. People in other countries are hungry for good
information, products and services that are presented in their own languages.
One of the larger retailers on the Web, Cyberian Outpost, increased their sales by
$1.3 million by translating their web site into 10 different languages. With sales now
approaching $2 million per month, over 65% of their sales now come from international
clients.
If you do choose to translate your web site into other languages, you’ll be
pleasantly surprised at how modest the fee is to do this (and sometimes you can even get
it done for free).
How do you decide what language to translate your web site into first? You can
easily check the listing of visitors to your web site and determine what countries they
come from. Although your web site is still only in English, you might have visitors (and
subscribers) from all over the world. Translate your web site into the language of the
countries where you have the highest number of visitors. Later you can expand that list.
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A LITTLE TIME, A LOT OF PROFIT
Investing a little time to learn how to best use, then maximize the business
building benefits of e-mail and the web can provide handsome benefits for your business
for years to come. No matter how small or large your business is, you’ll easily save at
least $5,000 to $50,000 a year in reduced FedEx, fax, telephone, postage and printing
costs… just by using e-mail.
And with e-mail and the web, you’ll be able to provide your clients with more
immediate answers to their questions, thereby increasing their satisfaction. And your
web site will give your clients 24 hour a day access to your company, 365 days a year.
In spite of all the myths and hype, the Internet does offer tremendous future
opportunities, benefits and advantages to anyone who has a quality product, service,
company, or business idea… as long as you’re willing to invest some enjoyable time to
learn today’s changing Internet culture and the most effective strategies for sustaining
Internet success.
INTERNET SUCCESSES
Jason Olim wanted to solve a problem. He was was frustrated by the skimpy
selection of jazz music he found in local music stores. So, he and his brother, Matthew,
started an Internet-based business which offers every jazz album made in the U.S., as
well as 20,000 imports.
Their company, CDNow, is growing at 300% a year. They do this with no
inventory – but they do have access to $80 million worth of product. They have revenues
of about $20,000 a day, and an 18% operating margin.
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One company generates leads for local businesses worth $2.8 billion in sales…
this was in its second year of business.
This company, which only started up a few years ago, generates sales leads on the
Internet as a service for local businesses.. and charges a fee for each lead.
There is no charge to the consumer. Revenue is generated entirely from the fees
paid by its network of over 1,500 local businesses in the United States and Canada. The
company says that these local businesses have sold over $2.8 billion of products based on
its referrals in 1996… all traced back to the Internet.
Tom and David Gardner have created a huge success with The Motley Fool, a
Web site designed as an online forum for individual investors. Most of their revenue
comes from selling online advertising.
A very profitable Fortune 500 company is using a private version of Internet
software and hardware to create its own exclusive “secret marketing site” for its key, high
level clients. The company expects to do $1 billion in sales from this Internet site in its
second year.
One creative fellow decided to charge just $1 a year to send out a limerick each
day to his subscribers. He quickly had 150,000 people sending him $1 each. It’s been
said that he now spends his days on the beach composing his daily limerick – while
earning a six-figure income!
This business model wouldn’t work without e-mail.

He couldn’t send daily

postcards with a limerick for $1 a year per person – he’d lose almost $100 per person on
postage alone. However, you can send out a hundred fifty thousand e-mails almost as
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easily and cost-effectively as sending out one e-mail. So almost all of his revenue goes to
his bottom line.
A 45-year-old company in Southwest Michigan has created an online division
which sells large items on the web: mattresses, entertainment centers, living room and
dining room sets, and sleeper sofas, to name just a few – and they are very successful.
They offer name-brand furniture at good prices with free financing and free
delivery. Since they don’t have to pay commissions, massive warehouse fees, or sales
staff wages, they’ve developed a model that works.
Keep in mind, many companies are not just Internet-only businesses.

A

surprisingly large number are tangible businesses that used to do all their selling and
marketing activities in the physical world now gain a significant share of their revenues,
and an even larger percent of their profits, from the Internet.

ACTION STEPS
I suggest just two action steps.
First, research the Internet world deeply before you invest your money,
time or reputation on a web site.
Second, review all the strategies I’ve presented in this book and focus on
how each one will produce greater results when applied to doing business on the
Internet.
Remember, the Internet is nothing more or less than a powerful but
different form of communication and marketing vehicle.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

MANHATTAN FOR $29 WORTH OF BEADS

Trading your products or services for things your business needs or wants
is called “Business Barter.” Barter gives you the amazing ability to vastly increase
your purchasing power – sometimes by as much as 5-10 times over. Done right,
barter also gives you the effect of having almost unlimited capital. It’s like
having a blank check to fill in. It allows you to acquire products and services
now, but pay for them much later. And the longer you take to pay, the less it ends
up costing you. You can make barter a major factor in your business growth
strategy.
In this chapter you will learn how to use the concept of barter to greatly
leverage your buying power and create an important new profit center.

Barter represents probably the most enjoyable, stimulating, lucrative and
rewarding business opportunity available.
Barter is not giving a country doctor a few chickens for setting your broken arm.
I’m talking about simple to very sophisticated forms of leverage barter. You don’t have
to use cash to get what you want or need. You can turn your product or service into
increased buying power and create the most lucrative profit center of all.
You can barter on a small scale…
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Charles Dickens didn’t sell the first story he wrote for money. He bartered it for a
bag of marbles. Toulouse Lautrec would trade his paintings for food and rent.
Or you can barter from small to large…
The owner of a small radio station in Florida was having difficulty making
payroll. So he traded advertising to a local hardware store for 1,400 electric can openers,
which he easily “cash converted” (sold) over the air to generate enough income to save
the station.
Sensing he was on to a good thing, he began trading for goods and services, then
auctioning them over the radio the listening audience. Within 60 days the small station
was in the black. The “seller-on-the-air” concept was further tested on the local cable
television channel. When this also proved successful, investors backed the concept into a
satellite uplink and went national. The company’s sales now exceed more than $1 billion
a year. And it all started with 1,400 can openers. By the way, the company is now called
“The Home Shopping Network.”
Barter allows you to do things that you couldn’t do otherwise – things you
couldn’t normally accomplish if you’re short on cash or if you don’t have unlimited
buying power.
When you barter, you create purchasing power almost at will. You can, quite
literally, write your own credit line (or barter scrip) to unlimited amounts. You can buy
goods and services at far better discounts and on far more advantageous terms than you
ever could with cash.
What businesses or services make good barter candidates? Understand this,
whatever business or profession you’re in, you have the capacity to generate finished
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goods or services that cost you less than their market value. If you’re a plastic surgeon
and you do face lifts, a face lift may have a market value of $4,000 but may actually cost
you $400 in real, hard incremental costs. If you are a manufacturer of sofas, a sofa may
sell for $5,000, but cost only $500. If you have margin, you have built-in profit.
Or let’s say you go to a radio or TV station and you want to trade. But they don’t
want your product or service. Well that doesn’t mean that you can’t trade. What it means
is that you might have to do what is usually called “triangulation.”
That means you go to a third party who has some goods or services that the radio
station and television station wants to trade for. And, you trade with them for your
product or service.
And, there’s no law that says you have to trade equally. Depending upon the
perceived value and the margins you operate with, you might trade higher or lower.
For example: Car dealers trade automobiles that have lower margins but higher
desirability. They may trade a $20,000 automobile, and they may go to a radio station or
a television station and get two or three times that face value in advertising. Why?
Because the station, if it wanted a car, would have to lay out $18,000 for the $20,000 car.
It’s easy to trade hard goods, televisions, furniture and other things that people want very
badly in exchange for higher multiples of soft goods, advertising, services and so on.
I’ve seen people trade for the maintenance of their homes, their offices, painting,
signage, advertising, automobiles, trips, training – you name it. (The only precaution is
to do it appropriately from a tax stand-point – and that’s something you should discuss
with your accountant. Barter deals do have tax implications, but they aren’t an
impediment in most cases.)
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Don’t rule out barter simply because you’re in a profession and not a hard
industrial product business. Look what a lawyer, advertising executive or CPA might do,
for example: Trade legal services, advertising/marketing plans or tax preparation for
office equipment, medical services or virtually anything you need or want.
Virtually anyone can get into bartering and the rewards can be significant.
THE APPEAL OF BARTER
By engaging in barter activities to acquire goods and services, you can:
1.

Enjoy up to 80% cash savings on all your purchases.

2.

Acquire needed items with money you’ve already spent.

3.

Finance major purchases interest-free for years, and get the purchaser to
carry the paper at a discount.
YOUR BARTER LEVERAGE POSITION

Suppose you own a company that manufactures or sells a product. As long as
there is an established market for your product, you’ve got the basis for building a
profitable barter opportunity.
Perhaps you run a mill that makes carpet, or a plant that manufactures furniture
and accessories. The items you create in your factories cost you a fraction of the retail
price.
So, make up a list of all the goods or services you need or want for both your
business and your home. You may need new office equipment: computers, dictation
equipment, or new heating units for your office. Once you’ve determined exactly what
you need you’re ready to begin bartering – and profiting.
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ONE TO ONE BARTER
Start by going to the most direct and logical prospects first, propose a direct
exchange of your goods or services for theirs.
Let’s say you’re trying to get office furniture and your business is air-conditioning
sales and service. Go through the phone book and call every retailer of the furniture you
seek, introduce yourself and your business. Tell the owner of the furniture store that you
need nearly $8,000, (or any amount) worth of furniture to decorate your home. Tell him
you’d like to trade an equal dollar amount of air-conditioning equipment and service for
the amount of furniture you need.
Be sure to stress that you seek to trade for retail value and not necessarily the
discounted price that the furniture dealer may be selling the furniture for. Dealing on a
retail or suggested retail basis is an excellent way to effect most trades. Why? The
reason is very simple – markup. Most retailers have a minimum of 100%, and oftentimes
up to 300%, at full suggested retail value.
Unfortunately for them, our ultra-competitive society usually prohibits ever
achieving such lavish profit margins, and the furniture store owner must content himself
by earning a still-respectable 35%, 40%, or 50% markup. But when you come to him
offering to trade $8,000 worth of air-conditioning equipment for an equal dollar value of
retail furniture, at full list price, the dealer immediately sees the opportunity of making
that 300% markup on the transaction.
Whether he needs the air-conditioning items or services right now really doesn’t
matter, as long as he is persuaded that he will be able to use these items or services in the
near future.
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NO EXPIRATION DATE
Herein lies a very important secret to exchange transactions. Whenever you
require something right now, and the person or company you are trying to trade with
doesn’t need or want to avail themselves of your firm’s goods or services right away,
don’t let the deal slip away. Offer the prospective trader this option: Tell him he can
have unlimited time to take your goods or services and that he may assign the credit you
are offering him to anyone else he may designate.
Now you have created rational and persuasive reasons for him to exchange with
you. If he knows he uses approximately $2,000 worth of air-conditioning services a year,
if he understands he can “buy” these services for you at 35 cents on the dollar, and if he
realizes he can pay for this air-conditioning with dollars he’s already tied up in slowmoving furniture, he comes out smelling like a rose.
An astute business person would jump at that chance. Any person who would
normally take the 2% early payment discount on an invoice should jump at the chance to
pick up a 66% discount just for entering into a trade with you. Point these things out if he
still resists the idea of barter.
If he is receptive to the prospect of trading, and concedes he will need the services
you are offering in the near future, but claims his money is all tied up in the inventory he
needs to sell, suggest two things: Perhaps he knows someone who needs $8,000 worth of
air-conditioning services that he can sell for $4,000 or more. He could get almost 100%
profit and needed cash.
The creative possibilities of such an approach are virtually limitless. Here are
some ground rules you should always follow:
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1.

Insist on assignability for any item or service you ever receive a credit for.

2.

Never try to trade your goods or services at anything less than retail value.
Remember, the higher the valuation you place on the goods or services
you trade, the greater the buying advantage.
THE FINE ART OF TRIANGULATION

Perhaps the single most valuable technique for the creative barterer to master is
the fine art of triangulation. By becoming proficient at triangulation, the astute
practitioner can make up to 50 percent more barter deals and achieve net profits that my
exceed 200 percent of the traditional yields that basic trade deals produce. Triangulation
is the use of three separate transactions (or more) to achieve your ultimate barter
objective. And while it may seem complex in theory, it is really very simple in practice.
Like many other barter practices, triangulation is simple. Triangulation becomes
invaluable – and essential – whenever you cannot achieve your primary barter objective
through the conventional two-party trade situation. In other words, whenever you cannot
convince a barter prospect to accept your goods or services directly for his goods or
services, triangulation becomes the device to save the deal.
Suppose you own a restaurant that sells food and beverages that have an average
gross markup of 500 percent over your out-of-pocket costs. And you’d like to trade food
and beverage credits for a new car. Simple enough, until you approach the local car
dealer, who has absolutely no need whatsoever for $10,000 worth of your food and
beverage credits. He may laugh you out of his showroom. Then what do you do? You
probably will approach more car dealers who will probably also turn you down.
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Stop for a moment and analyze the car dealer’s profit-or-loss perspective. What
goods or services can make or save the dealer more money? How about – advertising.
Most dealers spend between $5,000 and $10,000 a month just on radio, TV, and
newspaper. How can you use advertising to help you trade credits at your restaurant for a
new car? Why, through triangulation, of course.
Approach all of the prominent radio and television stations in your market, plus
the local newspapers. Offer to provide them with restaurant credits they can use to “wine
and dine” their better clients in exchange for advertising credits, which you have the right
to assign. And because we know most car dealers don’t begin to have the same margin
spreads as restaurants, in order to make the “triangulated trade” work, you must acquire
at least twice as much advertising credit to offer the dealer.
So you trade $20,000 worth of restaurant credits to be used as the station sees fit –
with no expiration date – with the provision that you can assign your newly acquired
credits at any time. As long as your restaurant has a solid reputation, chances are very
good that the station will go for that trade. Then, with $20,000 worth of advertising in
hand, you go back to the car dealer. But now you have a different barter proposition: in
essence, you offer to trade him advertising time in exchange for the car, but at the dollar
rate of $1.75-to-$1 in his favor.
You are giving the dealer $17,500 worth of advertising for a car with a retail
sticker price of $10,000. (Why not the full $20,000? I’ll get to that in a moment.)
You’re offering the car dealer something he can definitely use – at a better discount than
he can get. Chances are, he’ll accept your deal. Why shouldn’t he? You’re giving him
$17,500 worth of advertising credit – something he would have to normally pay real cash
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for – in return for a $10,000 automobile that probably cost him no more than $7,500 max.
The car dealer, who normally makes less than 10 percent on an all-cash new car sale,
increases his profit by 233 percent.
You traded $20,000 worth of restaurant credits (which, at most, cost you one-fifth
that amount or $4,000) for a car, right? You bought your car for 40 percent of retail – an
unprecedented savings of 60 percent off the sticker price.
That’s only the beginning; chances are good you won’t have to pay off on the
restaurant food and beverage credits for a long time. In essence, the radio station,
television station, or newspaper winds up “financing” your $4,000 purchase price for
months or years – at no interest to you. If it’s beginning to sound unbelievable, wait. It
doesn’t stop there. Since your prices are bound to rise over the next few years, by the
time the stations or publishers start to use all of their credits, the purchasing power has
been discounted. The longer the station or publisher waits to use up their credits, the less
it will cost you. By putting a three-year expiration date (or no expiration date at all) on
the restaurant credits you provide, you may have actually discounted your already
drastically discounted purchase price of the automobile by another 10 or 15 or 25 percent
– or another $1,000. Now that brand-new $10,000 automobile has cost you as little as
$3,000 in “hard” dollars – and it’s being financed, interest-free, for three years.
OTHER FREE STUFF
Remember that you originally traded for $20,000 in advertising, but you only
used $17,500. What happens to the remaining $2,500? You could go to other merchants
and sell them the advertising credit at 65 cents on the dollar (a 35 percent savings over
what they could buy it for direct), and get $1,625 in cash. That would be enough to pay
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all the licensing and taxes on that new car, the first year’s insurance premium, and a full
tank of gas. Or, you can use the advertising yourself.
I use restaurants, advertising, and cars only as an illustration. In truth, almost any
conceivable combination of goods-for-services, services-for-goods, or any other variable
can be used in triangulation to achieve your objective. Always identify the real personal
profit hot button of the person who controls the goods or services you want and then
satisfy those needs that push the right hot button.
DON’T STOP THINKING
Controlling the goods can many times be just as satisfying as owning the goods.
If the car dealer won’t trade outright for the actual “ownership” of the new car, how
about the use of the car for two years. Or a new demonstrator every two or three months
for two years? Or… well, I think you’re beginning to get the idea.
And one final thought: what if you have neither the restaurant credits nor a new
car to offer to trade? You could become the broker for such a series of triangulated
transactions – receiving a 10 or 20 percent commission from each of the parties for your
efforts.
BECOME A MIDDLEMAN
Let’s explore an even more fascinating opportunity that’s seemingly hidden to
most people. But which almost any of you can readily capitalize on for incredible profit.
You’ve heard of infinite leveraging. Well, here’s how to do it with barter. The trick is to
use other people’s money. In essence, you learn to control other people’s goods or
services without ever having to own or invest in anything. First, approach a number of
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people in varied businesses or professions and ask them if they’d be willing to trade their
goods or services for other goods or services they want or need.
Tell them you’ll put the deal together for them for either a commission of 30
percent of face value, payable in credits, or for a 15 percent cash commission. Nine out
of ten will opt for 30 percent in credits. Next, get a written assignment of a specific
credit amount that they will trade for an equal value of acceptable merchandise,
stipulating the aforementioned commission arrangement. Once you’ve contacted a
couple of dozen businesses, you’re ready to trade.
Now, approach various businessmen, and tell them that you control a specified
dollar amount of such and such an item, which you’d like to trade for an equal dollar
volume of their items. Tell them that if they’re interested in making such a trade, you’ll
do it for a commission equal to 30 percent of the face value in credits, or 15 percent in
cash. Without going through all the rest of the steps, it’s pretty easy to see that you can
end up making 60 percent of the entire transaction without investing a cent. Nor would
you have any contingent liability to provide any goods or services. You’d merely pick up
your goods and services and walk away to the next deal. Always remember to pick up
your credits immediately, and always stipulate that said credits are totally assignable to
whomever you may designate. There are many more creative variations.
You can trade one item for another at an unequal retail dollar equivalent, if one
item is more appealing than another. You persuade the owner of the less desirable
product to exchange with your client on a 1-1½ or 2-1 retail-to-retail multiple. You could
end up with credits above one-to-one – plus the commission. At the very worst, you’d
double your commission from one side. Picking up $900 in commissions on what started
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out essentially to be a $1,000 face transaction, without putting up the first investment or
equity dollar, is pretty astonishing. But nevertheless, it’s attainable day-in and day-out.
There are many ways you or your company can profit substantially using barter.
You can do it for and through any business you own or control. You can do it outside
any business as a middleman or dealmaker. You can do it for any business for huge fees
or for massive shares of the barter spoils.
Here are some of the different ways people have used barter to profit:
SAVING CASH ON CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Say you’re buying a computer. After you’ve negotiated the lowest price possible,
you agree to the price if the seller will take a portion of that negotiated price in your
product or services. Ideally, 25 to 50 percent. What will that accomplish? It just
lowered the true cost of that computer to you by up to one-third, and gave you dating on
the barter portion of the purchase, while allowing you to pay it later, interest free. If you
become really good at trading, you can probably get a higher percent trade – up to 100
percent. You could even trade a lesser dollar value of your more desirable goods or
services for a larger dollar value of computer – and your cash savings could be 70 percent
or more.
BARTER INCREASES YOUR TOTAL SALES
Since many businesses focus a lot of attention on “total gross,” barter accentuates
the gross while continuing to minimize the overhead – which means that the cost of
producing barter instead of 100 percent dollars enables you to increase your gross sales at
a fraction of what doing it with cash would be. Consequently, your bartered sales could
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be many times more profitable than your cash sales – or the highest-profit sales you
make.
BARTER LETS YOU PAY OPERATING EXPENDITURES –
EVEN PAYROLL WITH SOFT DOLLARS
This means that you could be low on (or even out of) cash and still continue to
operate – and prosper and employ critically needed people using barter as your means of
commerce.
YOU CAN PRINT YOUR OWN CURRENCY, I.E., MONEY “SCRIP”
WHICH IS USABLE ONLY AT YOUR PLACE OF BUSINESS
The advantages and benefits of having your own legal tender are limited only by
your imagination. Here’s just one example to think about: Say there is something your
company really needs or wants to acquire, but you can’t afford it on a cash-paying basis.
Using your own currency, where the cost is based on the cost of supplying the goods and
services and where you take delivery now but pay for it much, much later – you can
afford to acquire that needed item.
AUTOMATICALLY GET TERMS, CREDIT, AND DISCOUNTS
FAR BETTER AND EASIER
THAN YOU EVER COULD PAYING CASH
You issue $5,000 credit to a printer. He gives you $5,000 worth of printing and
delivers it to you immediately. You pay with your barter script or credits, giving the
printer one to two years to use his credit with you. Until the printer actually uses those
credits, you haven’t paid out a thing. And since he probably will only use a portion of his
credit with you at a time, its cost will be easily handled a little bit each month.
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BREAKAGE
Breakage represents the barter certificates you issue when you trade with
someone that are never used. A certain percentage of all barter credits issue; if they have
an expiration date (which I recommend), will not be used. A major New Orleans hotel
traded $125,000 worth of radio and TV time and issued barter script in that amount with
a one-year expiration date. Right up front the hotel got $125,000 in advertising at regular
cash rates. This was advertising they had to normally pay $125,000 in real cash for.
At the end of 12 months, an audit done by the controller revealed that only
$35,000 worth of the barter script had been redeemed within the time-limit period. The
rest expired unused. The cash cost of the hotel delivering the $35,000 worth of rooms
was only $5,000. The hotel had leveraged up $125,000 in advertising for 5,000 hard
dollars. However, that doesn’t take into consideration two overlooked (but extremely
significant) factors.
Statistically, $35,000 in room trade produces $17,500 in “cash” food, beverage
and miscellaneous sales with a gross profit in excess of $8,000 for the hotel. The hotel
actually was paid $3,000 net after all costs to enter into the trade ($8,000 profit less
$5,000 cost to fulfill on the $35,000 worth of rooms).
All $35,000 worth of rooms were not used at one time. It was spread out over 12
months, meaning that the hotel got to pay the $5,000 over 12 months totally interest free.
In essence, they got $125,000 worth of advertising up front and got paid $3,000 plus
deferred interest to do so.
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CASH CONVERSION
Many barter items, merchandise or services you acquire (in addition to paying
bills with) can be sold or “converted” to cash at a fee well above the cost of acquiring
them. Several years ago Chrysler Corporation traded a Spanish television network 192
cars.
The seven-station chain sold most of the cars to their employees at a 30 percent
discount under what the cars normally “stickered” for. The employees were overjoyed
because the most the dealer would discount them was 15 percent. So they saved double.
The average value of each car was $10,000, and the television network received from the
sale more than $1,920,000 in real cash for unsold air time that cost them zero (time that
probably would have gone unused and, thus, produced zero revenue unless it was traded).
Forty-five of the cars were traded to a television transmitter manufacturer by the
radio station in exchange for a half million dollars’ worth of transmitter equipment that
permitted the station to open up a new “full-power” UHF station in San Francisco –
without using any cash. The ability to trade for this equipment enabled the San Francisco
station to get on the air more than one full year earlier than originally thought. And
enabled the station to operate without draining all their cash during the start up.
They became a runaway success before any other Spanish station ever penetrated
the San Francisco market. The stations subsequently were sold for $400,000,000.
CREATE A BARTER PROFIT CENTER
Some sales people who are not effective in “cash” selling are extremely
successful in bartering. So you might have a sleeper employee whose sales will skyrocket and will give you huge bonus margins on the products or services you sell if you
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trade for products and services at full rate then turn right around and sell the merchandise
you acquire to the open market at a slight discount under the going price.
For example, a prominent travel magazine traded airline credit for full pages of
advertising in their magazine – pages they wouldn’t normally have sold. A page sells for
$15,000 so they receive $15,000 worth of first-class tickets every time they run an ad.
The actual “hard-cost” of the page of advertising to the magazine is a mere $750 or onetwentieth the rate they are charging.
The magazine has a barter liquidation department that takes the airline credits and
immediately resells the tickets for 80 cents on the dollar (20 cents less than anyone could
buy the tickets directly from the airline itself). As a barter “profit center,” the magazine
takes ad pages that cost them $750 and turns them into $12,000 of revenue.
Does this give you any imaginative ideas of ways you could profit from operating
a barter profit center of your own inside or outside your business? You can net profits of
double or quadruple your costs in a few weeks. Annualized, the income a barter profit
center can produce dwarves any other division your company may operate.
VASTLY EXPAND YOUR AVAILABLE ADVERTISING BUDGET
WITHOUT USING CASH
An international air courier company in competition with Federal Express hired a
barter firm to pay for its upcoming television schedule. The barter company put up the
cash and ran the television spots. They took credits with the air courier service as
payment, which it cash converted over the next 2½ years. Only new accounts (no
existing ones could purchase or use the credits, so no existing “cash” revenues were ever
displaced) were allowed to use these credits.
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The barter company made a profit in the cash conversion. The courier had 2½
years to pay for the television – without any interest charge. And many of the cash
conversion barter sales (some who were Fortune 400 companies) have continued to use
the air courier on a full-cash-paying basis long after their barter credits were used up.
In other words, people who were originally not clients of the air courier service
developed such a habit of doing business with them through barter usage that they stayed
on and paid full cash after the barter credits were used up. We estimate that the cash
business which continues today exceeds $3 million a year for the courier service. So far,
in the eight years since the original trade was done, nearly $24 million worth of resulting
“cash continuation” business has occurred as a lucrative “by-product” of the initial onetime barter transaction.
FINANCE RAPID GROWTH WITHOUT CASH
Carnival Cruise Lines, a Florida-based company that is now the largest cruise line
in the world, started with one ship and insufficient operating capital. The line traded
empty cabins for radio, television and newspaper advertising in 100 cities over a ten-year
period. The cost of an empty cabin once the ship sails is essentially zero. Plus the
passengers may spend considerable cash in the bar, casino, and gift shop; thus the net
cost to the cruise line to fill an empty cabin was literally less than zero. Stated
differently, they made a massive profit off the bartered cabin being occupied instead of
going out empty.
Here’s the payoff to the cruise line. They used this technique to become the
largest cruise line in the world and continuously advertised in 100 cities for more than ten
years without spending a penny of hard cash. A conservative estimate of sales generated
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was $100,000,000. And it all started with one 30-year-old ship and heavy barter
advertising.
ABILITY TO INSTANTLY AND CONTINUOUSLY GENERATE
A STEADY STREAM OF PROFITS
AT FAR ABOVE CLOSE-OUT PRICES
A cosmetic company traded a deodorant that was no longer being manufactured
for advertising credits at full wholesale, thus getting their full market price in value for
undesirable items. The advertising was used to advertise the new line. The old goods,
which probably would have only brought in ten cents on the dollar as a “close-out” item
brought full wholesale as an advertising trade; thus the chief financial officer did not have
to “write down” the product. The company was saved not only the book loss – but the
cash loss too. And they were able to take an item and benefit from it at full price while
also saving millions of dollars in cash.
In a different twist, a major Japanese auto manufacturer had 1,000 cars in the U.S.
that they had been unable to sell. The cars were bartered through radio and TV stations
in selected markets at full retail, i.e., “window sticker.” The advertising was used to
introduce a new sports car that became a runaway success, which the company previously
couldn’t afford to run advertising for.
The bottom line – the cars were sold at full retail and millions of dollars were
saved on the advertising schedule and the new sports car became the basis of a
blockbuster success for the car company because they advertised it constantly with the
advertising they acquired – solely on trade.
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TURNING EXCESS INVENTORY INTO CASH
WITHOUT LOSING REGULAR BUSINESS
A major international hotel corporation issues its own barter certificates in the
amount of $7 million per year. Over the years the certificates have become extremely
popular in the advertising community since they are used at more than 1,500 hotels
around the world. The hotel corporation is able to trade for advertising with nearly any
radio, TV, or outdoor advertising company because of the popularity and desirability of
their hotels. The hotel corporation saves an estimated $10 million a year in cash through
this process.
RECYCLE DOLLARS RIGHT BACK TO YOUR OWN POCKETS
The city of Palm Springs ordered advertising for its tourist bureau. In order for
the media (radio stations, TV networks or magazines) to be paid for the advertising they
had run, the Palm Springs tourist bureau required that the media had to travel to Palm
Springs and spend money in the city itself. In essence, the media had to spend an equal
number of dollars in Palm Springs and show proof of purchase – before they got paid.
The entire multi-million dollar budget was 100 percent recycled back into the
hands and bank accounts of Palm Springs merchants. The tourist bureau didn’t care if a
magazine bought a car in Palm Springs, stayed at a hotel, booked travel through a Palm
Springs travel agent or ordered furniture from a furniture store as long as they did it with
a Palm Springs merchant. Many shopping centers have also adopted this technique to
recycle their advertising dollars back to their center merchants.
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STOCKHOLDER BENEFITS
Many companies issue employee and stockholder benefits in barter, either for the
company itself – or for other barter they have acquired. They give Christmas presents,
sales bonuses, client inducements – all without using cash.
Barter techniques can provide you with the ultimate edge against not only your
local competition but foreign investors and competitors who don’t understand or use it.
You can barter operating off your own business. You can do it playing off of
other peoples businesses. You can do it as a consultant. You can do it by the hour. You
can do it for a share of the wealth or the trade credits. You can do it full-time or parttime. And that’s just for starters.
And frankly, in a weak economy, the opportunities to profit through barter
transactions are nearly limitless. Barter is not only recession proof – it actually thrives
and works better in a tight-money economy.

ACTION STEPS
Start by making a list of all the products and services your business makes,
sells or markets. Make special note of excess or surplus goods, materials,
equipment, inventory, capacity, space, technology, access, etc. your business no
longer needs or doesn’t fully use.
That list is on the left hand side of the page. On the right hand side, make
a list of all key vendors you regularly buy goods or services from to see if any
might be interested in directly trading with you for their products or services. Or
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for a portion of the cost you pay for them. Also add the names of your current
suppliers’ competitors who might be even more eager to initially trade with you
for product and service as a means to start a business relationship with your
company.
Below that list, make a third list of companies with whom you might be
able to triangulate for goods or services. See if there is any company to whom
you’d like to start selling your products or services who would also trade
whatever they make or sell in order to start a relationship. Then write down who
you could either sell or trade those items to for things you or your business needs
or wants.
Now, go wild with possibilities. Try putting a few small, easy trades
together at first to get comfortable with it. Then with time keep expanding your
level of trading. I’ve seen companies make or save millions using barter. At the
very least, it’ll add an additional level of profit, revenue or expanded impact to
your business activities.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

LEAVE A MESSAGE AFTER THE BEEP

The more contact and communication you have with a person, the stronger
and richer the relationship becomes. In business the secret to keeping and
growing clients, as well as growing a career, is to keep continual and meaningful
communication with everyone important to you. This is a simple but very
powerful method for getting the very most out of your client or key contacts.
In this chapter you will learn how to maintain solid and profitable
relationships with clients, colleagues and others by employing proper and specific
communication techniques.

The single most important strategy you can use to maximize the value of all the
other strategies is to communicate on a regular basis with everyone who contributes, or
ever will contribute, in any way to your business success. You need to do this in order to
maintain strong, positive relationships that can be a benefit to all involved. It’s a simple
strategy. It’s powerful, it’s incredibly enjoyable, and yet it’s a concept that’s not
understood and practiced by very many of the businesses or professionals I get the
opportunity of working with. So before I explain how to do it, let me explain to you why
you must do it.
People are bombarded by more information today than at any other time in
history. That causes you a real problem. The moment they have transacted business with
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you, their minds immediately revert to some other concern, issue, challenge, problem or
need, and you drift out of their mind. Your challenge and your biggest opportunity, if
you’re going to retain and sustain significant client transactions, is to keep those clients
constantly connected to you. Keep them constantly thinking about how good you are,
how valuable you are, how much you care about them and their well-being, how much
they enjoy, desire and value the products or services they acquire from you and keep that
connection alive and flowing. “Constantly” doesn’t work if it’s not strategic. And by
“strategic” I mean it’s got to be ongoing and purposeful, and it has to serve the client.
Communicating with a client and telling him how great you are doesn’t do the
client a lot of good. Communicating with clients and finding out how well your product
or service is performing, offering them a free checkup or a service review, offering them
advice that will help them get longer or better use out of your product or service is a great
benefit to them. So you’ve got to make certain that whatever strategy you use to
communicate constantly with your clients is one that always puts the client’s interest
ahead of your own.
And, while we’re talking about communicating continually with your clients, look
at clients as dear and valued friends. The way I look at it, I’m so lucky to have clients
who are valued to me. They are old friends. I’m deeply connected with them. I care
about them far beyond their capacity to spend money with me. I celebrate for them, I
empathize with them, I’m there for the agony and the ecstacy.
If you share that feeling, you’ve got more motivation and desire just as you would
with any good friend, to communicate, to keep in touch. If you look at your clients as
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friends who you have the opportunity and the pleasure to stay connected with, it makes
the process a lot more enjoyable, fulfilling and ultimately more profitable.
And don’t just communicate with clients. Open a dialogue with anyone and
everyone who could help you reach your goals.
Develop relationships with colleagues. People in other departments. People
above you. People below you. People who now might be competitors, but could some
day be colleagues. Your employees. And your employer.
Call, E-mail, or write people who do what you do, sell the product or service you
sell but in a market where you don’t compete. Share with them, find out what they’re
doing, where they’re finding new avenues of success.
Find a mentor, someone who has been where you are and knows the pitfalls and
opportunities that you are facing. This could be a person who is now retired from your
industry, but has vast amounts of knowledge that you could use to your benefit.
I have a dentist I taught to contact his patients continually. He calls every patient
after they’ve had a procedure. He calls them up, he checks to see how they’re doing, and
how the procedure worked. He does it right after the work has been done. He marks on
his calendar to do it again in a week. He marks on his calendar to do it again one more
time about a month later. Have you ever had a dentist do that?
What do you think would happen if your dentist called you two or three days after
he had done a major filling? What do you think would happen if he called you a week
later just to make sure that the pain and the discomfort were totally gone? You would be
shocked. What do you think would happen if he called you 30 days later just to make
absolutely positive there is no recurrence, no problem, no irritation, no inflammation?
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Do you think it would demonstrate that he cared about you at a level much, much, much
higher than any other dentist you had ever worked with? Do you think you’d be inclined
to think about him often and tell a lot of your friends? Do you think you’d be inclined to
keep your appointments and not break them with this dentist? Do you think you’d be
wanting to take all of your family members there and tell everybody you worked with or
all your neighbors about the dentist? Of course you would, and that’s what happens.
This man’s practice has boomed since he began this simple procedure.
And he enjoys it thoroughly because it connects him with his patients at a far
deeper level. He says it’s wonderful when he calls patients and they talk. They
appreciate him. He gets connected to them and their families. And he says what happens
is a transformation. The relationship improves and reaches a deeper level than he ever
thought possible. This can easily happen in your business also.
When you do contact clients after they have done business with you it is a perfect
time to gently remind them of why they chose to do business with you in the first place –
your unique selling proposition and your solid risk reversal policy.
Reassure clients about their wise decisions, and show how the same USP that
served them this time will be there to serve them in the future. Again, state your USP and
your strong risk reversal policy, telling clients why you’ve adopted it, and why it’s such
an advantage to them. People rarely understand the benefits you provide them – unless
you carefully educate them to appreciate your efforts on their behalf. Teach the clients
why that USP and risk reversal advantage is so much more important than the benefits
offered by your competitors.
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A post-purchase follow-up incorporating the essence of your USP and guarantees
is vital, regardless of how frequently you “back end” or resell to that client. You enhance
the client’s loyalty and value to your business by following up after the sale. At the very
least, a follow-up call or letter, drastically reduces or eliminates cancellations, returns,
complaints, adjustments and disputes. And it reassures clients of the prudence of their
recent purchase from you.
Your client services operation is an important vehicle for your USP. Your clientservice people should know just as much about available choices and options as your
salespeople. Give them reasonable authority to replace, repair, reinstall if there is any
dissatisfaction. Make them aware that their jobs depend on ensuring that the promise
behind your USP and risk reversal policy is fulfilled. They should provide evidence to
any client with a problem, complaint or question that the USP is real and that the entire
company is enthusiastically committed to doing whatever it takes to promptly fulfill that
USP promise.
Anyone in your employ who does not, cannot or will not promote your USP and
risk reversal philosophy should be immediately replaced with someone who can and will.
Your real wealth comes from repeat and residual business which will only happen if
every aspect of your business is a continuous extension of your USP and risk reversal.
I have a luxury hotel owner in the Southwest who makes it a point to not just send
mundane solicitations to his past guests. Every month he sends them updates of the
wonderful and delightful activities going on at his unique resort hotel. He sends pictures
of how other people are celebrating and enjoying. He shares innovative ways people use
his facilities to celebrate – couples coming for their 50th anniversaries, people who have
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come up with really imaginative ways to enjoy getting away with their whole families.
He introduces them to people who come from afar. He makes your connection with that
hotel very deep and very different than any connection you may have ever had with any
other hotel you stayed at. He makes you feel welcome. He makes you feel like one of
the family.
Another client I work with in Palm Springs does the same thing, and they have
five times the repeat customer level of any other hotel in Palm Springs because they
make you feel like you’re one of their family. You’re not just a charge-card deposit they
process. You are an important, fascinating, unique human being that they thoroughly
appreciate and enjoy, and they relish the chance to serve you. You are a guest and, as a
guest, they treat you accordingly, and that treatment and that respect is conveyed by all
the communications they share with you. So those are the three ways to increase your
client retention rate.
An excellent example of communicating with clients is what American Express
does. I get more wonderful letters, more surprise certificates and gifts, more updates,
more alerts, more communication from them than anybody I have a business relationship
with. And guess what, that subconsciously prejudices me to want to use my American
Express card over the other cards I carry. Simple. But powerful.
Let’s look at how other businesses use continual communication to increase their
frequency of transaction. A chiropractor that I work with sends letters out to his patients
every four months. He calls patients personally twice a year. He alerts them to selfadministrable screenings they can do, he tells them about new procedures he’s got and he
offers them continual opportunities to come in for free services. Does it work? Well, all
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I can tell you is that this chiropractor has a waiting list of people standing in line
figuratively to try to get an appointment with him every day because he’s booked solid
for weeks in advance. That was not the case when I first met him.
I have an auto dealer in Australia who started following this procedure after he
met me, and he’s reported that his business has improved 20%. They call, they send
letters, they actually go out and visit their clients, they communicate constantly and
strategically.
The more people you talk with, network with, develop a relationship with, the
more opportunities and insights you will have. Opening one door leads to dozens of
other doors. Opening dozens of doors leads to hundreds of others.

ACTION STEPS
First: Make a list of these categories.
Active clients
Inactive clients
Special buying category clients
Frequent purchasing clients
Larger average purchase clients
Special industry based clients
Independent sales and distributors
Professionals
Industry trade contacts
Key suppliers
Non-competitive businesses in your field (not competing directly with
you)
Businesses that sell key products or services that complement, parallel,
amplify, follow or combine with the product or services you sell
Key executives above or under you
Key influential people you know
Add more as you think of appropriate categories
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Under each listing, determine how best you or a member of your team can
contact the people in each category. For example, call, visit, send a Christmas
card, take to lunch twice a year, etc. Obviously, the level and frequency of
contact will depend upon how much time, people and capital you feel should be
devoted to each category. But remember, doing anything regularly is far better
than merely intermittent contact or communication.
Then make a list of what has to be created, set up and managed to make
certain the objectives on your list are implemented, then sustained.
Prioritize them by importance and ease of initiation (making quarterly
calls, for example, is much easier to do than a complex call-letter-visit system).
Then start doing it regularly, enthusiastically and systematically. This
strategy works for business owners and employees with equal effectiveness.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW

Having a reachable goal is more important to your success and financial
prosperity than almost anything else you do. Once the goal is established you need
to work backwards to “reverse engineer” the exact steps, accomplishments,
benchmarks, timelines and methods you need to follow and set.
This chapter will show you what steps you need to take to reach the goals
you set for yourself.

When you go on vacation, do you pack, drive to the airport, then take the next
departing flight out no matter where it’s going? Of course not. But often that’s exactly
how people approach their business lives.
Ninety percent of all business people don’t have the most basic thing they need –
a goal. The few that do have a goal have the wrong goal, or one that can’t possibly get
them to where they want to be.
If your goal is to “make more money and become wealthy,” I guarantee you’ll
never make more money and become wealthy.
You must have a specific goal. You cannot effectively get to where you want to
be until you know exactly where that is.
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In Chapter Three you were just given questions to help evaluate your business
strengths and weaknesses and determine where your career or business currently stands.
Now it’s time to think about where you want to go in your business or career.
This process is like going to automobile club and getting a trip map. There are
two questions you have to answer before the travel representative can help you. You’ve
got to tell her where you’re going to start from and where you’re trying to get to. If you
don’t know both of those points, you’re just wandering aimlessly.
So decide where you’re going. Determine a specific goal. Make it an attainable
goal. After reading the strategies in this book, you should have confidence in being able
to reach a much higher goal than you previously thought possible. Make your goal one
that causes a smile to automatically appear on your face. Leo Burnett, the brilliant
Chicago advertising man, believed that, “If you reach for the moon and the stars, one
thing is for certain, you won’t end up with a handful of mud.”
DOING IT BACKWARDS MOVES YOU FORWARD
Once you decide on a specific goal, you can’t just squint your eyes and look up to
heaven and the stars for divine inspiration. Increasing your business or income by a
precise and substantial measure each and every year is a very easy thing to do when you
work backwards, when you “reverse engineer” it.
So, you know where you are now (if you don’t, re-read Chapter Three and
analyze your answers until you do know). And now you know where you want to go,
you know what percentage of growth you want – so you can work “backwards” and wind
up going powerfully forward.
For example:
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Let’s say you want to double your business in the next year. If you know you
have 1,000 clients and you know right now that those clients buy $100 at a time, twice a
year, that’s $200,000. If you want to double your business in a year, you have three paths
you can follow – the three ways to increase your business that were in Chapter One. If,
for example, you don’t want to work on the size of the order, and you don’t want to work
on the number of times a client orders, what does that information tell you?
It tells you that to double your business, you’ve got to get 1,000 additional clients.
Next step: Ask yourself, working backwards, “What has to happen for me to gain
1,000 more clients?” Well, let’s look at what you’re doing now. Whatever you’re doing
to get the first 1,000, you’ve got to do twice as much. It may mean that you need two
times the sales force. Or two times the telemarketing effort. It may mean that you have
to run two times the number of ads, or that you have to run the ads in two times the
number of publications. It may mean you have to send out two times the number of sales
letters. It may mean you have to go to two times the number of trade shows. But it tells
you what you have to do.
Whether you want to do that or not is your decision, but you can’t decide until
you first work backwards. Or, instead of expending twice as much effort, spending twice
as much money on salaries, on letters, on advertising, on exhibit expenses for trade shows
and the like, there may be a better way.
Explore the two other ways of increasing your business.
Maybe getting a 50 percent higher unit of sale, and a third more transactions per
year, would make it half as hard to double your business. All I want to do is show you
that you’ve got to start by establishing a goal. Then, by reverse engineering, determine
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the specific steps you must take to reach that goal. By implementing the strategies you
have learned, you will be able to take action and climb each one of those steps.
If your goal is to move up the corporate ladder and gain power, title, recognition
and the accompanying income the concept is the same. Although this type of goal cannot
be quantified as specifically as a numerical goal, the process of reverse engineering is
equally valid.
Determine what level or position you want to reach in what period of time. Then
determine the skill set that specific position requires. Evaluate what your skills are at this
point. What do you need to add to reach that required level of skills? Once you
determine the voids, you can begin to fill them.
Other actions you can take to reach a higher corporate level are to voluntarily take
on added responsibility in your area (or other areas). Use the Strategy of Preeminence
with everyone you deal with inside and outside your corporation. Get referrals and
recommendations from clients, vendors and influential people in your company, both
inside and outside your department or region.
Using the success and income increasing strategies you have now learned will
enable you to become a business problem solver. Top management want problem solvers
and the problem solvers are the people who get promotions, recognition, power and
corner offices.
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ACTION STEPS
Most people live in mortal fear that they aren’t worthy of the limited and
abstract goals they set for themselves. More of us set “limited” goals that simply
aren’t worthy of our true ability, potential and mental capacity.
Set higher sights for yourself. But make them clear, specific, decisive, and
accountable goals. Then reach those goals and keep raising the bar for yourself.
Sit down with your notepad. Clearly state each major business, financial,
professional, personal or family goal you have set.
Then under each goal, write down the exact steps, numbers, events,
processes, and actions you have to accomplish to reach those goals.
Finally, do a reality check. How well are you really progressing on each
goal? Are you regularly evaluating and adjusting your performances and methods
to reach the goal? If you’re past your original goal, have you established new,
higher goals? If you’re behind your timeline or haven’t diligently developed a
daily, weekly, transaction by transaction plan do it now. Break it down to simple
non-threatening steps.
Without a clear destination and a precise road map for getting where you
want to be, you’ll never maximize your potential income or success.
But, follow a good clear map with complete detailed travel instructions
and your journey will be highly rewarding.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

YOUR NEVER ENDING SUCCESS

You now have the knowledge to being a wonderful adventure. Don’t limit
your trip. Don’t stop when you get your business or life successful. That’s only
the first leg of the trip. Focus on bigger successes, greater possibilities and
constant never-ending personal and business improvement.
In this chapter learn how to think about building levels of future success
and profitable growth you never dreamed possible.

The success and income increasing strategies you have now learned work. I know
this for a fact. I’ve seen them work for over 10,000 clients in over 400 different
industries.
But don’t stop with just one success.
When you apply what you have learned, don’t just make one big score and stop.
I am astounded on a regular basis by many of my clients’ results. They’ll write
and tell me that by applying one of my income-increasing strategies they had massive
success, increasing their business or income by $50,000 in a month or by 100% in six
months. The financial success isn’t what astounds me – I expect that. What I can’t
believe is that many of them only use one of the strategies, and once they get a windfall
they stop entirely. Every one of these strategies can produce significant results for you.
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And they produce more dramatic results when used in combination with each other and
when implemented into a formalized ongoing strategy system.
If you’re timid, take little steps in the beginning (you can test any of these
principles on a small scale with no financial or career risk). You’ll see these strategies
work. You’ll gain confidence in them and yourself. Then you can start to take bigger
steps. But don’t just sit there doing nothing. Take the first step, no matter how small it
may be. Take it.
A very wise man said, “Far more is accomplished through movement than was
ever achieved through meditation.” And while I think meditation, contemplation and
formulation are all quite essential to the successful process, unless you act you’ll never
realize any rewards.
ADOPT AND ADAPT
Don’t limit yourself to the examples and applications I have given you of how to
apply the strategies to your specific business situation. A standard size book can contain
only so many examples. But the number of applications that you can adopt or adapt is
unlimited. And you can discover new variations everywhere you look.
All you have to do is refocus your mind to start looking at how other businesses
sell, market, build and keep their clients. And how people and businesses do things to
achieve any of the results you want. Then ask yourself, how you can adapt that method
or process to what you do.
In essence, you turn yourself into a success practices investigator. Your goal is to
uncover and identify what powerful marketing and selling approaches other industries
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have discovered that you don’t know about, and find an easy way to apply those methods
to your business.
It’s so much easier than you think. Just start being extremely observant of
everything around you.
Keep a notebook at home, at the office, in the car. Whenever you observe a
powerful marketing technique that captivates you – makes you want to respond to a
product or service – jot down the concept, approach, language, sales presentation, etc.
that worked and incorporate similar or related techniques into your marketing tests.
Read every good ad you see published, then clip and save it for future reference.
Note all the TV and radio commercials that convince you to buy – especially the ones
that almost convince you even though you don’t need the product or service.
When you get solicitations in the mail stop throwing them away. Realize the fact
that companies wouldn’t keep mailing these solicitations out unless they produced
profitable results – so there’s probably something you can learn and apply by studying
those letters. Maybe there’s a good headline or great opening you could use in a letter
you might send out to your own clients.
Headlines can be applied to ads, letters, sales presentations, etc. the same goes for
positioning, guarantees and benefits.
Maybe there’s an incredible risk reversal or closing approach in that letter that
you can use directly.
A few years ago I made small fortunes for several clients by reading an ad in of
all places, the National Enquirer, that offered expensive gems inexpensively. I had
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absolutely no interest whatsoever in the gems, but I had enormous fascination with the
selling approach – both the positioning and actual copy – which the ad used.
I borrowed the concept and selling principles and applied them to software, pestcontrol services and other business – and my clients made over three million dollars in
one year for my trouble. But obviously, it was no trouble at all. Instead, it was a
pleasure to let other industries create and perfect success practices and then adopt and
apply those practices to other businesses.
I want you to start doing the same, and start doing it today.
Whenever I’m anywhere shopping or watching my wife or family buy anything. I
observe what is transpiring – and how it might profitably apply to my own or any of my
clients’ activities.
When you go to retail stores, shopping centers, car dealers, housing
developments, clothing or jewelry stores – or when you talk with insurance brokers, real
estate agents, or stock brokers – observe how they engage you. How they lead or
question or close. Watch the way they guide you from one price point or selection to
another – always thinking and asking yourself how this might directly, or indirectly,
apply to what you do. Note the conduct, personalities, and actions of retailers and service
companies.
Every time something irritates you, make a note of it.
Every time something delights and pleases you, write it down.
If a concept cannot or does not seem to be directly applicable to you, don’t reject
it immediately. Ask yourself another question: “How might I adapt all or part of that
process to what I do?”
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By looking at how you can use all, part, or some derivative of a success practice
you observe or experience on the receiving end as a client, you vastly increase your own
growth opportunities.
CAUTION – SUCCESS AHEAD
As your business or career grows and evolves these strategies continue to work.
You’ll find new ways to use them, new applications for them. The only limit to your
income is how much you believe is enough. Don’t lower a false ceiling on what is truly
possible for you, your company, or clients – think of these strategies like you would
water – allow them to constantly flow freely and let them seek their own level of success
– which will frequently be far higher and richer than you’d normally take them to.
When you start applying these strategies, your business or career will improve.
There’s absolutely no question of that. Look into the future. Plan ahead.
Will you need more inventory? Will you need to add more staff? Will you be
able to fill more orders with your current distribution system? Think these things through
so when improvement happens you are prepared to handle it.
Be prepared for more clients, raises, or promotions, and a much, much better life.

ACTION STEPS
Read the next chapter.
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1 The Path to Internet Profits
One of my driving principles is that success can be duplicated.
That may sound obvious and straightforward, but few of us really live our lives
embracing this philosophy.
When we see a multi millionaire Entrepreneur, or a website earning breathtaking profits,
society conditions us to look at these achievements with awe. I prefer to look at them
and ask one simple question:
“How do they do that.”
So let’s apply this to the internet and your business.
Here are the facts: 99% of websites either struggle or make average profits. Less than
1% are extraordinarily successful.
But that 1% do things radically different from everyone else. By breaking down what
they do and combining their approaches with proven direct marketing principles – we
can create a blueprint for online success.
That’s what I’m going to share with you in the next three chapters. A step by step,
proven approach for how you can take an average website and make it extraordinarily
profitable, whether you are primarily and online or offline business.

Is it Possible for your to Double your Online Sales?
Great Internet Marketing is an interesting mix of simplicity and complexity. I have over
100 landing pages functioning at the moment. That’s quite a complex process, but the
thinking that got me to this point is very simple and straightforward.
There’s a great tendency in everything related to business, for people to try to make it
far more complicated than it needs to be. It’s worth remembering that it’s in the interest
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of web designers, SEO experts and Pay per click companies to have you think this is
too complicated for you to do yourself. It’s not.
So let me ask you this question. Whether you’re an online company, or a primarily off
line business using the web, chances are, you currently have some online sales. So
here’s the question: Do you think it’s possible for you to double your online sales?
If you think about it, any business can be boiled down to a two-step process. It’s about
getting prospects or leads into your business and converting them to paying customers.
If you can do enough of that, you can have all the wealth and freedom in the world.
That’s actually all it’s about.
So let’s take that concept online and think of it in terms of online traffic, which is getting
people into your business - and then converting that traffic to sales. Let’s look at how it
works. You’ll discover a 100% increase is easier than you might think.
Suppose you have 100 visitors to your website each day and you convert 1% of them to
buyers. That’s the average statistic. It’s shocking, but it’s true.
On average, for every 100 people who go to your website, only one of them buys from
you. Often only one of them makes any form of contact with you whatsoever. That
means 99 out of 100 are doing nothing. We’ll deal with how to change that shortly.
But let’s say at the moment we’re at 1%. That’s one sale each day. If you could increase
your traffic by 50% to 150 people instead of 100 people, you’d have 150 visitors a day.
If you could increase your conversions by 50% to 1.5%, your sales would increase to an
average of 2.25 a day. You’d go from one sale a day to 2.25 sales a day. That’s an
increase of 125% a day.
This is a vital point for you to remember as we go through these steps. Doubling your
online sales does not have to involve doubling the number of people who come to your
website. It involves this dual approach of a focus on bringing in traffic and converting
them to sales.
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So we always focus on these two things at the same time. Internet supremacy is the
process of doing this, doubling your online sales, and then doing it again and again and
again.

Your Blueprint Made Easy.
When we study those online millionaires and what they do differently, we create our
Blueprint for Internet success – and it can be summed up in six steps. Here they are:
Step 1: Getting traffic.
Step 2: Online lead conversion
Lead conversion is when they come to your site and you convert those leads into
money. You convert passive visitors into sales.
Step 3: Email and follow-up
Email is probably the most overlooked element of internet marketing. There are huge
myths around email. I have yet to meet a business, including mine, that is actually
reaping all the rewards it could out of email marketing. It is such an untapped area.
Step 4: The combination of Online and Offline
This is one of the big trends, particularly over the last couple of years. Companies who
are very good at traditional, offline Marketing (print advertising, direct mail etc) are
combining these skills with online. At the same time, many purely online marketers are
starting to incorporate techniques such as direct mail with their online customers.
There’s no doubt that this seamless integration works best. Many business owners still
make the mistake of segmenting their internet marketing. Please don’t. It’s all part of the
profitability mix.
Step 5: Video
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As you can see when you go online, the use of video has exploded.. Video is
transforming the web, and it is transforming the businesses that use it. We’re rapidly
getting to the point where you’re ‘website’ won’t really be a website as we currently
know it. It will be an online multi media portal. You are going to have to incorporate
video eventually – so why wait?
Step 6: Split testing.
If you want to get rich, start split testing. It’s as simple as that. Testing is the Holy Grail
of Internet Marketing. More on Testing in a moment.

So let’s look at the specific steps you need to take to transform the profitability of your
website.

Step One: Traffic
First, we need to bring in the traffic. You obviously need to bring traffic to your website.
There are many sources of traffic: search engines, affiliates, article marketing, online
PR, direct mail, print advertising etc.
But not all traffic is created equal – and there’s a myth about online traffic that I want to
deal with right now.
The myth of ‘Free’ Traffic
This book is aimed at serious business owners with serious offline and online
businesses.
I’m assuming that you are not interested in get rich schemes or the latest biz opp scam.
You want to grow a serious business and you want to incorporate online marketing to
crate a sustainable and scalable source of highly qualified prospects, who then develop
into lifelong customers.
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You will have seen all the courses and offers telling you how you can get ‘tons of traffic’
at virtually no cost. The ‘magic’ of Free traffic seems alluring.
But there are two big problems with Free traffic:
First, Free traffic is not really Free. Getting free listings on the search engines, online
PR and building affiliates involves time and effort. That’s either going to be costing you
money by paying someone else to do it, or it’s going to be costing your time – and we all
know that value of your Entrepreneurial time.
That doesn’t mean it’s not a worthwhile use of your time and money. Just be aware that
‘Free’ traffic is not Free.
The second – and normally bigger problem with free traffic is that it’s not predictable
and scalable.
The great thing about outstanding Marketing is that it becomes predictable and then
scalable.. It enables you to predict, with as much certainty as we can in an un-certain
world, how many customers we can bring in, month in, month out.
If you test a sales letter to 5,000 and then 20,000 and then 50,000 people on a mailing
list of 200,000 names and it makes a good profit, we can predict with some certainty
that we can continue that mailing and make money.
If you run an ad in your local newspaper every week and it brings you ten new
customers each week, we can predict with some certainly that the trend will continue.
If you attract one thousand visitors to your website through paid traffic and 25 of them
become customers, that’s likely to continue as long as we can pay for the same
qualified traffic.
But, if you get me as an affiliate and I email my list and you get 100 new customers,
there’s no predictability that we’ll do that again.
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And if you work away at your Free listings on Google and get to the top of the page of
the Free listings and attract one thousand customers per month – that’s predictable,
until the morning you wake up and find that Google changed its algorithm overnight and
your listings just disappeared.
So I’m not a huge fan of Free traffic. It’s not free. It’s not predictable – and it’s normally
not scalable either.
Just to be clear, I’m not saying you should not engage in traffic generation strategies
such as search engine optimization (the process of getting your website high up on the
Free listings, also known as SEO.) I know many business owners who are
extraordinarily efficient at it and doing very well. But I do have concerns about Search
Engine Optimization.
The day my attitude shifted about SEO was the day I visited Google’s headquarters in
California..
I spent the day there and it’s an amazing place. They have these huge, university-like
buildings and dcampuses. Everybody rides around on bicycles. It’s a wonderful place. I
would recommend working there. I just wouldn’t recommend taking them on when it
comes to search engine optimization.
The typical Google employee is about 25 years old. A lot of the staff have come over
from India. Many others have been recruited from NASA. When they’re walking past
you, you can almost feel the power coming out of their brains. They are some of the
brightest people on the planet.
That’s when the big problem with SEO dawned on me. Google want the search engine
listings to be completely ‘natural.’ SEO fundamentally involves taking on a company
with hundreds of billions in the bank and a team of rocket scientists trying to stop you
beating the system. So. I’m dubious about the future of SEO.
So with that said, let’s look at your main options for getting traffic – paid and unpaid.
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1 Pay per Click Advertising on Google, Yahoo and Bing. This is so important, we’ve
devoted an entire chapter to it.
2 Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) Getting Free listings on Google and the other
search engines. While the dynamics for achieving this vary, the key factor continues to
be getting quality links to your site, from reputable, relevant site. An ongoing link
building campaign, either run by you or outsourced to someone reliable, continues to be
the cornerstone of effective SEO
3 Email. This is so obvious and so overlooked. Your best source of sales are your
existing customers. If you have a good, fresh website with regularly updated content,
you want to make sure that your existing customers visit frequently. The best way to do
that is with email. Most business owners totally ignore email as a way of driving traffic to
their sites.
4 Online Advertising. Banner advertising, in all its forms has made a major comeback.
You can now reach website visitors across the world, in any niche you can imagine
cheaply and effectively, with display advertising. This can be banner ads, text ads – and
increasingly video ads. You can test this at very low risk on Google’s content network
and then roll it out to the large Ad Networks, who sell advertising for the world’s major
websites.
5 Online PR. Article Marketing achieves two important things. First it attracts qualified
traffic from people who’ve read your articles online. Second, the links to your website
that appear on your articles improve your rankings on the search engines. There is an
entire industry built around having your articles submitted to relevant sites across the
world. Check out www.SubmitYourArticle.com
6 Affiliate Programmes. Many people have built online fortunes with successful
affiliate programmes. Your affiliates recommend your website to their customers,
usually via links on their websites and/or emails to their list. Your affiliate system tracks
these visitors and then your affiliates are paid a pre-agreed percentage of each sale.
When it’s done effectlvely, your affiliates are like a team of commission only sales
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people, working 24/7 to help you generate sales. Those affiliates need educating and
nurturing. You need to look after them. If you’re willing to do that – and be generous in
your affiliate payments, such a programme could be crucial to your success.
7 Direct Mail and Print Advertising. The most successful internet marketers, even
those who recently were only online, are experiencing great success by combining
online and offline Marketing. Smart Entrepreneurs are testing ‘traditional’ advertising
and marketing approaches to drive visitors to their websites. For example, small box
ads in newspapers and magazines, that are far cheaper than normal, larger ads, can
have an enticing headline leading to a website.
Direct Mail with sales or lead generation offers, directing people to websites is also
highly effective.
Both of these approaches reward the good marketer. If testing is part of your philosophy
you get a ‘double whammy.’ Not only do you get to test variations of the ad or direct
mail piece to increase response, often by 50%, 100%, 200% or more. You also get to
test variations of the web page that you’re sending people to, to increase the number of
people who sign up to your offer, often by 50%, 100%, 200% or more. The combination
of the two is exponential.
8 Social Media So here’s the truth from the trenches about social media. Can you use
social sites, blogs, twitter etc to drive traffic to your site? Yes. Are many normal
businesses making significant money doing this? No. We can certainly find examples of
certain businesses in certain niches who’ve made social media an important part of their
marketing – and that’s just what many internet marketers do, to sell you their social
media courses. But the truth is, it’s unpredictable and the traffic is often terrible quality.
But the worst thing about social media is that it’s a huge distraction. Don’t be one of the
Entrepreneurs easily distracted by the next new thing. By all means test social media,
but do it after you’ve done the online and offline marketing basics.
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What your Web Designer won’t tell you about Web Design
Most Entrepreneurs I speak to have huge struggles with web deisgn.
It’s virtually impossible to find a web designer who also has a deep understanding of
internet marketing and creating online sales.
Why? Because they’re web designers, not marketers. If they had both skills, they’d be
running their own online business. They wouldn’t be designing your web site.
The solution? Lower your expectations of your web designer. Understand that the
expert on internet marketing needs to be YOU. The job of your web designer is to follow
your marketing driven instruction and use his or her design skills to turn your concepts
into reality.
If your web person doesn’t like that idea, and is not able or willing to implement
strategies such as online testing, fire them, quick and find somebody who will.
Here are a few of the key principles to follow when designing your web pages:

1 The visual quality of your site is not as important as the content.
The internet is an information gathering tool. We go online primarily for information.
Even if you’re looking to buy something online, such as a new digital camera, you’ll
probably start off looking for information. The same is true of your website. When
people arrive there, they want information. Unless you’re in a visually led industry,
graphics and pictures can be a distraction. Yes, you want a smart, professional website,
but don’t obsess about it. Paradoxically, there are many industries where an ugly
website will actually produce more sales than a beautifully designed site. For example,
Google does not have the most glitzy design on the web, but they seem to be doing OK.

2 Make sure that your Wesbite Passes the 8-second test. Research shows you have
about 8 seconds to grab your visitor’s attention before he or she clicks off your site to go
somewhere else (probably your competitors’ sites). Grabbing their attention and
keeping it long enough to get them to take the action you want them to take (usually to
leave you their email address and name in return for some useful and valuable
information), means using a headline and writing compelling and persuasive copy.

3 Structure your web page copy according to the AIDA formula. AIDA means
Attention, Interest, Desire, Action. All your copy should follow this simple formula, no
matter what it is – letter, email, brochure web page or anything else. You get their
attention with a strong headline offering them your biggest promise. Then you get their
interest with compelling opening paragraphs spelling out the problems they face and the
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benefits your product or service offers. You then highlight their core problems and
needs and really show them how you can ease those problems and make their lives
better. Finally, you get them to take action on your offer with a strong call to action.
Every single page on your website should have a single purpose to justify its existence,
and must therefore follow the AIDA formula.

4 Stop trying to create the Perfect Website and Start Obsessing about Testing.
Too many business owners spend far too long building up to the launch of the perfect
website. You’re website will never be as profitable as it could be if you follow this
approach. The only way to maximise your profits is to get something up and running
online and then start testing variations of that, to see what your audience responds best
to. It is impossible to predict this in advance. The smartest internet marketers in the
world are only right in predicting the results of online testing about 60% of the time.

Online Conversion
So the first key to Internet Marketing is obviously that you need to get traffic.
But that’s only half the game. Just as important – and often overlooked, is conversion.
Obviously, if we can’t convert the visitors to your website to paying customers, then we
have a problem.
The number-one strategy for dramatically increasing your conversions is to shift from a
sales focused website to a lead generation website. I’ve been saying this for years and
it really surprises me how few people are doing this effectively, because it’s very straight
forward and profitable for the few who do it.

Online businesses are finding it increasingly difficult to get someone to buy from you
straightaway.
Thin about it like this. What are you doing when you’re online? You’re surfing. You’re
going from one site to the next and the next and the next.. That’s how you’re
conditioned to behave online. To get that surfer to pay you money, first you have to get
them to stop surfing. Second, you have to get their attention. Then you have to get them
to buy something online or make contact with you.
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That’s a huge challenge for someone who 30 seconds ago had never heard of you..
They don’t know who or what you are. It doesn’t matter how lovely your website may or
may not look. It’s a huge challenge. And the truth that nobody really wants to discuss is,
it basically doesn’t work.
The big shift of the last few years has been to move away from that type of website to a
site whose purpose is to begin a relationship with the customer. Lead generation is our
objective. This is a big shift for people, and they’re hesitant to test it because it seems
radical.
But it’s almost impossible to take risks online because if something does not work, you
can just change it the next day. We need to loosen up about the internet. People treat
their websites in the same way they used to treat making a corporate brochure. To
make a brochure, you’d get everything together and double check that it was all written
and laid out perfectly. Then you’d get a proof and look at it, and at some point you make
the big decision to print it. People still have that attitude with the internet. It’s crazy and
very costly.
The great thing about the web is that you can change things again and again. We need
to loosen up and be more willing to test more radical approaches to see whether they
work or not.
Just to be clear, lead generation is the process of getting a prospective customer to
raise their hand and give you permission to begin a relationship with them. They don’t
buy from you straight away but they’re willing for you to start communicating with them.
Let’s say at the moment 1% of people who visit your website buy from you. When we do
lead generation online we’re aiming, depending on the business and source of traffic, at
something between 10% and 30% of the people who come to your page to begin a
relationship with you. They give you their contact details in return for something of
value. When they give you their contact details, (at least their name and email address)
you can begin an ongoing relationship with them, and further down the line they will do
business with you.
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There’s a big difference between 1% and 10% to 20%. Again, not all of the 10% to 20%
will buy from you, but if only 3% buy, that’s triple the 1%. We’ve just increased turnover
by 200%.This is achievable. I’ve seen it again and again and you can do it too, if you’re
willing to follow the simple strategies we’re going to cover.
How do we do this? When people arrive at your web page, you need to find a way to
convey the following to them. You need to be saying, in effect: “I want to begin a
relationship with you. I want you to raise your hand and tell me that you are potentially
interested in what I have to offer. I know that you don’t know me, so I’m not expecting
you to pay me money right now, but I would like to begin a relationship with you and
have the opportunity to earn your trust. I’m willing to take the first step, and as part of
beginning that relationship, I have something I think will be of use and value to you.”
Here’s how most business owners function. They meet a potential client or customer
and they think, “When the customer gives me some money, I’ll start to add value.” But
why wait? The idea that we have to wait for the customer to give us money is just a
thought form. Who said it has to be like that? Why not start giving now?
This works perfectly online. We may offer them a report with some useful and
compelling information. We may offer them an audio CD. We may get someone with a
video camera to sit down and interview us for 20 minutes, then put it on a DVD and mail
it to them in the post or give it to them online. We’re looking to come up with something
interesting and truly valuable for them that will leave them willing to give you their
contact details in return..
If you offer that to your visitors, instead of a 1% response rate or worse, you should hit
10%, 15% or 20% plus. Here are some examples of that.
Brian Timmoney teaches a specific form of acting called method acting. On one of his
lead generation pages, he e has a headline about “Secrets of the Acting Profession
That Drama Schools Don’t Want You to Know.” He offers them a special report about
this form of acting, and they sign in with their name and email address to get the report.
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It’s very simple and straightforward. This page is called a name squeeze page. You
offer something of value – the potential customer gives you their email address, then
the main communication happens via email in the days and weeks ahead.
One of the interesting things about name squeeze pages is that people only have two
choices when they arrive at that page: They either sign up for the free information or
they go away. There is no third option. They can’t surf his website. Why would you do
that? It may seem counterintuitive, but it has been extensively researched. We
discovered that if you limit choices, it increases your response rate.
If he had links to 10 pages on his website, people would read it and say, “That seems
interesting. I’ll sign up for that in a minute.” They’d surf the pages and then the phone
would ring, the kids would come home or they’d think of another website they wanted to
go to, and you would never hear from them again.
It seems paradoxical but limiting people’s options works really well.
Let’s say I want to hire a TV screen for my next Seminar and I search for “plasma TV for
corporate events.” I find a page with a headline, “Everything You Need to Know About
Plasma TVs for Corporate Events.”
There’s a special report, “If you’re organizing an event, you need to know there are
certain things you want to do with a plasma TV and certain things you don’t want to do.
There are some that work really well and some that are a disaster. This report will give
you the five things you need to know about getting a new plasma TV.”
Then you ask for their name and email address in exchange for the report.
I worked with a company that had global TV commercials running for their high-end
financial solutions. We used the TV ads to send people to their website to sign up for
free videos. The videos were interviews with various experts on elements of the
financial world. In this case, the signup form also asks for their address and phone
number. It also asks some survey questions.
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You can choose and test how much information you want from your visitor. Here’s what
you’ll find: The more information you ask people to fill out in the form, the less
responses you’ll get. If you just ask for a name and email address, you’ll get a better
response than if you ask for all these contact details. However, the more details you ask
for, the better the lead. If they’re willing to fill out all this information, they’re more
qualified and they’re more likely to do business with you.
Some companies use interaction before they ask for the visitor’s contact details. I
worked with a loan company who added a loan calculator to their home page You type
in the loan amount and percentage, and it takes you through a process that then asks
you to sign up for more information. We’ve found that if you can get the visitor to start
doing something, it makes them more likely to sign up for more.
In case you think that your business is different and that people won’t be interested in
information on what you’re selling - think again. There’s a company that sells envelopes
that has a free whitepaper on its landing page that says “10 Secrets That Make Buying
Full-Colour Envelopes Easy.”
So this concept of using your page to get people to sign up and get conversions works
exceptionally well. If you’re thinking to yourself “that’s interesting but it’s not quite right
for me” you are in the majority. Very few people test this which is one of the reasons
that very few websites make any money.
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2 Email Marketing, Testing and The New Frontier of Online Video

The Power of Email
So once we’ve got a good proportion of our visitors to sign up for something. We’ve
begun the process. But we’ve not actually made any money yet.
What we’re seeing from people who deploy this strategy effectively is that actually the
sale isn’t happening primarily from the website. Everybody tends to think that it’s their
website that sells their product or service. Obviously you need a sales page but that’s
not the key factor. For those who are thriving online, the relationship they build through
email tends to be the difference that makes the difference.
There are some big myths about email so lets start with those.

One of the myths is that people don’t want to receive emails because we’re fed up with
spam.

We are fed up with spam, but that doesn’t mean we don’t want to receive emails.
The reason people are fed up with most corporate emails is that they’re so boring. You
get all these corporate emails and newsletters in your inbox with 17 links and 23
photographs on them and most people just ignore them.

Here’s how to think about it. What type of emails does your brain naturally feel positive
about? If you get an email from your best friend, a relative or someone you have an
interest in or admire, then you’re probably going to respond to it. But their email to you
will be very simple and straightforward. This is a classic example of where simplicity
works best.
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To be successful in email, you don’t have to design a flashy newsletter. All you’ve got to
do is send your customers the kind of email you would send your best friend, children or
relatives. Those are the emails that we respond to.
So write their name, have a few paragraphs that conveys your key message, point them
to anything of interest (your website) and sign off. Simple as that.
Email is an integral way to build your reputation and pre-eminence, as well as your
relationship with your customers. Once you’ve used the lead generation strategy to
begin getting people’s email addresses, the next step is to use email to get the
relationship going.
You can use emails for all sorts of communications. It’s not all about selling. You can
send emails that just have information on the type of product or service that you are
offering, tips and ideas on implementing and using the end product.
Let’s go back to our plasma TV example. Someone visits our website and they sign up
and get our report.
My first email might say, “Dear John, Thank you for signing up recently to my XYZ
report. If you have an event coming up in the near future, here are two or three
important things I’ve recently discovered when organizing plasma TVs for events. If you
use abc type of screen, it works really well. If you use xyz type of screen it’s a disaster.
.and here’s why, etc etc.If there is anything else you need, please get in touch.
Best Wishes”

So, you can have information focused emails that build the relationship.
Then we can have sales focused emails
My second email to that person might say, “I understand that you have an interest in
plasma TVs for corporate events. We are the country’s leading supplier of plasma TVs.
We have every range there possibly is. Go here for all the information you need…...”
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You have emails sending them to a web page. That web page could be a sales page,
an information page, or a video.

The third email could say, “Dear John, I just thought you’d like to know I just produced a
new video showing everything you need to know about having a successful event with
our plasma TVs. Here’s the video. Click on the link.”
Do you see how easy it is to build a relationship with your prospect in a way that sets
you way apart from the competition.

The Power of Automation – Autoresponders
If you’re going to do this successfully and you are starting to build your list of people,
you’re not going to want to be typing one email at a time to all these people because it
would soon take every minute of your day. You need to use an autoresponder.
An autoresponder is the technology that allows you to automate your email process.
When people sign up for your free report, they can do it anytime 24/7. You might be
asleep. You might be on the beach. It doesn’t matter. They’ll fill in their name and email
address, then they will get an immediate confirmation and get the report emailed to
them. If you’ve written a series of follow-up emails, you put them into the autoresponder
and they’re sent to everyone who has signed up maybe once a week for the next six
weeks.

It all happens automatically. You don’t have to do anything. Not only does it happen
automatically, but it’s personalized as well. It will take that first name from the box where
they signed in and make it personal.
Autoresponders are really important. In the very early days of a business you can do
your emails one-by-one, but it soon gets a bit crazy.
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There are various autoresponders out there. 1ShoppingCart works well and is tied into
your shopping cart. If you want to send emails from your own server, you can use
software such as ListMail Pro.
One word of caution for you. Everybody loves the third party autoresponders – the
companies who send the emails for you from their system and their servers. But you
have to be careful about email delivery. That’s one of the big challenges we’re having
as business owners. And It’s only going to get worse.
The problem with third-party senders is that although they put a lot of effort into sending
their emails in the correct way, they tend to be sharing servers with other people, and
that doesn’t always go down too well with the ISPs (the companies that deliver the
email.)
What’s happening is that 90% of all the email sent in the world is spam. If you’re the
email delivery company, your job is to get rid of that 90%.
Don’t think, by the way, that the only problem is your email going into people’s junk box.
That’s not the biggest issue. It’s that email just doesn’t get delivered in the first place.
The statistics on this are scary. If you depend on email alone, you may be running a
very successful business, but what you might not know is that only 60% of your email is
being delivered. If you can increase delivery, you have an instant profit increase.
The ISPs used to look for the bad stuff and try to filter it out. It either didn’t get delivered
or it went into the junk box. That is changing, and it’s going to continue changing. What
they’re starting to do is look specifically for the good quality emails. They let the good
emails in, and keep everything else out.
The good emails are starting to be identified in various ways. The main way this is
happening is that businesses are getting their emails certified.
Here’s how certification works. There’s a way of getting a flag put on all the emails you
send so the email delivery companies know that you’re okay. You do that through a
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certification process. There are various ways of doing this. We use a company called
www.ReturnPath.com.
You may or may not want to go through all the hassle of doing this, but you certainly
want to start paying attention to it. It’s my personal opinion that the email delivery rates
of these big third party companies are a lot worse than you might think. So be careful. If
you’re email doesn’t get delivered, you’re in big trouble.
If you go to the Return Path website, one of the things you can do, without doing the
whole certification process, is sign up for a monitor program where you can start getting
delivery statistics for your email. If email is a significant part of your income, please start
paying attention to this. We’re going to end up in a situation where people with money
get their email delivered and people not willing to spend money don’t.
Two or three years ago, it looked like they were going to start charging for email
delivery. That’s probably not going to happen, at least in the near future. What’s
happening instead is that business owners are paying for certification, and that will get
their emails delivered.

Send More Emails!
How often should you email? More often than you’re doing it now. People aren’t
sending enough emails. There is no reason for not sending an email once a week. If the
response is, “That’s going to annoy my customers,” then you need to put something in
the emails that doesn’t annoy them.
Let’s say you send four emails a month. Two of them are sales messages, but two have
really useful information and tips in them. What you’ll find if you do this, is that not only
do your customers not get annoyed, but they’ll actually start responding positively. Yes,
we’re sick of spam, but the reality is that we enjoy getting useful information by email.
The other big tip is to build personality into your email. Yes, you’re a business, but we’re
used to reading emails from people – not entities. If your customers get used to
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personal communications from one person at your business, their response will be far
more positive.
Some of the most successful email marketers build such strong relationships with their
readers, they’re able to talk to their customers about themselves, their family and their
lives in their emails – and the customers love it. You’ll be surprised at how far you can
go with this. Even if you sell business to business, the truth is, people crave personal
communication. They crave someone who’ll talk to them like a human being. If you’re
the first person to do that in your industry, you will thrive.
So, back to our question. How often should you send emails to your customers? The
real answer is to test. There are businesses out there that send emails every day. That
may or may not be appropriate for you. You’ll only find out by Testing.

Online and Offline Integration
A big mistake that many Entrepreneurs are making is isolating their website from the
rest of their business. Your website and internet marketing is an integral part of
everything you do.
The second big mistake is just relying on online marketing to generate online leads.
This might sound counter-intuitive. Everybody assumes that you have to get people to
your website by doing internet marketing, such as pay-per-click. You want to be doing
that, but not limit yourself to that.
One of the successes we’re seeing again and again is people using offline marketing to
send people online. This is huge - using traditional marketing such as advertising and
direct mail to send people to websites. Then, on the website, you do everything we’ve
been talking about for lead generation. This is a killer combination.
If you do offline marketing and send them to a boring website where there’s nothing
going on, it’s not going to work. But if you incorporate all of these great strategies, your
business will thrive and prosper beyond what you may have thought possible.
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There are a couple of ways to achieve this. Direct mail is one. Postcards are a very
effective way to send people online. Postcards are used by big business. They aren’t
really used by small business owners and I don’t know why. They’re very cheap to do,
and they get an instant impact. People are going to read them. You can often get a
better response from a postcard that’s a lot cheaper to send because there’s no
envelope and stuffing. Plus you don’t have the issue of people not opening your mail.
Then there’s traditional print advertising. Small ads can work very well to drive people to
website. You no longer have to convey your entire message in your ad. You ad
effectively becomes your headline, encouraging prospects to visit your website.
The third mistake people make is leaving your online customers and leads online. You
get them to sign up. You have leads online. You have their details, but the only way you
communicate with them is through email.
We’re seeing great success with breaking that rule and taking our online people and
putting them offline. In other words, you sign up for something on a website. If we get
your physical address, we’ll start sending you information through the mail.
Why does that work? Why can’t we just depend on email? Apart from the email delivery
issue, different people respond to different forms of marketing in different ways.
Many people still want to hold material in their hand and actually read it. If you’re only
communicating to them online, you’re definitely missing out on sales.
The age of your customers should also be taken into consideration. Be aware of the
demographics of your industry, particularly if you skew a little older. Even if someone
gave you their contact details online, if they’re over 35, they grew up in a totally offline
world. New, ‘traditional’ Marketing can be comforting for those of us in that age group!
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The Power of Testing
Testing is ultimately what all Marketing and Internet Marketing is about. It’s the
foundation on which everything else is built.
It’s hard to express the power and the profits that exist in online testing.
The best definition I ever heard was that online testing is the equivalent of giving
yourself a pay rise every week.
The basic principle of split-testing is that if we set up a web page with a sales message
and an order form and we sell something, we can assume with virtually 100% certainty
that we can always improve the results of that page by testing. By testing the offer, the
wording, the headline, the layout, the graphics, use of video etc.
It’s worth pausing and thinking about what that really means. It means that every
website owner who earns at least a dollar, is sitting on untapped profits.
It’s not unusual for the increase in profits that comes from testing to be in the hundreds
of percent.
What we do online is test two or more pages against each other. We take your existing
page (this is called your control) and then create a different version of it. The headline or
colour may be different. It may have a picture in it that the first page didn’t have. Then
we’ll run those two pages against each other. What we’re trying to do is constantly beat
our best results and increase our response.
Suppose our initial page has a signup option, offering visitors a free report in exchange
for their name and email address.
Let’s say we’re getting a sign up rate of 10.2%.
We do a test and try out a page with a change in the headline. Our new page gets a
conversion rate of 13.3%. We stick to that page and get rid of the old page. Do we stop
there? No. We set up a new page and try to beat that. We put a picture in that wasn’t in
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the other one, and then we get up to 15%. It goes on and on. This is how you double
and triple your online traffic and sales.
It’s important that you only test one thing at a time. If you test several things at a time,
then it skews the results because we don’t know what led to the increase in
conversions.
Don’t be daunted by technology. There are tools for you to do this. If it sounds
complicated, trust me, it’s not. You can either do it yourself or get your web people to
help you. It’s very straightforward.
Google has a free tool, the Google Website Optimizer. You’ll find it in your pay-per-click
account. It’s a good tool that lets you do basic split testing (known as A/B testing) If you
get a lot of traffic, you can also test multiple changes at the same time, using something
called multi-variable testing.
Another good split testing tool is HyperTracker at www.HyperTracker.com. You create
the two pages. You put them into HyperTracker and it gives you a URL to send traffic to.
When the traffic goes there, HyperTracker alternates each page, first one and then the
other. It measures the response to see what works best.
I cannot advise you strongly enough to start split-testing. Get one of these tools today
and start using it. Start split testing. Your tests doesn’t have to be perfect. Your
marketing expertise doesn’t have to be advanced. All you need to do is TAKE ACTION.
If you’re split testing you’re ahead of 99% of the business world. Pick one of your web
pages and then change something to create a second version. Just put it in and start
testing it, and you are an online split tester.
It’s incredible. It’s also great fun. It is creating money out of nothing.
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Video
Five years from now, you won’t have a website as you think of a website now. In five
years, you’ll have a multimedia site that is basically video driven. The internet is
becoming a multimedia tool that will integrate with everything. Video is essential. Why
wait until everybody else is doing it? Get in on this now, because video is making a big
impact.
Video lets you tell your whole story and it lets you do it with maximum, mult media
impact but at very low cost..Video makes you human, real and accessible. Video gives
you credibility and ultimately, Video increases your sales.
The technology is there for everybody. You can put it on your current website or get a
streaming website and pay them $20 or £$0 pounds a month. It’s phenomenal.
I’ll show you a couple examples of how video is being used. I met with Monty Roberts,
The Horse Whisperer. They were interested in what they could do to improve their
website. I told them that their first priority should be video and having a personal
communication with the visitor. If you go to the Horse Whisperer’s site today, a video
comes up with Monty on it and he says:
“Hi, This is Monty Roberts. Welcome! My website has but one aim, and that is to give
you the information you need to have more fun with your horses. Click here to access
free educational videos. They will be given to you online, as well as my weekly horse
training tips. Click on my picture to register for this unique learning tool and aid me in
my mission to leave the world a better place than I found it for horses. Thank you!”
You can’t get more simple and straightforward than that. But it works. It makes you a
real human being and it gives you instant credibility.
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3 Pay per Click Advertising for Online Millions
Pay per Click Advertising is the biggest revolution to hit the world of Marketing so far
this century.
Google, as you know, is worth billions. People think they’re highly successful just
because they’ve got a great search engine - but they don’t get paid for people using the
search engine.
In fact, the history of Google is fascinating. They had huge problems getting
investments from venture capitalists. They were building this mammothly successful
search engine that had to have computer servers in rooms the size of a factory and they
needed funding. When they went for the investment, the venture capital guys said, “How
are you going to make money?” Their answer was, “We don’t know. We have no idea.
We just know that we can get everybody using this search engine, so there has to be a
way of making money.”
Then someone (a company called Overture) came up with the bright idea of putting ads
in the search engines. That is how Google makes their money. That is why they are
making billions.
One of the great things about pay-per-click is that it’s instantly measurable. Unlike other
advertising, there are no ‘ifs’, or ‘buts’. You know whether it’s working, straight away.
You know how much you’re paying per click. That’s why it’s called pay-per-click. You
can measure who’s coming to your website, and there are ways of tracking precisely
what they do, whether they respond to you or not. You’d have to be pretty crazy to do
pay-per-click and keep doing it if it wasn’t making money. People do print advertising for
years and don’t know if it’s making money.
I had a fascinating experience once when I was called in to help a high end, multimillion
dollar finance business.
This company was spending £100,000 a month on print advertising. We sat down at the
first meeting and they said they were spending £100,000 a month. I said, “Great. Is it
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working?” They all gave each other that corporate awkward look that I’ve seen so many
times. I said, “You need to test and measure your advertising. If you’re not testing and
measuring it, there’s no way of knowing if it’s working. If it isn’t working, you want to
stop it. If it is working, you want to do more of it.”
They started to come up with all these excuses for why they couldn’t measure it
properly. They were more than willing to spend $150,00 of the owner’s money each
month, with no idea whether or not it was working.
That’s not an unusual story. The numbers are higher than normal, but it’s very common
for people to spend huge amounts on advertising and have no idea if it’s working. That
doesn’t happen with PPC. So the fact that business owners like you and me spend $20
Billion with Google every year, tells us that this is a form of advertising worth paying
attention to.
The point is this. They wouldn’t be making billions, people wouldn’t be spending billions
and I wouldn’t have personally spent over $1.5 million with Google if it didn’t work. It
does work. It normally works wonderfully and you owe it to yourself as a serious
Entrepreneur to test it properly.
One of the things I’ve noticed recently is that the top performing Entrepreneurs I meet
are nearly always doing pay per click – and normally doing it very well.
In the real world of the real businesses making fortunes online, they aren’t doing it by
social media. And despite what you’ve been told, most aren’t doing it with search engine
optimization. Again and again, we’re seeing that people who are doing extraordinarily
well are doing it through Google AdWords. They’re doing it through pay-per-click.
These other online marketing options are all valid strategies. All of them work really
well. But, and it’s a big but, what I’m seeing is people aren’t exploiting the power of pay
per click. You want to be doing that FIRST. Once your PPC is performing, THEN test
these other approaches.
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So my very strong suggestion to you is to get good at pay-per-click advertising on
Google before you start doing anything else. One of the things you’ll find is if you can
master that, then the other online strategies work really well. PPC enables you to test
your website with highly qualified traffic. It’s essential that your website works with this
audience, before your roll it out to the world.
As I’ve said, Pay-per-click is the biggest revolution in marketing this century. Never
before have you the small business owner been able to get your message and your
website in front of such qualified visitors, in a way that can be tested at such low risk.
There are two basic reasons that pay-per-click is transforming the Entrepreneurial
world.
First, it is the most targeted type of advertising on the planet for finding people whio,
right now, are looking for precisely what you’re selling.
Let me illustrate what I mean. Let’s go back to our plasma TV example. So let’s say I
work in a business, and I want to buy a big plasma TV. You sell plasma TVs. In the old
days, how would you have reached me? You could put an ad in a publication that I
might read. Of the thousands of people who read that publication, hopefully three, six,
nine or fifteen might happen to be looking for a plasma TV and respond - hopefully.
You could direct mail 1,000 people on the same basis, hoping for one or two responses.
You could telemarket to people. It was achievable. It was marketing. It probably worked
but it took a great deal of time, effort and money and there was HUGE waste involved.
Now switch to today and the world of Google. I’m sitting in my office thinking, “I need to
buy a plasma TV.” I type in “60-inch plasma TV,” “plasma TV for events,” or “corporate
plasma TV” on Google. Then I see a list of search results, and your website is up there
at the top. Reaching me in this way is a fundamentally different form of Marketing. It’s
as close to Marketing Magic as you can get.
It’s attraction marketing and there’s nothing much more delightful in business than
attraction marketing. Your potential customer comes to you rather than you having to
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chase them. This is what pay-per-click lets you do. It lets you reach people who are
looking for what you have to offer right now.
If you’re currently in a business where you have to chase people to get customers, it’s
hard to find words to describe how your life will change when you have them coming to
you, asking to do business with you. It lets you live your Entrepreneurial life with a
sense of peace, ease and financial stability that most business owners can only dream
of.
So your ability to find the highest quality, qualified prospects and have them come to
your website is the first big benefit of Pay per Click.
The second revolution is the fact that it’s so measurable. You can track every single
person who comes from Pay per Click to your website, and you can measure the
results. If someone is buying online from you, you can put in a conversion counter so
you can test who’s buying what.
Google’s system is very user-friendly. It lets you test in great detail. You can see which
ads and keywords produce the best results. If you advertise on Google’s content
network of partner sites, you can measure performance per site.
If you still rely on the telephone, you can send people to very specific pages that are just
for your Google traffic. These pages would have a different phone number on them, and
you measure the results. It’s phenomenal for that small minority of business owners
who are driven enough to grasp it.
Here’s something else you should know about pay-per-click. There’s no other form of
Makreting where mastering the subject at a deep level makes such a profitable
difference. There are things you could do to your Google AdWords campaign that can
increase responses by 100% to 200%. When I look at someone’s account, I’m normally
able to see obvious ways of doubling their traffic – and often halving the amount they
are paying per click in the process.
So let’s look at how pay per click works.
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When you do a search on Google you see all the free listings on the left hand side.
Down the right-hand side and in the shaded area at the top are the pay-per-click ads.
They’re a form of advertising, but they’ve been designed to really merge in with the rest
of the results.
When you look at the research, the majority of Google visitors don’t distinguish between
the free listings and the PPC ads.. So although it’s technically a form of advertising,
you’re really paying to have your listing appear near the top of the search engines.
Pay per click is an auction system. Every time a search takes place on Google (and
Yahoo and Bing) an auction takes place to determine whose ads are going to appear
where. Basically, it’s an auction system, but it’s an auction system that also rewards the
best ads.
So you tell Google how much you’re willing to pay each time someone clicks on your
ad. You don’t pay for your ad to appear (another revolution) You pay when someone
clicks on your ad. As a broad principle, the more you’re willing to pay per click, the
higher up the page you’ll go. You’ll get more clicks because the ads higher up the page
tend to get more response.
The first step is to select your keywords. These are the words that, when people type
them in, your listing appears on the page of results.
Your keyword strategy is very important. It’s the foundation on which your Pay per Click
success is built. There are several ways to choose your keywords.
The first is common sense. What are the words you think your customers would be
looking for on Google and the other search engines? These should be obvious to you.
The second way to select keywords is to look at your existing Marketing. Look at your
website and sales copy and identify the words you are already using to describe what
you do. This is a good source of keywords.
Once you’ve done the basics to select your keywords, you can move on to using the
various keyword tools that are available. Google has its own free keyword tool that
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comes with your account. If I type in “dog training,” it will give me all the variations of the
phrase that people are searching for. When I do a search for the variations of “dog
training” that people are searching for, Google gives me 801 results. Here are the first
100
puppy dog training
dog training courses
dog training schools
dog training classes
paws dog training
dog training collars
dog training collar
aggressive dog training
dog potty training
pet dog training
dog obedience
agility dog training
k9 dog training
dog training online
dog training advice
dog training help
dog training techniques
dog training methods
dog training school
dog training aids
dog training leash
labrador dog training
rescue dog training
gun dog training
hunting dog training
dog training
dog training obedience
dogs training
german shepherd dog
training
dog puppy training
pet training
canine dog training
dog grooming training
dog house training
dog toilet training
obedience training
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dog obedience training
training puppies
dog training products
guard dog training
dog care
dog training equipment
local dog training
residential dog training
private dog training
home dog training
dog training tools
dog training secrets
dog training class
professional dog training
dog training books
dog trainers
aricia dog training
dog training video
dog training manual
dog training information
dog training dvd
dog training course
dog training guide
basic dog training
top dog training
dog training book
dog training for dummies
dog training lessons
security dog training
barndy dog training
dog training jobs
dog training problems
dog training tips
dog training aggression
boxer dog training
dog training biting
electronic dog training
puppy training
schutzhund dog training
dog training crate
k9 training
dog trainer training
dog whisperer training
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training a dog
clicker training dogs
training dog
obedience training dogs
dog recall training
dog training kennels
clicker training dog
training for dogs
house training a dog
dog behavior training
training your dog
crate training dogs
toilet training dogs
dog crate training
dog obediance training
rottweiler training
puppy potty training
dog behaviour
crate training
dog grooming

Here’s why this information is so useful.
You’ll want to bid on all these variations of your main keyword that are relevant for your
business. Not only will this bring you extra traffic – it will bring you that extra traffic at a
much lower price. Why? Because most of your competitors won’t take the trouble to do
their research and find all these alternate phrases. So there’s less competition when
you bid for them – and they’re much cheaper.
There’s also a paid tool called Wordtracker at www.Wordtracker.com that mines all the
data and does all the work for you. It’s very cheap and it’s well worth using. (None of the
links I’m giving you are affiliate links. I’m just recommending the products and services
that work best.)
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The Importance of Click Through Rate
As soon as you get your pay-per-click campaign up and running, you should have one
key goal, which is to get as many people as possible to click on your ad. The proportion
of people who click on your ad is referred to as your click-through rate (CTR.)
When you set up your account, it will tell you your click-through rate on the control
panel.. So for every 100 people who see a page with your ad on, what percentage click
on your ad? An average click-through rate may be 1.5% or 2%. A really good clickthrough rate is 4%, 5% or 6%.
The importance of click through rate is one of PPC’s best kept secrets. When you
increase your click-through rate, not only do you get more people clicking on your link
and coming to your website and hopefully more customers, but it does something else
that’s very significant.
I said earlier that the pay per click process is more than just a basic auction. It’s not a
straightforward auction because while part of what determines how high you appear on
the page is what you’re willing to pay, the other big factor is your click through rate. Up
to 50% of what determines how high up you go on the page is your click-through rate.
Google rewards you for a good click-through rate. Why do they do that? Google is
obsessed with relevance. If you want to understand and master Google, whether you
want to do it on the free search listings or on pay-per-click, understand that it’s ALL
about RELEVANCE.
Although they’re making money from the advertising, they’re also very focused on
making sure that this does not negatively impact the experience for their users. They
want the ads to be useful and relevant for the people searching. The more people who
click on an ad, the more likely it is that the ad is relevant.
Google rewards you for your high click through rate because it shows that your ads are
appealing to their users.. They’ll reward you by putting your ad higher up on the page.
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This has some significant implications. Your ad is going higher up on the page, so
you’re getting more visitors. Because it’s appearing further up the page and getting
more clicks, your click-through rate is going up again. That makes the ad go up even
higher on the page.
The end result is your ad appears high up on the page and you’re paying much less
than your competitors to be there. This is the strategy that the best PPC users deploy to
make a fortune online. It’s all about click through rate.
If you’ve tried pay-per-click and you weren’t as successful as you wanted to be, that
could well be because you weren’t aware of the importance of increasing your click
through rate. How well you do in the early days of advertising on Google normally bears
no relation to how you’ll be doing in three, six or nine month’s time. It can be a slow
curve at the beginning, but you’re aiming to hit the point where you take off and
dominate the market.
How do you increase your click-through rate? How do you get more people clicking your
ad? You do it by improving the copy in your ad.
The first way you do this is by having your keyword in the headline. The headline is the
blue, underlined heading at the top of the ad. Think of how you scan a web page. Your
brain is scanning the results, and it’s looking for relevance to the keyword you’ve just
typed in.
Having your keyword in the headline makes your ad more relevant. This can increase
your click-through rate 30%, 40%, 50% or 60%. Then, ideally you want to have to also
have the headline in the copy.
Then, it becomes a matter of testing. Google lets you split test two ads against each
other at the same time. You just keep making changes to the copy to beat your existing
ad. Do this over time and you should at least be able to double your click through rate.
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Pay per Click Success - Summary
It’s easy to feel daunted when you start your pay per click advertising but there’s no
need. In summary, these are the four areas that you want to focus on for a fast,
successful PPC campaign:

1 How to choose your keywords
The right keyword strategy can make you a fortune
Here are three tips to help you ensure you use AdWords to win in your business:
1. Brainstorm Come up with a list of the keywords that are obvious for your business.
Then look through your promotional material and website for obvious keywords that
people could be looking for on Google.
2. Use Google’s Free Keyword Tool This allows you to do two important things. First it
will give you an indication of whether people are searching for the keywords you’ve
selected. It will also give you suggestions for alternatives to your main keywords. This is
very useful because it’s these less common keywords that are usually cheaper to bid on
– and can bring very well qualified buyers.
3. Use Wordtracker Wordtracker is a tool that you pay for but provides far more indepth keyword analysis. It’s fairly cheap and a good investment because the foundation
of all PPC success is your keyword strategy. www.Wordtracker.com
2. How to write your AdWords ad
A Google AdWords ad comprises:
1. A headline You’ll find you get your best results if you include your keywords in your
head line as well as follow all the usual rules for headlines (promise a BIG benefit
matching your intended audience’s problems, etc).
2. Two lines of description The first line generally works best if you promise a benefit
(often following on from the headline), and then in the second line make your offer. You
need to test this ordering, but this is how it works best in most markets (and not
coincidentally, it follows the famous problem - agitate - solve copywriting formula).
3. A display URL This is where you’re going to send them when they click. Note the
display URL doesn’t have to be the same as the actual URL although they both have to
lead to a real page on the same site.
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3. How to make your AdWords Generate the big Profits
Remember, Google lets you write two (or more) ads for the same keywords and have
them shown in the same campaign. This lets you see which ad gets the most clicks.
Google refers to this as your ‘Click Through Rate’ or CTR.
Here’s why this is SO important. Google rewards ads with high CTRs by putting them
higher up the page. This is one of the keys to PPC success. The amount you pay per
click is not the only factor that determines how high up on the page your ad
appears. So by testing and continually improving your CTR, you can soar up the page
without paying more. You can actually end up in first or second position and be paying
LESS per click than people in positions three and four.
So split test your ads. And when you’ve got some data and found one ad outpulls
another, you delete the poorest-performing one and then write another to try and beat
the previous winner.
By doing this, in a process of incremental stepwise refinement, you build up enormous
momentum in your marketing. Don’t be deceived: even small changes can have big
effects. If every time you cycle through your testing and increase results by just 1%, it’s
exactly like compound interest, the same force Einstein reckoned to be the most
powerful force in the universe!
And the great thing is, most of your competitors won’t be doing any of this. They’ll
simply be bidding blindly on keywords and struggling to make AdWords pay for them.
4 Write Separate Ads for your Main Keywords
Google is all about relevancy. The entire search engine is built on rewarding relevant
content. This includes your PPC ads.
When a user searches for your keywords, their brain is looking for ads that most closely
resemble the keyword they just typed in. So you want to make sure that your ads relate
to the keywords. This is best achieved by writing separate ads for each of your main
keywords. Include the keyword in the headline and if possible, the body of the ad. This
will give you a higher click through rate, which will bring you more visitors to your
website AND Google will reward you by letting you go higher up the page for less cost.
You then build momentum and get the snowball effect of a never ending stream of well
qualified PPC visitors to your website.
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